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ABSTRACT

This three-volume report contains papers presented at the Twenty-Sixth Water
Reactor Safety Information Meeting held at the Bethesda Marriott Hotel, Bethesda,
Maryland, October 26-28, 1998. The papers are printed in the order of their
presentation in each session and describe progress and results of programs in nuclear
safety research conducted in this country and abroad. Foreign participation in the
meeting included papers presented by researchers from France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, Norway, Russia, Sweden and Switzerland. The titles of the papers and the
names of the authors have been updated and may differ from those that appeared in
the final program of the meeting.
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ISSUES IN THE DESIGN OF HUMAN-SYSTEMS INTERFACES TO DIGITAL SYSTEMS

John O'Hara and William Stubler
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York

Joel Kramer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, DC

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) human factors engineering (HFE) design review
guidance is described in:

* NUREG-0800, Chapter 18 of the Standard Review Plan (NRC, 1996),

* NUREG-071 1, Human Factors Engineering Program Review Model (O'Hara, Higgins, Stubler,
Goodman, Eckenrode, Bongarra, and Galletti, 1994), and

* NUREG-0700, Revision 1, Human-System Interface Design Review Guideline (O'Hara, Brown,
Stubler, Wachtel, and Persensky, 1996).

While the NUREGs -0800 and -0711 mainly address the process aspects of HFE considerations,
NUREG-0700 addresses the detailed implementation of a human-system interface (HSI) design.

In the development of NUREG-0700, Rev 1, several topics were identified as "gaps" because there was
an insufficient technical basis upon which to develop guidance (O'Hara, 1994). One gap was hybrid
HSIs; i.e., HSIs that result from the combination of digital and tradition HSI technologies. New
demands may be imposed on personnel for the operation and maintenance of these systems. These
demands may result from many factors including: characteristics of the new technologies, characteristics
of the mixture of new and traditional technologies, the process by which the hybrid HSI is developed and
implemented, and the way in which personnel are prepared to use the hybrid HSI.

The NRC is currently sponsoring research to (I) better define the effects of hybrid HSIs on personnel
performance and plant safety; and (2) develop HFE guidance to support safety reviews in the event that a
review of plant modifications involving a safety-significant aspect of HSIs is necessary. This guidance
will be integrated into existing regulatory guidance documents and will be used to provide the NRC staff
with the technical basis to help ensure that the modifications or HSI designs do not compromise safety.

HSI technology changes and their potential effects on personnel performance were identified based upon
published literature, interviews with designers and subject matter experts, and plant visits (O'Hara,
Stubler, and Higgins, 1996). The topics were evaluated with respect to their potential safety significance
(Stubler, Higgins, and O'Hara, 1996). One topic found to be potentially significant to safety and selected
for the development of HFE guidance was Design Analysis, Evaluation, and Implementation of Hybrid
HSIs.
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This topic addresses analyses and evaluations conducted during the design of upgrades and the way
upgrades are introduced into the HSI and incorporated into plant operating practices. Important
considerations included the effects upon personnel of temporary and changing HSI configurations, which
result from the installation of HSI upgrades. Additional considerations include training and personnel
acceptance of HSI changes. Thus, the topic addresses the life cycle of an HSI upgrade from initial
planning through design, evaluation, and installation.

With regard to its application to hybrid HSIs in the context of plant modifications, the existing guidance
is also limited in an additional way. While the guidance provides for tailoring of the review methods and
criteria to the unique circumstances of an individual review, no guidance is available to assist in the
identification of the process elements and criteria that are necessary. The extent of plant modifications
can range significantly, e.g., for a replacement "in-kind" of a single HSI component to an extensive
control room modification from analog to digital technology. Thus, when and where to apply that
guidance that is available needs to be addressed.

The objective of the phase of the research that is reported in this paper was to develop human factors
review guidance addressing the process by which hybrid HSIs are developed, implemented, and
integrated into plant operations. To support this objective, several tasks were performed including:

* Development of a technical basis using human performance research and analyses that are relevant to
upgrades,

* Development of HFE review guidelines in a format that is consistent with existing NRC review
guidance, and

* Identification of remaining issues for which research results were insufficient to support the
development of NRC review guidance.

The status of each will be briefly addressed below (see Stubler, OHara, and Higgins, in preparation, for
additional detail).

Technical information related to system development and modification was reviewed in order to identify
the effects of upgrades on personnel performance. The technical information included basic HFE
literature, HFE literature pertaining to complex human-machine systems, and industry experience gained
from site visits, interviews, and literature. In addition to performance effects, the types of knowledge and
skills that are needed to adapted to an upgrade were identified.

This information was used to develop a characterization framework for describing key characteristics of
hybrid HSIs that are important to HFE reviews. This information also served as the technical basis upon
which design review guidelines were developed. The NUREG-0700 guidance development
methodology was used to convert this technical basis into technically valid review guidance (O'Hara,
Brown, and Nasta, 1996).
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The guidance addressed the design process and was organized according to the 10 review element of the
NUREG-071 1:

* IFE Program Management (Element 1)
* Operating Experience Review (OER) (Element 2)
* Functional Requirements Analysis And Allocation (Element 3)
* Task Analysis (Element 4)
* Staffing (Element 5)
* Human Reliability Analysis (Element 6)
* Human-System Interface Design (Element 7)
* Procedure Development (Element 8)
* Training Program Development (Element 9)
* Human Factors Verification And Validation (Element 10).

Within each element, the guidance was further organized into four categories. The first category
described the conditions under which the particular NUREG-0711 element is relevant to the review of
upgrades. The second category included guidance from the NUREG-07 II that was modified to focus on
characteristics and considerations that are relevant upgrades. The third category included guidance that
was specifically relevant to upgrades but did not currently appear in the NUREG-071 1. The fourth
category included considerations that have potential applications beyond upgrades and are possible
additions to the more general guidance of the NUREG-071 1.

In the course of the guidance development process, several human performance issues associated with
upgrades were identified that could not be addressed with the available technical basis. They represent
topics for which further research is necessary. These issues include:

* The role of HSI consistency as applied to traditional and digital HSIs
* The effects of HSI design on crew coordination and cooperation
* The role of training in HSI skills
* The effects of the installation process for HSI upgrades upon personnel performance
* Personnel acceptance of upgrades.

In conclusion, design review guidance addressing the design, evaluation, and implementation
considerations of HSI upgrades has been developed. This guidance complements the design review
guidance that was already developed in other phases of the project to address the characteristics
associated with specific technologies such as soft controls (Stubler and O'Hara, in preparation), advanced
information systems (O'Hara and Higgins, in preparation), computer-based procedures (O'Hara, Higgins,
and Stubler, in preparation), and digital system maintenance (Stubler and Higgins, in preparation).

All of the guidance was peer reviewed and revised accordingly. The guidance documents are expected
to be published in 1999.
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Abstract: Fault coverage is an important parameter in measuring system dependability. It can be derived
via analytic models or statistical estimation. The analytical models represent the fault behavior and are
embedded within the overall system model, and generally solved using behavioral description. Statistical
estimators use data collected from physical models to derive coverage estimates. The estimates are derived
using variance reduction techniques that require a priori knowledge of the distribution of the system's fault
data. If the assumed distribution differs from the actual distribution for the fault data, then the accuracy of
the coverage estimate is questionable.

1. Introduction

The sensitivity of dependability metrics to slight variations in fault coverage is well documented
[6], [16], [19]. Specifically, a small change in coverage can result in great variations in these metrics.
Therefore, it is imperative that an accurate estimate of fault coverage be made. It is the purpose of this
paper to survey the various methods that are currently used to model and to estimate fault coverage.

There are both mathematical and qualitative expressions for fault coverage. The mathematical
definition is that fault coverage, C, is the conditional probability that a system recovers given that a fault
has occurred (6]. It is written as

C = P(fault processed correctly Ifault existence) (1)
Qualitatively, coverage is a measure of the system's ability to detect, locate, contain and recover from the
presence of a fault. There are four primary types of fault coverage available: (1) fault detection coverage;
(2) fault location coverage; (3) fault containment coverage; and (4) fault recovery coverage. Thus, the term
fault processed correctly implies at least one of the four coverage types. A more detailed description of the
fault coverage types follows.

Fault detection coverage is the system's ability to detect a fault. For example, a typical system
requirement is that a certain percentage of all faults must be detected. The fault detection coverage is then
a measure of the system's ability to meet the desired fault detection requirement. Fault location coverage
measures a system's ability to locate the cause of faults. A typical system requirement is that faults within
replaceable components must be located. Hence, fault location coverage is a measure of the success with
which such faults are located. Fault containment coverage measures a system's ability to contain faults
within a predefined boundary. For example, if a fault in a sub-system is detected and located, then
preventing the effects of the fault from propagating in the system is a measure of fault containment
coverage. Finally, fault recovery coverage measures the system's ability to automatically recover from
faults and to maintain the correct operation. If a system is required to possess a high fault recovery
coverage, then it must also possess high fault detection, fault location and fault containment coverages
[19].

The type of coverage required is highly application specific. For example, fail-safe systems require
specific knowledge of the fault detection coverage. Conversely, highly-reliable systems that use sparing
techniques [19] require knowledge of the fault recovery coverage. Regardless of the type of coverage
information that is required by a system, the methodology used to estimate the coverage parameter is the
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same. Throughout the remainder of this paper, fault coverage is defined to mean any of the four fault
coverage categories that are required for a given application.

Fault coverage is examined in two distinct ways: (l) coverage modeling and (2) parameter
estimation. As its name implies, fault coverage modeling is a development of a model for the response of a
component to the occurrence of a fault. Parameter estimation is needed for values that are required by
coverage models. The parameters can be estimated by inserting faults into a given system prototype/model
and collecting the required data. There are three primary types of models used in examining coverage [7]:

(1) axiomatic models: analytical models used to model structure and the dependability and/or
performance behavior of a system [3].

(2) empirical models: statistical models used to model complex and detailed descriptions of a
system's parameter(s) using data collected from physical models.

(3) physical models: prototypes that actually implement the hardware and/or the software of an
actual system.

These models allow for different levels of abstraction to be identified during testing as shown in
Figure 1. The axiomatic models measure the dependability metrics. In these models, the behavior of a

Axiomatic Models
I

Dependability Metrics

Parameter Estimation
l I

Analytical Expert Worst Empirical Models Physical Models
Models Opinion Case l l

Statistical Prototype
Analysis

l - l lData
Traditional VRT

Figure 1. Coverage modeling hierarchy
faulty component is represented and fault coverage is a parameter. The parameter values used are
approximations derived from expert opinion, other high level analytical models or they are estimated using
empirical and physical models. An overview of axiomatic coverage models is presented in section 2. If
statistical estimation is employed, then empirical models derive parameter estimates, including fault
coverage. from data collected from physical models. The process used for parameter estimation is shown
in Figure 2. Such empirical approaches are discussed in section 3. The parameter values are obtained via
fault injection [3), [5), [15), [33] performed on physical models, which are discussed in Section 4.

2. Axiomatic Models of Fault Coverage

Axiomatic modeling of fault coverage is a behavioral representation of a system's response to
faults. These models are embedded in the overall system model, and the actual number of coverage models
required is a function of the system under test. There have been numerous refinements to the axiomatic
fault coverage models and the various models that have been developed are presented in the following
sections. These models are categorized into two sections: error handling without time limitation and error
handling with time limitations.

2.1 Error Handling Without Time Limitations

The initial iteration of fault coverage models ignores any type of interference that could occur
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Figure 2. Parameter estimation hierarchy

during error handling, and typically consist of various forms of Markov and semi-Markov models. In these
models, it is assumed that the time spent in states handling errors is negligible with respect to the time
spent in states where errors are not present.

2.1.1 Permanent Effective Error Model [16]

The model, shown in Figure 3, depicts the effect of a fault and its resulting error. The fault

o CoverageI

Figure 3. Permanent effective error model [16)

coverage for the system is given by
C = cedxCel XCer (2)

where Ced is the error detection probability. ccl is the error location probability, and Cer is the error recovery
probability. Since this model only handles permanent faults and ignores transient faults, it has very limited
applicability to real systems.

2.1.2 CAST Fault Coverage Model (8]

CAST, shown in Figure 4, combines transient fault restoration and permanent fault recovery.
Faults occur at a rate X + t, which is the sum of the permanent and the transient fault rates respectively.
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Once a fault occurs, the detection state is entered with an error detection probability of ced. If the errors are
not detected, then system failure occurs. However if the errors are detected, then transient recovery is
attempted. The transient recovery probability is I - 1, where 1 is the transient leakage. If the transient
recovery fails, then permanent recovery is attempted. In permanent recovery, the fault cause is located with
probability cfl and the system recovers with probability c., If permanent recovery is successful, then N-I
modules remain. If it is unsuccessful, then system failure occurs. The n subscript associated with all of the
system parameters simply denotes the number of active components.

Figure 4. CAST fault coverage model [16]

2.1F3 CARE III Fault Coverage Model [36]

The CARE III single-error model, shown in Figure 5, is a generalized fault model realizing
intermittent or permanent faults. In this model, state A represents the activation of an error. State B
represents the error latency, where ap and Da are the transition rates between states A and B. State P
represents the effects of the error polluting the system and occurs from state A at rate p. State D represents
error detection, which can only occur if the error is active (state A) or it is polluting the system (state P).
The rate at which an active error is detected before it can become latent or pollute the system is A, and the
rate at which an error that is polluting the system becomes detected is cded. If the error that is polluting the
system is not detected, the error results in a failure, which is state F, at a rate of (I - ced)ed from state P. The
probability of exit from state A to State D is given by

C A + CedP A+C edP (3)

A+p A+p A + P
In order to model permanent errors, cap and Oa must be set to zero, which is the rate at which an effective
error goes latent and vice versa; else, this model represents intermittent errors.

2.2 Error Handling With Time Limitations

In order for coverage models to be robust, consideration must be given to the lifetime of the fault
and/or error. If the transient lifetime is considered, which in reality is a major concern, the models
described in section 2.1 have very little applicability in developing accurate fault coverage estimation. The
following models consider transient lifetime.

2.2.1 ARIES Fault Coverage Model (25]

The ARIES model, shown in Figure 6, includes permanent, transient and intermittent faults. In this
model, there are three possible exits: (1) system crash; (2) normal processing; and (3) permanent fault
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Figure 5. CARE III single-error fault model [16]

Figure 6. ARIES fault model [16]

recovery. Obviously, the system crash exit occurs when the error introduced by a fault causes system
failure. The probability of a fault resulting in immediate system failure is I - c.,. . The fault recognition

and attempted recovery probability is ffr j, where i denotes the recovery phase. The number of allowable
recovery phases is fixed. If during a given recovery phase the system fails, then the system crash exit is
taken with probability PF,. If during a recovery phase the system recovers from a transient error, then the
normal processing exit is taken with probability PRp. Finally, if all recovery phases are entered and
successful, then the permanent fault recovery exit is taken.
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The ARIES fault coverage probability is

C = transient restoration probability + permanent error recovery
NP (4)

= z PRi + cat x (Coverage of Permanent Recovery Procedure)

i= I

If the transient lifetime is long, then successful recovery may not have a fixed probability and the
expression for PR, must be modified.

If the transient lifetimes are exponentially distributed random variables (rv) and the duration of
each recovery phase is a constant, the expression for transient restoration becomes

PRi = Pr[Phase i entered] x Pr[Phase i successful]

x Pr[transient gone before phase i begins] (5)
=csri- x ERi x (I1 - exp(-(TI + T2 + .. + Ti _ )ID))

where the transient error lifetimes have a mean D with various durations. T7, and ERi is the probability of
an effective recovery procedure for phase i. This expression can be generalized for non-exponentially
distributed error lifetimes as

PRi = Csro x ERi x FD(TI + T2 + * + Ti - l) (6)

where FD represents the generalized distribution. If required, this type of generalization can be applied to
the recovery phase.

2.2.2 Modified CARE Inl Model (36]

In [36], a transient error model is discussed in which transient lifetimes are assumed to be
exponentially distributed. The duration of each recovery phase is assumed to be independent and
identically distributed (iid), which is more restrictive than the ARIES model. However, it allows a random
number of recovery phases, and like ARIES, it accommodates general distributions for the recovery phase.
The CARE m model has been further refined to include transient, intermittent or permanent faults (errors),
the effect of transient lifetimes and it can be solved for both the Markov and the semi-Markov case.

2.2.3 Extended Stochastic Petri Net (ESPN) Fault Coverage Model[16], [39]

The ESPN model combines both local and global timing. This model includes the limited recovery
time associated with real systems, and the ability to determine the effects of near-coincident errors [26] that
can occur during attempted recovery. The only near-coincident errors of interest are those whose
occurrence can interfere with the current recovery. It is conservatively assumed that the occurrence of a
near-coincident fault will result in system failure.

Since a stochastic Petri net is used, the various fault distributions can be generalized. If all faults
are exponentially distributed rv, then the Petri net can be converted to a Markov model and solved
accordingly. If the failure rates are not exponentially distributed, then in some cases the resulting model is
semi-Markov and in other cases simulation is required.

2.3 Limitations of Axiomatic Coverage Models

As the development of axiomatic coverage models evolved, their ability to accurately model
complex failure recovery mechanisms, such as the duration of an error with consideration given to its
lifetime. expanded. In all of these models, however, there is one common thread: the model transition
probabilities are unknowns. But these models are useful in determining which parameters are important, so
that those gathering data know what data to collect.

It is impossible to know without actually testing a system the values of the various transition
probabilities. In some circumstances, it may be impossible to ascertain the exact values. If feasible, a series
of fault injection experiments can be performed on a physical model to try to obtain estimates for some of
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these transition probabilities. Since testing the system for all possible faults is intractable, some type of
sampling of the complete fault set for a system is required. Unless some empirical analysis is performed,
such an estimation cannot be made. Expert opinion can be used to generate an abridged fault set, but it
impossible to demonstrate that such a fault set is complete to guarantee an accurate coverage estimate.
Similarly, expert opinion can be used to simply predict the various model recovery and failure rates and the
accuracy of such predictions is highly subjective. Additionally, each fault detection and recovery
mechanism that resides in the system can require its own fault coverage model. Hence, the size and the
complexity of a given axiomatic model increases relative to the size and the complexity of the system
under test.

3. Empirical Models for Fault Coverage Parameter Estimation

The use of empirical models for fault coverage estimation requires detailed statistical analysis that
must address four important questions [32]:

(1) How can the fault coverage value be accurately estimated?
(2) How can any error in the estimate be quantified?
(3) How are fault samples selected?
(4) How can accurate estimates for fault coverage be obtained in a reasonable time?

As previously discussed, empirical models are used to estimate parameters used by axiomatic
model. Empirical modeling relaxes many of the assumptions and restrictions, such as parameter
estimation, present in axiomatic models. Parameter estimation requires that the system fault space be
sampled in some random fashion to provide a representative sample of the entire fault set. Using the data
collected from this sampled set, statistical analysis is performed to analyze the accuracy of the resulting
estimated parameters. It is shown in (41 that this technique can be used for predicting the system's expected
fault coverage. There are numerous sampling strategies available, including techniques that attempt to
reduce the variance of the estimate. This type of sampling is referred to as a variance reduction technique
(VRT).

The purpose of VRTs is to increase the accuracy of the parameter estimate so that the required
number of sample points can be further reduced. VRTs exploit some attribute of the system to increase the
accuracy of the parameter estimate(s). Importance sampling, multi-stage sampling, stratified sampling and
regression analysis are all examples of VRTs [9], [17].

3.1 Fault Coverage [12], [31], [32], [34], [35], [411

The mathematical model used to describe a fault processing event is

C = P(fault processed correctlyLfault existence)

= PYIX(YJX) (7)

Px, y(x, Y)

PX(X)

where X efaults existence, and Y ofault processed correctly. Since coverage is based upon a series
of fault occurrences, that is a fault existence and its subsequent correct processing, the conditional
probability in (7) can be considered to represent a series of discrete events. Hence, the expected value of
the conditional probability for coverage can be modeled as

E[YIX=x]= x y-P(Y=yIX= x)
x,yE Q (8)

= Z Y ' PYIX(YIX)
x,2ye T l

where Q is the system's complete fault space. Typically, a fault processing event is considered as a
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Bernoulli rv defined as

[I V covered faults with probability pylx(ylx)

l0 V uncovered faults with probability - plx(ylx)

During testing, there is a possibility of no-reply, which is the inability to obtain measures from some
elements in a sample [9]. Such problems arise when certain faults remain hidden when introduced to a
system or it may be impossible to introduce a specific fault. In the preceding model, no-reply faults are not
included. To remove this source of possible statistical error, the indicator function given in (9) is redefined
as:

I 1 V covered faults

Yi = c(xi) = 0 V uncovered faults (10)

a V no-reply

and the analysis either counts the faults as covered, uncovered or discards the experiment. Substituting the
expression for y found in (9) into (8) yields

E[YIX= x]= , y -pyix(ylx)
xyE a (11)

= Pyix(yIX)

=C

Similarly, the variance of the conditional probability for coverage is

Var[YIX= x] = E[ YIX= x]-(E[YIX= x])2 (12)
= C(1-C)

Obviously, neither the pmf associated with a fault's existence nor the joint pmf associated with a fault's
existence and recovery is known a priori. As a result, a fault coverage experiment is necessary to
determine a coverage value.

Theoretically, coverage can be determined by injecting the entire sample of N faults, which are
assumed to be independent, from the fault space into a given system and calculating the ratio of properly
handled faults, d, against the number of injected faults; that is (151,

C =- (13)

The expression d, is analogous to that found in (9); that is, the number of properly handled faults in a fault
injection experiment can be modeled as a summation of a series of Bernoulli trials. Hence,

N

d = E ys (14)

i = I
where yi is the Bernoulli rv as defined in (9) for the ith fault injection experiment and (13) can be rewritten
as

N

C = yi (15)

i= 1
Since it is impractical to inject every fault into a system, an experiment must be developed to provide an
unbiased estimate of coverage by limiting the number of fault injection experiments.
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By limiting the number of fault injection experiments to n, the coverage point estimate is
n

Cy. = I YHi (16)
i= I

which is an unbiased estimator if the equally likely constraint is valid [17]. Assuming that a large sample
size exists, the central limit theorem (CLT) can be applied to approximate the estimator. Assuming that the
estimator is Gaussian, it can be shown that its variance is

Var{Cy.} = ac2 = (17)
C:,, n

Since the fault coverage and the variance of y are unknown, the point estimate CyR and the variance
a2

estimate Cav are used in (17) [361 to yield

a< _ av _ Cy(I - CY.)
C. n n

Under these conditions. a two-sided lOOy% confidence interval can be defined. The lower bound of the
confidence interval, which is the most conservative estimate of fault coverage, is of most interest and is
defined in [29] as

Cy., Cy. = &2 C (l-C) (19)

where C. is the confidence coefficient for a Gaussian distribution.
This statistical approach is the basis for many empirical models, which are reviewed in

subsequent sections. In these models, VRTs are applied to provide variance reduction via various sampling
techniques.

3.2 Powell et al Empirical Models [31], [32]

Since exhaustive testing to determine coverage is seldom possible, fault coverage estimation is
performed on a representative sample of the entire fault space. There are two approaches for performing
this random sampling: sampling from the complete fault space, and sampling from subspace partitions/
classes of the complete fault list, which is commonly referred to as stratified sampling.

3.2.1 Non-partitioned Space Sampling

Representative sampling (24] consists of sampling with replacement from a group of n faults and
is applicable to non-partitioned sampling. Its unbiased coverage estimator and variance are

n

C, = - P Yd(20)
n > Px(i)

i=1I
2

Var{Cy} = C )'Ly) CyJ (21)

If the sample selection is chosen such that px(xi) = Px y(xi, yi), then the estimate for the mean found in
(20) is equivalent to the point estimate found in (16). Similarly, the variance for this estimate is given by
(17) and the lower side of the confidence interval is given by (19).
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3.2.2 Partitioned Space Sampling (Stratified Sampling)

Rather than sampling from the entire fault list. the sampling can occur from partitioned classes [91.
[17], [24]. By definition, the classes form M disjoint subsets such that

M

E= U E, such thatfor every i,j, i*j, Eir)Ej = 0 (22)
j = I

where E is the entire fault list. The coverage factor as expressed in (8) can be rewritten as

M

c= £ £ Y PyIx(YIX)
j= ixsye Ej

M

= I Y PyJx,(YIXj) PXjJX(XjJX)
j = l x,)E Ej (23)

M

= Pxjlx(xjlx) I Y Pylxj(ylXj)
j= I xye E

M

= I Pxjpx(Xxjlx)c(Xj) where c(Xj)= A y pyix(YiXi)
j= I xys Ej

Using this partitioned sampling space, two different sampling techniques can be implemented: the naive
estimator and stratified sampling.

The naive estdmator samples an equal number of faults from each class. For each sample, the
coverage estimate for each class i is

M
I di

Cna = - A i = (24)

i= 1
The estimator's variance is

M
Var{Cna} = M £ (C(Xj) j(X1 )) (25)

j1 I
If all fault occurrences are not equally probable, then this estimator is biased. It can be shown that

M
I

E{Cna} = c(Xj) = Y, c(Xj) (26)
j=

hence this technique provides a naive estimator.
The covariance between the coverage, CE and the fault occurrence probability, px(Xj) , for

each class is
M

SCP = M (C(Xj) -(Xj)) (Px lx(xjlX)-j (27)
j =I

from which it can be proven that
C(Xj) = C-MSCp (28)

Depending on the sign of the covariance, the fault coverage estimator can be either pessimistic or
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optimistic. This result is proven with actual examples in [31], (321.
In stratified sampling [91J117], [241, a number of samples, nj, for each class, E* is pre-selected and

a representative sample of size ni = nj is taken for each class. The coverage factor now applies to the class
rather that the complete sample space and is expressed as

di
Cfai In (29)

The coverage and variance estimates are
M

CE= PXi1X(Xi1X) *(Xi) (30)
i= I

M

Var{CstE} = X PXX(Xx1 x)Var{c(Xj)} (31)

Similarly. the variance of the class coverage estimator is given by

Var{c(Xi)} = I (c(X)-c (Xi)) (32)

From these variance expressions, it can be seen that the variance depends upon the class sample
size. To minimize the system coverage factor's variance, Yar{Cst,}, each class' sample size must be
defined as

n= PX,1 x(xilx)n (33)
This type of sample size allocation is referred to as a stratified sample with representative allocation.
Using the expressions found in (33), (29) and (30), the system coverage estimator can be expressed as

CstR = - (34)n
which is equivalent to that for the naive estimator. The variance, however, differs. If the expression nj is
substituted into (31) and (32), the resulting variance is

M
1 1

Var{CstR} = n PxIx(xilx)c 2(Xi) (35)
i= I

Hence, the precision of representative stratification is not sensitive to the covariance between the coverage
and the fault/activity occurrence probability for each class. As a result, there is an appreciable gain in
precision for coverage estimation and this is substantiated with examples from [31], [321. This gain in
precision is demonstrated via the improvement in the confidence interval obtained by using the variance
provided by (35) in (19). However, the fault/activity occurrence probability is an unknown, and as a result,
it is difficult for representative stratification to be used accurately.

3.2.3 No-Reply Problem

To accommodate the no-reply problem, a posteriori stratification is introduced. This method uses
available system information in considering different stratification techniques. Since structural information
is circuit dependent, the selected stratification technique is viable'only for the circuit under test. Hence, this
methodology cannot be extended to a general application.

3.3 Cukier et at Model [14]

The Cukier et al model is an extension of the work performed by Powell et al. In this work, fault
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coverage is modeled in terms of the uncovered faults. This non-coverage estimate, C, using representative
sampling is

C = N (36)

where d are the number of uncovered faults and N is the number of fault injection experiments performed.
The expression for non-coverage shown in (36) is analogous to the expression for coverage shown in (13).
Similarly, the coverage expression for partitioned space sampling, which is shown in (23), can be
expressed in terms of non-coverage as

M

C = Px lx(xjlx)c(Xj) (37)

j= I
Two distinct approaches for non-coverage estimation can be made using either classical statistical methods
or Bayesian techniques.

3.3.1 Classical Statistical Approach

The upper 1Oy% confidence limit estimator for C is defined as

P[C5 SCy(X)j C] = y (38)
In modeling non-coverage for an ultra-dependable system, it is shown in (301 that approximated
estimations using the classical statistical approach are not valid. Hence, approximations cannot be used
when developing non-coverage estimators based upon (38).

To allow for the multiple classes during the fault injection experiments and to minimize (37), the
upper IOOy% confidence limit estimator for C for M classes is given by the solution of

sx ' (I i I 1,...,M},cie [0, 1] (39)

3.3.2 Bayesian Approach

In Bayesian theory, non-coverage, C, and the class non-coverages, Zi, are considered as rv. The
upper lOOy% confidence limit is defined by the distribution of the rv; that is

PIC < Cy(X)IX1 = Y = X (40)
In order to obtain the confidence limit defined in (40), the posterior distribution of C is required. For
representative sampling, this posterior distribution is

f:(clx = x) (41)

and for stratified sampling, the posterior distribution of the non-coverage classes is simply
f: (ciIxi = xi) (42)

In order to solve for the posterior distribution, an appropriate choice of the prior distribution for the non-
coverage classes is required.

A beta prior distribution is used for two primary reasons: (1) the number of uncovered faults in
each partition is binomially distributed and a beta prior distribution ensures that the prior and the posterior
distributions are both from the same family; and (2) when the parameters of the beta distribution equal one,
the obtained distribution is uniform over the interval [0, I], which means that all values of ci have the
same weight. The beta prior distributions for Ci are
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f( (-Cd(Ic) for 0 c< i1, ki ? 0, ( > )

where 0(ki, I,) is a beta function with parameters k1 and l; [1].
Since the number of uncovered faults in each partition, Xi, is binomially distributed, then

fxi(xjiC= c,) (= l i(I - ci) ' i (44)

and the posterior distribution for C; is [2]

f: (cXi= xi)= ( I(45)

where k ' = xi+ kk' and Ij' = ni-xi+1i.

The posterior distribution for C is found by combining the posterior distributions of the various Zj.
In [13], it is shown that an analytical expression for the posterior of C is too complicated for more than
three classes. Thus, the posterior distribution for C can only be obtained using approximation. When a
distribution cannot be exactly calculated, it is possible to theoretically exhibit all of the properties of a
distribution in terms of its moments [37]. Similarly, distributions that have a finite number of lower order
moments in common approximate each other [37]. The calculation of moments can be achieved using
either the moment generating function [29], [37] or assuming independence among the classes. Once the
moments have been calculated, the posterior distribution can be determined from the Pearson distribution
system [21].

3.3.2.1 Calculation of Moments

The moment generating function of Zi, assuming s Beta distribution 0(k'1 , I'd), is

¢- = -,F(ki';ki + l4';t) (46)
Ci

where -,F(ki';ki' + lI';t) is the confluent hypergeometric function [48] and

-,= F(ki';k i + i ;pit) (47)

Since the moment generating function of a sum of rv is equivalent to the product of the moment generating
function of the-various rv [20], then

M

c ) -IF(ki';ki + li';pit) (48)
C

;= I
which is derived based upon (23). The n'h derivative of the moment generating function of C for t = 0

defines the nih moment of C. Assuming that the powers of C; are independent, then simpler expressions for

the moments of C can be obtained. The r-th central moment of the beta distribution, (3(k',, I'), using this

independence assumption is

E g ] (ki+ r, r;) k1 (k'i+ 1)--.(k'i +r- )

[ .. -X ( ) - (+tr)(k' +rj+ l)...(k'i+ri+ r- 1)

3.3.2.2 Pearson Distribution System (21] for Use as a Posterior Distribution

The Pearson distribution system is a family of seven distributions and are summarized in Table I.
The seven distributions are represented in a planar plot of their skewness and kurtosis coefficients. From
this planar plot, the family to which a given data set belongs is determined. The Pearson distribution pdf,
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Table 1: Pearson Distribution System [211

Type I beta distribution Type V inverse Gaussian distribution

Type II symmetrical form of the function Type VI cumulative Pareto distribution
defined in Type I representing income

Type III gamma distribution Type VII t distribution

Type IV no common statistical distributions
are of this type; the values required
for the CDF are intractable

fix), satisfies a differential equation of the form
I df _ pa+x (50)
fdx pbo +pblx +pb2 x2

The shape of the distribution is dependent on the values of the four parameters, which can be determined
by the first four moments of the distributionsfi). For a detailed summary of this relationship, the reader is
advised to see 11], [2], [131,[14], [21],[30), [37].

3.3.3 Comparison of Approaches

The classical statistical and the Bayesian approach are compared for two hypothetical systems,
system 1 and system 2 [14], using stratification and simple sampling. It is assumed that the prior
distribution for the Bayesian estimation is uniform; that is, the parameters of the beta distribution are equal
to one. Initially, the moments used for the Bayesian analysis are calculated using both moment generating
functions and the independence assumption.

The initial testing uses homogenous allocation, which requires sampling a predetermined number
from each class, and representative allocation, which requires sampling the same number of faults from
each class. During this testing the number of fault injection experiments that are performed is varied to
determine the validity of the Bayesian approach and to compare it to the classical statistical approach.

During testing, it is shown that only the moment generating function when used with
representative allocation produces valid results for system 1; that is, the posterior distribution is of Type I.
Both estimation methods are valid for system 2 when used with representative sampling. Hence, the
comparison is performed using the Bayesian method is derived via moment generating functions and using
representative sampling. When simple sampling is considered, the Bayesian estimations are more
conservative. Using stratification, it is shown that the Bayesian estimation is less conservative than the
classical statistical methods. However, this conservatism decreases as the number of fault injection
experiments increases.

3.4 Fault Expansion Model [34], (35]

Another method for sampling the complete fault space is fault expansion. In fault expansion, the
fault space is subdivided into mutually exclusive subsets defined as

Ei = {Xil IXi2 *... XiEIj} (51)

where Ei is the i-th equivalent fault set, xy is the j-th element of the i-th fault set and IEiI is the set
cardinality. All equivalent fault sets are disjoint and their union is the complete fault set.

The fault expansion process consists of randomly selecting a fault and determining the set of
equivalent faults. All members of Ei are removed from the fault space and fault injection is performed
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using only one fault. The evaluation of the xik fault is described mathematically as

fI Vcovered faults
Zi = C(xij) = OVuncovered faults (52)

where zi is the irh sample of the z rv which describes the result of the fault injection experiment for the
equivalent fault set Ek. The expected value for coverage is

JEt I EJ

E{ZJX} = Z pzIx(zIX) = X Z 1jpz1x(zijxlx) = C (53)
xze E l= lj= I

which is similar to (8). There have been two VRTs developed using fault expansion and they are the Wang
et al empirical model [41] and the Smith et al empirical model [35].

3A.1 Wang et al Empirical Model [30]

If fault sampling occurs for the entire fault space, the total number of covered faults after m
injections is simply

m

Cm = X (54)

Using the binomial distribution for Cm, the lOOyo one-sided confidence interval [9], (38] for the coverage
estimate is

P(CmŽCmJdCc) = £ (m.)dc4(l- dc,) i = l-y (55)

where y is the confidence coefficient and dcc is the desired coverage value. It is very difficult to solve (55)
for dc, given an arbitrary value of m.

For a system with coverage near one, a Poisson distribution is a good approximation to the
binomial distribution. In this case, it can be shown that dcc is given by [38]

dcc = I 2 (56)
12deck 12mXdeg; I-y (6

where X2deg;j_, satisfies P(Y> 25g1 Y) = 1-y and Y is chi-square distributed with

deg = 2(k - Sm + I) degrees of freedom. In testing, it is determined that for coverages approaching one,

the value of cm is extremely close if not equal to m. To ensure that the lower limit for the confidence
interval is met or exceeded, the value of m must be extremely large. To reduce the required sample size and
to meet the lower confidence interval requirement, fault expansion (34], (35] is used

In sampling using fault expansion, there are two cases of interest: the infinite and the finite fault
population. For the infinite population, it is shown in [34] that the best estimate for fault coverage occurs
when all fault classes are of equal size. The resulting lower one-sided confidence interval for this coverage
estimate is identical to that found in (55). Since there is no appreciable variance reduction, fault expansion
is not recommended. However, fault expansion is very helpful for the finite population case.

Assuming that the fault population is finite the exact coverage factor is given by (13). Since it is
impractical to inject all N faults, the value for D must be estimated. It is proven that the one-sided
confidence interval for the lower limit on the estimate of D, that is Di, using the binomial distribution is

r(dcN + i) r( -fi +
P(Cfi>cfiJDFg) =-p + + = IY (57)
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where b is the equivalence class size, N is the finite fault population size, fi is the total number of
injections, dc1 is the lower limit on coverage and y is the confidence coefficient.

From (57), it can be determined that dc1 is a function of b/N andfi. In analyzing this equation, it is
proven that the size of the population classes greatly affects the analysis. If the equivalence classes are
significantly large, the impact of fault expansion is maximized. This result implies that unlike in the
infinite population case, the size of the fault classes need not be equivalent; instead, it is desirable that the
equivalent fault classes for covered faults should be considerably larger than those for uncovered faults.

3.4.2 Smith et al Empirical Model [34], [35]

If all sample measurements are covered, then the variance found in (18) is zero. Hence, no
confidence interval can be calculated. To overcome this limitation, a more conservative variance estimate
is needed. By converting one covered fault injection experiment into an uncovered experiment, the
variance estimate is always non-zero and more conservative in nature; that is. the calculated variance will
exceed the actual value. This modified variance estimate of y is

^,2 -n (58)

and the resulting confidence interval for the lower bound is

Cyan~~~ ~ ~ -o g= ~^
n

where CU is selected depending upon the desired confidence level. This lower bound is consistent with

other analyses of the all covered case [271.

The point estimate mean for C is
If

£zilEil n

n = m zilEi (60)

£= I~i =
where

n

m = J Eil (61)

i= I
Assuming that the sample size is sufficiently large, then the CLT can be applied, and the resulting point

estimate for CZ. is

C- = 2 z-p1  (62)

i = I
n

where pi = JE=j/m, Pi and pi is the probability that a fault lies in class i. The resulting
i= I

variance is
n

,= ' P(63)

Similarly, the variance reduction is derived assuming there exists one uncovered fault set.
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Assuming that the first class El is uncovered. the uncovered probability pi is

Pi = m (64)

and the point estimate as described in (62) becomes
n m - |E |

= ZIP + I z m (65)

i=2
and the variance becomes

'2 IEi1(m- IElJ) (66)

By assuming that the covered and the uncovered probabilities are of the following form

Pc =m ItIl
PCm

i e covered faults
JE- (67)

i 6 uncovered faults
(66) can be rewritten as

2 JEi(m-IE|) (68)

As long as |E- < (um)/n, where d is the number of uncovered fault injection experiments, the variance is

reduced. If the average uncovered fault class size is smaller than the average set size, then fault expansion
provides variance reduction.

As is true for the random sampling case, a conservative estimation must be made for the all
covered case. It is again conservatively estimated that one of the covered fault injection experiments is
assumed to be uncovered to prevent a zero variance. To minimize the increase in variance, IEI in (68) is set
equal to one. The resulting variance estimate is

2- 24 {( z =jn} (69)

The variance reduction ratio for C~Z as it relates to the original Cvy point estimate is

t,&2 ~ | n2(JEc-J m - JE-l)

y= = ,1 (70)

n2

which is a measure of statistical improvement that results from utilizing fault expansion. For the all
covered case, the resulting variance reduction ratio is

-= (m - 1)n2 n if(m * I)and(n o 1) (71)
r .. 2 ( ):
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3.5 Constantinescu Empirical Model [12]

In this model, multi-stage. stratified and combined multi-stage/stratified random sampling [91 are
used. Multi-stage sampling allows the use of a multidimensional event space. The number of dimensions is
equivalent to the number of factors that affect coverage. This event space consists of the cross products of
all possible fault locations, types, times of occurrence. durations and system workloads. Due to practical
considerations, a 3-D space is used consisting of the cross products of. three I-D subspaces. These
subspaces include fault location, fault occurrence times and system input values. The population is divided
into consecutive subunits, and random sampling is performed on these newly created subunits. The
coverage model found in (16) is re-written to accommodate a multi-dimensional sample space as

IEI IE,.I

I y(,i X.. ... it)

C =in= l (72)
n

i= I
Obviously, the number of fault locations is finite by nature. Faults can occur at any time, but time

can be subdivided into a finite number of small intervals. The input space, however, is not as easily
defined. As system complexity increases, the number of input values becomes extremely large. To
overcome this problem, stratification is used to manage the vast input space by subdividing it into smaller,
more manageable subspaces called strata. The sum of the strata equals the original population. Each
stratum is sampled s-independently. By combining both multi-stage and stratified sampling techniques, the
effectiveness of sampling increases [9], [40].

3.5.1 Multi-Stage Sampling for a 3-D Space

Multi-stage sampling requires random selection of members from the original population followed
by consecutive random sampling from the subunits. The three sampling stages for simulated fault injection
and for physical fault injection performed in 3-D space are found in Table 2. Regardless of the sampling

Table 2: Fault Injection Sampling Stages

Simulated Fault Injection Physical Fault Injection

Stage I Select several input values at random Randomly select the locations for fault
from the 1-D input space injection for all previously selected inputs

and injection times

Stage 2 Select several fault injection times at Select several input values at random
random from the 1-D fault occurrence from the I-D input space
time space for each input

Stage 3 Randomly select the locations for fault Select several fault injection times at
injection for all previously selected inputs random from the 1-D fault occurrence
and injection times time space for each input

order that is used, the formulae for coverage and general multi-stage sampling are applicable. Unbiased
estimates for the mean and variance [11] are
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1w11 1W,1

(73)

II In W
j=k

and

Varn (1= =I (74)

w|ie l is p a sz .WilW]iwnI-1 1)

where Jwkl is the sample size and JEkJ is the population size at stage k for n sampling stages. The confidence
level is as defined in (19) and the indicator function is modeled in terms of a multi-dimensional space.
Theorem proofs for these estimates can be found in [10].

35.2 Stratified Sampling

In many situations, the amount of system input data needed is too large to explicitly input all data
combinations. By using stratification to divide the input space into strata, the maximum number of possible
inputs is greatly reduced. Typically, the maximum number of inputs grouped in a stratum is determined by
the largest random number that can be practically generated, and by the type of inputs, binary or analog.
For the 3-D event space for coverage, the original event space, E, is subdivided into several smaller
subspaces.

Assuming the point estimate is Gaussian, the unit population, E, be subdivided into m
subpopulations. If independent random sampling is performed in every stratum, then the unbiased estimate
of the mean is

m

CsT= XfEi(s)Ci
(75)

ESTJ
PEI(sZ) E E '

where ST stands for stratified. An unbiased variance estimate is

m

Var(CST) = p pE (st)- Var(C) (76)

1=1l
Theorem proofs for these estimates can be found in [10].

3.5.3 Combined Multi-Stage and Stratified Sampling

Coverage estimator equations for combined multi-stage and stratified sampling are obtained from
the simpler expressions found in theorems 1-6 and corollary I in (12]. For example, the appropriate
sampling order for simulated fault injection is stratification followed by multi-stage sampling. The weight
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of stratum j is
,,

[I ESTj,

fE,(st) = m In for i = 1, 2, ... , n (77)

T. n Esri
j = I= I

The resulting confidence limits on the coverage can be found by substituting (76) using the stratum
weights derived in (77) into (19).

3.6 Limitations of Empirical Models for Coverage Estination

Empirical models approach coverage estimation by implementing various VRTs. In the Powell et
at method, the variance reduction is achieved using stratified sampling and two-stage sampling. However,
the conditional probabilities that are required for this estimate need to be measured. These measurements
can be extremely difficult, if not impossible, and the problems associated with estimating these
probabilities are demonstrated by the wide range of coverage estimations shown in [311, [321. In two-stage
sampling, the results demonstrated that better coverage estimation can be achieved than for stratified
sampling. However, for both of these methods, it is concluded that the coverage estimate is system
dependent.

In the Wang et al model, fault expansion is used to provide variance reduction. In this model it is
assumed that the binomial representation for coverage approximates a Poisson distribution, which is then
used to calculate a single sided confidence level. In the model presented by Smith et al, they applied the
CLT to determine the confidence interval associated with the coverage estimation, because it is assumed
that the sample size is sufficiently large [291. Similarly in the Constantinescu method, his point estimates
for the various sampling techniques discussed assumes that the point estimates are Gaussian. As a result,
these assumptions limit the broad applicability of these methods. If the underlying distribution for the point
estimate is not Gaussian or Poisson, then none of these approximations are appropriate.

The coverage estimation model by Cukier et al is a refinement of the Powell et al model using
uncovered fault information to develop a Bayesian estimate. This model requires the conditional
probabilities from the Powell et al model, which are difficult if not impossible to measure, for calculating
both the moments and the Pearson parameters in the Bayesian approach. Additionally, it is assumed that
the prior distribution for the coverage estimate is beta with parameters one. If however the prior
distribution is not beta or the beta parameters differ, then the calculation of the posterior distribution is in
error. Finally, this model also shows some dependence on the system being modeled; that is, the ability to
derive a coverage estimate can be system dependent.

4. Physical Models

Physical models represent the actual system and involve the development of prototypes realized in
either software and/or hardware. Additionally, these models can be realized at multiple levels of
abstraction such as the transistor, gate, circuit or system level, allowing for hierarchical modeling. Ideally,
all parameters can be measured at the these various levels, but there is no accepted way to keep the faults
modeled consistently throughout the various levels of hierarchy. Nevertheless, the parameter estimates'
measure should be consistent and should improve as the level of modeling descends to the lowest level,
which is the transistor level.

The feasibility of constructing and testing hardware prototypes depends upon both the time
available and the cost of production. If only time is a concern, then a sample system can be constructed and
tested in a harsh (that is, failure rate accelerated) environment. If cost is a concern, then software based
prototypes can be built. The obvious problem here is the time required to simulate the models.

These software models can be tested just like an actual sample system using fault injection. For
both of these techniques, an unbiased subset of the overall fault space must be used for fault injection. As
discussed in section 2.3, the selection of a fault list subset that is of sufficient size to provide an accurate
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fault coverage estimate requires an empirical model. If this analysis is not performed, then the selection of
the list of faults to be tested is highly subjective and it may not provide a statistically meaningful result.

5. Conclusions

Fault coverage can be examined in two distinct ways: (1) fault coverage modeling and (2)
parameter estimation. Fault coverage modeling consists of creating an axiomatic model that represents
faulty component behavior within a given system. One drawback of this approach is that the size and the
complexity of a system model would dramatically increase because of the state space required to represent
all possible fault scenarios. Additionally, the parameters that these axiomatic models require, such as the
transition rates between the various states, are not known a priori. As a result, these values are
approximated from other analytical models or expert opinion, and the resulting fault coverage is simply an
approximation with undefined confidence intervals. To overcome these problems, empirical and physical
models are used.

Empirical models are statistical models that use data collected from physical models. Using fault
injection with physical models, data pertaining to the various dependability parameters, including fault
coverage, is collected and parameter estimation can be made from the empirical models. Dependability
testing must be incorporated during the design cycle, and via fault injection, the various dependability
parameters, including fault coverage, can be estimated for a given confidence interval from the empirical
models using VRTs.

Fault coverage estimation is typically achieved via point estimation and Bayesian techniques.
Point estimation, assuming that a large enough data set exists, can use the CLT, which implies a Gaussian
distribution, from which a two-sided confidence interval can be calculated. Special attention is given to the
lower bound because it is the most pessimistic estimate. Additionally, a coverage point estimate can be
obtained if coverage is assumed to be binomially distributed. This distribution can be estimated by a
Poisson distribution from which a single-sided confidence interval can be extracted. In all of these
methods, various sampling schemes are implemented to provide variance reduction for the coverage
estimates.

The limitation of these approaches is that the empirical models base their parameter estimates
upon an a priori selection for the distribution of the point estimate, and in the case of Bayesian techniques,
the coverage estimate is based upon an a priori selection of the prior distribution. As discussed in section
3.6, this a priori selection of the various distributions limits the applicability of these existing empirical
models. Additionally, some of these models are system dependent, which further limits their applicability.
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of [EC 61508 and UL 1998
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ABSTRACT

There are a vast number of products and
components being developed today that rely on
microprocessors and software to deliver
functionality and features as well as safety control
measures. These products and components need to
be designeed. constructed and tested according to a
well-defined and practical set of safety
requirements. Specifically with regard to the safety-
related software, UL published a newly revised
Second Edition of UL 1998 titled "Standard for
Safetyfor Software in Programmable Components. "
and the International Electrotechnical Commission
has developed IEC 61508, "Functional safety:
safety-related systems." We describe some of the
similarities and differences between these two safety
standards revealing where UL 1998 is particularly
ivell-suitedfor embedded safety-related software.

Introduction

Manufacturers are using more and more innovative
technologies to create components, products and
systems with enhanced capabilities and improved
performance. When these technologies involve
programmable or computerized components,
benefits such as reduced parts costs and the ability
to rapidly incorporate new features have been
realized. With the increased reliance on
microprocessors and software in safety-related
systems, it is imperative that the computerized
components and subsystems be subject to a standard
set of safety requirements that are appropriate for
this kind of technology. This, of course,
immediately gives rise to several interesting
questions concerning similarities and differences

between various standards and the assessment
practices. In this paper, we examine two particular
safety standards, namely UL's "Standard for Safety
for Software in Programmable Components"
[UL1998] and the international standard entitled
"Functional safety of electrical, electronic
programmable electronic safety-related systems"
[IEC 61508], from a number of different
perspectives.

From a standards perspective we note some basic
similarities such as a shared set of safety objectives.
similar approaches to formulating consensus,
comparable language and composition/integration,
and many of the same technical references sources.
They are compatible in the sense that each standard
has a useful scope of application - albeit at different
ends of the system spectrum - and both standards
consolidate software with certain microelectronic
hardware requirements.

Organization

This paper is organized into two main parts: first,
we will briefly explain the structure and layout
scheme for both the international standards and the
UL standards, providing insights into how they are
developed and applied. In particular, we explain
how programmable electronic system safety issues
can be addressed both at the component 'building-
blocsk" level and from the perspective of
decomposing safety-related systems into constituent
subsystems and components. Next, we highlight a
few key software requirements in each standard,
exposing some of UL 1998's most distinct and
unique requirements for embedded safety-related
software.
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Comparing the Structure

The manner in which UL and )EC standards are
organized, developed, and presented is indeed
different. Yet after more careful study, it is clear
that both strategies can be (and are) used to achieve
safety assessment at the "system level." To
understand the motivation behind JEC 61508 and
how it works with the other IEC standards, we will
first take a quick look at the method used by the IEC
to organize and present its standards. In contrast, a
similar explanation of UL's standards and how UL
1998 fits in to the overall standards medley will
follow this discussion.

lEC Standards Structure

Figure I illustrates how the IEC Standards are
organized into four basic facets: 1) General
Requirements, 2) Collateral Standards, 3) Particular
Standards, and 4) Performance Standards.

general in nature and are separated out' so that
specialists having technology-specific expertise can
contribute their knowledge by way of participation
on relevant IEC technical committees. Particular
Standards contain device-specific requirements that
focus on a given kind of device. Some examples
include, light curtains, PLCs, and two-hand controls.
Particular Standards hold precedence over the
Collateral Standards as they may contain
requirements that amend, delete, or supercede the
general requirements. Performance Standards are
reserved for functional and performance
requirements including specific accuracy, efficiency
and precision requirements. To date, very few
Performance Standards have been written; instead,
technical committees have folded these
requirements into the Particular Standards.

The way the standards are organized allows both
standards writing bodies to maintain a clean
separation between the appropriate domain-specific
criteria for particular kinds of technologies and
devices used in a given system and the system itself
as a whole.

Dual-Use of IEC 61508

How then does IEC 61508 fit into the IEC scheme
for organizing standards? One way that IEC 61508
can be used as a "stand-alone" standard. This is
because the requirements contained in the standard
can be used directly as generic requirements (i.e.,
without attempts to guide the development of more
refined and application specific sector standards).
This role bears a strong and comparable relationship
to UL 1998's role as a "Reference Standard."
(Reference Standards are described in more detail in
the section entitled "Structure of UL Standards").

The second way IEC 61508 can be used is as a basis
for creating or generating other sector specific
standards (Figure 2). The first four parts of IEC
61508 have a special status in the IEC standards
classification system, known as IEC Basic Safety
Publications. Per IEC policy, this means "whenever
applicable [it is the responsibility of the technical

Figure 1: SEC Organization of Standards

General requirements are a collection of all of the
currently known requirements that broadly apply to
devices of a particular industry. So, for example,
JEC 601-1 contains the core set of general
requirements ("dash one") for medical electrical
equipment (where "601" designates the medical
device industry). Collateral Standards partition the
various aspects of the system based on the
technology being used in the system. These include
the System, Software, Hardware, EMC, etc. The
requirements in a Collateral Standard are also
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direction would increase the number and type of
system that would be considered "low-complexity"
and thus tend to reduce the scope of applicability of
IEC 61508.

Although IEC 61508 is not yet officially published,
it is being used? At the time of this writing, IEC
61508 Parts 2, 6, and 7 are Committee Drafts for
Vote (CDV) and Parts 1, 3, 4, and 5 are Final Draft
International Standards (FDIS).

We will return to IEC 61508 to examine more
closely the safety-related software requirements in
Part 3. For now at least, it should be clear that IEC
61508 is a general set of system sfety requirements
that are intended to be applied to E/E/PE safety-
related systems and subsystems (i.e., including
E/E/PE safety-related subsystems that comprise the
E/E/PE safety-related system). Before IEC 61508
can be used, the application of the system must be
defined. We note that since system level
requirements form an intrinsic part of the standard,
IEC 61508 can be applied to very large and complex
systems.

UL Standards Structure

Figure 2: Dual-Use of IEC 61508

One interesting exemption to IEC 61508's Basic
Safety Publication status is the absolution of so-
called "low-complexity systems." This term is
officially defined as an "E/EIPE f(Electricall
Electronic/Prograrnmable Electronic)] safety-related
system (see 3.2.6 and 3.4.1 ) in which:

(a) The failure modes of each individual component
are well-defined; and

(b) The behaviour of the system under fault
conditions can be completely determined."

If taken literally - and depending on one's definition
of "system" and "completely determined" - only
the most trivial EIEIPE safety-related systems
would meet these criteria. Here, we use the JEC
61508 definition of system (Part 4, 3.3.1 ) which has
a broad scope, meaning an individual component, a
collection of interrelated/integrated components,
subsystems, systems as well as a system-of-
systems.

Fortunately, the IEC has stated that this base
definition of low complexity system is merely a
starting point and that individual technical
committees may choose to select a different group
of criteria that would place a more practical balance
on the definition. It is clear that adjustments to the
definition of low-complexity system in this

For many years, UL has developed safety standards
for a wide variety of products, devices, equipment,
and components. There are really only two main
types of UL Standards, namely, End-Product
Standards and Reference Standards (see Figure 3).

UL Standards typically only state essential
requirements and do not offer guidance.

The End-Product Standards are typically very
specific to a particular kind of device. For instance,
UL 372 is the standard for "Primary Controls in Gas
and Oil-Fired Appliances." However, in some
cases, UL standards are written for a broader scope
of application. These standards, which are also
considered End-Product Standards, tend to address
"categories" of equipment like UL 508, "Industrial
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Control Equipment," and UL 1950, "Information
Technology Equipment."

account of views and opinions from the general
public and "all interested parties." (For more
information about UL's Standards, see (Bushell]).
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Figure 3: UL Organization of Standards

IUL's End-Product Standards are similar to the
IEC's Particular Standards.

I

When requirements can be collected together in
documents to further support certain technology
areas pertinent to many "end-products" and the
assessment of products in "categories," Reference
Standards are written. The two examples that we
will discuss irp this paper include UL 1998,
"Software in Programmable Components" and UL
991, "Tests for Safety-Related Controls Employing
Solid State Devices." Another important UL
Reference Standard is UL 746 (Plastics). Although
Reference Standards can be made to be self-
contained, UL 1998 is not considered a "stand-
alone" standard.

Singular Use of UL 1998

Like many other generic standards, which have
broad-based applicability, UL 1998 can be tailored
for a particular product or category. For instance,
the typical UL framework of standards for a
programmable electronic system would (minimally)
incorporate the following:

1. End-Product Standard
2. UL 1998 (Safety-related software)
3. UL 991 (Safety-Related Hardware Reliability)

UL 991 is referenced by the End-Product Standard
to establish estimated reliability of hardware
components and to evaluate and test whether critical
components meet the End-Product requirements. A
failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) is
conducted on microelectronic hardware to
determine the failure modes and how hardware
faults can impact safety.

This is a simplified example to illustrate how the
basic product safety requirements are coupled with
the Reference Standards. The overall assessment
will address software, microelectronic hardware
requirements in addition to the product
requirements. This compositional strategy also
serves as a natural basis for dividing-up the
supporting investigations within the Laboratories.

To summarize the UL approach, it starts with "end-
products" or "categories" of products and contains
detailed device-application specific requirements
that have been deemed most practical to reach an
acceptable level of safety. These product safety
standards are akin to some combination of IEC
Particular Standards (and in some cases, General
Requirements and Performance Standards). The
Reference Standards are most like the Collateral
Standards but as with many UL Standards, they only
contain requirements in mandatory language. With
respect to the IEC scheme, UL standards
organization can be considered (technically

UL's Reference Standards are similar to the
IEC's Collateral Standards.

Similar to the JEC technical committees, UL
standards are developed using an open standards
development process that follows the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) rules. UL
standards are written with input from a wide range
of experts; a large part of the representation comes
from manufacturers who produce products that will
be affected by the standard. Thus, standards
organizations develop consensus standards that take
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speaking) on-par with and
complimentary to IEC standards.

sometimes

IEC 61508 Organization

IEC 61508 has seven "parts," the first four contain
generic requirements with respect to
electricaVelectronic and programmable electronic
safety-related systems (E/E/PE SRSs). Table I lists
the Parts by name along with the number of pages to
give a sense of the relative size of each part.

Out as such by the End-Product Standard. Like
other software standards (including IEC 61508) it
features clauses covering definitions.
documentation, configuration management,
documentation control and general process
requirements. It places an emphasis on risk analysis
and documented traceability evidence to verify that
the identified risks have been addressed. UL 1998
carves out a distinctive - yet practical - set of
assessable testing requirements.

Part Subject Pages
General requirements 58

2 E/E/PE safety-related systems 55
3 Software 44
4 Definitions and Abbreviations 25
5 SIL Determination Methods 26
6 Guidance in enplying Pans 2 and 3 72
7 Overview of techniques and measures 107

Table ]: Paris of IEC 61508

The first four parts of IEC 61508 are normative,
while the remaining parts are informative. This is
not to say that Parts 5, 6 and 7 are not important. In
fact, these parts of the standard give users extremely
valuable guidance on developing Safety Integrity
Levels (SILs), for recommending measures for
EIE/PE SRSs (i.e., hardware and software
measures), and for providing descriptions of various
methods and techniques.

Clause Heading/Subject
, X Forward

- Preface

I_ _ Scope
2 Definition of Terms
3 Risk Analysis
4 Process Definition
S Tool Validation
6 Software Design
7 Critical and Supervisory Sections of

Software
8 Measures to Address Microelectronic

Hardware Failure Modes
9 Product Interface
10 User Interface Design
I I Software Analysis and Testing
12 Documentation
13 Off-The-Shelf Software
14 Software Changes and Document

Control
SIdentification

Appendix A

If requirements are viewed as a list of
ingredients, then the informative parts
(guidelines) of JEC 61508 are like a recipe that
one may follow to show compliance.

Table 2: Inside UL 1998

As shown in Table 2, the Reference Standard has
been engineered to enable it to:

1. link-up with end-products (e.g. "Product
Interface");

2. interface with human operators and maintenance
personnel (e.g. "User Interface");UL 1998 Organization

UL 1998, first published in 1994, is now in its
Second Edition and has been in use since 1995. It is
a compact set of normative requirements with
fifteen sections (or clauses). Appendix A contains a
table of example measures to address
microelectronic hardware failure modes along with
a worked example and a list of brief descriptions of
the measures. The appendix is normative if called

3. address failurc modes
microelectronic hardware
Address Microelectronic
Modes");

of the underlying
(e.g., "Measures to

Hardware Failure

4. address vendor-supplied software (e.g.,. "Off-
The-Shelf Software," and "Tool Qualification').
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Basis for Determinina Measures

The use of an "index" to select among a group of
safety measures is well established in the standards
community. First, the index is qualitatively or
quantitatively "calculated" in terms of
risk/criticality and then it is used to resolve between
two or more substantially equivalent safety
measures. The end result is a determination of the
type and the extent of the safety measure(s) to be
applied.

Philosophically both standards leverage off of a
similar risk-based approach for arriving at an index.
IEC 61508 explicitly uses safety integrity levels
(SILs), while UL 1998 uses a hazard-based
approach for determining acceptable measures.

SlLs require that risk analysis-and reliability studies
be conducted at the system level and with a known
application. Without a defined application, the risks
associated with some products and components can
not be fully ascertained. Take for instance a
programmable logic controller (PLC). It is a
component that [EC 61508 regards as unevaluatable
until it is integrated into a system with a specific
application domain to give it context. This fact
restricts IEC 61508 to systems with defined
applications are known a priori.

UL 1998 uses a simpler notion of risk analysis and
"software class" to determine the acceptable
measures. The difference is that UL 1998 explicitly
calls for a risk analysis ([UL 1998, Clause 3]) as
part of the requirements and marries together the
results of the risk analysis with the notion of
software class in order to arrive at suitable
protective measure

Application of Standard Safety Criteria

lEC 61508 is applied to an E/E/PE safety-related
system as well as any of the subordinate systems
that comprise the overall system. This is done in the
context of a defined application and by repeated
decoupling and decomposing the system into its
constituent parts, evaluating each subsystem in turn.

In some ways, it is easiest to think of UL's approach
as being the opposite. Manufacturers come to UL
for certification of their products and components,
and each submittal is individually assessed against
the relevant applicable standards. If the product or
component meets these requirements, it gets one of
UL's marks. The UL system and the use of
independent third-party testing laboratories has
traditionally been used by manufacturers that mass-
produce products.

But one manufacturer's product is another
manufacturer's (or system integrator's) component.
So not only is "product" a relative term, but so are
"system" and "component" It really depends on
where you stand as to whether you can consider
these as distinct and unique terms or whether they
are just synonyms.

Bottom-Up and Top Down

Though there are differences in these two standards,
both documents can mutually serve the
manufacturing community in providing a total
system safety assessment. With UL 1998,
manufacturers can gain confidence in engineering
systems from certified programmable systems,
products and components. Of course, software is
only one aspect of the overall UL assessment
process. In conjunction with the UL system,
manufacturers can use IEC 61508 once the system is
integrated and has a defined application. We are
fortunate to have this type of holistic synergism
emerge in the combined US and International
system safety standards.

Scope of Applicability

In the context of standards, there are at least two
aspects of scope that can be discussed: the first is
the scope of the requirements, i.e., the breadth and
depth of what the requirements address. This
element is covered in the next section dealing
specifically with the software content of the
standards. The second aspect of scope deals more
with the applicability of the standard. UL 1998
addresses embedded non-networked safety-related
software and contains a minimal number of
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requirements that address microelectronic hardware.
The view taken by UL 1998 is that software is
merely a component of the system. That is, the
requirements in UL 1998 are specifically focused on
software that is embedded in the particular product.
System considerations, such as how safety measures
are implemented in a composite system that
contains multiple subsystems, are dealt with in UL's
end-product or category standards.

UL 1998 focuses solely on embedded safety-
related software.

IEC 61508 is a system standard that is used by other
standards (as a reference) or as a basis for
developing an industry-specific (sector) standard. It
contains system, hardware and software
requirements in its Parts. By the scope statements
in IEC 61508 and with the current definition of
LCS, it can be applied to potentially any component,
product, subsystem, system or system of systems.

In principle, UL 1998 and IEC 61508 treat safety-
related software the same, namely they both include
software implementing safety functions as well as
any software that is used to develop the safety-
related system (see [61508-3, 1.l.b]). However, in
practical terms, the two standards differ slightly.
IEC 61508 renders all of its requirements on
supporting (e.g., vendor-supplied) software, whereas
UL 1998 contains special subclauses (see (UL1998,
5 and 13]) to address off-the-shelf software and tool
qualification.

Comparing the Software Requirements

As previously mentioned, it is difficult to compare
- in a completely fair manner - UL 1998 software
requirements to those in JEC 61508-3 alone'. This
is because Part 3 is used in conjunction with Parts 1
and 2 to mold together a consistent system safety

approach to requirements writing. We believe,
however, that given the coarse level of granularity
with which we attempt this comparison, that there is
little chance of misrepresenting any similarities or
differences that may or may not exist between these
two sets of software requirements.

Both standards contain requirements that address
various aspects of safety-related software including:
design, process, configuration management, change
control, testing, and documentation requirements.
We highlight a few of the more subtle differences
that we found in our study, but we are cautious in
drawing any hard conclusions about which set of
requirements is most effective in developing safety-
related software.

Software Life Cycle

JEC 61508 defines a software safety life cycle as an
integral part of the standard. Clause 7 and the
various subclauses form over fifty percent of Part 3
(twenty-four pages of the forty-four total). It
closely follows the classic "V-model" with design,
development and implementation phases being
mirrored by verification and validation phases.

UL 1998 approaches software development life
cycle requirements specification as set of eight high-
level criteria [1998, Subclauses 4.14.8]. In more
subtle ways, UL 1998 presents its topics grouped in
such a way as to suggest a progression from the
earliest phases of a software life cycle to the latest
stages. Refer to Table 2, which lists the contents of
UL 1998. The intent is to have a well-defined,
documented and repeatable process is in place. The
particular clauses in UL 1998 [UL, 4.14.8] are
derived from several sources including IEEE 1224-
1994, ISO/IEC 12207, and FDA Reviewer
Guidelines.

Partitioning

One way that UL 1998 emphasizes the need to
reduce complexity in embedded safety-related
software is by enforcing partitioning requirements.
Software partitioning is the separating of software-
related functions that address distinct concerns and
have distinct roles. Partitioning is crucial in
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embedded systems since the safety-related code is
often co-resident with non-safety-related code. In
addition, during execution of the computer program,
memory locations, buffer caches and registers are
likely to store or temporarily hold critical data that
must not be corrupted. The partitioning of safety-
related software from all other non-safety-related
software is a principal concern in UL 1998. IEC
61508 has a somewhat different approach regarding
partitioning [IEC, 7.4.2.7-8], as there are no specific
testing or analysis requirements to see that the
partition is enforced. The relaxed IEC 61508
partitioning requirements makes sense because it is
not quite as narrowly scoped as UL 1998.

Configuration Management

IEC 61508 has seven subclauses ([IEC, 6.2.2, 6.2.3
(a-f)]) that address software configuration
management. It is curious that these clauses reside
in the normative portion of Part 3, yet they are
prefaced by the statement: "Software configuration
management should: ... " (Given that "should" is a
recognized term to indicate guidance, it is not clear
whether the CM requirements are mandatory or
not). IEC 61508 does state that CM controls be in
effect "throughout the software safety lifecycle."

UL 1998 addresses CM and change management
controls in three clauses of the standard:
"Configuration Management Plan" [UL, 12.4.1,
12.4.2 (a-c)], "Software Changes and Document
Control" [UL, 14.1-14.5] and "Identification," [UL,
15.1-15.4]. It does not specify the duration of CM
controls.

Although we have only covered a subset of the areas
that are addressed in UL 1998 and IEC 6508, it
should give the reader a better view of how the
safety-related software requirements are directly
compatible for a certain class of systems. UL 1998
is complimentary for components (UL 1998) and
large systems-of-systems (i.e., IEC 61508)

Summary

Both sets of software safety requirements:

* Share similar objectives and many of the same
technical references sources

* Have many of the same basic
intents/comparable notions of safety

* Leverage off of a similar risk-based approach to
choosing satisfactory safety measures

* Are developed by long-standing reputable
organizations with consensus an input from
multiple parties.

* Consolidate software with certain
microelectronic hardware requirements

* Can be referenced by other standards; public
domain documents

The top two differences that we believe exist
between UL 1998 and IEC 61508 are:

1) the degree of specificity in requirements relating
to development life cycle in IEC 61508 versus
the process definition criteria stated in UL 1998.

the use of safety integrity levels in IEC 61508
versus risk assessment-based approach of UL
1998.
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Abstract

Formal methods for software specification, verification, and development
have for many years been a focal point of research at the OECD Halden
Reactor Project. A major accomplishment has been the establishment of a
complete methodology for the practical application of algebraic specifica-
tion in formal software development. The methodology is supported by the
HRP Prover, an automatic theorem prover developed at the Halden Project
to facilitate exploration of animation and theorem proving techniques in
formal software development. The paper presents results from a project in-
volving the use of this methodology in the development of a new version
of the HRP Prover. In spite of the large number of tools available that sup-
port formal methods, very few of these have been developed in accordance
to the same principles. The project has delivered a tool that facilitates for-
mal development of modular, well-structured programs by the use of au-
tomatic program generation from specification or design. As a
consequence, functional requirements can be realized directly, while im-
proving the traceability of requirements from the program code. This also
simplifies maintenance and further development, since new program code
can be constructed directly from changed or added requirements. The re-
ported results from the development project are of relevance to the formal
development of a wide range of language-oriented tools, involving aspects
like analysis, transformation, and code generation. In particular. the ap-
proach employed appears to facilitate combination of complementary
specification notations. This is exemplified in the paper by the integration
of Petri nets and algebraic specifications.

1 Introduction

The recent years have witnessed the replacement of many conventional electromechanical process control
systems with computer-based systems. This also includes the use of computers in safety-related tasks, e.g.
in nuclear power plants and traffic control. The motivation behind this shift towards the use of programma-
ble equipment is manifold. Important benefits are the possibilities for implementing more accurate trip cri-
teria, the improved means for automatic surveillance, as well as simplification of calibration and functional
testing during operation. There are however also more pragmatic concerns relating to decreasing availabil-
ity of equipment and spare parts for the conventional systems and of personnel with appropriate technolog-
ical expertise. Nevertheless, there has been a certain reluctance to the use of programmable equipment in
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safety systems. One reason for this reluctance has been the complexity of safety assessment and licensing
of these systems, in particular of the embedded software.

Recently, the application of formal software development methods have been treated with increasing inter-
est within the nuclear society. Much discussion and. to a certain degree. controversy arose from the verifi-
cation and validation of the computer-based Darlington shutdown system [4]. Nevertheless, there is today
a growing consensus within the nuclear society that more practice on the use of formal methods is needed
in order to evaluate their applicability [25]. Several independent studies suggest that there is a need for a
systematic, rigorous effort in establishing design requirements to minimize errors in the final product (l].
Licensing authorities in general have a particular interest in representative applications of existing formal
methods to make decisions on whether the use of formal methods should be required, which formal methods
should be used, what is the appropriate way to use them, and what to require to be formally verified. Much
of this motivation comes from the limited value of traditional methods. Following [14], "traditional soft-
ware-development techniques usually do not provide the levels of dependability demanded by safety-criti-
cal systems, and the quality criteria are usually such that the amount of testing that is feasible cannot
demonstrate that the desired goals have been achieved". As a matter of fact, there are several important as-
pects that make the application of software in safety-critical applications fundamentally different from their
application in other areas. Safety-critical applications must work when needed, and it is not appropriate to
wait for evaluation during use to bring the reliability up to an acceptable level. The realization of the poten-
tial benefits of computer-based control and safety systems for nuclear power plants therefore requires ver-
ifying the reliability of these systems. Traditionally this has been done by means of simulation of the
hardware design and exhaustive software testing. It appears however that the use of formal mathematics, in
some form, is necessary in order to achieve substantial improvements in the development of dependable
software.

The present paper focuses on the formal development of tools supporting formal methods. There is today a
wide variety of tools available that provides such support. Nevertheless, it is regrettable that very few re-
search and development activities have given serious attention to the formal development of these tools. It
is believed that the eventual maturity of formal methods will require a change in this attitude. That is, formal
methods should not only be used in the development of conventional software systems, they should also be
used in the development of formal methods support tools. This also has a practical aspect, since the devel-
opment of systems requiring a high level of safety would require development tools with very high reliabil-
ity. According to [6], the combined set of tools used in the development of safety system software shall
provide the same level of dependability as the level required from the target software.

Formal methods for software specification, verification, and development have for many years been a focal
point of research at the OECD Halden Reactor Project. A major accomplishment has been the establishment
of a complete methodology for the practical application of algebraic specification in formal software devel-
opment. The methodology is supported by the HRP Prover, an automatic theorem prover developed at the
Halden Project to facilitate exploration of animation and theorem proving techniques in formal software de-
velopment. The HRP Prover supports a methodology that allows for using the same language, tool and proof
techniques both in specification and design, even down to a "concrete" specification. In the specification
phase, the HRP Prover is used to verify and validate the specification, while in the design phase the same
tool is used to verify the correctness of the design steps. A few years ago, the applicability of the method-
ology was demonstrated in a case study on the development of a reactor safety system [21]. Since 1995, the
methodology has been used in the development of a new version of the tool. That is, the tool is developed
in accordance to the same principles as it is intended to support. The existence of the tool provides evidence
to the claim that the methodology based on algebraic specifications and the HRP Prover can be used effi-
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ciently in the development of programs of realistic size and complexity. To the knowledge of the author,
the new HRP Prover is the first tool of its kind that has been formally developed in accordance to the same
methodology as is supported by the tool. It appears to be unmatched from earlier developments of theorem
provers in its extensive use of algebraic specification.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents findings from the EvalFM project, where algebraic
specifications and the HRP Prover were used in a case study on the formal development of a reactor safety
system. Section 3 introduces the formal development of the HRP Prover, and presents some of the main
principles employed. Section 4 discusses central aspects of the specification of the HRP Prover. including
the specification language, the concept of abstract syntax, the various levels of theorem proving, and finally
transformation and code generation. Aspects related to implementation and maintenance of the generated
program are discussed in section 5. A useful new feature of the HRP Prover is the automatic transformation
between state-based and transition-based specifications. Section 6 describes the two classes of specifica-
tions, their application in the combination of Petri nets and algebraic specifications, and finally their relative
merits in software specification and design. The issue of software quality is emphasized in section 7, where
the implications of the development process on various product quality aspects are discussed. Finally, sec-
tion 8 considers the transferability and general relevance of the approach employed in the formal develop-
ment of the HRP Prover.

2 A Case Study on Formal Development

The objective of the EvalFM Project [21] was to evaluate the applicability of formal methods, and in partic-
ular the HRP Prover, in the development of a realistic, preferably a real, safety-critical system related to nu-
clear power plant operation. In co-operation with Sydkraft and ABB Atom in Sweden, a case example was
defined on basis of the computer-based power range monitoring (PRM) system installed at Barseback NPP.
The case study did not address ABB's implementation of the example system, but the development of a sim-
ilar system using formal methods. The formal specification was based on the original customer's require-
ments document for the system, and was independent of ABB's implementation. The purpose of the PRM
system that was of particular interest in this case study was the monitoring of the average power emission
of the core. When high power emission is monitored, the system must trip the high level alarms. Based on
the requirements document, the EvaIFM project produced a formal algebraic specification of one out of four
similar subsystems of the PRM system, utilizing a general mathematical tool-kit defined for the method.
Finally, the subsystem was designed and implemented in a subset of Pascal. The case study also investigated
how the design could be varied to put stronger emphasis on efficiency. The results provides clear evidence
to the claim that formal -methods can be utilized in the development of a real safety-critical system. At the
same time, it was concluded that the potentials of formal methods would increase whenever the customer's
requirements document allows a higher flexibility with respect to design and implementation. The develop-
ment method based on algebraic specification supported in a natural way the implementation of a program
that avoids potentially dangerous features of the Pascal language.

An important aspect of the specification process was the derivation of the abstract functionality from the
technical descriptions provided by the customer. This would however be necessary whether or not a formal
specification language was chosen, as the requirements document describes the desired system in a way
which apparently suggests a specific, analogue hardware implementation. There were however important
non-functional requirements for which the usefulness of algebraic specification, as well as of formal spec-
ification languages in general, is very limited. In the case study, this first of all related to the given require-
ments to technical performance and accuracies.
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The use of the HRP Prover formed an important part of the development of the case example. The tool sup-
ported the detection of syntactic errors in the specification. the execution of the specification as an early
prototype of the system, proofs of properties of the specification, and proofs of the correctness of the design
steps. All of these activities involve a large amount of symbolic manipulation. and the provision of a pow-
erful theorem prover is therefore essential for the success of the method. Nevertheless, the isolated use of a
theorem prover would probably not be sufficient in an industrial development project. Industrial use would
presumably require a smooth integration of the tool in an application-oriented environment which included
the theorem prover, relevant text editors, graphical user interfaces, transformation tools, etc. This is in
agreement with [6]. which recommends that tools are incorporated into an integrated project support envi-
ronment to ensure proper control and consistency. It would also be essential to ensure that this environment
was sufficiently reliable.

The following findings in the EvalFM project were also given in (21]. Since the purpose of the project was
to evaluate established techniques, the reader should find many of them familiar. The findings are notewor-
thy first of all because of the particular character and importance of the application domain, i.e. the formal
development of reactor safety systems.

* Formal specification can be facilitated by the use of some library of pre-defined data type specifica-
tions.

* Algebraic specification can be used in the design as well as in the specification, and allows for imple-
mentations in a wide variety of programming languages.

* The potentials of formal methods are increased whenever the customer's requirements allow for a
higher flexibility with respect to design and implementation.

* Formal software development supports the implementation of programs which avoid undesired features
of the chosen implementation language.

* There are important non-functional requirements for which algebraic specification provides little sup-
port, such as requirements to technical performance and accuracies.

* Whenever the customer's requirements are described in terms of an analogue implementation, certain
modifications are necessary in order to use the requirements as a basis for the development of a digital
system. The incompleteness or incorrectness of these modifications is the source of an important class
of specification errors.

* Execution of the specification is an effective means for detecting specification errors and can be pre-
formed incrementally during the production of the specification.

* Execution of the specification increases its comprehensibility, and thereby facilitates the communica-
tion between agents with widely varying technical background.

* Executable algebraic specifications appear to provide a sufficiently high abstraction level in most cases;
the major limitation to the abstraction typically relates to the concrete nature of the customer's require-
ments.

* The assessment of an algebraic specification can be performed both by execution and by proving
expected properties.

* Efficient use of theorem proving in specification and design requires that the specification language is
supported by a powerful theorem prover. For safety-critical applications, parts of such a tool should
probably be developed using formal methods.

* Algebraic specification supports a gradual design of the specification towards an implementation, and
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provides a framework for proving the correctness of the design steps.

* Industrial use of algebraic specification, as well as of formal methods in general, would require the pro-
vision of a reliable integrated environment.

* A large part of the effort involved in a formal development project is invested in the production and
assessment of the specification. In most cases, only a minor part is invested in the actual implementa-
tion.

3 The Formal Development of a Theorem Prover

The EvalFM project gave a demonstration on the applicability of formal methods and the HRP Prover in
the development of safety critical software. The case study did however not give any clear indication as to
the possibility of using similar principles in the development of tools supporting such methods. This possi-
bility relates to several factors that motivated the formal development of a new version of the HRP Prover:

* Industrial use of formal methods, in particular in applications related to safety, requires highly reliable
support tools. Very few support tools have to any great extent been developed using formal methods.

* Software is increasingly used in I&C systems important to safety. The anticipated variety of software in
future systems requests a similar extension in the types of systems treated by formal methods.

* The formal development of the HRP Prover would be representative for the formal development of a
wide variety of language-oriented tools. It was therefore expected that the research results would pro-
vide general guidance to the application of formal methods.

* A significant part of the development would focus on transformation of specifications and code genera-
tion from specifications. The research results would specifically be applicable to the development of
automatic code generators for conventional programming languages.

* There is an increasing interest in applying formal methods also for systems not directly related to
safety. A successful formal development of the HRP Prover would indicate that formal methods can be
invested in the development of relatively large programs without incurring excessive development
costs.

The novelty of the approach is seen first of all from the fact that the methodology used in the development
of the tool is identical to the methodology supported by the tool. Furthermore, the HRP Prover is automat-
ically implemented from its specification, providing a tool in coherence with its specification. Due to the
non-trivial nature of the application, the development provides evidence that programs of realistic size and
complexity can be developed efficiently by the use of algebraic specifications and the HRP Prover.

3.1 Principles of the Development

In the following, we will briefly describe some of the basic principles employed in the formal development
of the HRP Prover. Note that the applicability of these principles is not restricted to this particular applica-
tion.

Formal specification of functionality: Basic to any formal development is the provision of a formal func-
tional specification. In the present case the specification covers functionality related to lexical and syntac-
tical analysis of algebraic specifications, static semantics through type checking, dynamic semantics
through evaluation, automated theorem proving, specification transformation and code generation. All as-
pects of the core functionality were specified in algebraic specification and supported by the conventional
version of the HRP Prover.
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Automatic code generation: Since the definition of the specification language as well as the functionality of
the HRP Prover is given in the specified language, the specification of code generation could be utilized in
the automatic implementation of the overall specification into an executable Prolog program. This program
constitutes the majoi part of the new HRP Prover. Future extensions can be implemented in the same way,
as mere extensions to the existing tool.

Layered, incremental development: The formal development of the HRP Prover can be described in terms
of layers of functionality. By way of example, the code generation can be specified on basis of an interme-
diate representation of the source language, independently of functionality related to automated theorem
proving. Correspondingly, automated theorem proving can be specified independently of the functionality
related to code generation, but may implemented by using a limited new version of the tool featuring this
functionality. In this way, the HRP Prover can be developed incrementally, where preliminary versions with
less functionality may be utilized in the development of their more complex successors.

Conceptsfrom compiler development: The principles and techniques used in the development of compilers
permeate many areas of computer science and software engineering. This is also the case in the formal de-
velopment of the HRP Prover. Basically, a compiler reads a program written in the source language, and
translates this into an equivalent program in the target language. Of particular interest in our context is the
intermediate language in which the source specification can undergo analysis. A clear partitioning of a corn-
piler into a front and back end also makes it easier to make several versions of the compiler running on a
variety of machines. Analogously, a similar partitioning of the HRP Prover makes it easier to define trans-
lations of algebraic specifications into different programming languages.

Abstract syntax trees: In the analysis of a program, it is common to represent the program in a tree structure,
in terms of so-called abstract syntax trees. This corresponds closely to the hierarchical structures defined
by the generator terms in algebraic specifications. Due to the inherent properties of the specification lan-
guage, algebraic specification provides the constructions needed for defining and performing the analysis
of the source specifications in an efficient and elegant way. The hierarchical representation of source spec-
ifications also facilitates the implementation of structure (context-sensitive) editors, pretty printers, speci-
fication transformation, code generation, etc. Especially important is the means this representation provides
for defining the analysis of the terms and formulas in the source language.

Metacircular evaluation: In the definition of programming languages, it is common to define a procedure
that, when applied to an expression of the language, performs the actions required to evaluate that expres-
sion. Such a procedure is called an evaluator. A popular approach is to use metacircularity, i.e. to write the
evaluator in the same language that it evaluates. This approach is followed in defining evaluation of expres-
sions in algebraic specification. This means that the design and implementation of the HRP Prover specifi-
cation can be undertaken using established techniques supported by the very same tool.

4 Specification Aspects

The major part of the activities involved in the formal development of the HRP Prover relates to the provi-
sion of a formal functional specification of the tool. The appropriateness of algebraic specifications in de-
scribing the functionality can be compared to the benefits of a problem-oriented language set against those
of a machine-oriented language. The functional specification consists of a hierarchical set of data type spec-
ifications and module specifications written in the algebraic specification language supported by the very
same tool. In general, the provision of a formal specification improves preciseness, because it disciplines
the specifier to state explicitly the information necessary to determine what is intended in a particular cir-
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cumstance. Applied on the specification of the HRP Prover. this means that a sufficiently precise description
is given of the syntax and semantics of the specification language, the way theorems are proven, how exe-
cutable code are generated, etc. This description suffices as a basis for implementing these functional as-
pects of the tool, and it can also be used as a basis for ensuring that using the tool does not adversely affect
the production of software. In particular, a precise specification of how algebraic specifications are trans-
lated into Prolog makes it possible to demonstrate that the use of a Prolog interpreter does not contribute to
the logic of the specifications in other ways than expected.

4.1 The Specification Language

An essential part of the formal specification of the HRP Prover is a definition of the specification language
supported by the tool. It need to be emphasized that this definition is written in the very same language. This
specification language has through several years been supported by the conventional version HRP Prover,
and is essentially an algebraic specification language in the tradition of J.V. Guttag [8]. The specification
language can in many respects be compared to a high-level, strongly typed, programming language. The
language is intended for the specification of functional requirements, design, and architecture of conven-
tional software by means of abstract data types [2]. The modularity of the language also facilitates reuse of
(parts of) specifications. Reuse can be further facilitated by the establishment of libraries of generally useful
specifications. This is a well-established practice in object-oriented programming, where reusability of code
is facilitated by the techniques of inheritance and genericity. In a similar way, algebraic specifications can
be reused by using the techniques of parameterization and enrichment:

* Parameterization: A data type is made generic through the use of formal parameters. Instantiation cor-
responds to replacing the formal type parameters with actual types.

* Enrichment (extension): A new data type is introduced by extending a specification with new functions,
without modifying the original specification.

The specification language is restricted to first-order functions, i.e. a function may not take functions as ar-
guments or return a function as value. The concept of signature of a specification is adopted from universal
algebra, where it means a set of function symbols with arities (i.e. number of arguments). The axioms are
built as conditional equations, where all variables are first-order universally quantified over their respective
types (as given by the declarations). While the definitions in a specification are restricted to conditional
equations, the constraints have a more general axiomatic form.

We will conclude these remarks on the specification language by briefly touching upon some of its limita-
tions:

* As usual within algebraic frameworks, the specification of infinite values such as streams is not sup-
ported. Streams refer to flows of data, usually through a channel, between a sender and a receiver.

* The specification language can not express pollution (introducing new values for a given type) or col-
lapsion (equating values which were previously distinct) in the sense of OBJ2 [7). OBJ2 supports the
generalisation of standard many-sorted algebra to so-called order-sorted algebra, which is motivated by
the treatment of partial functions. Order-sorted algebras are not supported by the specification language
of the HRP Prover.

* The notion of subsorts is not supported directly, and has to be modelled by the use of embedding (or
projection)functions. These functions reflect embedding in the strict mathematical sense by converting
an element of some sort into an element of another sort of which the first sort is a subsort.
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4.2 Abstract Syntax

The abstract svntar of a specification captures the essential structure of the specification but suppresses its
concrete representation. The abstract syntax is given in the form of an abstract syntax tree. This represen-
tation facilitates the definition of a semantics for the specification language, as well as the specification of
functionality related to prototyping, transformation, etc. The abstract syntax tree differs from a parse tree
by representing some syntactic features (parentheses, commas, periods, etc.) only implicitly by means of its
structure. In the specification of the HRP Prover, the parser is specified with a function that takes as input
the sequence of tokens output from the lexical analyser and produces an abstract syntax tree represented by
an element of a type SPEC. The grammar is unambiguous in the sense of equivalence between the possible
abstract syntax tree representations for any given input sentence. In our case, the grammatical phrases are
terms of data types written in algebraic specification. The approach followed is so-called predictive recur-
sive-descent parsing, which is based on recursion without backtracking.

Most of the specification of the parsing (also known as syntax analysis or hierarchical ana vsis) consists of
functions that transform input sequences of tokens into abstract syntax trees. By way of example, the ab-
stract syntax tree of a definition is specified with the data type DEFINITION. The overall specification of
the parser is given by the specifications of a large, hierarchical set of data types, see Figure 1. The figure
illustrates the hierarchical relationship between the data types, where e.g. the data type SEMANTIC-PART
depends on the data type DEFINITION, but not the other way around. In a similar way, the data type DEF-
INITION depends on the data types DEFTERM and FUNCTOR, etc. For simplicity of presentation, the tri-
angles denote subtrees of data types.

SPEC

SYNTACTIC-PART SEMANTICPART

DECLARATION SUBTRACTIONS DEFINITION

I I/ \
DEFTERM FUNCTOR

TOKEN TERM

I I
CHAR

Figure 1. The hierarchical relationships between the data types.

The syntax is described by a grammar, and is therefore not sufficient for characterizing the class of accept-
able specifications. An important task in semantic analysis is to collect type information and check the
source specification for errors related to types. This process, called type checking, reveals errors related to
the use of arguments having types different from those specified for a function. The type checking of a spec-
ification is carried out on basis of the abstract syntax tree constructed in the syntax analysis. Semantics in
the full sense is in this context the meaning of a term in the specification, and is described by means of termn
rewriting.
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4.3 Levels of Theorem Proving

The formal development of the HRP Prover involves the establishment of a uniform approach to term eval-
uation and theorem proving in the context of algebraic specifications. The approach involves several levels
of proof, see Figure 2.

inductive theorem proving

complete evaluation

equaility witin
environment

Figure 2. Four levels of theorem proving.

At the first, uppermost level, a theorem (or a set of theorems) is dynamically refined into several simpler
theorems in accordance with an induction principle. For each of these simpler theorems, a complete set of
cases are generated at the second level. These cases correspond to all logical combinations of assumptions
dynamically asserted during the proof. Each of these combinations constitutes an environment in which the
theorem is proven. This utilizes basic term rewriting, lemmas proven previously, and user-defined con-
straints. The approach can be used in systematically proving a large number of interdependent theorems.
We will in the following look into these levels in some more detail.

The uppermost level of theorem proving is based on the author's algorithm for generating an exhaustive
induction principle during the proof of a conjunction of theorems. The generation of induction principle re-
flects the use of multiple induction, which can be defined recursively as either simple induction, or multiple
induction within a simple induction. Note that multiple induction may involve induction variables of differ-
ent types.

Each induction variable gives rise to refinement of a theorem into several cases. In proving each of these
cases, another level of cases is introduced at the second level by the dynamic assertion of assumptions made
during the proof. Complete evaluation for all logical combinations of assumptions is based on a second al-
gorithm invented by the author. This algorithm is based on making assumptions about the truth-value of
undefined conditions encountered in the evaluation of a term or in the proof of a theorem. By dynamically
extending and reducing a set of numbers corresponding to the rows in a truth table, a complete proof or eval-
uation is generated.

The refinement of theorems provides environments in which equality is evaluated. The criteria determining
semantic equality of two terms is obviously an important consideration in proving equational theorems.
Note that these criteria need not be complete in order to ensure sound proofs. What we are aiming for is an
adequate set of criteria that can be specified in a transparent way and implemented with sufficiently efficient
algorithms. At the fourth, and lowest level, terms are evaluated by means of term rewriting. Since terms are
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represented by a directed graph, the technique known as graph reduction is applied to reduce the complexity
of rewriting a term. This is done by replacing subtrees (representing subterrns) by the expansion of the term
they represent.

Whether or not theorem proving is supported by mechanized means, the use of lemmas remain a basic in-
gredient in the process. It has been demonstrated earlier how the HRP Prover supports a systematic search
for lemmas providing a complete proof of the original conjecture (20]. The new HRP Prover also supports
constraints. which are closely related to lemmas. Constraints and lemmas assume the same form, and are
utilized by the theorem prover in the same way. An important difference related to pragmatics is that con-
straints represent axioms of the specifications, and are therefore not proven per se. Instead, the use of con-
straints put specific obligations on the proof of consistency of the specifications.

4.4 Transformation and Code Generation

Part of the formal specification of the HRP Prover covers automatic translation of algebraic specifications
into the programming language Prolog. Since Prolog can be viewed as a descriptive as well as a prescriptive
language, it suits well for many applications where formal relationships and objects play a central role. Pro-
log is particularly relevant for implementation of algebraic specifications because of the natural relationship
that exists between definitions in algebraic specification and clauses in Prolog. The chosen implementation
language is therefore highly problem-oriented in this case.

The approach chosen to translate specifications is quite similar to the compilational, innermost method of
M.H. Van Emden and K. Yukawa [5], but extends this approach at several points to cope with the full spec-
ification language. The approach is called compilational, because terms and equations are compiled to a rep-
resentation in some model. This model is the subset of first-order predicate logic representable as Horn
clauses in Prolog. The approach requires that the functions of a data type are separated in the usual way into
constructors and definedfiunctions. The constructor terms are those constructed by composition of variables
and generators. For each defined function, i.e. the outermost function on the left hand side of an equational
definition, and the defined functions occurring on the right hand side, a corresponding Prolog predicate with
the arity increased by one is introduced. Since the arguments of the left hand side are either constructor
terms or variables, these will not be translated, and the arguments of the corresponding predicates can be
"copied" from the specification. The remaining argument at the last position in the predicate will be a var-
iable unified with a term representing the value of the function. An advantage with this approach is that no
unification process is needed other than the one provided by Prolog. The approach makes it possible to suc-
cessfully execute algebraic specifications, and to use induction to prove properties of specifications.

The specification of code generation into the programming language Prolog provides in effect an operation-
al semantics of the specification language. This translation is generally applicable to all algebraic specifi-
cations in the defined language, and is not limited to the implementation of the HRP Prover. In fact, the
translation specified at one stage of the development project was used in the new HRP Prover to implement
a command providing automatic generation of stand-alone Prolog code from a given specification. This
could then be utilized in the further development of the tool.

In relation to transformation tools, an important analysis task is to identify the nature of the faults these tools
can introduce into the target software, together with their consequences (6]. When it comes to the transfor-
mation of algebraic specifications into Prolog, it can be demonstrated that the use of a Prolog interpreter
does not contribute to the logic of the specifications in other ways than expected. Since the new HRP Prover
is implemented using this transformation, such contributions could have influenced the behaviourof the tool
in non-obvious ways. In fact, only a very small part of Prolog is used in implementing algebraic specifica-
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tions. The Prolog interpreter is in this context mainly used as a term rewriting machine for ground tenns in
algebraic specifications. This is also reflected in the implementation of the new HRP Prover, where this is
ensured by means of an interface between user input and execution of rules resulting from specifications. It
is of course possible to execute these rules with open terms as well, but this is not necessary in the execution
of the HRP Prover.

When applying transformation tools in the development of safety system software, accepting their output
without further review would require special justification. One approach to validate the output is to use re-
verse engineering tools, with the aim of translating the code into a form suitable for comparison with the
specifications. This would be possible with the transformation from algebraic specifications into Prolog,
since the generated Prolog code in principle can be transformed back to a specification that is equivalent to
the original one. This is a feature that will be considered in future extensions of the new HRP Prover. It
should however be emphasised that these results are not automatically transferrable to code generation into
other implementation languages.

5 Implementation and Maintenance

From a perspective of implementation size, the formal development of the HRP Prover is a relatively large
application of formal methods. The basic functionality of the new HRP Prover is implemented by a Prolog
program consisting of more than 1800 clauses and 14000 lines of code. More than 90% of the overall code
(not counting some trivial explanatory output routines) has been formally specified in algebraic specifica-
tion and automatically generated into Prolog. The remaining <10% of the code facilitates user interaction
and file 1/0, and was programmed directly in Prolog. The size of the program is expected to increase signif-
icantly as a result of future extensions. These extensions can be specified and implemented in a modular
way using the same methodology. The issue of modular software design is important since it provides an
approach to minimise the risk of design faults and to facilitate independent verifications. The use of alge-
braic specifications is particularly strong when it comes to recommended practices like hierarchical modu-
larization, encapsulation and information hiding (6].

We will in this section focus on some implementation and maintenance aspects related to the approach fol-
lowed in the formal development of the HRP Prover.

Layered implementation: As was indicated in section 4, the overall specification of the HRP Prover is or-
ganized in terms of a hierarchical set of data type (and module) specifications. This reflects the general strat-
egy to the specification of the HRP Prover, viz. in terms of layers of functionality. Code generation into
Prolog maintains these layers by confining its scope to a given data type or module specification, independ-
ently of other specifications or code. In spite of the apparently "flat" structure of a Prolog program, the code
generated from the specification can easily be organized in terms-of readily identifiable blocks of a program.
maybe on separate files. In general, this means that extensions to a generated Prolog program can in every
respect be implemented as mere extensions of the existing tool.

Realization offunctional requirements: Automatic code generation from specifications ensures that func-
tional requirements are realized directly, without the need for manual work in refining or implementing the
specifications followed by discarding of proof obligations related to these steps. This simplifies the imple-
mentation, verification, assessment, and maintenance of a program. It is still possible to carry out design
steps by refining specified data structures and operations, with the aim of providing e.g. a more efficient
implementation.

Traceability offinctional requirements: For many activities involving the implementation of a program, the
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traceability of functional requirements is of vital importance. Verification and assessment of a program is
greatly facilitated if the relationship between requirements and the various code segments is well document-
ed. In a similar way, but with a somewhat different perspective, maintenance and possible further develop-
ment of the program need to consider the same relationship in order to understand how software changes
affect the correctness with respect to the specified functionality. In particular. it is essential in software
maintenance that changes to the code does not incur unintentional changes to the functionality. If the code
is generated directly from the functional requirements or otherwise has a well documented relationship to
these, the resulting traceability of requirements facilitates a more dependable approach to software mainte-
nance. Instead of changing code directly, the changes are made to the related requirements, which in turn
are realized in new code.

In conventional practice, the specification of a software system is typically not complete before the final
implementation is running. The reason is that the developers knowingly provide an implementation that
redefine the specification itself (241. Modifications to the specification also often arise after the system has
been put into use. The actual usage of the system often reveals weaknesses that were not envisaged in the
specification phase. It must however be stressed that in the development of safety systems, much effort is
invested on achieving a correct specification in the first stage, and that relatively few modifications of the
specifications are made during the development. The high safety and reliability requirements to these sys-
tems also imply that rigid restrictions are put on the possibilities to modify existing implementations. As a
consequence, unexpected modifications are usually implemented in accordance to a formalized procedure.

6 State-based and Transition-based Specifications

An important feature of the new HRP Prover concerns two related classes of algebraic specifications that
capture the concept of state. The state-based specifications model the state explicitly, while the transition-
based specifications model the state implicitly by constructing a traditional generator basis. It can be dem-
onstrated that specifications in each of these classes can be transformed into specifications in the other class,
while preserving the proven properties of the specifications. As a practical consequence, the specifier can
readily re-organize his specification so that it conforms to the most efficient or familiar approach, or to what
appears to provide the best starting point for designing and implementing the specified system.

Each of the two different classes of specifications involves a particular strategy to the specification of states
and transitions, see Table 1:

Table 1:

States and transitions in algebraic specifications

state-based specification transition-based specification

generators one record of state variables intial states, transitions (many)

functions initial states, transitions (many) state variables (many)

In state-based specifications, the state space of a system is specified as a tuple of values, while the transitions
are specified by defining functions giving new state values. In transition-based specifications, the transitions
are represented by the generator symbols of a specification, and the generator terms are interpreted as 'his-
tories" of the real system. A state variable can then be specified as a function taking such a generator term
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as argument and returning the value of the state variable as the system has engaged in the transitions repre-
sented by the generator term (in the given sequence). Verifying invariants for the transition-based specifi-
cation is done by traditional generator induction, but that in effect gives the same inductional schemes as
are used for the state-based specification. In both cases induction is done on what represents the transitions
in the real system. The underlying theory clarifies when and how a notion of equivalence between these two
types of specifications makes it possible to freely choose between two different approaches to specification
and verification, while preserving the set of proven properties of the specifications.

In the specification of the HRP Prover, the notions of state-based and transition-based specifications are
made precise by the definition of predicates checking whether the given data type specification belongs to
the appropriate class. Furthermore, separate functions have been defined that transforms a given data type
specification in one of these classes into the corresponding specification in the other class. These predicates
and functions form the basis for the implementation of the corresponding commands in the new HRP Prov-
er.

6.1 . Applicability for Petri Nets

The concepts of state-based and transition-based specifications have been applied in the establishment of a
uniform approach to the translation of a wide variety of autonomous and non-autonomous Petri nets into
algebraic specification. The importance of Petri nets in this context first of all relates to their usefulness as
an intermediate language between a wide variety of graphical descriptions on one hand, and textual formal
specifications on the other. Furthermore, the importance of Petri nets in the nuclear sector is well document-
ed through applications such as fault diagnosis [I I] and fault detection [171 [18] in nuclear reactors, fault
tolerance in nuclear reactor protection systems [3], and modelling of work flow in nuclear waste manage-
ment [I5]. A characteristic of Petri nets (16] (19] is that they are at the same time state and action oriented,
in the sense that both the states and the actions are explicitly described. According to [12], most system de-
scription languages describe either the states or the actions - but not both. Using Petri nets, the reader may
easily change the point of focus in the course of analysing the net. A similar change of focus is feasible in
algebraic specification through the transformation between state-based and transition-based specifications.

The approach involves translating Petri nets optionally into state-based or transition-based algebraic speci-
fications, and using automatic transformation between these two classes in order to utilize their relative mer-
its. The translation makes it possible to analyse the nets with techniques established for algebraic
specification, including the use of the HRP Prover, see Figure 3.

V&V

Figure 3. Translating Petri nets into algebraic specifications.
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Furthermore, the nets can be manipulated indirectly through transformation of the resulting specifications.
In this way, Petri nets and algebraic specifications can be integrated to form a common specification docu-
ment to be used as a basis for the software development. The approach has been generalised to many dif-
ferent kinds of Petri nets including

* Autonomous nets: Condition/Event systems, Place/Transition nets, Coloured Petri nets.

* Autonomous nets with increased descriptive poewer: Inhibitor arc Petri nets, Priority Petri nets.

* Non-autonomous nets: Synchronized Petri nets, Timed Petri nets (weak and strong time semantics).
Mixed synchronized and timed Petri nets, Interpreted Petri nets.

The choice of state-based or transition-based specification relates to pragmatic concerns about the relative
merits of the two classes of algebraic specifications, both in general and with respect to the translation and
extension of Petri nets. When it comes to non-autonomous nets, the introduction of synchronization favours
the state-based specification, since new external events can then be included successively by introducing
new functions. On the other hand, the introduction of timed places favours the transition-based specifica-
tion, since timing constraints can then be added or modified successively by introducing or modifying sep-
arately defined functions. Also the introduction of data processing favours the transition-based
specification, since data variables can then be added or modified by introducing or modifying separately
defined functions.

Some of the most important findings from the research activities on Petri nets and algebraic specifications
can be summarised as follows.
* The algebraic specification resulting from the translation can be used to prove general invariants by

means of induction on the transitions.
* The algebraic specification of a Petri net can be gradually extended to incorporate new functioning

rules.
* The basic approach to the translation of Petri nets into algebraic specifications can be generalised to a

wide variety of Petri nets.
* Automatic transformation between state-based and transition-based specifications gives a flexible and

efficient approach to the combination of Petri nets and algebraic specifications.

The work on Petri nets and algebraic specification represents a promising approach to the integration of
specifications written in different languages. The approach appears to be applicable to a wide variety of
graphical and textual specification languages. Furthermore, the transformation between state-based and
transition-based specifications can be utilized in the combination of specifications written in different tex-
tual languages, such as Z notation [23] and Larch Shared Language [9]. On the basis of these observations,
it is expected that the approach will prove useful in future work on combination of specification techniques.

6.2 Relative Merits of State-based and Transition-based Specifications

We have already seen that there are good reasons for insisting on the need for both state-based and transi-
tion-based algebraic specifications. Many of the differences between a state-based and a corresponding
transition-based specification emerges when extending, combining, transforming or refining specifications,
or when using tool support. Some of these activities may in practice demand one particular of the two spec-
ifications, and consequently a need to transform specifications to suit these needs. The need to transform
specifications arise in particular when combining a state-based and a transition-based specifications. The
style of the combined specification is determined by the desired focus in each concrete case, but the corn-
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bination will anyhow involve a transformation of one of the specifications.

We will in this subsection briefly summarize some of the differences between the state-based and the tran-
sition-based style of specification. The choice of specification style will for a particular case typically re-
quire a consideration of several of these. Furthermore, the relative merits represented by these differences
might be weighted differently from case to case.

Information contents: An important difference between a state-based and a corresponding transition-based
specification relates to the information represented in the generator terms. In a state-based specification, a
generator term represents the "current value" of each state variable, but it is in general not possible to relate
the current state to previous states. In comparison, a generator term in a transition-based specification pro-
vides an explicit representation of the history of the system. That is, the generator term gives the sequence
of transitions in which the system has engaged, and thus represents the information needed to distinguish
between the different paths leading up to a particular state.

Specification process: A state-based specification models the state of a system explicitly, while only an im-
plicit model is provided by the transition-based specification. From this fact, it should not surprise that the
process involved in producing the specifications encourage quite different strategies. Concretely, the model
provided by a state-based specification is explicit in the sense that the values of the state variable are given
by a single generator term, without the need for further rewriting. This is not the case with the transition-
based specification, where the value of a state variable can be found only by evaluating the corresponding
function in the generator term representing the history of the system. This explains the difference in per-
spective between the specifications. Since in a transition-based specification pairs of state variables and
transitions are covered by separate equations, the specifier may concentrate on smaller parts of the system
and its specification in the specification process. Consequently, the transition-based approach facilitates a
process where the specification of each state variable is done separately from the specification of the other
state variables. The mental load in the process is therefore reduced in comparison to the process involved
in producing a corresponding state-based specification.

Specification maintenance: One difference of great pragmatic importance relates to the maintenance of
specifications. A choice between the state-based or the transition-based specification style may profit from
a consideration of what types of modifications are envisaged. By way of illustration, the state-based style
may be the most convenient if addition of operations is more likely than addition of state variables. A pos-
sible approach is to transform between the two styles of specification as the need arises. With the new HRP
Prover, this transformation can be done automatically.

Comprehensibility: Evidently, comprehensibility of specifications is largely a matter of individual judge-
ment. Nevertheless, there are certain aspects of state-based and transition-based specifications that favour
one style over the other in this respect. There is also a clear relationship between manual inspection of the
specification and animation through execution of the specification:
* Inspection: Since the state-based specification "collects" the values of all the state variables into a sin-

gle generator term, it is easier to see how an operation modifies the system as a whole than with its tran-
sition-based counterpart. This perspective is virtually lost in the transition-based specification, where
only one state variable is considered in each equation. This is not necessarily problematic if the inspec-
tion mainly focuses on pairs of operations and state variables. In this case, the transition-based specifi-
cation may even be favourable.

* Animation: The animation of the state-based specification shows how an operation modifies the system
as a whole, by giving the new value of each state variable. This is usually the preferred "mode" of ani-
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mation. compared to the transition-based approach where the value of each state variable must be found
separately. The transition-based approach may be preferable if the state variables of interest constitute
only a small fraction of the total amount of state variables.

Compactness: Since all the state variables are explicitly represented by a single term, a state-based specifi-
cation is usually more compact than its transition-based counterpart. With n states and m transitions (in-
cluding initialisations), the specification of the relationship between the states and the transitions is in the
standard case given by m equations in a state-based specification. In the corresponding transition-based
specification. the same relationship is given by n x m equations. It is clear that, as the number of states and/
or transitions increases, the difference in compactness between a state-based and a transition-based specifi-
cation becomes startlingly more apparent.

Utilization in other methods: Tools support comprises an important consideration in relation to the transla-
tion of state-based and transition-based algebraic specifications into other languages. Since not all tools are
supporting both a state-based and a transition-based style of specification, it is important to be able to
change between the two types of specifications. When considering various specification languages, we find
that one or the other of the two styles of specifications is closer to the "normal practice" adopted when writ-
ing specifications in these languages. By way of example, schemas in the Z notation (23] as well as com-
posite objects in VDM specifications [131 adopt the state-based style, while specifications in the Larch
Shared Language [9] follows the traditional algebraic approach underlying the transition-based style. Since
a state-based specification can be transformed into a transition-based specification, and vice versa, these
transformations are useful in transforming certain specifications in one language into specifications in an-
other. This is clearly beneficial to software development projects involving the use of a combination of
specification languages.

7 Implications on Software Quality

As is discussed in [22), there are in general two principal ways of ensuring software quality - one in terms
of process, and another in terms of product. In a process-oriented approach, quality is seen as an outcome
of a good software development process. In a product-oriented approach, quality is assessed or ensured by
directly evaluating a given piece of software. Intuitively, it is easy to see that neither the process-oriented
nor the product-oriented approach is fully satisfactory. By way of illustration, the process-oriented ap-
proach may fail due to over-emphasis on traditional quality assurance activities on the cost of adequate test-
ing and verification. On the other hand, the product-oriented approach may fail due to insufficient
consideration of how the testing and verification can be facilitated by controlling the software development
process. These pitfalls immediately suggest that an optimal approach requires a combination of the process-
oriented and the product-oriented approach.

In general, formal software development integrates process/product quality by making the evolving soft-
ware an integral part of the process. It is therefore to be expected that the use of formal methods influences
software product quality in very specific ways. There is however a need for empirical results on this influ-
ence, which suggests that much effort should be invested into utilizing experiences from applications. It is
not necessarily problematic that these applications are strictly limited in terms of the method used and how
it is used. On the contrary, it appears that measures on the influence of formal methods need to be rather
detailed in order to be really useful in safety assessment.

The development of the new HRP Prover provides insight into how the method influences product quality.
In the following, we will summarize some of the findings by suggesting how the six main quality charac-
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teristics of ISO 9126 (10] are influenced. This should not be confused with giving an evaluation of the meth-
od. The purpose is to identify principles behind the method that call for further work on establishing
adequate measures on their actual influence.

Functionalitv

By functionality, we mean the existence of certain functions and their properties. The functions are those
that satisfy stated or implied needs.

* Due to the general concepts of data types and parameterization, the specification language facilitates
the construction of a hierarchical well-structured specification. By means of automatic code generation,
a corresponding structure is achieved in the implementation while reflecting the specified requirements.
As a consequence. requirements can more easily be traced back from code, which greatly improves the
efficiency of software maintenance. Improved traceability of requirements also reduces the risk of unin-
tentional changes in functionality during this phase of the software life-cycle.

* Executability of specifications improves the possibility to demonstrate the specified functionality
before further development is initiated. By means of automatic code generation, an executable specifi-
cation can be implemented directly into code exhibiting the same functionality. In this way, questions
about the coherence of implementation with respect to a specification to a large extent reduce to a ques-
tion about the correctness of the code generation algorithm.

Reliabilitv

The reliability of a software system refers to the attributes that bear on its capability to maintain its level of
performance under stated conditions for a stated period of time. While specification of these attributes is not
part of the method, the level of and confidence in reliability is clearly influenced by several factors of the
development process.

* The use of a formal specification language makes it possible to analyse the specification with respect to
desired properties, such as safety invariants. In the reported approach, this analysis is carried out in
terms of animation (execution of the specification without the need to generate a prototype) and theo-
rem proving. The analysis is supported by the use of the HRP Prover.

* Whether or not automatic code generation is employed, the design can be directed towards so-called
safe subsets of programming languages. In the EvaIFM project (see section 2), the specification of a
reactor safety system was designed into a safe subset of Pascal.

* Automatic code generation from the specification improves the confidence in the ability of the code to
correctly reflect the functional requirements.

* Modularity and parameterization facilitates re-use of specifications and code for which the functionality
is well known and the reliability has been demonstrated in other systems.

Usability

By usability, we mean attributes that bear on the effort needed for use by a given set of users. It is important
that the perspective of the potential users is taken into consideration in individual assessment of the software
specification.

* Adequate abstraction level in the specification facilitates the formulation of user requirements.

* Modular, hierarchical specifications facilitate layered specification and implementation of adaptions or
extensions. of relevance to the customer or to specific user groups.
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Efficiency

The efficiency of a software system relates to the relationship between the level of performance of the soft-
ware and the amount of resources used, under stated conditions.

* Efficiency of the implementation can be treated as a separate concern in the design of the system.

Maintainabilint

The maintainability of a software system refers to the effort needed to make specified modifications. We
have already seen that there is a clear relationship between maintainability and the well-structuredness and
modularity of the specification and the software.

* User requirements can be easily traced back from the given pieces of code.

* New or modified code can be generated directly from the specification of new or changed requirements.

* Identification and implementation of necessary modifications and extensions of the program code is
facilitated by a layered, modular implementation reflecting the structure and requirements of the speci-
fication.

Portabilirv

Finally, attributes related to portability have a bearing on the ability of the software to be transferred from
one environment to another.

* The use of parameterized data types and modular specifications facilitates reuse of specifications and
code in new environments.

* The hierarchical structure of the specification facilitates extensions and adaptions of the program.

Evidently, the influence of the use of formal methods on software product quality will depend on the choice
of methods and on the way these methods are used. In the reported project, several of the findings above
relate to the particular specification method used, in this case algebraic specifications, and the use of e.g.
automatic code generation. For other methods or ways of using these, the influences on software product
quality will of course vary.

8 Transferability of Results

It is widely accepted that successful use of formal methods requires the availability of reliable support tools.
Of this reason, the formal development of a theorem prover is an important undertaking, regardless of the
possible benefits findings from the development project may bring to other contexts. Such a restricted view
would however fail to recognize the overall aim of the formal development of the HRP Prover, where the
transferability of the various techniques and concepts are considered as being of special importance. In par-
ticular, the development aims at demonstrating

* the practical use and general relevance of the algebraic specifications in the development of language-
oriented tools;

* the impact of formal specification and code generation on various aspects of product quality;

* general principles that can be transferred to other specification languages;
* strategies to combining specification languages.

Since the functionality of the HRP Prover is based on manipulation and analysis of texts in a formal lan-
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guage, the specification of the tool involves many concepts and techniques applicable to other language-
oriented tools. While many of these concepts and techniques are related to compiler technology, the use of
algebraic specifications provides additional advantages related to representation, analysis, transformation,
and code generation.

Representation: Basic to these advantages of the approach is the flexibility and naturalness by which ab-
stract syntax is represented in the specification language. Abstract syntax trees correspond closely to the
hierarchical structures defined by the generator terms in algebraic specifications. In the formal development
of the HRP Prover, the represented texts are algebraic specifications that are translated into a subset of Pro-
log. The same approach is of course applicable to other source and target languages. By way of example,
the theory developed for the translation of Petri nets into algebraic specifications can be used as a basis for
extending the HRP Prover with functionality for automating this translation.

Analysis: The hierarchical structure of the abstract syntax trees relates directly to the fact that a single
ground algebraic term is sufficient for representing a text in the specified language. This means that analysis
can be specified in terms of functions or predicates that take such terms as arguments, where detailed anal-
ysis may be distributed to more specialized functions or predicates covering only parts of the abstract syn-
tax. The same general approach is applicable to a many different kinds of analysis, like type correctness of
a strongly typed language (static semantics), execution of computer programs (dynamic semantics), char-
acterization of texts in a formal language (e.g. state-based or transition-based specifications), pattern recog-
nition, satisfaction of constraints defining language subsets, etc.

Transformation: The abstract syntax tree representation also simplifies the specification of how texts can
be transformed or otherwise manipulated. Examples are refinement techniques, translation of texts between
different languages (e.g. translation from Petri nets to algebraic specifications, and from algebraic specifi-
cations to Prolog), transformation between different classes of texts within a language (e.g. between state-
based and transition-based algebraic specifications), text editing, formatting, and printing, program trans-
formation, etc.

Code generation: Finally, the abstract syntax tree representation benefits the specification of code genera-
tion as a special case of transformation. In the formal specification of the HRP Prover, this is illustrated by
the translation from the abstract syntax tree representation of algebraic specifications into that of Prolog,
followed by the "coding" into concrete Prolog programs.

9 Conclusions

A concrete goal of the formal development of the HRP Prover has been to deliver a new version of the tool,
developed in accordance to the methodology supported by the same tool. At a more general level, the de-
velopment aims at demonstrating the practical use and general relevance of algebraic specifications in the
development of language-oriented tools, the impact of formal specification and code generation on various
aspects of product quality, general formal development principles that can be transferred to other specifica-
tion languages, and strategies to combining specification languages.

The formal development of the HRP Prover has delivered a tool that facilitates formal development of mod-
ular, well-structured programs by the use of automatic program generation from specification or design. As
a consequence, functional requirements can be realized directly, while improving the traceability of require-
ments from the program code. This also simplifies maintenance and further development, since new pro-
gram code can be constructed directly from changed or added requirements. The existence of the tool
provides evidence to the claim that the methodology based on algebraic specifications and the HRP Prover
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can be used efficiently in the development of programs of realistic size and complexity.

The new HRP Prover appears to be the first tool of its kind that has been formally developed in accordance
to the same methodology as is supported by the tool. It also appears to be unmatched from earlier develop-
ments of theorem provers in its extensive use of algebraic specification. The reported results from the de-
velopment project are of relevance to the formal development of a wide range of language-oriented tools,
involving aspects like analysis, transformation, and code generation. In particular, the approach employed
facilitates combination of complementary specification notations.

The core functionality of the new HRP Prover centres around a uniform approach to evaluation and theorem
proving in algebraic specifications. An example of a useful extension of the functionality relates to auto-
matic transformation between so-called state-based and transition-based algebraic specifications. It has
been demonstrated how the transformation of specifications between the two classes makes it possible to
combine specifications written in different styles. The importance of this novel feature of the new HRP
Prover was identified in relation to the work on Petri nets and algebraic specifications. This research activity
was initiated in a co-operative project between ENEA and the Halden Project on the combination of graph-
ical and textual notations in formal specification. The overall aim of this project was to contribute to a clar-
ification of the relationship between graphical descriptions and formal specifications, and to provide
guidelines for how they can be combined in order to utilize the strengths of each approach. The research
activities have continued with the specific aim of generalizing an approach to the translation of Petri nets
into algebraic specifications. Petri nets represent in this context an intermediate language between graphical
descriptions and algebraic specifications.

The concepts of state-based and transition-based specifications have been applied in the establishment of a
uniform approach to the translation of a wide variety of autonomous and non-autonomous Petri nets into
algebraic specification. The approach involves translating Petri nets optionally into state-based or transi-
tion-based algebraic specifications, and using automatic transformation between these two classes in order
to utilize their relative merits. The translation makes it possible to analyse the nets with techniques estab-
lished for algebraic specification, including the use of the HRP Prover. Furthermore, the nets can be manip-
ulated indirectly through transformation of the resulting specifications. In this way, Petri nets and algebraic
specifications can be integrated to form a common specification document to be used as a basis for the soft-
ware development.

In order to facilitate more wide-spread use of the new HRP Prover, further work will concentrate on support,
maintenance, and dissemination activities. This includes regular software maintenance of the new HRP
Prover with its various extensions and support tools, application in software development projects, and
based on these experiences, continuous improvement of the instruction material to the tutorial programme.
Further work will also concentrate on the development of a suite of tools facilitating the integrated use of
Petri nets and algebraic specifications in formal software development. The development of these tools will
be carried in accordance to the formal method supported by the HRP Prover, and will be fully integrated as
extensions to this tool.
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ABSTRACT

Regulatory Guide 1.92 "Combining Modal Responses and Spatial Components in Seismic
Response Analysis" was last revised in 1976. The purpose of this project was to re-evaluate the
current regulatory guidance for combining modal responses in response spectrum analysis,
evaluate recent technical developments, and recommend revisions to the regulatory guidance. In
addition, Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 3.7.2, "Seismic System Analysis," was also
reviewed to identify related sections which may need to be revised. The objectives were
addressed through an evaluation of past studies, supplemented by analysis of a piping system
model previously utilized in NUREG/CR-5627, "Alternate Modal Combination Methods in
Response Spectrum Analysis".

The project evaluated (1) methods for separation of the in-phase and out-of-phase modal
response components; (2) methods for combination of the out-of-phase modal response
components; (3) the contribution of "missing mass"; and (4) combination of the three elements of
response to produce the total response. Numerical results from response spectrum analysis were
compared to corresponding time history analysis results to assess the accuracy of the various
combination methods tested.

The methods selected for evaluation were those which have been subjected to the greatest level
of prior review and assessment. For separation of in-phase from out-of-phase modal response
components, the methods proposed by Lindley-Yow, Hadjian and Gupta were evaluated. For
combination of the out-of-phase modal response components, the Square Root of the Sum of the
Squares (SRSS), NRC Grouping, NRC Ten Percent, NRC-Double Sum Combination (DSC),
Rosenblueth's DSC, and Der Kiureghian's Complete Quadratic Combination (CQC) methods
were evaluated. For treatment of the "missing mass" contribution, the method of Kennedy was
evaluated. Response spectrum analyses were conducted by combining elements of the above
methods to construct complete response spectrum analysis solutions.

Based on the qualitative evaluation and the numerical results generated in this project, it was
concluded that Rosenblueth's DSC and Der Kiureghian's CQC methods for combining out-of-
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phase modal response components, coupled with the Lindley-Yow or Gupta method for
separation of in-phase from out-of-phase modal response components, and inclusion of
Kennedy's missing mass contribution to account for modes with frequencies above the Zero
Period Acceleration (ZPA) frequency of the response spectrum constitute the best methodologies
currently available for response spectrum analysis.

The NRC Grouping, Ten Percent and DSC methods for combining out-of-phase modal response
components produced more conservative but less accurate results; removal of these methods
from the Regulatory Guide should be considered, because absolute summation of closely spaced
modal responses has no documented technical basis. SRSS remains applicable in the absence of
closely spaced nodes.

Separation of modal responses into in-phase and out-of-phase components for modes with
frequencies below the ZPA frequency of the response spectrum produced more accurate results
than commonly applied past methods, in which all modes below the ZPA frequency were
considered to be out-of-phase. It is important to note that at low frequency (< the frequency of
the peak spectral acceleration), modal responses should be treated as out-of-phase. A limitation
of the Lindley-Yow formulation is that low frequency modal responses are separated into out-of-
phase and in-phase components; consequently, when significant low frequency modal responses
exist, the Lindley-Yow formulation must be appropriately modified. The Gupta formulation
correctly assumes low frequency modes are out-of-phase. This project did not evaluate mode
response combination methods applied to systems with significant low frequency response.

The present paper describes the qualitative evaluation of modal response combination methods.
The numerical results, detailed conclusions, and specific recommendations for revision of
regulatory guidance are documented in a NUREG/CR, scheduled for publication in Spring 1999.

1 INTRODUCTION

General Design Criterion 2, "Design Basis for Protection Against Natural Phenomena" of
Appendix A, "General Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, to 1 OCFR Part 50, "Licensing of
Production and Utilization Facilities" specifies a requirement that nuclear power plant structures,
systems, and components which are important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of
earthquakes, without loss of capability to perform their safety functions. In addition, Paragraph
(a)(1) of Section VI of Appendix A to IOCFR Part 100, "Reactor Site Criteria" identifies the use
of a suitable dynamic analysis as one method of ensuring that structures, systems, and
components can withstand seismic loads.

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issues Regulatory Guides (RG) which
describe methods acceptable to the NRC staff for satisfying regulations. One such guide is RG
1.92, "Combining Modal Responses and Spatial Components in Seismic Response Analysis,"
(Reference 1). This guide was last revised in 1976, prior to a number of significant technical
developments for combining modal responses.
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The 1989 revision to Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 3.7.2, "Seismic System Analysis,"
(Reference 2) recognized a number of recent technical developments by reference, and stated that
their application to nuclear power plant seismic analysis is subject to review on a case-by-case
basis. Also incorporated into SRP Section 3.7.2 as Appendix A was a procedure to address high
frequency mode effects, developed by Kennedy (Reference 3).

The objective of this project was to evaluate these recent developments for modal response
combination, through a literature review and analytical effort, and to provide recommendations
for revision of RG 1.92 and SRP Section 3.7.2 which reflect the current state of technology for
combining modal responses in seismic response spectrum analysis..

The design of structures, systems, and components for seismic loads is complicated by the
uncertainty about the future seismic event. For seismic analysis where an accurate record of the
seismic input exists, time history analysis is the best approach to mathematical prediction of
seismic structural response. In the seismic design process, two primary approaches are available
to account for the uncertainty in the seismic ground motion: perform a number of time history
analyses utilizing an appropriate set of acceleration records or perform response spectrum
analysis utilizing a bounding peak acceleration vs. frequency spectrum. Either approach,
properly implemented, should provide a conservative basis for seismic design.

A significant feature of response spectrum analysis is that only the maximum dynamic response
is predicted. In time history analysis, the response vs. time is predicted. The mathematical
simplicity of response spectrum analysis is achieved by calculating the independent peak modal
responses and then applying a rule for combining these, in order to predict the peak dynamic
response. The input response spectrum defines the acceleration to be applied to each natural
mode of vibration of the structure, depending on its modal frequency. However, the spectrum
provides no information about the time phasing of excitation of these modes.

It is evident that the modal response combination method used to predict the peak dynamic
response is a critical element of the response spectrum analysis method. Many researchers have
studied this specifically for seismic analysis, and a number of increasingly sophisticated methods
have been developed. In 1984, Kennedy (Reference 3) reviewed alternate methods for modal
response combination for the NRC and provided recommendations for revision to regulatory
guidance. Gupta (Reference 4, Chapter 3) provides an excellent review of these developments
up to the late 1980's, including his own modal response combination method. No significant
technical developments emerged in the 1 990's.

This present investigation does not address the issue of seismic design methodology - time
history analysis vs. response spectrum analysis. It is focused on comparison and evaluation of
different modal response combination methods for use in response spectrum analysis. Because
the objective of response spectrum analysis is to predict, with reasonable accuracy, the peak
dynamic response to a time varying acceleration input, comparison to time history solutions is
the primary method employed to evaluate the applicability and limitations of the various modal
response combination methods.
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The initial phase of this program focused on review of the technical literature and selection of
candidate modal response combination methods for more detailed evaluation. Acceptable
methods in RG 1.92 were also included to provide a comparison to more recent technical
developments. References 3 and 4 provided an excellent starting point. In addition, prior
numerical studies conducted by Brookhaven National Laboratory (References 5, 6, 7) on
response spectrum analysis of piping systems provided a quantitative database for alternate
modal response combination methods. Industry standards such as ASCE Standard 4 (References
8, 9) were also reviewed. The work of Maison et al (Reference 10) provided a numerical study
of different modal response combination methods applied to a building structure. A significant
body of additional reference material was included in the literature review.

The methods selected for evaluation were those which have been subjected to the greatest level
of prior review and assessment. The evaluation addressed (1) methods for combination of the
out-of-phase modal response components; (2) methods for separation of the in-phase and out-of-
phase modal response components; (3) the contribution of high frequency modal responses; and
(4) combination of the three elements of response to produce the total response. The term "in-
phase" denotes response that is in-phase with the time varying acceleration input; the term "out-
of-phase" denotes response that is out-of-phase with the time varying acceleration input. Gupta
(Reference 4) refers to these as the "rigid" or "pseudo-static" response and the "damped
periodic" response, respectively.

It is important to note that individual modal responses which are each "out-of-phase" with
respect to the time varying acceleration input may be nearly in-phase with each other. This is
commonly referred to as the "closely spaced modes" issue, because modes close in frequency are
considered most likely to respond nearly in-phase when excited by the same time varying
acceleration input. This is addressed by methods for combination of the "out-of-phase" modal
responses.

Modes with frequencies higher than the frequency (jpA) at which the spectral acceleration returns
to the Zero Period Acceleration (ZPA) respond pseudo-statically, in-phase with the time varying
acceleration input and, therefore, in-phase with each other. The contribution of these modes to
the total response is most accurately and efficiently treated by static analysis of the "missing
mass" (i.e., system mass not participating in the modes with frequencies belowfzpA) multiplied
by the ZPA. Modes with frequencies in the amplified region of the response spectrum (f<fzpA)
generally have two components of response: an out-of-phase component and an in-phase
component. The in-phase modal response components and the missing mass contribution are
combined algebraically, to produce the total in-phase response component.

For combination of the out-of-phase modal response components, Square Root of the Sum of the
Squares (SRSS), NRC Grouping, NRC Ten Percent, NRC-DSC, Rosenblueth's DSC (Reference
11), and Der Kiureghian's CQC (Reference 12) methods were evaluated. For separation of in-
phase from out-of-phase modal response components, the methods proposed by Lindley and Yow
(Reference 13), Hadjian (Reference 14), and Gupta (Reference 4) were evaluated. For treatment
of the missing mass contribution, the method of Kennedy (Reference 3) was evaluated.
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2 DESCRIPTION OF MODAL RESPONSE COMBINATION
METHODS

To lay the groundwork for the ensuing discussions of modal response combination methods, it is
necessary to define the different regions of a typical seismic response spectrum and key
frequencies which divide these regions. The major application of seismic response spectrum
analysis is for systems and components attached to building structures.

A building-filtered in-structure response spectrum depicting spectral acceleration vs. frequency is
the typical form of seismic input for such analyses. This type of spectrum usually exhibits a
sharp peak at the fundamental frequency of the building/soil dynamic system. A typical,
idealized in-structure response spectrum is shown below; the spectral regions and key
frequencies are indicated.
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AP = frequency at which the peak spectral acceleration is reached, typically the
fundamental frequency of the building/soil system

fPA frequency at which the spectral acceleration returns to the zero period acceleration
(ZPA)

.p4 frequency above which the SDOF modal responses are in-phase with the time
varying acceleration input used to generate the spectrum

The high frequency region of the spectrum (>fzpm) is characterized by no amplification of the
peak acceleration of the input time history. A SDOF oscillator having a frequency >fzpA is
accelerated in-phase and with the same acceleration magnitude as the applied acceleration, at
each instant in time. A system or component with fundamental frequency >fzpA is correctly
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analyzed as a static problem subject to a loading equal to mass times ZPA. The system or
component is said to respond "pseudo-statically." This concept can be extended to the high
frequency (>fzm) modal responses of multi-modal systems or components. The mass not
participating in the amplified modal responses (i.e., "missing mass") multiplied by the ZPA is
applied in a static analysis, to obtain the response contribution from all modes with frequencies >
fZPA

In the low-frequency region of the spectrum (<fSP) the modal responses of SDOF oscillators are
not in-phase with the applied acceleration time history, and generally are not in-phase with each
other. These are designated "out-of-phase" modal responses. Since a response spectrum
provides only peak acceleration vs. frequency, with no phasing information, the out-of-phase
peak modal responses for a multi-modal structural system requires a rule or methodology for
combination. Based on the assumption that the peak modal responses are randomly phased, the
square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS) method was developed and adopted. Modifications
to SRSS were subsequently developed, in order to account for potential phase correlation when
modal frequencies are numerically close (i.e., "closely spaced modes').

In the mid-frequency region (fsp tofzdA), it has been postulated that the peak SDOF oscillator
modal responses consist of two distinct and separable elements. The first element is the out-of-
phase response component and the second element is the in-phase response component. It is
further postulated that there is a continuous transition from out-of-phase response to in-phase
response. Iffjp <fzpA can be defined, then the mid-frequency region can be further divided into
two sub-regions:fsp <f<fjp andfp f •ffzpA.

It is noted that past practice in the nuclear power industry has been to assume that individual
modal responses in the mid-frequency region (fsp <f<fzpA) are out-of-phase, and that the
combination methods applicable to the low-frequency region are also applicable to the mid-
frequency region.

Three elements are needed to define a suitable methodology for the mid-frequency region:

1) A definition forfjp.
2) A method for separating the in-phase and out-of-phase components of individual

peak modal responses.
3) A phase relationship for combining the total out-of-phase response component

with the total in-phase response component.

Methods for modal response combination will be described in the following sections:

Section 2.1 - Combination of Out-of-Phase Modal Response Components
Section 2.2 - Separation of Out-of-Phase and In-Phase Response Components in Mid-

Frequency Region
Section 2.3 - Contribution of High-Frequency Modes
Section 2.4 - Complete Solution for Response Spectrum Analysis
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Terms used in the following sections are:

Sa, = Spectral Acceleration for mode i
R, = Response of mode i
a. = In-phase response ratio for mode i
Rr; = In-phase response component for mode i
Rpi = Out-of-phase response component for mode i
Rr = Total in-phase response component from all modes
Rp = Total out-of-phase response component from all modes
Rt = Total combined response from all modes
CJk = Modal response correlation coefficient between modes j and k.

2.1 Combination of Out-of-Phase Modal Responses Components

In generalized form, all of the out-of-phase modal response combination methods can be
represented by a single equation:

Rp = |E Cik Rp3 RPk] (Eqn. 2 -1)

The coefficients Cjk can be uniquely defined for each method.

2.1.1 Square Root of the Sum of the Squares (SRSS)

At the foundation of all methods for combining uncorrelated modal responses is SRSS. All of
the methods for combination of the out-of-phase response components are equivalent to SRSS if
there are no "closely spaced" modes.

In the case of SRSS,

CAk = 1.0 for j =k
(Eqn. 2 - 2)

Ck = 0.0 for j *k

SRSS Combination reduces to:

Rp [ R Rp2] (Eqn.2 -3)
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2.1.2 NRC Grouping Method

The NRC Grouping Method (Reference 1) is the most commonly applied method of accounting
for closely spaced modes in the nuclear power industry. The system modal responses are
grouped and summed absolutely before performing SRSS combination of the groups. To
illustrate the method, consider a system with 10 modes Rp, through Rp10 and associated
frequenciesf throughf 0o with the following distribution:

Af;,f 4  < l-lfi
A > l.lf,
f6  < 1.1f5
f7  > 1.1 f
AS > 1.1f 7

Ags AlO < l lfs

The modal responses are grouped such that the lowest and highest frequency modes in a group
are within 10% and no mode is in more than one group. Using the distribution above, the
following groups are created:

GR1 = Rp1
GR2 = IRp2 l + IRp3 1 + IRP
GR3 = IRp5 l + IRp6 l
GR4 = Rp7
GR5 = JRp 8J + JRp9 J + IRplol

Rp= | GRAY (Eqn. 2 - 4)

In this illustration, n = 5.

The major criticism of the NRC Grouping Method is the use of absolute summation within each
group. If modal responses are assumed to be correlated because they have closely spaced
frequencies, then summation should be algebraic within each group. The bias toward
conservatism in the NRC Grouping Method is somewhat contradictory to the basic premise for
grouping.

Definition of Cj k for the NRC Grouping Method is somewhat cumbersome:

Cjk = 1-0 forj =k
Ci L = 0.0 for j k, not in same group (Eqn. 2 - 5)
Cik = 1-0 for j * k, in the same group, Rpj and Rpk have same sign
CA k = -1.0 for j # k, in the same group, Rp, and Rpk have opposite sign
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In implementing the NRC Grouping Method, the approach presented in the illustration is more
straightforward.

2.1.3 NRC Ten Percent Method

The NRC Ten Percent Method (Reference 1) is a generally more conservative variation of the
NRC Grouping Method. Closely spaced modes are defined as modes with frequencies within
10% of each other and absolute summation of the closely spaced modal responses is specified.
The difference is that modal responses are not grouped.

In terms of the coefficients, Ci k, the NRC Ten Percent Method can be defined as follows:

Ck= 1.0 forj=k
Cjk = 0.0 for j k, andlandfk separated by > 10% ofthe

lower frequency
Cjk = 1.0 forj;k,andfandfkseparatedby 10%ofthe (Eqn.2-6)

lower frequency; Rp, and Rpk same sign
CA = -1.0 for j * k, f andfk separated by s 10% of the

lower frequency; Rpj and Rpk opposite sign

The definition of Cj k is analogous to that for the NRC Grouping Method, except that grouping is
not performed.

As an illustration of the difference between these two methods, assume three modal responses
Rpl, Rp2, Rp3 with frequenciesfl, f2 ,f3 and a frequency distribution defined as follows:

A '-- .I -
I"Af < A3 5 I-IAf

By the NRC Grouping Method,

Rp = (iE GRs )

where
Gr, = IRpi + jRp2 1
Gr2 =Rp3

or

Rp= ( : Rp2 + 2 IRp, * Rp2l)
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By the NRC Ten Percent Method,

Rp = E Rp2 + 2 Rp, * Rp2 + 2 IRp2 * RP31)

The NRC Ten Percent Method has an additional contribution to Rp becausef 3 < 1.1 f 2 . The
NRC Ten percent Method will always produce results > NRC Grouping Method.

2.1.4 NRC Double Sum Combination (NRC-DSC)

The NRC-DSC Method (Reference 1) is an adaptation of Rosenblueth's method, described in
Section 2.1.5. The coefficients Cjk are defined by Equation 2-7. A conservative modification,
consistent with the NRC Grouping and Ten Percent methods, is that the product Cjk Rpj RpA is
always taken as positive. In Rosenblueth's method, the product may be either positive or
negative, depending on the signs of Rpj and Rpk. Consequently, NRC-DSC will always produce
results > Rosenblueth's method.

2.1.5 Rosenblueth's Double Sum Combination (DSC)

Rosenblueth (Reference 11) provided the first significant mathematical approach to evaluation of
modal correlation for seismic response spectrum analysis. It is based on the application of
random vibration theory, utilizing a finite duration of white noise to represent seismic loading. A
formula for calculation of the coefficients Cjk as a function of the modal circular frequencies (co,,
a-k), modal damping ratios (0j, 1k), and the time duration of strong earthquake motion (tD) was
derived. Using the form of the equation from Reference 1,

I
C 1

1~cD + , .~
j j+ Ok ok'

(Eqn.2-7)

where (Oo =(X){) [I _ i2]

!f() 1f() + t
tD (

Numerical values of Cjk were tabulated for the DSC Method as a function of frequency,
frequency ratio, and strong motion duration time for constant modal damping of 1%, 2%, 5% and
10%. The effect of tD is most significant at 1% damping and low frequency. For 5% and 10%
damping, tD = 10 sec. and 1000 sec. produced similar values for Cjk regardless of frequency. The
most significant result is that Cjk is highly dependent on the damping ratio. For 2%, 5% and 10%
damping, CJk = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 respectively, at a frequency ratio of 0.9 (modal frequencies within
10%). In comparison, the definition of closely-spaced modes used in the NRC Grouping and Ten
Percent Methods are not damping-dependent.
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2.1.6 Der Kiureghian's Complete Quadratic Combination (CQC)

Der Kiureghian (Reference 12) presents a methodology similar to Rosenblueth's Double Sum
Combination (Reference 11) for evaluation of modal correlation for seismic response spectrum
analysis. It is also based on application of random vibration theory, but utilizes an infinite
duration of white noise to represent seismic loading. A formula for calculation of the
coefficients CJA as a function of modal circular frequencies and modal damping ratios was
derived:

C 8 (PijLt~jk)d * (Ojpj + Ok4k) * Ilicak
jk 2 222 2 2 (Eqn.2-8)

(2j -)2 + 4 PjP~cojwk-(~+(ok) + O3 + N 0

While the form of Equation 2-8 differs significantly from Equation 2-7, the two equations
produce equivalent results if tD is assumed very large in Equation 2-7.

2.1.7 ASCE Standard 4 Recommended Methods

For combination of out-of-phase modal response components, ASCE Standard 4 (Reference 8)
specifies the DSC Method (Equation 3200-16). The NRC methods and CQC are also recognized
in the commentary.

Draft ASCE Standard 4 (Reference 9) specifies a modified DSC Method (Equation 3200-19) or
the CQC Method (Equation 3200-22) as an alternative. The commentary to the Draft ASCE
Standard (Reference 9) indicates that Equation 3200-19 produces correlation coefficients "which
are practically the same" as Equation 3200-22. Although not indicated, the modified DSC
Method presented in Equation 3200-19 was developed by Gupta (Reference 4).

2.2 Separation of Modal Responses into Out-of-Phase Components and In-
Phase Components

Three methods have received considerable prior review and evaluation: Lindley-Yow (Reference
13), Hadjian (Reference 14), and Gupta (Reference 4). It should be noted that the mathematical
statement of each method is not restricted to the mid-frequency range (fsp <f <fzpA) of the
response spectrum. However, as discussed at the beginning of this chapter, it is in the mid-
frequency range that the separation of individual peak modal responses into out-of-phase and in-
phase modal response components is applicable. Forf < fsp, modal responses should be
considered out-of-phase and combined by the methods presented in Section 2.1. Forf ŽfzpA,

modal responses are in-phase and are most accurately accounted for by the method of Kennedy
(Reference 3).

The similarities and differences, as well as the limitations, of the three methods are described in
the following sections.
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2.2.1 Lindley-Yow Method

Mathematically, the Lindley-Yow method (Reference 13) is defined by the following equations:

a2 = ZPA/Saj 0 s aj s 1.0 (Eqn.2-9)

Rr1 = Ri * a, (Eqn. 2 - 10)

Rpj = R1 * 1- (Eqn. 2-11)

Rr = Rr1  (Eqn. 2- 12)

Rp = S j Cjk Rpj Rpk (Eqn. 2 - 13)

Rt = VRr2 + Rp 2  (Eqn. 2 - 14)

where the Cjk's are determined by the selected method for combining the out-of-phase modal
response components described in Section 2.1.

From these mathematical relationships, the following characteristics of the Lindley-Yow method
are observed:

* a ->- 1.0 asf -,--fzpA (Sat = ZPA). Consequently,fp =fzpA in the Lindley-Yow method.
* The in-phase component of modal response for every mode has an associated

acceleration equal to the ZPA.
* The out-of-phase component of an individual peak modal response has an associated

modified spectral acceleration given by

Sai = (Sai2 _ZPA2 2 (Eqn. 2 - 15)

* R, = (Rp2 + Rr',)'; which infers that the in-phase and out-of-phase response
components of an individual peak modal response are uncorrelated and, therefore,
combine by SRSS.

* All in-phase modal response components (Rri) are summed algebraically to obtain Rr.
* All-out-of-phase modal response components (Rpi) are combined by a suitable method

(as described in Section 2.1) to obtain Rp.
* The total response, Rt, is obtained by SRSS combination of Rr and Rp; i.e., Rr and Rp

are uncorrelated.
* ai attains its minimum value atf =fsp, but increases forf <fsp until it attains a value of

1.0 when Sa, = ZPA in the low frequency region of the spectrum. Values of a% > 1.0
have no meaning because (1 _ a2 ) becomes imaginary.
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An obvious limitation of the Lindley-Yow method is in the low frequency range (f<fsp) of the
response spectrum. There is no physical basis for assuming that low frequency modal responses
become increasingly in-phase with the input acceleration time-history, which is an outcome if the
Lindley-Yow method is applied to low frequency modal responses. Modal responses in the low
frequency range are generally out-of-phase with the input acceleration time history. Therefore,
the Lindley-Yow method is applicable to structural systems which do not have significant modal
responses withf <fp. Lindley and Yow (Reference 13) do not address this limitation. For the
sample problems presented in Reference 13, the lowest system frequency is greater thanfsp of the
applied response spectrum. Therefore, the results reported in Reference 13 are not affected by
this limitation. Circumventing this limitation in the Lindley-Yow method is straightforward:
apply it only to those modes withf Ž fsp and set a, = 0 for <fsp.

For a structural system with fundamental frequency Zfsp, the Lindley-Yow method lends itself to a
relatively straightforward physical interpretation. In the limit, if all modes are retained in the
solution, the total mass participation is unity. Applying the Lindley-Yow method is equivalent to
performing a static analysis of the system loaded by total mass times the ZPA, and performing the
response spectrum analysis for amplified modesf <fzpA using modified spectral accelerations, S a
given by Equation 2-15. The total dynamic response is then obtained by SRSS combination.

The Lindley-Yow method automatically provides for algebraic combination of modal responses
abovefzpA, since, a, = 1.0; Rp, = 0 and Rri = R,. However, to completely account for the modal
response abovefzpA, all system modes of vibration need to be included in the analysis. This
contribution is most accurately and efficiently calculated by use of the missing mass method
discussed in Section 2.3. Therefore, while in theory the Lindley-Yow method includes the in-
phase contribution from modes abovefzpA, its practical application is for modal responses below

fzpA, coupled with the missing mass method for modal contributions abovefizpA. It is noted that
the Lindley-Yow/missing mass approach will produce identical results for any modal analysis
cutoff frequency >fZPA.

2.2.2 Hadjian Method

The Hadjian Method (Reference 14) is similar in formulation to the Lindley-Yow method, with
two notable differences:

* Equation 2-11 is replaced by

Rp = * ( 1 - a3 ) (Eqn.2 -16)

* Equation 2-14 is replaced by

Rt = Rp I + I Rr | (Eqn.2-17)

* The modified spectral acceleration is given by

Sa1 = Sa 1- ZPA (Eqn. 2 - 18)
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The Hadjian method has the same limitation as the Lindley-Yow method in the low frequency
range, because the definition of a; is identical. However, the Hadjian Method possesses internal
contradictions with respect to the assumed phase relationships between in-phase and out-of-
phase response components. Combining Equations 2-10 and 2-16 yields

Ri = Rp2 + Rr1  (Eqn.2-19)

This implies that the in-phase and out-of-phase response components for each mode are in-phase
with each other. However, all Rr*'s are in-phase and summed algebraically, per Eqn. 2-12, to
obtain Rr. Therefore, it would follow that all Rp1's are also in-phase and should be summed
algebraically to obtain Rp. This contradicts Equation 2-13, in which the Rpi's are assumed to be
predominantly out-of-phase. Kennedy (Reference 3) previously identified this contradiction. On
this basis, the Hadjian method is not recommended and was not included in subsequent
numerical studies.

2.2.3 Gupta Method

The Gupta Method (Reference 4) is identical in form to the Lindley-Yow method. The one very
significant difference is the definition of a;. Equations 2-10 through 2-14 remain the same. In
the Gupta method, a, is an explicit function of frequency. The original basis for definition of a, is
semi-empirical, derived from numerical studies using actual ground motion records. A best fit
equation, which defines a; as a continuous function of frequency, was developed from the results
of the numerical studies.

Two spectrum-dependent frequencies (f,f2 ) are first defined as follows:

A 2 Sv=a. (Eqn. 2-20)

where Sal and SvE, are the maximum spectral acceleration and velocity, respectively.

A2 = (Al + 2 fzpA )/3 (Eqn. 2-21)

Gupta's definition of ai is given by:

a; =0 for fi •

ai = n (fi' If fork A f f 2  (Eqn. 2-22)
n(A= 1.Af

ai= 1.0 for f >f 2
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For a sharply peaked, in-structure response spectrum,

because Sv. = Max (SaI/ hi) = Sa,,, /I csp

Substitution into Equation 2-20 yields

The corresponding definition off2 yields

f2= (fSP + 2fzpA) 13

For a sharply peaked, in-structure response spectrum, the Gupta method has the following
characteristics:

* Forf <fsp, =0.
Consequently, all modal responses withf <fsp are treated as out-of-phase. The
limitation in the Lindley-Yow definition of caj forf fsp does not apply to Gupta's
method.

• Forf2<f <fzpA, vi = 1.0
Consequently, all modal responses withf Žf2 are treated as in-phase. This infers that
fp =f2in the Gupta method.

* Only modal responses withyfs <f <f2 are separated into out-of-phase and in-phase
response components.

The potential limitations of the Gupta method lie in the semi-empirical basis for definition of cz
as a function off. The range of applicability is difficult to assess without a comprehensive
numerical study using ground and in-structure acceleration records. In Reference 4, Gupta
indicates that a, can be numerically evaluated if the time history used to generate the response
spectrum is known. It is implied without stating that numerical evaluation of a, is more accurate
than the semi-empirical definition of a, given by Equation 2-22.

The overall structure of the Gupta method is superior to the Lindley-Yow method because there
is no limitation for modal responses withf <fsp. In addition, any value off <fzpA can be
accommodated by settingf2 =fi,, in lieu of Equation 2-21.

For initial numerical studies, the Lindley-Yow method was selected to evaluate the importance of
separating modal responses into out-of-phase and in-phase response components. For follow-up
numerical studies, the Gupta method was selected in order to evaluate the influence offp on the
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response spectrum solution. This was accomplished by selecting three (3) different numerical
values forf.

2.2.4 ASCE Standard 4 Recommended Methods

For separation of in-phase and out-of-phase response components, ASCE Standard 4 (Reference
8) recognizes the Lindley-Yow, Hadjian, and Gupta Methods in the commentary.

Draft ASCE Standard 4 (Reference 9) specifies separation of the in-phase and out-of-phase
response components consistent with Gupta's method (Eqns. 3200-18, 3200-20, and 3200-21)
except thatf, =f, (defined as the "cutoff frequency or ZPA frequency') is substituted for Eqn. 2-
21. The frequencyf, is not clearly defined, but is <fzpA. The Lindley-Yow and Hadjian methods
are recognized in the commentary to Reference 9.

2.3 Contribution of High Frequency Modes

2.3.1 Missing Mass Method

The "Missing Mass" Method is a convenient, computationally efficient and accurate method to
(1) account for the contribution of all modes with frequencies above the frequency (fmzpA) at which
the response spectrum returns to the Zero Period Acceleration (ZPA) and (2) account for the
contribution to support reactions of mass which is apportioned to system support points. It
constitutes the total effect of all system mass which does not participate in (i.e., "missing" from)
the modes with fiequencies belowfzpA. The system response to the missing mass is calculated by
performing a static analysis for applied loads equal to the missing mass multiplied by the
spectrum ZPA. This method is mathematically rigorous and is considered the only acceptable
method to account for high frequency modal contributions (f 2 fzp,) and mass apportioned to
system support points.

Kennedy (Reference 3) documented this method and recommended that it be included in
Regulatory Guidance. The 1989 revision to the SRP Section 3.7.2, "Seismic System Analysis,"
(Reference 2) incorporated Kennedy's recommendation as Appendix A. The mathematical
details are presented in both References 2 and 3, and are not repeated here. However, the
guideline provided in References 2 and 3, that the missing mass contribution needs to be
considered only if the fraction of missing mass at any degree of freedom exceeds 0.1, should be
eliminated. This guideline does not consider the total mass which is missing, which in the limit
could be 10%. In a static analysis this represents a 10% reduction in the applied load. The
missing mass contribution should be calculated in all response spectrum analyses, because its
potential effect on support reactions is difficult to judge based on the fraction of missing mass.
This calculation has been automated in a number of piping analysis codes and does not represent
a significant computational effort.

The missing mass contribution to the response spectrum analysis solution represents response
which is completely in-phase with the time varying acceleration input and can be scaled to the
instantaneous acceleration to obtain its contribution at any specific point in time. This
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characteristic is not important in response spectrum analysis because only peak response is
predicted. In this case, the ZPA is used to generate the missing mass loading. However, the
importance of the missing mass contribution is not limited to response spectrum analysis only.
Mode superposition time history analysis is most accurately and efficiently performed by a
procedure similar to that employed in response spectrum analysis (Reference 4). Only modes
which vibrate at frequencies below fzpA need to be included in the transient mode superposition
solution. The missing mass contribution, scaled to the instantaneous acceleration, is then
algebraically summed with the transient solution at the corresponding time to obtain the total
solution. This method is more rigorous and accurate than including additional modes in the
transient mode superposition solution. Even if additional modes are included, it is still necessary
to calculate the missing mass for the excluded, higher frequency modes and system support
points. This was quantitatively demonstrated in a separate numerical study.

Use of the Missing Mass method for calculating the contribution of high frequency modes is
recommended in Draft ASCE Standard 4 (Reference 9) for both response spectrum analysis
(Eqn. 3200-8) and mode superposition time history analysis (Eqn. 3200-5). In Reference 9, this
is referred to as the "residual rigid response due to the missing mass."

2.3.2 Static ZPA Method

The Lindley-Yow Method (Reference 13) defines the acceleration of the in-phase response
component of all modes to be the ZPA of the response spectrum. As discussed in Section 2.2.1,
the algebraical summation of the in-phase response components for all modes (Rr) is equivalent
to the static response for a load equal to the total mass times ZPA. When using the Lindley-Yow
method, an alternate approach to including the contribution of high frequency (ffzpA ) modes is
to calculate Rr directly by the Static ZPA method. This eliminates the need for calculation of the
missing mass, since it is automatically included in the static analysis of total mass times ZPA.
The out-of-phase response component (Rp) is calculated in accordance with the Lindley-Yow
method.

A significant result was obtained during the course of this investigation which led to a
supplementary study of differences in mass distribution between a dynamic analysis model and a
static analysis model. In the approach defined in Section 2.2.1, the dynamic mass distribution is
used in constructing the total in-phase response, Rr. In the Static ZPA method, the static mass
distribution is used to develop Rr. The out-of-phase response, Rp, is based on the dynamic
model mass distribution in both cases. During numerical studies of a piping model, using a BNL
version of SAP V adapted for piping analysis, correlation between Lindley-Yow plus Missing
Mass and the Static ZPA approach could not be achieved. Further investigation identified the
source of the discrepancy to be different treatments of the piping system mass. In the dynamic
analysis, the distributed mass of the pipe is replaced by discrete masses at the nodes of the model.
In the static analysis, the mass remains distributed along the pipe elements. When the dynamic
mass distribution is used in the Static ZPA method, the discrepancy disappears and excellent
correlation is achieved. This issue was further evaluated; guidelines for ensuring that the model
refinement is sufficient to accurately represent the distributed mass were developed.
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2.4 Complete Solution for Response Spectrum Analysis

For the numerical studies conducted as part of this project, three approaches were defined for
constructing the complete response spectrum analysis solution. For simplicity, these have been
designated Method 1, Method 2, and Method 3, and are defined below. The coefficients Cjk are
defined by one of the out-of-phase combination methods (Section 2.1.1 through 2.1.6). In the
numerical studies, all six methods were tested in conjunction with Methods 1, 2, and 3.

2.4.1 Method 1

Method 1 represents the common method applied to response spectrum analysis since the 1980's.
Amplified modal responses (f<fzpA) are combined by SRSS with a correction for closely spaced
modes. The contribution of unamplified modal responses (f>fzpA) is calculated by the missing
mass method of Section 2.3.1. These two components are then combined by SRSS to produce
the total solution. Mathematically, this is represented by

n n '

Rp= E E CJk RRk]

n = no. of modes below fzpA (Eqn. 2-23)

Rr Rmnissing mass

Rt = /Rp2 + Rr2

2.4.2 Method 2

Method 2 introduces the concept of in-phase and out-of-phase modal response components for
the amplified modes (f<fb). Mathematically, the complete solution is represented by

Rp,= R= *(I- a)

Rri = Ri * ai

Rp = E Cjk Rpj Rpk
~=l L=1 (Eqn. 2-24)

n = no. of modes below fzpA

n
Rr = E Rr, +R-missingmass

i=I

Rt = RP2 +RrR2
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The method recommended in Draft ASCE Standard 4 (Reference 9) for obtaining the complete
response spectrum analysis solution (Eqns. 3200-17 and 3200-18) is essentially equivalent to
Method 2.

Method 2 is equally applicable to both the Lindley-Yow (Section 2.2.1) and the Gupta (Section
2.2.3) methods. Only the definition of ac changes. For the initial numerical study, the Lindley-
Yow method was selected for implementation. For the follow-up numerical study, the Gupta
method was implemented.

2.4.3 Method 3

Method 3 is a variation of Method 2, which utilizes the Static ZPA Method of Section 2.3.2 to
calculate Rr. Mathematically, the complete solution is represented by

Rp1= R,*((-aI)'2

Rp = C k CJk RP]k

n = no. of modes below fzpA (q 2-25)

Rr= RsmacZPA

Rt = I___+__

Method 3 is only compatible with the Lindley-Yow method. a, must be defined by Equation 2-9.

3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The qualitative evaluation of modal response combination methods provided the foundation for
the subsequent numerical studies, which quantitatively evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of
the combination methods by comparison to time history analysis results. Together, the
qualitative and quantitative evaluations provided the basis for technical conclusions and
recommendations for revision of regulatory guidance. Complete documentation of this project
will be published as a NUREG/CR in Spring 1999.
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Post 'Test Analysis of a PCCV Model
Subjected to Beyond-Design-Basis Earthquake Simulations

R. J. James, Y. R. Rashid J. L. Cherry N. Chokshi
ANATECH Corp. Sandia National Laboratory USNRC

ABSTRACT

A scaled model Prestressed Concrete Containment Vessel (PCCV) was tested up to ultimate
failure under simulated earthquake loadings at the Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation's
(NUPEC) Tadotsu Engineering Laboratory in Japan. The mixed-scale model was first
subjected to a series of design-level earthquakes, and then the magnitudes of the earthquakes
were increased in several stages until the cylinder walls catastrophically failed in shear. Under
sponsorship from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC), state-of-the-art,
nonlinear dynamic finite element analyses were completed for the PCCV structure. Both pre-
and post-test analyses were performed. This paper summarizes post-test analyses that
correspond to the larger-than-design-basis seismic tests. Under these "severe" conditions, the
concrete cracks, spalls, and crushes while the reinforcing bars and liner under go extensive
plastic deformation during the repeated dynamic load cycling. The analytical results are
compared to the measured structural response of the scaled-model structure. The USNRCs
principal objective of this work has been to evaluate how well state-of-the-art analyses can
predict the structural response and eventual failure of a prestressed concrete structure under
seismic loadings that are considerably larger than the structure was designed for.

1. INTRODUCTION

The seismic behavior of a prestressed concrete containment vessel (PCCV) is the object of experimental

and analytical investigations in a collaborative program between the United States Nuclear Regulatory.

Commission (NRC) and the Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) of Japan.

NUPEC's primary objective is to demonstrate the capability of the PCCV to withstand the design basis

earthquake with significant safety margins against major damage or failure. The test structure is a mixed-

scale PCCV model, subjected to seismic simulation tests using the high performance shaking table at the

Tadotsu Engineering Laboratory [11. Acceleration time histories were developed to be representative of

typical design level earthquakes, and then scaled to excite a response in the model that will be similar to

that in the actual structure. The test program included design-basis and failure-level earthquakes; one of

the design basis tests also included internal pressurization to simulate a loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA).

The margin of safety was determined by subjecting the model to progressively larger seismic motions

until structural failure occurred. The fundamental frequencies of the test model, which give a measure of

the damage sustained by the model, were determined after each test.
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NRCs objective is to evaluate the capabilities of the state-of-the-art concrete structural analysis methods

for predicting the dynamic behavior of concrete containments subjected to design-level and failure-level

earthquakes, and to identify areas of needed improvements. A large amount of structural response data

was obtained for the PCCV scale model subjected to design-basis, as well as beyond-design-basis,

earthquakes. This included earthquake motions, which excited a structural response, in the linear range

and progressively stronger motions where significant structural damage began to accumulate up to major

structural damage and final failure. Test data was obtained for horizontal-only earthquake input, vertical-

only input, simultaneous horizontal and vertical, and simultaneous horizontal and vertical combined with

design pressure. Post-test finite element analyses were performed that corresponded to several of these

tests, and the calculated responses were very similar to the measured results.

The analytical program included two series of analyses: pre-test predictions and post-test verification

analyses. The pre-test analyses used target input acceleration time histories and were reported on in the

1997 Water Reactor Safety Meeting [2]. The post-test calculations used measured acceleration time

histories and are described in this paper.

2. PCCV TEST MODEL

The PCCV test model, as developed by NUPEC, used mixed scaling for practical considerations: overall

geometry was scaled at 1:10, while the concrete wall thickness was scaled at 1:8; the steel liner and "T'

anchorage system were scaled at 1:4; and the dome portion of an actual PCCV structure was replaced

with a thick flat concrete cap. Weights were attached to the top slab to match the response of the model

to that of a prototype structure for shear stress in the wall at the wall-basemat juncture. The test model

has a cylindrical barrel with an ID of 4.3 m, a wall thickness of .163 m, and a height of 3.43 in. It is cast

on a 9-m square by 1-rn thick basemat that is rigidly and securely bolted to the shake table. The top cap is

1-mn thick with weights bolted on the top and bottom surfaces and around the outer edge. The cylindrical

portion has a 0.600-m diameter equipment hatch (EH) penetration, four main steam lines (MS) and four

feedwater (FA) penetrations, and an airlock (AL) penetration. The hoop tendons are anchored at two

longitudinal buttresses that are 180° apart. The direction of horizontal shaking is along the diametric line

intersecting the two buttresses. The basemat and supporting frames weigh about 260 metric tons, the

cylindrical portion weighs 63 metric tons, and the upper section with the added mass weighs 474 metric

tons.
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3. COMPUTATION AND MATERL& MODELS

The calculations are performed with the ANACAP-U concrete material model [3] coupled to the

ABAQUS general purpose finite element program [4]. In order to simulate damage accumulation in the

test series, the nonlinear dynamic analyses were performed in the same sequence as the tests. Figures I

through 6 illustrate the finite element model used for these calculations. Only a ring section of the

basemat around the wall junction was modeled, as shown in Figure 1, with input acceleration time-

histories prescribed for all the nodes on the external surfaces of the basemat ring. The portions of the

basemat that are rigidly bolted to the shake table are not modeled. The basemat ring is modeled to

approximate the area from the wall junction to the first set of bolts that secure the basemat.

In order to reduce the size of the grid, the geometry of the test specimen was assumed to be symmetric

about a vertical plane through the two buttresses, and the half containing the equipment hatch was used.

The hatch is a large penetration with a thickened section of the PCCV wall and has a thicker liner and

additional reinforcement. The concrete finite element grid was developed to provide computational

economy while adequately capturing the critical response of interest. The final model, which is shown in

Figure 1, has 12,000 degrees of freedom. The PCCV liner, shown in Figure 2, is modeled as membrane

(plane-stress) elements fully bonded to the concrete, and are thus strain-compatible with the concrete. All

tendons and reinforcement are explicitly modeled, as shown in Figures 3 through 6. The hoop tendons

are prestressed to apply about 1138 psi (80 kg/cm2) compression to the concrete, and the axial tendons are

prestressed to apply about 1067 psi (75 kg/cm2 ) compression to the concrete including gravity.

Plasticity relations for the liner, reinforcing bars, and prestressing tendons are included in the material

model. The model assumes that the top section and all attached masses of the test specimen remain

elastic, and no cracking or compressive yielding of the concrete in this top section is considered in the

calculation. Tle attached masses are modeled with lead material encased in steel shells (as constructed)

to capture the distribution of inertial loads and any rocking that may develop. Figure 2 shows the steel

cases for the attached weights and the steel plates embedded in the top section.

The material model used for the concrete in the PCCV wall and basemat is the ANATECH concrete

material model, known as ANACAP-U [3]. The material properties used for the concrete are as follows:

Modulus 3.4E6 psi (2.39E5 kg/cm2)
Poisson's Ratio 0.19
Compressive Strength 5633 psi (396 kg/cm2 )
Fracture Strain 158.7E-6
Weight Density 150 lb/ft3 (0.0024 kg/cm3)
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Based on Raphaels formula [51, ft = 1.7 fc 213 (in units of psi), the material is assumed to have a tensile

strength of 540 psi (38 kg/cm2). Under uniaxial compression, the model assumes that the material will

reach its compressive strength at 3000E-6 strain and begins to soften under additional load. Figure 7

illustrates the uniaxial compressive stress-strain relationship and the shear retention model used for the

PCCV concrete and shows the hysteretic and shear degradation behavior that is typical of concrete under

high cyclic compression and shear loading.

4. POST-TEST ANALYSIS RESULTS

Comparison of the actual input acceleration records with the target accelerations used for the pre-test

analyses revealed major differences between the two inputs for the beyond-design-basis and failure-level

motions. Table I shows the maximum for the two sets of input accelerations. Furthermore, the basemat

acceleration records, which form the input to the analysis, show significant rocking, as shown in the table.

Ibis vertical motion was totally missing from the target accelerations used in the pre-test analysis. As

already mentioned, the post-test analyses described in this paper use the measured input accelerations, and

space does not permit comparison with the pre-tests analyses. For the same reason, detailed description

of the post-test analyses cannot be given, and only representative results are provided.

Table 1. Target vs. Actual Basemat Acceleration for the Analyzed Tests

Horizontal Acceleration (g) Vertical Acceleration (g)
Post-Tests Analyzed Target Measured Target Uniform I Rocking

Sl(H+V) 0.28 0.30 0.13 0.18 0.20
S2(H+V) 0.43 0.44 0.21 0.30 0.30
S2(H+V)+LOCA 0.28 0.29 0.13 0.22 0.22
2.0S2(H) 0.86 1.46 - 1.17 1.51
3.0S2(H) 1.29 2.72 - 2.10 2.57
3.3S2(H) low freq. 1.42 2.56 - 1.33 1.78
5.0S2(H) 2.15 3.53 - 1.82 2.37

4.1 Desion Level Analyses

The sequence of tests chosen for the post-test calculations is S1(H+V), S2(H+V). and SI(H+V)+LOCA,

where H and V stand for horizontal and vertical, respectively. The internal pressure used in the analysis

for the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) is 56.9 psi (4kg/cm2). The loading for the analysis sequence was

determined from the recorded accelerometer data from the top surface of the basemat. Figure 8 illustrates

the input accelerations for the S1(H+V)+LOCA, and Figure 9 illustrates the cracking patterns for the

same event. The calculated crack widths are of the order of 0.14 mrn. The calculation predicts vertical
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cracks near a buttress with small crack widths of about .01 mm. This type of cracking is also observed in

the test. The cracking observed in the test near the top section does not develop in the calculations.

The global response of the PCCV model is illustrated in Figures 10 and 11, which show the horizontal

displacement and acceleration of the top mass respectively. It is apparent that, for these design level

calculations, the analytical simulation is under-predicting the response. This is attributed to the damping

used in the analyses. After these calculations were performed, the test data was analyzed by NUPEC to

determine the level of damping exhibited in the test. This evaluation indicated the overall damping to be

about 1% initially and increased to about 1.5% during the design level tests. It continues to increase to

about 3.5% as further cracking developed in the failure level series of tests. Thus, the 3% uniform

damping used in the calculation was too high for the design level tests, which contributed to the under-

prediction of the response.

4.2 Faiflure Level Analyses

For the PCCV failure level testing, the test plan called for determining the seismic margin by subjecting

the model to increasing multiplies on the S2(H) level magnitudes until structural failure occurred. For

these tests, only the horizontal input motion was planned. However, increasing the horizontal amplitude

caused substantial vertical feedback and rocking of the PCCV test model, resulting in rather substantial

vertical acceleration input on the basemat, as summarized in Table l.

Good agreements were obtained in general, but the best agreement was obtained for the 3.3S2(H) test.

The results for this test are illustrated in Figures 12 through 15, which depict the horizontal and vertical

displacements and accelerations for the top mass. The excellent agreement obtained for this test is

attributed in part to the fact that the 3% damping used in the analysis is consistent with the level of

damage in the structure.

The PCCV failed during the 5.0S2(H) test, as can be seen from Figures 16 and 17. The test model began

to fail around 4.9 seconds at the edge of the equipment hatch at cylinder mid-height, followed

immediately by failure in the wall near the top section at the wall thickness transition. A band of the

concrete at the top rubblized and fell out over the next 0.8 seconds, resulting in settlement of the top

section with buckling and tearing of the liner. There is also some spalling damage around the buttresses

at the basernat juncture. Figure 18 illustrates the areas of damage in the test model after failure during the

5.0S2(H) test. The calculated response for this test simulation agrees reasonably well up to the point of

failure. Beyond that, the physical loss of material prevented further correlation.
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4.3 Failure Criterion

By examining the state of the solution around the time of failure, the conditions leading to shear failure

can be identified in the calculations. From this evaluation it is proposed that shear strains of 05% or

higher acting over at least 80% of any cross section is a state of impending structural failure. Figure 19

illustrates the shear strain contours at the time of failure in the test with the minimum range set at 0.5%.

The large band of shear strain greater than or equal to 0.5% at mid-height extending across the section is

evident. This hypothesis was checked and confirmed with similar calculations for the shear wall tests in

Ref. 6, and Figure 20 shows the calculated shear strains in the NUPEC shear wall at the time of failure.

The calculations would predict failure at the correct time and at approximately the correct locations in the

shear wall test when the calculated shear strains reached at least 0.5% across a section of the wall. This

failure measure with an appropriate uncertainty band is proposed as a general failure criterion for shear

structures subjected to severe seismic events.

4.4 Summary of Results

Table 2 summarizes the fundamental frequency shift in the post-test calculations as damage accumulates.

Table 3 summarizes the peak horizontal accelerations and displacements of the top mass in the post-test

calculations relative to the test data. Figure 21 shows the comparison of calculated peak horizontal

response and test data graphically. For the design level tests, the post-test calculations under-predict the

response due to the high value of damping (3%) used in the analysis throughout. An evaluation of test

data indicates that damping in the test specimen varied from 1% initially, increasing to 1.5% during the

design level tests, to 3.5% for the failure level tests. The agreement in the failure level post-test

calculations is quite good compared to the test data. The overall behavior and peak response agree well

with the test.

Table 2. Summary of Fundamental Frequency Shift in Post-Test Models

Test Data Post-Test Model
% Reduction % Reduction

Post-Test Models Hz from Initial Hz from Initial
SI(H+V) 10.8 - 11.3
S2(H+V) 10.3 4.6 11.3 0.0
S2(H+V)WLOCA 9.9 8.3 11.3 0.0
2.0S2(H) 9.0 16.7
3.0S2(H) 8.8 18.5 9.1 19.5
3.3S2(H) low freq. 8.4 22.2 8.8 22.1
5.0S2(H) -7.0 35.2 7.0 38.1
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Currently, no reliable shear failure criterion exists for seismic-resistant structures. Such a shear failure

criterion was developed in the course of this investigation, as described earlier, by examining the analy-

tical and experimental results.

Table 3. Summary of Post-Test Horizontal Response of Top Mass

Test Data Post-Test Model
Post-Test Models Acc. (g) Disp. (mm) Acc. (g) Disp. (mm)

Sl(H+V) 1.19 2.78 1.02 2.16
S2(H+V) 1.57 3.94 1.31 2.87
S2(H+V)+LOCA 1.03 2.73 0.82 1.80
2.0S2(H) 2.70 12.62 - -

3.052(H) 337 19.60 3.67 18.00
3.3S2(H) low freq. 3.07 18.32 3.24 14.90
5.0S2(H)* 3.34 25.56 3.57 24.00

*NUPEC reports peak acceleration of 3120 gal and peak displacement of 26 mm.
The numbers reported here are taken from response records.

S. CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED

The response of the structure in the range of design level earthquakes was not sensitive to the small

differences between the target input accelerations and the actual as-measured accelerations; both pre-test

and post-test analyses gave comparable results that agreed reasonably well with the measured data.

However, for larger input motions, particularly horizontal-only motions where the vertical motion of the

basemat was not controlled, greater differences occurred between the pre-test and post-test results. In

fact, it was necessary to perform the post-test analyses for horizontal-only tests, with both input

accelerations, horizontal and vertical, as measured by the accelerometers mounted on the basemat. This is

because a stronger-than-expected feedback vertical component occurred in the horizontal-only motion,

which was not subject to control in the test. Some analytical difficulties in processing the basemat

acceleration data for input to the analysis model needed modeling resolutions.

The concrete modeling software used to perform the analysis contained two options for shear resistance: a

nominal resistance model based on material-property laboratory tests, and a reduced-resistance model.

The latter model is intended for structures with pre-existing damage, a condition that was judged to exist

in the test because of the progressively introduced damage in each test, and not every test was analyzed.

Both models, however, under-estimated the shear resistance of the structure at the higher load levels, with

the latter (reduced-resistance) model showing significant under-prediction. This led to one of the more

important findings of the test program, namely, that prestressed concrete containments are robust in
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resisting shear even with significant prior damage. Using these findings, a modification of the standard

shear model was introduced by adjusting the shear modulus dependence on the crack-opening strain to

provide higher shear resistance for narrow cracks. This is the only modification that was introduced in

the concrete material model for the post-test analyses. This modification affects the higher-level seismic

motions more than lower-level motions where differences between target and actual accelerations had the

greater effect on the results.

The second significant finding from this analytical program is the effect of damping on the response. The

post-test analyses used a uniform damping value of 3%; however, a close examination of the data and

analysis results indicated that the damping, which is a manifestation of damage, is time dependent. The

a-priori selection of a single value for an event, which is the current practice, can either underestimate or

over-estimate the response. This effect was illustrated by repeating the analysis for one of the time

histories in the test series, where a damping value ranging from 1% to 5% is applied locally at the cracked

integration points by invoking a crack consistent damping model which represents damping as function of

the crack status. The resulting agreement between the analysis and the test was excellent. Unfortunately,

however, time and budget constraints did not allow the repetition of the calculations using this time-

dependent and damage-dependent representation of damping.

Finally, the testing program provided an opportunity to develop a shear-failure measure for concrete

structures subjected to severe seismic motions. Analytical interpretations of the test results indicate that

impending shear failure of the structure would occur at a shear strain value of 0.5% (with a suitable

uncertainty band) averaged over the entire cross-section of the structure. This value was also confirmed

by an analysis of a seismic test of a shear wall that was previously conducted by NUPEC at Tadotsu.

This is proposed as a preliminary shear failure criterion pending further verification using additional tests

and analyses. This being a structural measure rather than a material property measure, it can only be

applied through the post-processing of the analysis results. Further work is needed to adapt the 0.5%

structural measure to a concrete material model criteria that would analytically trigger the structural

failure.

In summary, the agreement between the calculated time histories and the measured data records is

generally good, with instances of poor agreement for some of the gauges and excellent agreement for

others. Much better agreement occurs for global measures of response rather than response that is

directly affected by local concrete conditions. Very good agreement was obtained for the test with three

times the design basis earthquake. This gave an indication that the 3% damping was perhaps a good
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value for the damage level in that test. The force-displacement curve for the test series which is a plot of

the peak resistance force (mass times acceleration) vs. the maximum horizontal displacement for the tests

show very good agreement between analysis and test throughout the test series, with the analytical curve

lying consistently above the experimental curve. The higher resistance behavior predicted by the analysis

is in part due to the fact that not all of the tests were analyzed, which resulted in lower damage

accumulation in the analysis than actually experienced by the structure. The level of agreement between

test and analysis achieved in this program is sufficient indication that existing analysis capabilities, with

the level of modeling sophistication used in the present analysis, can be relied upon to predict the

behavior of concrete containment structures.
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Figure 3. Modeling of Hoop Tendons Figure 4. Modeling of Axial Tendons

Figure 5. Modeling of Hoop Rebar Figure 6. Modeling of Axial Rebar
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ABSTRACT

Two static, pneumatic overpressurization tests of scale models of nuclear containment structures at
ambient temperature are being conducted by Sandia National Laboratories for the Nuclear Power
Engineering Corporation of Japan and the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Thejoint research
program consists of testing two models: a steel containment vessel (SCV) model and a prestressed
concrete containment vessel (PCCV) model.

This paper summarizes the conduct of test of the SCV model, which is a mixed-scaled model (1:10 in
geometry and 1:4 in thickness) of an Improved Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Mark II containment, and
posttest activities. A concentric steel shell, identified as the contact structure, was installed over the SCV
model prior to the test to represent some of the structural characteristics of the reactor shield building in
the actual plant. The SCV model and the contact structure were instrumented with strain gages and
displacement transducers prior to the overpressurization test, which was conducted on December 11-12,
1996 at Sandia National Laboratories. The test was terminated when a large tear developed adjacent to
the equipment hatch reinforcement plate and pressure could not be maintained in the model.

The test data are compared with the pretest analytical predictions by the sponsoring organizations and
others who participated in a blind pretest prediction effort. Posttest analysis efforts focused on resolving
inconsistencies between the predicted and measured free-field strains and local strain concentrations near
the equipment hatch. Posttest metallurgical evaluations on specimens removed from the SCV model
were also performed and the results are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) of Japan and the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) are co-sponsoring a Cooperative Containment Research Program at Sandia National
Laboratories. The purpose of the program is to investigate the response of representative models of

'This workisjointlysponsored byte JNuclear PowerEngineering Corporation and the UVSjclearRegulaors Commission. The wof the
Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation is performed under the auspices oftlie Afinistpy of International Trade and Industry) Japano Sandia
National Laboratories is operatedfor the US Department of Energy under Contract Number DE-AC0494AL8SOOO.
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nuclear containment structures to pressure loading beyond the design basis accident and to compare
analytical predictions with measured behavior. This is accomplished by conducting static, pneumatic
overpressurization tests of scale models at ambient temperature. This paper describes the conduct and
results of the high pressure test of the SCV model.

Nomenclature:
Location Designation

THD
KNU
SPH
UST
UCS
MST
MCS
MCI
LCS
LST
LCYS

Description
top head
knuckle
spherical shell
upper stiffener
upper conical shell
middle stiffener
middle conical shell
material change interface
lower conical shell
lower stiffeners
lower cylindrical shell

Figure 1. Elevation view of the SCV/CS assembly
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MODEL DESCRIPTION

The SCV model is representative of the steel containment vessel of Improved Mark II Boiling Water
Reactor plants in Japan. The geometric scale is 1:10. Since it was desired to use the same materials for
the fabrication of the model as are used in the construction of the actual plants, the scale on the wall
thickness was set at 1:4. The portion of the model above the material change interface which is slightly
below the equipment hatch centerline (see Fig. 1) was fabricated of SGV480, a mild steel, while the
lower portion of the model and the equipment hatch reinforcement plate were fabricated of high strength
SPV490 steel. The equipment hatch cover and top head were non-functional in the model and were
welded shut. Whereas the design pressure of the prototype containment is 0.31 MPa (45 psig), the scaled
design pressure, Pds, for this mixed scale model is 0.78 MPa (113 psig).

The model was fabricated at the Hitachi Works in Japan and shipped to Sandia National Laboratories in
the United States for instrumentation and testing. After delivery to Sandia, a 38 mm thick steel (ASTM
SAS 16 Grade 70) contact structure (CS) was installed over the SCV model prior to testing to represent
some features of the reactor shield building in the actual plant. A nominal gap of 18 mm was maintained
between the SCV model and the CS. A schematic of the SCVICS assembly is shown in Fig. 1.
Instrumentation of the model consisted of over 800 channels of data, including strain gages, displacement
transducers, temperature and pressure sensors, acoustic emission device as well as video monitoring.

TEST OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the SCV model test are:

1. to provide experimental data for checking the capabilities of analytical methods to simulate the
pressure response of a steel containment well into the inelastic range and after making contact
with the CS,

2. to investigate the failure mode(s) of the SCV model, and

3. to provide experimental data useful for the evaluation of actual steel containment structures.

PRETEST ANALYSIS

Pretest finite element analyses were performed to predict the behavior of the model, guide the placement
of instrumentation, and identify and evaluate failure modes. Details of the pretest analysis are provided
in a NUREG report (Porter, et at., 1996). In addition to predicting the global response of the model, these
analyses, based on the design configuration, predicted high strains in the shell surrounding the equipment
hatch reinforcement plate, with the highest strains in the lower strength SGV480 shell. Generalized
contact between the SCV model and the CS was predicted to occur around 42 MPa (600 psig). The
pretest analysis predicted that the most likely failure mode was a local ductile failure at a locally thinned
area (detected in a pretest inspection) in the SPV490 shell adjacent to the equipment hatch at a pressure of
4.5 MPa (650 psig). These predictions were qualified by uncertainties about the as-built configuration of
the model.

In addition to the pretest analysis performed by Sandia, several organizations participated in a blind,
pretest prediction exercise, euphemistically referred to as a 'Round Robin' analysis. Each participant was
provided with the design and as-built information about the SCV model and the CS and was asked to
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predict the response (strains or displacements) of the model at 43 locations as well as predicting the most
likely failure mode, location and pressure. These results were compiled and published prior to the high
pressure test (Luk, et al., 1996). A number of the participants met to discuss the pretest analysis results in
October 1996. In general, there was a fair agreement between the independent calculations; however,
there was some disagreement in the interpretation of the analysis results relative to predicting the model
failure.

These pretest analyses will be discussed in more detail in conjunction with the description of the test
results.

HIGH PRESSURE TEST

The high pressure test of the SCV model was conducted on December 11-12, 1996, at Sandia National
Laboratories. The conduct of the test is described in a SMiRT paper and a NUREG report (Luk, et al.,
1997, Luk, et al., 1998). Briefly, after approximately sixteen and a half hours of continuous, monotonic
pressurization using nitrogen gas, the test was terminated when a tear developed near the equipment hatch
reinforcement plate at a pressure of 4.66 MPa (676 psig) or roughly six times the design pressure. Rapid
venting of the model was observed and the pressurization system, operating at capacity (1300 scfin), was
unable to maintain pressure in the model.

Posttest visual inspection of the interior of the model revealed a large tear, approximately 190 mm long,
adjacent to the weld seam at the edge of the equipment hatch reinforcement plate (Fig. 2). The tear
appears to have initiated at a point roughly 30 mm below the material change interface (around 8 o'clock
when viewed from the inside) in the higher strength SPV490 shell, and propagated in both directions
along the weld seam before it stopped. Interestingly, while the right hand side of the equipment hatch
(from inside view of the model) did not tear, significant necking was observed at a location symmetric
with the tear (Fig. 3).

RSG4 / h Pi
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SSTG: sipEmn oge I

(-t90ntnbr0) (12Zn- b< M

fraaview) NMt: An Amesians in m
*STG: ftip gain ge
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Figure 3. Interior elevation of the equipment hatch
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In addition, a small meridional tear, approximately 85 mm long, was found in a vertical weld (at an
azimuth angle of 2010) underneath a semi-circular weld relief opening at the middle stiffening ring
(elevation of 2100 mm above the ring support girder) (Fig. 4). It appears that this small tear might have
occurred first but did not grow and the pressurization system was able to compensate for any leakage
through this tear. This tear also had a counterpart at a similar, diametrically opposed detail. While no
tear developed at this location, necking in the weld was observed.

Above Below
II

Figure 4. Posttest view of tear at middle stiffening ring
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After the initial inspection of the interior of the model, the contact structure was removed to allow
inspection of the exterior of the model. In addition to the observations noted above, visual inspection
revealed evidence of the pattern of contact between the model and the CS in the form of crushed
instrumentation lead wires and transfer of mill markings from the interior of the CS. In addition,
concentrated crack patterns in the paint indicated that global strains in the higher strength SPV490 shell
were concentrated at the vertical weld seams (Fig. 5).

Figure S. Exterior posttest view of vertical weld seam in lower conical shell section (SPV490)

TEST RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH PRETEST PREDICTIONS

More than 97% of the instruments survived the high pressure test. The failed gages, which consisted
primarily of those on the exterior of the model, were damaged when the model made contact with the CS.
The raw strain data was corrected to compensate for temperature variations and cross-axis strains and the
displacement data was corrected to account for any movement of the center support column to which the
displacement transducers were anchored. The complete data record is included in the SCV Test Report
(Luk, et al., 1998). A brief summary of the test data follows.

Local Response Adjacent to the Equipment Hatch

An extensive array of single element, strip and rosette strain gages was installed around the equipment
hatch to capture the local strain distribution. Figure 3 shows the locations of a few selected strain gages
around the equipment hatch viewed from the inside of the model. A strip gage (STG-I-EQH-16b)
installed adjacent to the upper end of the large tear registered a maximum hoop strain of 4.2 % and the
two rosette gages (RSG-I-EQH-12a and -8a) above it had recorded maximum hoop strains of 3.7 % and
2.8 %, respectively. The rosette gage (RSG-I-EQH-22a) slightly below the lower end of the tear recorded
a maximum hoop strain of 13 %. However, the highest hoop strain reading of 8.7 % was recorded by a
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strip gage (STG-l-EQH-37a) at 3 o'clock, just above the material change interface. Figure 6 shows the
strain data recorded by these gages around the equipment hatch.

While the pretest calculations predicted failure in the vicinity of the equipment hatch at pressure levels
very close to the actual failure pressure, a detailed comparison of the calculated and measured strains
highlights some areas of discrepancy. First, the highest measured strains occurred in the higher strength
SPV490 shell, below the material change interface, rather than in the weaker SGV480 shell as predicted
by the analyses on the design configuration of the model. Second, the near-field measured strains around
the equipment hatch were almost double those predicted by the analysis. Finally, the locally thinned area,
which was the predicted failure location in the pretest analysis, appeared to have little effect on the model
response in the vicinity of the equipment hatch.
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7.00% _ .STG1EQIb -, - - -
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Figure 6. Hoop strains around equipment hatch

Global Response

The global response of the SCV model was monitored using free-field strain gages and an array of
internal displacement transducers that measured the strains and displacements at several elevations along
4 cardinal azimuths (0(, 90, 180, and 270').

Maximum free-field hoop strains ranging from 1.7 to 2.0 % were measured at 4.5 MPa (560 psig) at the
upper conical shell section (Fig. 7). The hoop strains calculated from the displacement measurements
(Ar/r) were consistent with the strain gage measurements at these locations.
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Figum 7. Hoop strains @ upper conical shell section (UCS), EL 2536 mm

Figure 8 shows the spatial variation of displacements at the cardinal azimuths at 4.5 MPa- 'Me
displacement profiles were completed by interpolating the data recorded by the transducers at various
elevations. It should be noted that the displacement pattern is fairly axisymmetric with the exception of
90t, the azimuth where the equipment hatch is located. 'Me displacements at this azimuth in the lower
conical shell section, below the material change interface, were much larger than those at the free-field
azimuthss (0-, I180-, and 270-). This is of particular interest in light of the fact that this area was actually
displaced inward during fabrication of the model and this was also the area where the large tear occurred.

Figure 9 shows the spatial variation of displacements as a function of pressure at a representative fiece-
field azimuth (270 ). This figure indicates a disproportional increase in radial displacement of the model
between 3 and 4 MPa, suggesting that the global yielding of the model might occur somewhere in this
pressure interval. Observable slow-down in radial growth of the model occurrd beyond 4 M~a when the
model made local contact with the CS.

Additional displacement plots at the middle and upper conical shell sections as a futnction of pressure are
shown in Figs. 10 and I1, respectively. The manner in which the plots in these two figures and Fig. 7
started to curve upward at about 2.5 MPa suggests that the onset of yielding of the model might have
occurred as early as 2.5 Wa. Additionally, it can be inferred from these figures that generalized contact
between the model and the CS began at pressures between 4.0 to 4.5 MPa.

Figures 7, 1 0, and I11 also compare the pretest analysis predictions for global strains and displacements
with the test results. The most significantt observation from this comparison is that the pretest
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calculations significantly overpredicted the pressure at which the global yielding occurred and continued
to underpredict defonnations and strains after yielding up to model failure. This comparison result is
troubling and unexpected. Good agreement between the global response calculations and the test results
was expected, based on past experiences, when uniaxial tensile test data for the actual materials used in
the fabrication of the model were used to define the material properties for analytical model.

In attempting to understand the source of this disagreement, a comparison between the analytical results
of several Round Robin participants and the test data was made (Fig. 12). This figure illustrates the effect
of using the lower bound, average and actual results of uniaxial tensile test data to define the material
properties for the mode. From this comparison, it appears that the use of the lower bound material data
gave the best agreement with the test results. There may be a variety of contributing factors to the
discrepancy between the analytical and test results; however, this comparison highlights the sensitivity of
the analytical results to relatively small variations in the material models.

One other observation firom this comparison is that it appears that the effective gap was larger than the
nominal gap of 18 mm used in the pretest analysis. No attempt was made to characterize the as-built gap
in the pretest analysis, even though this dimension varied from 13 to 24 mm after the installation of the
contact structure was complete.
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Figure 12. Hoop strains @ upper conical shell section (UCS), EL 2536 mm
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Acoustic Emission Data

In addition to the strain gages and displacement transducers, twenty-four acoustic emission sensors
(eighteen interior and six exterior) were installed on the model. Posttest analysis of the data collected by
these sensors indicated two regions with high acoustic emissions during the test. One region located just
below the equipment hatch began generating significant acoustic activity at approximately 425 MPa.
The close proximity of this region to the equipment hatch suggests that significant material distress,
leading to the large tear might have begun at this pressure. Another region had a significant increase in
acoustic emissions beginning at 3.75 MPa, however, this region is not very close to the small tear, and
therefore it is not clear whether the initiation of the small tear is related to this pressure.

POSTTEST INSPECTION AND EVALUATION

In addition to the posttest visual inspection described above, a detailed metallographic evaluation of the
SCV model was conducted to characterize the local failure mechanisms and provide some insight into
both the global and local responses ofthe model. The detailed evaluation and analysis are described in a
SAND report (Van Den Avyle, et al., 1998).

Briefly, sections were removed from the model surrounding the tears and areas of necking or other
obvious structural distress. Fractographic inspection of the failure surfaces indicated that the tearing
mechanism was ductile and did not display any evidence of flaws or other defects that might have acted
to initiate failure. It was therefore concluded that the model failure occurred as a result of strains
exceeding the limits of the material and it should be possible to characterize failure based on the material
properties of the steels.

Smaller samples were machined from the sections removed fiom the model and the polished cross-
sections normal to the model surface were examined using a scanning electron microscope to characterize
the grain structure. Hardness tests were also performed on these polished samples to look for variations
in material properties. A cross-sectional view through the major tear at the equipment hatch is shown in
Fig. 13.

Figure 13. Cross-section through large tear ® equipment hatch
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The results of these inspections revealed changes in the grain structure of the SPV490 steel in the heat
affected zone (HAZ) surrounding the reinforcement plate weld and a significant reduction in the hardness
of the HAZ and adjacent parent material. Based on the well-established relationships between hardness
and tensile strength, these results indicate a significant reduction in tensile strength along with a
corresponding, though less well defined, reduction in the yield strength of the material. These results
suggest that this localized microstructural alteration and reduced hardness and strength in the HAZ of the
SPV490 alloy plate may be one of the possible causes for the observed strain patterns around the
equipment hatch and in the weld seams of the SPV490 shell.

POSTrEST ANALYSIS

Considering the SCV model test data, the posttest visual and metallographic evaluations of the SCV
model, and the pretest analysis results, the posttest analysis effort was focused to address the observed
behavior of the model and the inconsistencies between the pretest analysis results and the test data. The
results of the posttest analysis are summarized in the following subsections.

Material Modeling

In an effort to address the discrepancy between the pretest analysis results and the test data of the onset of
yielding in the free-field of the model, the pretest material models for the two steels were critically
evaluated. As can be seen in Fig. 14, the pretest material model for SGV480 steel, based on a hardening
curve-fitting scheme with an inverse hyperbolic sine curve, provided a very good representation of the
measured tensile coupon test data in the high strain regions (over 20 %), but did not closely simulate the
material behavior at strain levels below 5 %. For the posttest analysis, a much simpler approach was used
to model the material behavior of these steels. The lower envelope of the plots of true stress versus true
strain from the tensile coupon tests was used to model the plastic behavior of the materials, and the elastic
portion of the stress-strain curve assumed a handbook value for the Young's modulus.
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Figure 14. The pretest material model and the tensile coupon test data for 8.3 mm SGV480 steel
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The posttest metallurgical evaluation results indicate that the large tear occurred inside the HAZ of
SPV490 steel shell whose material strength was significantly reduced. A material model with reduced
strength for SPV490 HAZ is thus needed to provide a better simulation of the strain distribution around
the large tear. An approximate hardness number for the pretest SPV490 HAZ was obtained from the
available hardness measurements on the posttest HAZ and base metal, and on the virgin plate material.
The tensile strength of SPV490 HAZ was then estimated using the well-established relationships between
hardness and tensile strength. It was further assumed that the plastic behavior of this material, including
yielding, experienced the same ratio of reduction as the tensile strength. The reduced strength curve for
the SPV490 HAZ material is plotted in Fig. 15 and was used in the posttest analysis of the local area
around the large tear.
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Figure 15. Stress-strain curves for the 9 mm SPV490 steel

Global Analysis Results

A global 3D finite element model with revised material models for the two steels was used to analyze the
global response of the SCV model. A nominal gap size of 22 mm was used in the posttest analysis
instead of the pretest gap size of 18 mm to provide a better representation of the as-built gap dimension
between the SCV model and the CS.

Figure 16 shows the hoop strains as a function of model elevations at the free-field azimuth of 2700 at 4.5
MPa. The posttest analysis results provided a better correlation with the measured strains than the pretest
predictions. The free-field response of the SCV model (at Round Robin standard output location # 24)
together with the pretest prediction and the posttest analysis results are plotted in Fig. 17. The effect of
using the revised material models and the increased gap size was demonstrated by that the strain results
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of the posttest analysis merged with the measured strains at a strain of about 1.7 %. However, the
discrepancy in simulating the onset of yielding of the model still exists.
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Figure 16. Hoop strain versus model elevation at 2700 azimuth at 4.5 MPa
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Local Analysis Results Around the Equipment Hatch

The local 3D equipment hatch model was re-analyzed by assigning the elements highlighted in black in
Fig. 18 with the reduced strength material model for the SPV49O HAZ. The large tear is located inside
this highlighted strip of elements. The posttest analysis results, shown in Fig. 19, indicate that the highest
strains appear around the large tear in the SPV490 HAZ steel shell.

, .
' I . I ; J.

Figure 18. Local 3D equipment hatch model with SPV490 HAZ elements highlighted in black

Figure 19. Equivalent plastic strain contours around the equipment hatch from the posttest
analysis
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Small Tear Analysis

The small tear occurred inside the weld relief opening at the middle stiffening ring (Fig. 4). The area
around this tear was simulated in a local finite element model. The vertical weld seam was not modeled,
and therefore there was no hardened or thickened area at the vertical centerline inside the opening. A
contour plot of the equivalent plastic strains on the interior surface of the SCV model, generated by this
local model, is shown in Fig. 20. The peak strains are concentrated in two areas on either side of the
vertical centerline of the opening where the vertical weld seam would be located. The area of high strains
coincides well with the location of the small tear.
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Figure 20. Contours of equivalent plastic strains on the interior surface of the SCV model adjacent
to the weld relief opening at the middle stiffening ring at a pressure of 4.7 MPa

CONCLUSION

The high pressure test of the SCV model conducted at Sandia National Laboratories on December 11-12,
1996, was considered a success with regard to the specified test objectives:

1. The test provided experimental data for checking the capabilities of analytical methods well into
the inelastic range of the model. While it appears that some generalized contact was occurring at
the time of the failure, it is not clear that the data is adequate to confirm the validity of contact
algorithms in the analysis codes.

2. The test confirmed the critical nature of discontinuities, such as penetrations, as potential failure
mechanisms. The test also identified the potential significance of local changes in material
properties due to welding and local fabrication details on potential failure modes. The measured
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global strains at failure of 2 % are also consistent with previous tests of steel containment vessel
models (Horschel, et al, 1993).

3. The test and analytical results should provide useful information for the evaluation of
prototypical containment structures and focus attention on critical details and analysis
methodologies.
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NEW SEISMIC DESIGN SPECTRA FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
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ABSTRACT

Under a US Nuclear Rgulatory Commission-sponsored project
Ioos for smic design ground motions for nuclear facilities are

being developed. These aons will take several forms. Spectral
shapes will be developed empirically and augmented as necessary by
analytical models. Alternative methods of scaling the rdd shapes
will be included which use a procedure that integrates over fiagit curves
to obtain approxdmately consistent risk at all sites. Site-specific soil effects
will be taken into account by rcm ni site-specific analyses tha can
be used to modify rock haari curves at a site. Also, a dabase of strong
motion records will be ardived for the project, along with r ons
on the development of arficial motions. This will aid the generation of
motio for detailed soil- and structural-esponse studies.

INTRODUCMION

In 1996 the Nuclear Regulary Comnission (NRC) amended its regulations to update the criteria used
in decisions regarding nuclear power plant siting, including geologic, seismic, and earthake engineering

for future applications; USNRC (1996). As a follow-n to the revised siting regulations, it is
necessary to develop state-of-the-art recommendations on the design ground motions commensurate with
seismological knowleg and engineering needs. Ih current design spectra in Regulatory Guide 1.60 (USNRC
1973) were based on limited, principally western United States earthquake strong-motion records, available
at th time. Since 1996 the NRC has fended a project to s eveaop up-to-date seismic design spectra for the US.
The work combines empirical and analytical approaches, supplementing data where they are sparse using

oetical mectods to develop the recommended spectra for a range of earhquake magnitudes and distances.
Soil conditions necessarily involve site-specific parameters, and we demonstrate and recommend procedures
to account for local soil effects on earthquake motions. A Review Panel consisting of Carl Stepp (Chir),
David Boore, All Cornell, I.M. Idriss, and Robert P. Kennedy review the work and offer guidance on
procedures. The prime contiactor is Risk Engineering, Inc., with Pacific Engineering and Analysis developing
databases, spectral shapes, site response procedures, and spectral matching criteria This paper reviews the
scope of the work, indicates the direction that recommendations are taking, and presents preliminary results.
Final results will be available in the project report
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SPECTRAL SHAPES

Databases for the western US are available in the form of stog moton accelerograms for moment
magnitudes M in the range 5.0 to 7.6 and source-to-site distances R of 1 to 200 man. Rock conditions in
Califonia are generally soft, with near-surfice shear wave velocities of 200-450 m/s (700-1500 ft/sec).

The databases of strong motion records and empirical attenaon relations form the basis for
r m de spectral shapes on rock for defined M and R bins, augmented as necessary by analytically
derived shapes. In the application of these spectral shapes for design, the M-R combination is defined by the
dominant eardthuke as determined from a probabilistic seisnic hazard analysis (PSHA). Examples of
procedures for defining fth dominant earthqake are described in McGuire (1995) and USNRC (1997).

A summary of rock and soil records fromthe weste US is shown in Table 1, in terms of M and R
bins. Also shown are preliminary summary statics for mean peak growund acceleration (PGA), mea peak
grMd veloCy (PGV), and mean peak ground displacement (PGD). This summary indicates the usual trends
in stroug motion data, ie. that data a abundant for moderate magnitides at moderate source-to-site distances,
but are sparse for large magnitudes and short distances and small magnitudes at long distances. The former
category is more troublesome firm a design perspective and requires modeling for confirmation.

Central and eastern US (CEUS) strong motion records are sparse. Ths it is necessary to augment
the CEUS empiical motions with analytically derived spectral shapes. This analysis uses a poit- and finite-
source representation of the earthquake rupture, attenuates both body and surface waves, accounts for near-
surface attemma of high firqunccies, and asumes that ground moion is a band-limited, white noise process.
Calibration of the model with available records confirms the underlying assumptio and provides estimates
of the model parameters. One outstanding issue, however, is whether the seismic energy at the source has a

s iecore or -double-cor spectrumi this is the focus of idependent research, and the currat projec
will inle each model as am alternative. Rock conditions in the CEUS are generally hard, with near-surface
shear wave velocities generally exceedng 3000 m/s (10000 */sec).

Figure I indicates the difference in spectral shapes betwe the single- and double-comer models, for
both the WUS and CEUS. The shapes are presented as ratios of spectral acceleration divided by PGA CEUS
shapes typically have more high-fiequency content but lower SA at intermedae periods, when normalized by
PGA. The double-comner modd has the largest influence fir CEUS spectral shapes at periods longer than 0.5s.
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TABLE 1
Carcteistics of WUS ecords in M-R Bins (Prelm ry)

Site M R, kn #of spectra mean PGA, g JnanPGV, cm/s man PGD, cm

Rock 5-5.9 0-10 30 0.18 8.14 0.80

6-6.9 0-10 32 0.44 32.7 6.22

7+ 0-10 6 0.93 81.7 47.4

Soil 5-5.9 0-10 24 0.26 18.6 3.11

6-6.9 0-10 77 0.38 46.9 14.8

7+ 0-10 4 0.40 44.5 21.3

Rock 5-5.9 10-50 180 0.11 5.08 0.54

6-6.9 10-50 238 0.13 8.81 1.96

7+ 10-50 6 0.17 8.80 2.50

Soil 5-5.9 10-50 378 0.11 6.63 0.87

6-6.9 10-50 542 0.14 10.8 2.25

7+ 10-50 56 0.16 22.4 10.5

Rock 5-5.9 50-100 32 0.05 2.22 0.21

6-6.9 50-100 102 0.06 3.87 0.79

7+ 50-100 10 0.06 5.16 2.64

Soil 5-5.9 50-100 42 0.06 3.11 0.38

6-6.9 50-100 158 0.07 6.23 1.26

7+ 50-100 14 0.10 11.2 5.42
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CHOICE OF SPECTRAL LEVEL

In addition to te spectral shape, the overall level of the spectru must be specified. This choice may
be made from a PSHA by defining a target annual frequency of exceedence for tie spectrum Alternatively
the level could be defined using an acceptable annual firquency of failure Pf at t component level and
convoluting the seismic hazard results with component fragility curves to relate component performance to
seismic hazard. The failure fiquecy Pr can be represented as:

PF= fH(a) da (1)
0

where H(a) is the hazard curve and P^F is the probability of fure (the "frgility') given ground motion
amplitude "a", which captures both response and capacity uncertinfies.

With some realistic assurnptics on the shape ofthe hazard curve and the fragility curve, it is possible
to derive a simple oqxrssion for PF. First we assume that the hazard curve H(a) is linear on log-log scale, ie.

H(a) = ka K, (2)

where a is spectral acceleratc vel, k is a constant, and KR is the slope ofthe hazard curve in log-log space.
Actual hazard curves tend to get steeper at higher amplitudes, but over the important range of amplitudes for
PF calculations thy can be approximated as linear on log-log scale.

Second we assume that ent fiagilities are lognornally distributed. This means that

fR" ; exp{ ( y 92 }dy (3)

0

where Iny = InCAP50 the median component capacity, and P is the logarithmic standard deviation of
capacity.

Substituting equations (2) and (3) into (1) gives
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PF = f ka '-.rf L eV ({nyY -y-) 2} da (4)

0

Transforming the integration variable a to variable x = In a gives

f expIKr} exp{ 2P2 } dx (5)

The integrand above is in the form

exp{cx) AX) (6)

where c is a constant and Z(x) is the normal density fimction. Tbe defite integral equation (5) can be solved
by exansio or by published methods of integrating finctions of normal probability distribution (e.g. Owen,
1980), yielding

PF = kCAP.,Q- exp-1 (K (72AP

Ibis foni, designated the "risk equation," was frst derived by G. Toro and published in Sewedl et al.
(1991, 1996). Exrsing the hazard I at a ground motion level a* corresponding to a safe-fhtdown ground
motion (SSGM), using equation (2) gives:

H, = k(a (8)

Salving for k and substituting into equation (7) gives:

P = H,(a'f'ff CLI ex {$ KN p?) (9)
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We can now derive a probability ratio Rp as the probability H that a* will be exceeded, divided by the
probability of failure PF:

RP = HIPF (10)

This ratio is usually much greate than unity because P, is much less than te haard at a*. R. ca
be expressed as:

P (CaP*") eP{-4 (KHp)2} (11)

Insad ofusing the median capacity CAPso to designate capacity, we can use the "high confidence of
low probability of failure" value, or HCLPF, where for a lognormal distribution the two are related by

HCLPF = CAP50 exp{-xp) (12)

wherex. is the number of standard deviates corresponding to the fiequency of failure at the HCLPF, wich is
2.326 for 1% firquency of hilure. Also, we can express the required HCLPF in terms of a* times a factor of
safety FR:

HCLPF = SSGM -F (13)

Solving these last two equations for CAP50 and SSGM, and substituting into equation (11) gives:

R = 4N exp+xKHI - 2 (KXjj} (14)

Ihis gives a simple means O calculate PF, given that the hazard associated with the SSGM is known.
The probability ratio Rp depends on the factor of safety FR, the hazard curve slope KI , and 1 of the fagility
fimction; for the HCLPF defined at the 1% frequency of failure point, xp = 2.326 as explained above.

Equaft (14) also gives an easy way to compute the effect of hazard curve slope and fiagility P on
PF for a specified hazard coresponding to a selected UHS. Stated another way, if we pick a UHS at each site
with the same annual probability of oxeedence, and define the HCLPF in terms of equation (13), equation (14)
allows us to examine the nsk connstency across sites for different hazard curve slopes KH and fragility
uncertainties A. The use of equation (14) in this way is demonstrated below.
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A cole of points about the distrfbutfons of H(a*) and PF are important. H(a) is uncertain because
of lack ofhmoedge in the earth sciences about earthquae souroes, ground motions, etc. Ibis uncertainty has
been quanified by EPRI and LLNL at EUS plant sites and by utilities at several WUS plant sites. If we use
the en of tuis distibution we will achieve a mem P, for any set ofdesign rules. The mean has the advantage
that we can compute (and control) the mean PF for multiple plants. That is, we have n plants and a total
acceptable probability of corponent failure at these plants, we can achieve that by specing a mean PF at
each plant. The disadvantage is that the mean is sensitive to low probability, high consequence assumptions
in the seismic hazard analysis and is not as stable (firom study to study) as the median.

If we use the medin Wa*) we wll achieve an m dia PF . The median has the advantage
tha it is more stable than the mean, but a target mean or median PF overn plants cannot readily be translated
to a required median PF at each plant. So use ofthe median H(a*) leads to ill-constrained limits on PF over
multiple plants. For this reason the use ofthe mean H(a) curve is recommended.

A final pont is that Rp can be controWlled by "deterministic acceptance criteria" associated with design
codes and guides, and by a "scale factor' that movs the capacity up or down as a fimction of the hazard curve
slope KE , the desired PF , or the desired Rp for a given HWa). This scale fictor is conveniently thought of as
a scaling ofihe UHS to specify an SSGM spectrum. The total fator of safety FR , is then c times SF, where
cc is the conservatism achieved by design procede (e.g. 1.67 on the HCLPF) and SF is the scale factor. The
SSGM is the the UHS scaled by SF. It is appropriate to define SF to scale the UHS to account for the sit-
specific (and natual perio-pecific) slope of the hazard curve. R.P. Kennedy (personal coumicaion, 1997)
has suggested the following scale factor

SF = max(O.7,0.35412) (15)

where AR = og K]. Ths ireases as the aarcurvesbcmmoreshaow, so SF icas
i.e. the design values become higher for shallow hazard curves. With this definition, the SSGM can be
thought of as:

SSGM = UHS x SF (16)

i.e., the SSGM is the UHS "corrected" for the slope of the hazard curve. For AR = 2.40 (which
corresponds to slope KB = 2.63), SF = 1, i.e. the SSGM equals the UHS.

Another way to look at the design is through the total factor of safety FR (see equation (I5)). If
the amount of conservatism in design codes and guides (sometines referred to as the "deteinuinstic
acceptance criterion") is 1.67, then the total factor of safety F1 is:

FR = 1.67SF (17)
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The advantage of using a slope-dependent scale fctor SF as defined in equation (15) is demonstrated in the
ned section.

RESULTS FOR EXAMPLE SITES

To te several methods for risk-consistent spectra, we eamed eleven sites and three ground
motion measures at each site, shown in Table 2:

TABLE 2
Sites and Ground Motion Measures Used for Testing Procedures

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Sk
Arknsas plant
Arkansas plant
Arkansas plant
Browns Ferry
Browns Ferry
Browns Feay
Davis Besse
Davis Besse

Davis Besse
Maine Yankee
Maine Yankee
Maine Yankee

Seabrook

Seabrook
Seabrook
Shearon Harris

Measure

PGA
SV 1Hz
SV 10 Hz
PGA
SV 1 Hz
SV 10 Hz
PGA
SV 1 Hz
SV10Hz

PGA
SVlHz

SV 10 Hz
PGA
SV 1 Hz
SV 10Hz
PGA

17 Shearon Harris
I8 Shearon Harris
19 Susquehanna
20 Susquehanna
21 Susquehanna
22 Vogde
23 Vogile
24 Vogte
25 Zion
26 Zion
27 Zion
28 California
29 California
30 California
31 Washingto
32 Washion
33 Washington

Measum

SV1Hz
SV 10 Hz

PGA
SVIHz

SV 10Hz

PGA
SV I Hz
SV 10Hz

PGA
SV 1 Hz
SV 10 Hz
PGA

SV 1 Hz
SV 10Hz
PGA
SVIHz
SV 10 Hz

For the first 27 sets of results we used the LLNL hamrd curves calculated for the USNRC (Sobel
1994). For the "Califrnia" site, we calculated hazard at a site located near Santa Maria, California
(120.5 W, 35.0° N), which has high frequencies dominated by nearby faults and long periods dominated
by the more distant San Andreas failt (A repeat of the 1857 earthquake dominates the long period hazard
at this site.) For ground motion estimation the attenuation equation of Abrahamson and Silva (1995) was
selecteK

The last site examined was in Washington, located at 12 10W and 460N. This is in south-central
Washington and also has high frequencies dominated by local earthquakes and low frequencies dominated
by a large earthquake. In this case a large subduction zone earthquake controls the long-period hazard.
We model this event using the assumptions of the US Geological Survey for the national seismic hazard
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maps. That is, an earthquake of M-9 occurs in the subduction zone with rate 1(500 per year (credibility
1/3), or earthquakes of M- 8 to 9 occur with rate 1/11 0 per year (credibility 213). For both the California
and Washington sites we model local earthquakes with the US Geological Survey gridded seismicity, as
we as local fiilts for the California site.

Calculations were made of the probability ratio Rp for the 33 site-parameter combinations listed
above. This is an appropriate parameter to use because, if we start with the same hazard level H(a*) at all
sites and all natural peiods, and achieve a consistent Rp with our procedur, we will achieve a consistent
probability of failure PF

Figr 2 shows Rv values for the 33 sie-parameter combinations, calculated using the mean
hazard curve for each site. For this plot.Rp was calculated from equation (eq. 14) using the derivation from
the risk equatio he top plot in Figure 2 shows Rp wheM the SSGM is tal to be equal to the UHS at
the natural period of the parameter-, he bottom plot shows Rp when the SSGM = UHS x SF, as in equation
(16). The scale factor SF really helps the consistency across sites and across parameters; results without
SF vary from about 6 to 48 (a factor of 8), but wffi SF they vary from about 18 to 45 (a factor of 2.5).
This remaining factor of 2.5 is the effect of P. It would be inappropriate to define the SSGM on the basis
of component response, since that would require multiple design spectra for a single facility.

PROCEDURES FOR SOIL SITES

Results presented above assume that ficility design is for a rock site. If soil conditions exist at a
site, modifications will be necessary to derive the appropriate design level. Several options are being
considered; these follow ideas expressed by Cornell (1996) and Cornell and Bazzurro (personal
= ication, 1997).

Opfion 1: Direct approach.

This approach models soil response directly as a finction of M and R (throgh a site specific
attenuation relation), to calculate soil hazard curves Hs(a) as

*H,(a) = fPA>a P WRy fmt&n (18

Ihis has the advantage of directness and consistency with the derivation of rock hazard curves.
The di ges, however, make this approach unworkable for most sites. First, the seismic hazard
analysis cannot be conducted prior to obtaining detailed soil-specific information (shear wave velocities,
modulus and damping curves) for each location where facilities are to be designed at the site. This
procedure couples the design criteia process with the collection of site-specific information, and
preliminary designs based on approximate amplification factors would be awkward. Second, if preliminary
site information were obtained and later refined, the entire seismic hazrd analysis must be repeated and
documented to incorporate the new information. Finally, this option has not been used in the past, at least
for site-specific soil properties, and implementing it would require addressing issues of consistency and
accuracy in representing soil response with a generic attenuation equation frm. These disadvantages are
not insurmountable, but they imply that a different approach would be more efficient.
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Option 2: Simple scale factor

In this approach, the hazard curve H(a) for rock is represented as spectral acceleration aR(h) and is
simply scaled up (or down) at each fiequency by a soil-dependent shape:

a,(h) = a,(h) S(aR J) (19)

where S(aRj)is a mean scale factor that depends on aR and frequencyf. and is developed through site
specific response analyses. S(aRj) can acmmodate variabities site amplification caused by
uncertainties in soil properties, for exauple. This approach has the advange of simplicity, but the
disadvantage of inaccuracy. S( aJ is a fimntion not only of aj andfbut also of M (bt probably not of
distance R), because soil amplification depends on characteristics of the ground motion such as duration
and frequency content (not just at fquncyi. The dominant contribuon by M changes as a finction of
a1 Ievel, source contribution to hazard, and other fictors.

Option 3: More detailed scale factor.

The third option is to develop a more detailed scale factor that accounts for additional features of
ground shaking, but allows the simplicity of using hazard carves developed on rock

P(A,>aj - f*(aM . ) P[S> a.aj ,M...] nda,... (20)a,,

wheref. (aR,M,...) is the rock hazard curve in density fm, and the integral is over all fctors M...
t atareueto develop the scale factor. The hazard results f. (aR,M, ...)can bc obined fom a
standard seismic hazard analysis where results have been deag ed by the contributions by mnagitude,
distance, etc.

The advantage of equation 20 is that additional uncertainties, most imporwntly on soil
haracteristics and their effects on amplification, can be inc po d into PES > - I aJf M, ..*3

The project is currently examing alternative defiimdons of scale factors under this option and
their accurcies by comparing with Option I (the direct approach) for several sites and sets of sdil
properties. Recommendations will be made based on the most workable option that can be implemented to
give accurate estimatesof soil hazard.
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CONCLUSIONS

To calibrate design spectral shapes, strong motion records are available for the WUS over a range
of naitudes and distances. There are still comparatively few records for large magnitudes and short
source-to-sie distances, however. For the CEUS, all magnitudes and distances lack suffcient empirical
sorong motion data, and these records will be generated with ground motion models calibrated to replicate
available ground motion acteristics at smaller magnitudes and longer distances.

An anding issue is the use of the singkle-corner or double-corner model of the seismic source
spectrum. Results will be presented in this project for both models, anticipatin that several years will be
required to achieve resolution of this issue.

A method has been developed and tested to determine the ampitde of gound motion for design,
as well as the shape. Results using test sites in the CEUS and on the west coast, and using typical
component filt charactiscs, indicate that the annual frequency of component failure is about 15 to
45 times less than the aninal frequency of exceedence of the design spectrum, using realistic design
procedures. This means that, for example if the median firquency of exceedence of a sites design
spectrum is WxlV4, the median component frequency of filure is about 3xl0'. The ultimate choice of a
recommended spectral level must be made with a combination of analysis to determine acceptable failure
firequencies, calibration to accepted existing design procedures, and judgment.

Re ding spectral shapes for soil sites requires additional procedures. One sraightfirwad
method is to conduct the PSHA with sitespecific soil atteuation equations, to obtain seismic hazard
curves and uniform hazard spectra (UHS) for the soil surface. However, as recommended in NRC (1997),
it is often more practical to conduct the PSHA for rock outcrop conditions and later translate these to soal
surfac motions, because various ficilities may be located on different soils, or detailed site-sc data
may not be available early in the project. In this case a site's rock UHS at a target annual frequency of
excceedence can be translated to a soil UHS at the same or similar fAqency of exceedence, accountig for
uncertainties in the soil properties. Procedures to acconplish this will be demonstrated in the project.

In addition to recommended spectral shapes, the project will archive a database of strong motion
records for the recommended M and R bins, for both rock and soil conditions. These will be aepirical
records for bins where data are abundant, augmented by artificial motions derived to have the correct
frequency content for bins where data are sparse or non-existent.

A final set of recomendations concerns criteria to match artificial motions to recommended
spectral shapes and levels. Such motions might be used for input to detailed dynamic analyses of building
response, for example. Ike recommended procedures for developing artificial motions concentrate on
matching response spectr amplitudes at multiple frequencies and dampings, and put less emphasis on
matching power spectral density functions.

This NRC-sponsored project will offer a number of romdons on choosing spectral shapes,
selecting design levels, and generatng time histories of motion for the design of nuclear facilites. The
objective is to achieve consistent design levels across the country for a range of seismic environments and
site conditions. Procedures developed in this project to define ground motion for a risk-consistent,
perfonnance-based design are an integral part of the recommendations. A second objective is to make the
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procedures easy-to-understand and technically justified, so that they will be readily accepted There is a
need to strike a balance between the engineering conservatisn required to achieve the safe design,
seismological knowledge, and preservaton of important earthquake ground motion chaac cs, such
that realistic responses are considered. The results from this researh wil also provide tools for the seismic
design of non-reactor ftcilities and will influence the design of non-nuclear facilites.
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Abstract

Steel containments and liners in nuclear power plants (NPPs) may be exposed to aggressive
service and environmental effects over a 40-year service life, and may be subject to corrosion,
elevated temperature creep, low-cycle fatigue, and load-induced inelastic deformation. While
Corrosion is reasonably well-understood, the same cannot be said about the mechanisms
underlying the other three processes. The initial stages of these processes often occur without
perceptible manifestation, so that a significant fraction of the service life or margin of safety may
already be exhausted before damage detection. Many methods for modeling structural
deterioration require a measurable flaw to be applicable, and most are empirical or semi-empirical
in nature. Finally, structural damage growth is an intrinsically random process. This paper
explores the use of continuum damage mechanics (CDM) as a tool for evaluating damage
accumulation in steel pressure boundary structures. CDM is particularly well-suited for analyzing
damage that occurs over an extended period of time without visible manifestation. The governing
damage growth laws are derived from the fiudamental principles of thermodynamics and
mechanics and are significantly less empirical in nature. This approach extends naturally into the
stochastic domain, and can be integrated with time-dependent reliability assessments. The
estimated conditional failure rates for structural components increase in a nonlinear fashion with
time. Neglecting this nonlinear behavior may lead to an erroneous appraisal of time-dependent
margins of safety.

1. INTRODUCTION

Steel containments and liners in nuclear power plants (NPPs) may be exposed to aggressive service and
environmental effects over their service lives. Among the mechanisms having the potential to cause such
steel pressure boundary structures to deteriorate in service are corrosion, elevated temperature creep, low-
cycle fatigue, and load-induced inelastic deformation. While corrosion is reasonably well-understood, the
same cannot be said about the underlying mechanisms giving rise to creep. fatigue, or inelastic
deformation damage. Moreover, the initial stages of such damage often occur without perceptible
manifestation. By the time that damage reaches a detectable stage, a significant fraction of the remaining
service life or residual strength (or margin of safety) may already have been exhausted. Condition
assessment of a containment metallic pressure boundary should provide quantitative evidence that
structural performance will continue to meet or exceed a minimum standard of acceptability in the
foreseeable future. Quantitative evaluation of the effects of damage accumulation on time-dependent
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structural behavior is difficult. Many methods for modeling structural deterioration require a measurable
flaw to be applicable. Most are empirical or semi-empirical in nature, and rely heavily on experimental
data. When such data are limited or unavailable, extrapolation to service conditions for service life
prediction is difficult. Finally, structural damage growth is an intrinsically random process; yet, most
available approaches to random damage growth tackle the problem by simply "randomizing" the
corresponding deterministic models, instead of investigating the actual sources of the randomness.

Time-dependent structural reliability analysis provides the framework for integrating information on
material and structural degradation and damage accumulation, service and environmental factors and
nondestructive evaluation technology. Research in progress, supported by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory and the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, is aimed at: identifying mathematical models to
evaluate structural degradation and damage accumulation; recommending statistically-based sampling
plans for nondestructive evaluation; and assessing the probability that structural capacity will not degrade
to an unacceptable level during a future service period (Naus, et al, 1996; Ellingwood, et al, 1996; Oland
and Naus, 1998).

A recent phase of this research has explored the use of the relatively new field of continuum damage
mechanics (CDM) as a tool for evaluating damage accumulation in steel pressure boundary structures
(Bhattacharya and Ellingwood, 1998c). CDM deals with the aggregate effects of micro-structural defects,
expressed in terms of quantities that are observable at the structural level, e.g., changes in the elastic
modulus or stiffness. It is particularly well-suited for analyzing damage that may occur over an extended
period of time without visible manifestation. CDM can also address some of the fundamental aspects of
random structural damage growth. CDM has the potential to reduce the level of empiricism associated
with other approaches to modeling structural damage accumulation.

1.1 Basic Definitions in CDM
In continuum damage mechanics (CDM), damage is defined as the effective density of
defects/discontinuities on a cross-section in a given orientation (Lemaitre, 1985). Damage is generally a
tensor due to its directional nature (Krajcinovic, 1984); however, it is common to model damage as
isotropic, under the assumption that the effective fractional loss of area is the same regardless of the
orientation of the cross-section. Damage is considered to be isotropic in this paper and is described by a
scalar, D, taking values between 0 and 1. The constitutive law for a damaged material can be derived
from the concept of effective stress and the principle of strain equivalence (Lemaitre, 1985; Kachanov,
1986; Chaboche, 1988). The effective stress is defined as

1-D

where a is the nominal stress. The strain equivalence principle asserts that the strain response of an
undamaged body under the effective stress is the same as that of a comparable damaged body under the
nominal stress. Applying this to uniaxial elastic deformation, the damage variable may be related to the
fractional loss in stiffness:

D =1_E (2)
E
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where E is the elastic modulus of the damaged material, and E is the elastic modulus of a comparable
undamaged material. Eq (2) allows measuring the extent of damage in a structural component by one of
several conventional non-destructive methods, including direct tension tests, ultrasonic pulse velocity,
measurement of electrical resistivity, etc (Lemaitre, 1992).

1.2 Critical Damage
Damage accumulation is a thermodynamically irreversible (i.e., dissipative) process, and the damage
variable should be a non-decreasing function of time (assuming no corrective intervention). Failure occurs
when D reaches the critical damage, DC In CDM, "failure" is not necessarily fracture, but is the condition
when the essential assumption that damage arises out of a volume-wide degradation of the microstructure
ceases to be applicable. At this point, the damage-causing process becomes localized and produces a
dominant defect Subsequent damage analysis then can be performed by other methods, e.g., fracture
mechanics.

This concept of failure allows D, to have values less than unity, unlike many phenomenological models
(like Miner's rule in fatigue) in which cumulative damage is postulated as equal to I at failure. D, is
postulated as a fundamental material property (e.g., Chow and Wei, 1991) that may be dependent on
temperature but is otherwise independent of the loading history. Hence Dc determined from one
experiment (e.g., a simple tension test) for a particular material at a given temperature can be used to
predict failure in a more complex loading situation (e.g, in high cycle fatigue). Experimentally
determined values of D, range anywhere between 0.15 and 0.85 for many metals (e.g., Lemaitre, 1992).
In a stochastic analysis, D, should generally be treated as a random variable.

2. THERMODYNAMIC BASIS OF RANDOM DAMAGE ACCUMUIATION

For a deformable body 9R (defined by the closed boundary 89R) in diathermal contact with a heat reservoir
at constant temperature 0, subject to pre-localization damage-causing processes, the Helmholtz free
energy, T(e, , D), is a function of the temperature, the symmetric strain tensor s, = V(/2Qj+uj.) in which ui
is displacement, and the damage variable. The rapid and continuous transitions and interactions in the
microstates of the system 91 (Callen, 1985; Ostoja-Starzewski, 1989), and the spatial inhomogeneity at the
local scale (even in a nominally homogeneous material), suggest that the Helmholtz free energy should be
described as a stochastic process (Bhattacharya and Ellingwood, 1998a):

- (t) = JO- kY)dt- Jr,* + dt (3)

where W is the work done on 91, KE is its kinetic energy, and r is the dissipation rate. The superscript dot
represents time-derivative. B(t) is a stochastic process representing the random fluctuation in the free
energy, and h(t) is its derivative in the mean-square sense. Spatial fluctuations in the free energy at a
given instant are neglected as they are assumed small in a nominally homogeneous material undergoing
isotropic damage accumulation prior to localization.

Let us assume that the initial state (at time to) is one of thermodynamic equilibrium, and damage
accumulation, though irreversible, occurs sufficiently close to equilibrium in the pre-localization stage.
Under these assumptions, the first variation in (t), which is generally non-zero for a system yet to
achieve equilibrium, may be assumed to vanish:
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8-F = 45I, - 8I2 =- 0 (4)

where

89D (5)

I2 =W-kE AD

The validity of Eq (4) is confirmed subsequently with experimental data.

Applying an appropriate set of variations, &,, to the velocity field consistent with the boundary
conditions the second integral, 52, can be written as:

b72 = f(F, +oj, -,paj)iidV+ J(T1 -n 1 >I)&,di7 (6)

where F5 and i (i- l,2,3) are, respectively, the body forces (on 9f) and surface forces (on the free surface
8¶R1); as and ri are, respectively, the acceleration and the velocity; p is the mass density, and the

symmetric stress tensor a. ace,, where wV is the Helmholtz free energy per unit volume. Both
integrands in Eq (6) are equal to zero as they constitute equilibrium equations of a damaged body
(Krajcinovic and Sumarac, 1987). Thus the second term in Eq (4) vanishes. Hence, the first term in Eq
(4) must also vanish. It can then be shown that

F - (AIDD', )J -pa, = 0 on 9 (7)

T, + jVDD fl nj = O on 891,

This set of coupled partial differential equations may be difficult to solve for a body subjected to
multiaxial straining. However, under uniaxial straining, a single stochastic differential equation can be
derived which is amenable to closed-form solutions for different modes of damage accumulation. Since
material properties and random damage growth data are available mainly for uniaxial loading conditions,
this SDE is useful for testing the validity of the approach for modeling random structural damage
accumulation.

3. ISOTROPIC RANDOM DAMAGE GROWTH

Under uniaxial loading, the second part of Eqs (7) reduces to

dD (8)

where a. is the far-field stress (generally random) acting normal to the surface. The term Sb has
dimensions of energy per unit volume per unit strain (or units of stress), and can be interpreted as a
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random fluctuation imposed on the nominal stress field existing within the deformable body. Suppose
that (i) s5 is a zero-mean process that assumes positive and negative values with equal probability, (ii) the
mean-square fluctuation is independent of strain (or time), and (iii) the rate of fluctuation in si, can be
described as extremely rapid in comparison with the macroscopic rate of change in damage. These are
satisfied if sb is described by the Langevin equation,

ds,
d =-C, S + C2()(9)

where 4(e) is a Gaussian white noise indexed with strain so that &)=dW(s)/dc where W(E) is the standard
Wiener process; and cl, c2 are positive constants. Since the scale of fluctuations in Sb are short compared
to the scale of the index parameter (time or strain intervals of engineering interest), we can write the
following stochastic differential equation (SDE) for damage growth (Gardiner, 1985):

dD a~~c
= d L+ (g) (10)

de VD D

Alternately, random damage growth may be indexed with time, rather than with strain, if the strain rate is
known:

dD D _aC___ (11)
dt V1D VD

where 4(t) is a Gaussian white noise indexed with time, and c3, C4 are positive constants defining a
Langevin equation similar to Eq (9). The initial damage, Do, to be used as the initial condition in Eqs (10)
or (11) is, in general, a random variable that takes into account the effects of residual stresses, surface
roughness, loading histories etc.

It should be noted that the above formulation of damage growth admits negative damage increments. The
probability of such negative damage increment over a given time (or strain) interval depends on the length
of the interval, and on the relative magnitude of the drift and diffulsion terms. Local and transient
retardation in damage might actually occur at the microscale. Nevertheless, the increment of damage
should for all practical purposes be non-negative over a finite interval of time and space, in the absence of
repair or autogenous healing. This property should be verified in every situation where the model is
applied.

For uniaxial monotonic loading, the free energy per unit volume is,

Vv= j de -y (12)

where y denotes the energy of formation of discontinuities per unit volume due to damage growth.
Assuming that (i) the discontinuities are microscopic spheres of different sizes which do not interact with
each other, (ii) the force-displacement relation is linear at the microscale, and (iii) stress amplification
effects can be neglected, -' can be estimated as (Bhattacharya and Ellingwood, 1998c):
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Y= af D (13)
4

where Of is the true failure stress. The first term in Eq (12) can be evaluated from the constitutive relation
(between the effective stress and strain or strain rate) relevant for the given loading situation.

4. TIME-DEPENDENT RELIABILITY

In this section, the CDM-based stochastic damage growth law derived above is applied to random ductile,
fatigue and creep damages, and time-dependent reliability is analyzed in each case.

4.1 Ductile Deformation

The relation between effective stress and total strain under uniaxial monotonic loading may be defined by
the Ramberg-Osgood law, E = Er / + (v K)M , which decomposes the total strain, e, into its elastic
(s) and plastic (ep) components, with parameters E= the elastic modulus, K and M = the hardening
modulus and exponent, respectively. It is assumed that the exponent M is unaffected by damage. The
damaged moduli are E = E(I - D), K = K(o - D) for C. > So where as is the threshold plastic strain
for damage initiation (Lemaitre, 1985). The SDE of random ductile damage growth then becomes:

-d(de) E (+1)) dsp + E (f ilK dW(e) (14)

where C=t(3l4XqrylK -ro'"'j(l+lIM). Eq (14) contains two simplifications: (i) de/dep = 1, which is
true for all e of interest in ductile deformation damage, and (ii) K/(2E) X 0, which is valid for most
engineering alloys. Eq (14) is of the form of a time-dependent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, and since the
diffusion term is independent of D, its Ito and Stratonovich solutions are identical (Gardiner, 1985);

D~~c ~(3 /4Xcrf 1 K) + (4Tj/ c, )1IK [W(e,) _W(CO)] (15)
w rD() = h-(1-Do) 1initi d (1am IM)aC + eI+IM /(1.IlM)+C

where Do=D(co) is the initial damage.
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Parameter Nominal Mean C.O.V. Distribution
E 74.5 Gpa -

K 680 MPa 680 MPa 0.20 Normal
M 5.5 5.5 0.20 Normal
as 435 MPa 435 MPa 0.20 Normal
so 0.016 0.016 1.0 Lognormal
D ° -Deterministic

4c21c1  20 MPa Deterministic
D_ _0.0.23 0.10 Normal

Table 1: Materal properties for 2024-T3 Aluminum

The random ductile deformation model is validated in Figure 1 with experimental results from Woo and
Li (1993) and Lemaite (1985) for ductile damage growth in 2024-f3 Alumrinum. Damage growth data
from Lemaitre (1985) however, does not contain any statistical description. The nominal values and
statistical properties of the variables are listed in Table 1 (for sources, see Bhattacharya and Ellingwood,
199&a). The material properties, In(o), oy, K and M are considered random with moderate stochastic
dependence among them (the off-diagonal terms of the correlation matrix are all taken to be 0.5). The'
means of the random variables are assumed equal to their nominal values. The initial damage is assumed
zero since the experiments were carried out on undamaged specimens. The noise intensity
4c2/ci=20MPa, which is related to.the ratio of the variance and the correlation length of the fluctuating
quantity sb, was selected to model the overall magnitude of the observed standard deviation of damage
(Woo and Li, 1993). The predicted mean and standard deviation functions of damage in Figure 1 are
obtained numerically from Eq (15). The sensitivity to correlation among the random variables and to the
noise intensity have been investigated in Bhattacharya and Ellingwood (1998b).
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Figure 1: Random ductile deformation damage

Failure occurs when damage reaches the critical value D. If the damage growth rate is almost always
positive, the sample paths of D(£) which cross D, from below for the first time may be expected to exist
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above that barrier after a finite interval of strain. In such cases, the cumulative failure probability (CFP)
can be simplified as the complement of the CDF of the damage function evaluated at the critical damage:

Fat (e;) = I - P[D(s;') < DC ; VE'es [QE] elX 1-P[D(£) < DC I (16)

where qdenotes the random failure strain.

Figure 2 illustrates the limit state probability for 2024-T3 Aluminum, in which Ds is treated as a random
variable (Table 1). Parameters In(so), A, K and M are considered random as before (Table 1), with
correlation coefficient 0.5 between each pair. The noise intensity, 4c1 2ct = 2OMPa. The sample functions
of D(s) are obtained numerically from Eq (14) using an interval size AC =0.01. None of these randomly
selected sample function returns to the safe region once it has exited that region, reinforcing the notion of
non-negative damage growth The relation between D and s in Eq (16) is not explicit, and the CDF of q
is obtained numerically. The mean and standard deviation of ef are computed to be, respectively, 0.247
and 0.052, comparable to generally observed values for engineering metals (e.g., Davis, 1993).
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Figure 2: Failure probability and sample paths of random ductile damage

4.2 Fatigue
The total fatigue life, NT, of a structural member generally consists of two phases: a crack initiation phase
of duration NI, followed by crack propagation phase of duration Np, such that, Nr, = N, + Np. Depending
on past and future loading conditions, the initiation life can be a significant portion of the total fatigue
life of a virgin material.

Fatigue damage growth occurs incrementally as a result of load cycling. The damage at the end of cycle i
acts as the initial damage for the increment in cycle i+I:
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-D,.] = D, + AD;, AD, 2 0, i = I,-., - I (17)

We assume that the unloading portion of a hysteresis loop and compressive stresses do not contribute to
damage growth so that damage grows only during loading above the endurance limit, S,, in the positive
stress region. Crack initiation occurs when damage exceeds the critical damage:

DyN -I < DC

DN, 2DC (18)

Applying Eq (10) to fatigue damage growth in cycle i,

dD -- + VC2 A &), F 2S,82 >0

e VD V'' (19)I0 ,otherwise

with the initial condition D -DU ,.

The constitutive model for fatigue damage is defined by the cyclic Ramberg-Osgood law with parameters
E,K' and At, which must be obtained from a stabilized cyclic stress-strain curve (Dowling, 1993). The
SDE can be solved for fatigue damage growth similarly as in ductile damage, and damage at the end of
cycle i is:

D1 =1-a1t;)(l-L 1 )+b 1 (sf) i (20)

where a, and b, are cycle dependent functions involving strain limits, and EW1 is the Wiener increment in
cycle i. The recursive nature of the above equation makes it possible to express damage, Dm, at the end of
n cycles in terms of the initial damage, Do, and n independent increments of the standard Wiener process:

Dn = I-(I-DO)jgi+CoAW, jgj (21)

In some situations it may be more convenient to express damage as a function of time, rather than number
of cycles. In this case the functional form of n(t) (including its stochastic characteristics) must be
incorporated in Eq (21). Assuming that the damage growth process described by Eq (19) is almost always
positive, the cumulative probability of failure is the complement of the CDF of D^,

P[NJ •n]= P[D. > Dc (22)

from which the probability distribution of N, may be obtained if the statistics of DX and D, are known.

No published data on random fatigue damage growth (during the pre-initiation stage) oriented toward
CDM analysis could be located. Limited data are available on random crack initiation life which allow
partial validation of the present model. Predictions of crack initiation in Type A 106-B carbon steel
subjected to fully-reversed strain controlled cycling at 288TC in air are compared with experimental
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results in Figure 3. The nominal material properties (from Chopra et al 1995) are E=196.5GPa,
K'=1994MPa, M'7.74, cq539MPa, cS,-301 MPa, and SF=310MPa. The value of the noise parameter,
4 c2 /clO000 MPa, is derived from Keisler et a] (1994) to match the standard deviation observed in fhtigue
tests. The initial damage is treated as zero (deterministic), and the nominal value of D, is taken as 0.25,
which is comparable to the values reported for other carbon steels in Lemaitre (1992). Parameters E, K'
M', af, SC and Dare considered random and statistically independent of each other. The mean values of
these six random variables are assumed equal to their respective nominal values. The first five random
variables are assumed lognormal and D, is assumed normal. All six are assumed to have a c.o.v.
(coefficient of variation) of 10%. The nominal strain ratio is R -4 (filly reversed cycling), and the
ordinate of Figure 3 represents the nominal values of the strain amplitudes, dd2. The strain amplitudes
are considered statistically independent and identically distributed lognormal random variables, each
having c.o.v. 10%/.. The predicted mean initiation time, gND), along with the bound of one standard
deviation above mean, AN,) + o(N.), compares well with the (i) estimated N, from Majumdar et al (1993)
which corresponds to the formation of a 0.18mm crack, (ii) the cycles to failure, NF from Majundar et a]
(1993), and (iii) N2, from Chopra et al (1995) and Chopra (1996) which correspond to a 25% drop in the
peak stress and a 3mm crack.
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Figure 3: Random fatigue damage growth in AIOS Gr B steel at 288C in air

4.3 Creep

The equivalence principle [cf Eqs (I)and (2)] applied to creep strain rate, ia, as given by the Bailey-
Norton law under uniaxial loading (Dowling, 1993), gives:

iX = A ~t-' (23)

where a is the effective applied stress. Under constant stress creep, e = O, and VID can be simplified as
Y'D = -(314)af , where cy is the true failure stress at the operating temperature. The stochastic differential
equation of isotropic creep damage growth thus becomes,
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dD( I= - D (t)). - - B ",dWQ) (24)

where,

A, = A at ,
3 Oaf

3 cr C3

To the knowledge of the authors, Eq (24) does not have a closed-form solution in the Ito sense. But a
closed-form solution is possible in the Stratonovich sense, under the condition 01 (steady state creep):

r B, (m + 1)W(t) ]
D(t) = I - D.) - A1(m + -, -I)t (26)

where the initial time to-O. The initial damage, Do, accounts for the ductile damage caused when the
component is loaded to a. at the beginning of the process, in addition to any damage existing prior to the
commencement of creep straining. Eq (26) has the same form as the deterministic solution for steady
state creep (Bhattacharya and Ellingwood, 1999), with an additional term (in square brackets) containing
noise.

Creep damage has an accelerated growth rate with respect to time (e.g., Kachanov, 1986) in the pre-
localization stage. Damage, however, is bounded in the range (O,Dj by definition, and D, r I from
physical considerations. Sample functions of D(t) are absorbed by the boundary D = 1. The cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of D(t), is therefore a mixed distribution in (0,1]. Assuming that creep
damage growth rate is almost always positive, the cumulative failure probability in the interval [Ot] is,

Fr (t) = 1-P[D(r) < D, ; Vre [O, t]i 1 - P[D(t) < D,,] (27)

where Tf is the random time to failure.

No published CDM-based studies (e.g., by measuring the reduced stiffness) of stochastic creep damage
growth could be located. Therefore, in validating the proposed random creep damage growth model, only
the statistics of the predicted failure time are compared with available experimental results. The material
chosen is type 316 stainless steel stressed to 199MPa at 593C (1 100F). The nominal creep law and
tensile parameters for type 316 stainless steel at 5930C are listed in Table 2 (Davis, 1994; Garofalo et al,
1961). Parameters D, A, Pn, D, are considered as random and mutually statistically independent. As
before, the mean value of a parameter is taken equal to its nominal value. The nominal value of Do is
computed from Eq (15) with deterministic E, K of M, zero prior damage and zero noise.
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Figure 4 shows the predicted mean and standard deviation of damage and the failure probability as
functions of time, under the Stratonovich interpretation [Eq (26)]. The mean and c.o.v. of the failure time
are 924 hr and 43% respectively. These values may be compared with the scatter observed by Garofalo et
al (1961) in the times (hours) to (i) the onset of tertiary creep (mean=l283, c.o.v.=0.28, minm960,
ma -1950) and (ii) rupture (mean=1749, c.o.v.=0.21, minu1267, max-2437); under the same conditions
of temperature and stress. Comparison between Ito and Stratonovich solutions were performed in
Bhattacharya and Ellingwood (19984

Parameter A m 0 test a a E K M Do D. 4c4c 3
MPa, MPa M~a GPa MPa MPa
hr ___1

Nominal 2.32x 6.92 1 199- 443.7 151.6 492.7 4.22 0.0108 0.20* 300*
1 0l 315

C.O.V.* 0.20 0.01 - - - - I- 0.10 0.10
Distribution* LN N det det I det det det det N I N det

Table 2: Creep and tensile properties of type 316 stainless steel at 5930C
(*assumed, LN-lognorial, Nnormal, det--deterninistic)
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Figure 4: Creep damage growth statistics in type 316 stainless steel
[ o(t), ------ (t), -F--(t)- -- --- deterministic D(t) J

The creep damage accumulation model and time-dependent reliability analysis are illustrated with an
application to an aging and corroding cylindrical steel pressure boundary subject to a sequence of severe
operating events involving pressure and temperature. This pressure boundary is assumed to be designed
by ASME requirements. Table 3 summarizes the parameters used in the illustration.
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The number of pressure/temperature occurrences, N(t), is modeled as the sum of two independent Poisson
point processes, N(t)=No(t) + NA(t), where (i) N0(t) is a pure "chance" phenomenon like human error, with
constant mean rate AO, and (ii) NA(t), with mean rate A2(t), represents an "aging" phenomena that might
cause safety systems to malfunction. AA(t) is given by AA(t) - (oduXtlu)!', in which u, a are parameters,
consistent with the common assumption that failure times are described by a Weibull distribution. Values
of a greater than I represent a realistic "aging" process.

Variable Nominal (design) value Statistical properties (mean, cov.)
Original thickness, ho 1.375 in (349 mm) deterministic
Peak pressure, P. 60 psig (0.42MPag) Type I max (0.8 P&,,200/o)
Peak temperature, 4, 390TF (1990 C) Type I max (I77rC,30%)
Significant duration, At 20 min Lognormal (lOOOs,60%)
Yield stress, F, 38 ksi (262 Mpa) Lognormal (I.IOF 1,,,70/*)

Table 3: Original (uncorroded) dimensions, load and strength statistics

During a serious operating event, it is assumed that the temperature and pressure rise in a very short time
to their peak values, P., and 1m, respectively, and remain constant at the peak values for a duration of At.
Creep damage is idealized to occur over At at constant temperature 4, under the action of the constant
load P.. The action of the load appears in the form of the membrane stress, which is aggravated by
corrosion loss. Statistical dependence may exist between P. and 6, during the operating event.

The random penetration, Z(t), of uniform corrosion is modeled by,

Z(t) = C(o - T, ) ,t 2 T, (28)

in which C - random rate parameter, M=- random time-order parameter, and T, random initiation period.
The corrosion degradation process is assumed to occur slowly enough that the time-dependent resistance
variables can be treated as constants during the duration of pressurization (Ellingwood.and Mori, 1993).

Suppose that n events of duration 44 occur at random instants of time, t (i = 1,2 ... , n). The accumulated
creep damage, D, is given by (Bhattacharya and Ellingwood, 1998c):

(I-Dj")I+ =(1-Dol)"+' - Aa ' t,-zB<W(A,) (29)

where the coefficients A, and B, depend on the temperature,&jm; membrane stressao depends on the
pressure, P.,, and the remaining shell thickness, ho - Z(Q). Figure 5 shows several sample functions of
creep damage, providing a schematic representation of creep damage accumulation during a series of
severe operating events. The creep parameters are (in ksi, hr): =l.OxlO-'0, m=5, qS-I and 4c4lc3=10.
The corrosion parameters are: M - Normal(0.7, 20%/6), T, - Lognormal(l 0 yr, 30%) and C - Lognormal
(230pm, 30%). The load process is given by Ao = 0.1/yr, a - 3 and u = 25 yr, and is assumed to
approximate a severe operating event history. A correlation coefficient of 0.6 has been assumed between
P.,, and em. Removing the conditioning on n results in an unconditional estimate of creep damage
accumulation as a function of time.
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Figure 5: Schematic of creep damage accumulation in presence of aging and corrosion

4.4 Corrosion

It has been shown in Bhattacharya and Ellingwood (199&) that in the presence of corrosion, the failure
probability due to creep damage accumulation is at least an order of magnitude lower than the probability
of failure due to excessive inelastic deformation. The treatment of corrosion above was accomplished by
an empirical rate equation not connected with CDM. It is theoretically possible to cast corrosion damage
caused by oxidation, carbonation etc in a CDM format, as mentioned by Cauvin and Testa (1999) in the
context of fourth order damage tensors. The assumption of isotropic damage no longer holds when
corrosion is the major cause of damage, since corrosion is a surface phenomenon. The effective stress is
enhanced in the presence of corrosion, and the free energy needs to be suitably modified to account for
the relevant chemical reaction.

S. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Time-dependent reliability analyses have been performed for steel elements and steel pressure boundary
components subjected to corrosion, ductile damage from sustained load, elevated temperature creep, and
low-cycle fatigue (Bhattacharya and Ellingwood, 199kc). The CDM approach was validated for limit
states involving ductile damage, creep and low-cycle fatigue. It was found that corrosion has the most
significant impact on time-dependent reliability of steel components, the other mechanisms having a more
localized effect. The estimated conditional failure rates for structural components increase in a nonlinear
fashion with time. Neglecting this nonlinear behavior may lead to an erroneous appraisal of time-
dependent margins of safety.
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Abstract

The nuclear power industry is concerned with corrosive thinning of containment unit
sections embedded in concrete. This study investigated the feasibility of detecting these
thickness degradations using ultrasonic imaging. A commercial ultrasonic system was
used to carry out severalfull-scale, controlled, laboratory experiments. Measurements of
0.5MHz shear wave levels propagated in one inch thick steelplate embedded in concrete
showed 1.6dB of signal loss for each centimeter of two way travel in the steel plate
(compared to previous numerical predictions of 3-4dB). Negligible losses were
measured in plates with a decoupling treatment applied between the steel and concrete.
Scattered signals from straight slots of different size and shape were investigated. The
return from a 4mm deep rectangular slot exhibited levels 24dB down relative to incidence
and 4-6 dB higher than those obtainedfrom both "v" shaped and rounded slots of
similar depth. The system displayed an input/output dynamic range of 125dB and
measurement variability less thanl-2dB. Based on these results, a 4mm deep, rounded
degradation embedded in 30cm of concrete has expected returns of -76 to -78dB relative
to the input and should therefore be detectable. (Work is supported by the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.)

1.0 Introduction

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has a program in conjunction with Oak Ridge
National Laboratories, to investigate structural monitoring of aging nuclear containment
units. Engineering Technology Center was commissioned as a subcontractor to
investigate the feasibility of employing ultrasonic imaging technologies to the problem of
detecting corrosive degradations in embedded or inaccessible regions of containment
units. The work was sponsored in two phases. The first phase addressed basic feasibility
issues using numerical models. The second phase, which is the focus of this report,
utilized experimental means to continue the feasibility study as well as verify the phase
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one findings.

1.1 Statement of Problem and Solution Approach

An area of concern in the nuclear power industry is the structural integrity of
aging and inaccessible containment unit sections that are embedded in concrete. One of
the fears is that over time, water intrusion causes corrosive thinning and pitting in
inaccessible areas of the pressure vessel and may go undetected (see Figure 1). Other
than expensive and potentially dangerous concrete chipping techniques, there is no
procedure currently in place for detecting degradations in these regions.

containment unit

area of interest detail
(see detail) reactor corrosive thinning I thick

X steel plating

. 1 1 ~~air - 4

V U

concrete

Figure 1 - Overview of problem.

The overall objective of this research project has been to study the feasibility of
employing alternate ultrasonic imaging technologies for the detection and localization of
degradations in embedded regions. The focus has been on studying high frequency (0.5
MHz - 2.5 MHz) structural waves propagated laterally from accessible regions of a free-
standing steel pressure vessel (as opposed to a steel lined, concrete vessel) to
degradations below the air-concrete interface. The reflected returns from these structural
waves can be processed to generate an image of the degradation.

The basic approach differs from a conventional ultrasonic thickness (UT) or
"through thickness" test. During a through thickness test, a transducer is placed in direct
contact with a test structure (see Figure 2) and pulse-like waves are injected normal to the
test structure's surface. The time delay between sending and receiving a pulse, combined
with an assumed knowledge of the test material's compressional sound speed provide
means for estimating the material's local thickness. This technique is used in many
industrial applications and has attained a relatively high level of refinement. However, at
a minimum, the area to be tested must be accessible, which is clearly not the case for the
problem at hand.
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strcr
structure time

Figure 2 - Pr6cedure used in conventional UT test.

The proposed alternate technique, known as an Angle Beam Inspection, instead
uses a plastic wedge to couple the transducer to a test structure (see Figure 3). The
transducer generates compressional waves in the wedge that are refracted, primarily as
shear waves, in the test structure. These refracted waves then "skip"t laterally away from
the source through the structure. The technique is often used to inspect welded joints and
to determine the presence of cracks or other structural flaws. The incident waves for this
type of test are not typically required to propagate over considerable distances or to
propagate in constrained regions of the test structure, which they will be required to do in
order to demonstrate success in the proposed test scenarios.

Source
Transducer coupling

\ wedge

. 19

Figure 3 - Procedure used in Angle Beam Inspections.

The feasibility of employing the technique under the proposed scenario therefore
centers on determining if a measurable and decipherable signal is returned from the
corrosion area. This study addresses the physics side of the problem by investigating the
energy lost froni the interrogating signals into the surrounding concrete, as well as
characterizing corrosive type degradations as acoustic scatterers. Also of primary
importance is the practical issue of determining the performance limits exhibited by a
commercially available Angle Beam Inspection System. The ability to discern and
extract reflector characteristics using acoustic signals that include information about both
the corrosive damage and the propagation path is an important, but at this point,
secondary concern.
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1.2 Review of Previous Work

The present work builds on a previous theoretical feasibility study which utilized
a widely accepted elastic layered media numerical computer code (OASES) to model the
angle beam inspection scenario. Detailed analyses and conclusions can be found in
Reference 1. The major conclusions derived from the numerical study include the
following:

* The embedding concrete introduces 3-4 dB of signal loss for each centimeter of
two-way travel in embedded plates. The "non-spreading" propagation losses in
the free-standing steel portions are negligible.

* Notch degradations 4mm in depth across the plating thickness display reflection
coefficients (ratio of reflected to incident wave amplitude including removal of
geometric spreading losses) of roughly -23dB at 0.5 MHz.

* Variation in backscatter is weakly dependent on degradation depth (so long as the
interrogating wavelength is greater than twice the degradation depth), frequency
and wedge angle.

* The technique does not appear to be applicable to steel lined, concrete vessels due
to an immense loss of energy into the concrete shell.

The study encouragingly showed that with sufficient, albeit demanding, input/output
measurement system dynamic range, the anticipated return levels from a representative
degradation located in an embedded region of a steel pressure vessel should be detectable.

1.3 Objectives for Present Work

In an effort to not only provide a basis for improving the numerical models, but
also to continue the feasibility study in a more practical forum, a series of controlled
laboratory experiments were designed and comprise the majority of the efforts contained
in this report. This work represents the second phase of the project.

The project's objectives can be broken down into two main areas. The first area
concerns characterizing the overall performance limits of a commercially available
ultrasonic measurement system. These characterizations will include:

* Determining the system's input/output dynamic range
* Determining measurement stability and repeatability
* Determining the source quality
* Determining the noise environment.

The system's dynamic range will dictate the amount of loss that can be incurred in a given
scenario. In an effort to estimate the total loss that will be induced on an incident signal,
several building blocks that can be used as components of total loss will be quantified
experimentally. The following mechanisms were assumed to play the most prominent
roles in contributing to the total signal loss:

* Transmission past the degradation
> Degradation shape effects

- Degradation depth effects
* Geometric spreading
* Additional propagation losses (e.g. waveguide surface interactions)
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* Losses to embedding concrete.
Quantifying these mechanisms comprised the second major series of tests. The resultant
information provides a means for determining the types of scenarios in which the
technique will demonstrate success.

1.4 Organization of Report

This section of the paper has detailed the problem at hand as well as the basic
approach to solving the problem. This section also reviewed the previous work's major
conclusions and outlined this phase's objectives in determining the feasibility of applying
ultrasonic imaging to the problem of embedded corrosion detection. The Phase I results
play a role in defining the focus of the Phase II study in that only free-standing steel
containment units are studied. Section 2 lays out the background information needed to
offer explanations for the experimental results. Section 3 details the experimental results,
presenting first a series of experiments meant to study the performance and operability of
an Angle Beam Inspection system and then a series of tests designed to quantify the
individual signal loss components outlined in Section 1.3. Section 4 summarizes the
conclusions obtained from the experimental work and how they affect the technique's
feasibility. Finally, Section 5 presents procedural recommendations for implementing the
technique and the remaining issues that must be addressed before the technique can be
put into practice. The remaining issues primarily focus on experiments that should be
carried out to aid in deriving detection, localization, and degradation characterization
algorithms.

2.0 Background

2.1.1 Review of Basic Physics - Directivity of Transducer

Before detailing the experimental test procedures, it is useful to first review the
basic physics involved with ultrasonic testing. An ultrasonic transducer is comprised of a
metallic external housing which contains a piezo-ceramic disk backed by a high-density
material. The piezo element deforms as a voltage is applied across opposite faces. As the
piezo element is set into motion, a protective face plate attached to one side of the piezo
element, is driven and ideally acts as a rigid piston radiator of sound waves into the
medium to which it is coupled. The variation of sound wave amplitude as a function of
radiating angle is known as the farfield directivity pattern of the source. For a rigid
circular piston radiator, the farfield directivity pattern of injected sound waves into a
shear free media (the directivity pattern set up in a solid is considerably more complex,
but the basic concept holds) is governed by the following equation (Ref. 2):

D(#) = JJ[2,r(a/A)sinO]
2zr(a / 2) sinO

Here, 2 is the acoustic wavelength (A = c/f, where c is the speed of propagation andf is

frequency) propagation, a is the radiator diameter, and J, (x) is a Bessel Function of the
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first kind, having order I and argument x. Figure 4 shows a plot of the farfield sound
wave directivity pattern set up by a one-inch diameter radiator vibrating at 0.5 MHz and
1.OMHz (note that the directivity pattern is axisymmetric due to the symmetry of the
radiating surface). Several features of the radiators' directivity patterns are to be noted:
* The directivity pattern takes the form of a main "lobe", centered on the surface

normal, and several lower level secondary lobes away from the surface normal
direction.

* A radiator of fixed diameter displays a more focused field when vibrating at higher
frequencies.

* The half power beam width is defined as the angle at which a radiator's directivity
factor is -3dB relative to the on-axis (0°) value and is typically used to represent the
radiator's spreading angle.

0
main lobe -6dB

-10_

-20. first side lobe -24dB

~-40-

-50 , .1 .

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
angle (degrees from surface normal)

Figure 4 - Directivity factor for a rigid disc radiating in fluid. The black curve
represents the relative magnitude radiated as a function of angle (measured from

the radiator's surface normal) for a 1" disk vibrating at 0.5MHz and the gray curve
a 1"disk vibrating at 1.OMHz.

Close to the transducer, there exists a "nearfield" acoustic response which is
considerably more complex than the farfield response and cannot be expressed in such
compact form. For relatively low frequency ultrasonic transducers (such as the ones used
in the following experiments), the nearfield exists within a one to two inch radius from
the transducer. Because the wedges used in the experiments are not sufficiently large to
contain the entire nearfield response, the complexity in fully modeling the ultrasonic
signals that are injected into a test structure is compounded. For the current study, the
farfield approximation of the beam pattern was used. The success of the overall
technique is contingent upon a thorough knowledge of the spatial and temporal character
of the incident sound waves. Such knowledge is required to properly decipher the
returned signals. Consequently, one important recommendation for future work is that
the injected source directivity be studied in considerably more detail.

2.1.2 Review of Basic Physics - Transmission through an Interface: Snell's Law

When waves traveling in one medium encounter an interface with a second
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medium of different acoustic impedance (za = ,r, where o is the medium's density,
and c is the medium's sound speed, see Figure 5) the wave is partially reflected and
partially transmitted. The transmitted wave propagation direction is skewed according to
Snell's law:

sin 0= sin O,
C1  C,

where 6, and 0, are noted in Figure 5, and c, and c, are the wave propagation speed in
media I and 2, respectively.

In solids, internal waves can be propagated as shear and compressional
deformations. Additionally, waves of one type can be converted to another when an
impedance discontinuity is encountered. Note that Snell's Law can be rearranged to
solve for the refracted transmission angle, 0,

- 8~2 = sin -((C2/Ic, )sina, )

and that for certain material sound speed combinations and certain incident angles 69,
there is no obtainable solution. For example, compressional waves cannot be excited in
steel (c,=55OOm/s) when compressional waves travelling in Lucite (a material typically
used in UT coupling wedges, cc=268Om/s) are incident at angles greater than 27 degrees.
For reference, the shear wave speed in steel is around 3300m/s.

For normal incidence, the ratio of transmitted to incident wave amplitude is
governed by the following equation (Ref. 3):

I71 2z,

1 Z2+Z

As one would expect, when z, = z, all of the wave energy is transmitted. When z, >> z2,
the transmitted amplitude is negligible, so virtually all of the wave energy is reflected.
Waves travelling from the source wedge (for Lucite, z8, = 3.16x106 Kg/m2 s) to a steel (zd,
= 45.4x106 Kg/m2 s) test structure are therefore mainly transmitted. Those waves that do
get reflected set up a reverberant field inside the wedge, which dies out somewhat
quickly, but can still pose problems in detecting small flaws near the source. Waves
travelling in steel that encounter an air interface are virtually totally reflected.
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Figure 5 - Wave reflection and transmission at an acoustic impedance interface.

These phenomena are also helpful in describing the structural wave coupling
between the steel plate and the embedding concrete. Shear waves in steel have an
acoustic impedance five times that of concrete. One can therefore anticipate fairly
significant losses from shear waves in steel to compressional waves in embedding
concrete. However, these losses are strongly dependent on the interfacial coupling
conditions, which are not well known. The transmission equations assume continuity of
displacement and stress across the impedance discontinuity, a condition that is not
necessarily achieved at the concrete-steel interface. Without an adhesive-like bond, there
is minimal interfacial coupling. For this reason, a fluid couplant is used between the
transducer-wedge interface and the wedge-plate interface.

2.1.3 Review of Basic Physics - Wave Propagation and Scatter

When a wave is injected into a layered media, e.g. a plate, and the incident
wavelength is significantly smaller then the plate thickness, it can be modeled as a
propagating ray (see Figure 6). The ray "skips" laterally down the waveguide, bouncing
off of the layer's top and bottom surfaces. Locally, where a bounce occurs, the surface
displacement is high, giving rise to discrete "hot spots" along the surfaces of the layer.
The distance between adjacent hot spots is termed the "skip length" and can be calculated
using this simple formula:

Lkip = 2T tan a

where Tis the material thickness. Because the wave injected has angular spread, and the
wave is free to spread side to side in the layer (or out of Figure 6's page, as seen in Figure
7) there is a geometric spreading loss. The geometric loss in a two dimensional
waveguide (such as a semi-infinite plate) is proportional to the inverse of the square root
of the distance traveled, and is termed cylindrical spreading.
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Figure 6 - Basic guided wave propagation in a thick layer

Impedance discontinuities, or degradations of characteristic dimension less than
one half of the interrogating wavelength, are inefficient acoustic scatterers. The criteria
for detection is that the structural wavelength be small (and the frequency high) compared
with the characteristic depth of the degradation. However, the inherent damping loss
associated with wave propagation in any media is proportional to frequency, as shorter
wavelength signals must endure more cycles to interrogate a fixed distance and therefore
suffer a greater loss. Thus for maximum wave penetration in an elastic media, the lowest
possible frequency should be selected. Clearly a compromise is required that addresses
these two bounding conditions when small degradations are to be detected at considerable
distances.

2.2 Discussion of Equipment

Several manufacturers of ultrasonic transducers and peripheral equipment were
solicited for information on their products. A completely integrated laboratory testing
package (pulser-receiver electronics, acquisition software and hardware, transducers and
wedges) manufactured by Matec Instruments, Inc. (of Northborough, Massachusetts) was
selected for use in the experiments.

The testing equipment is comprised of a pulser/receiver card, a high fiequency
analog-to-digital acquisition board (both of which are attached to a standard PC ISA bus),
controlling software, piezo element contact transducers, coupling wedges and industrial
grade ultrasonic gel couplant. The transducers have a one inch diameter circular radiating
face, are tuned to 0.5MHz, and have an estimated half angle beam width ofjust over six
degrees.

Wedges are specified by the refracted shear wave angle (measured from the
surface normal) introduced into a steel test structure. All of the wedge angles that were
used (45°, 600, and 700) are past the compressional wave critical angle for steel, meaning
that compressional waves will not be excited in the steel plate. It should again be
emphasized that the transducer does not generate a planar incident field, so that energy is
injected in all directions. Therefore, it is more accurate to say the main lobe of the
incident sound field does not excite compressional waves in a steel test structure, but that
the sidelobes below the main lobe may indeed excite compressional waves.

The equipment can be utilized in either through transmission mode, where
separate transducers act as source and receiver, or pulse-echo mode, in which a single
transducer injects a wave and then passively listens for a return (these modes of operation
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are known to the acoustics community as bistatic and monostatic respectively). When
operated in through transmission mode, the source and receiver transducers are attached
to coupling wedges of the same angle.

The input voltage waveform is a toneburst, with the signal length, level (in
percent of maximum) and center frequency specified by the user. The signal length used
in all of the experiments was 4 microseconds, and the frequency 0.5MHz. The maximum
input voltage that the pulser can generate is 300v. Because the transducers are
uncalibrated, it is relationship between input voltage and mechanical force is unknown. It
is important to note that several more expensive pulser/receiver cards that can generate
inputs of 1 OOOv are commercially available. The acquisition board range is +1- 0.5 volts.
Therefore the maximum measurable signal is -6dB referencing Ivolt and the minimum is

around -130dB, with the minimum set by the system's dynamic range, which will be
shown to be 125dB.

2.3 Discussion of Test Platforms

The test platforms to be used are 1.0"x36.0"x8.0" (thickness, length, width) mild
steel plates. The thickness corresponds to that used in nuclear containment units. The
width is such that no side interactions will take place when waves are directed down the
length of the test platform and the width-centered source and receiver are not more than
70.0" apart (see Figure 7). The means that waves can be propagated down and back the
nearly the entire length of the plate before side interactions are part of the measured
return. Thus, for tests where propagation distances are less than 70 inches, the plate
width is rendered effectively infinite.

source receiver

70.0" allowable

Figure 7 - Required plate width for the elimination of side interactions as competing
signals.

In the following experimental procedures, all measured "degradations" are
actually uniform cross sectional slots cut across the plates' width. Transducers were
typically oriented perpendicular to the slots and because side interactions are intentionally
avoided, the degradations are rendered effectively two-dimensional. The effect of a
curved edge (i.e., not straight slots) on reflected returns is also an important
recommended study for future research.
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3.0 Experimental Procedures and Results

3.1.1 System Performance and Operability - Performance Check

As a first step in verifying the operability of the equipment, a conventional
ultrasonic thickness test was performed. Figure 8 shows a sketch of the experiment and
the measured return. A transducer was placed in direct contact (i.e., no coupling wedge)
with the longest edge of a 8" x 1" x 38" steel plate, with the idea of injecting
compressional waves injected across the plate's width. When operating in a monostatic
configuration, the transducer acts as a receiver while it acts as a source, meaning that the
input, free-vibration ringdown of the piezo element, and wedge reverberant field are all
measured. This is shown as the clipped portion of the signal before 40 microseconds
(receiver gain was set to record the reflected signal from the plate's opposite edge, which
clearly displayed significantly lower levels than those signals listed above). The first
returns after the source has died down are from the direct path to the opposite edge of the
plate and they occur at 75 microseconds. When half of this delay (time of flight for one
way travel) is multiplied by the assumed compressional wavespeed in steel (0.55 cm per
microsecond) the 8-inch width is estimated to be 8.12 inches. Although the transducer
used was not designed for this type of a test, the results point to a properly operating
system.

transducer05

0>025

,0.00 I

e o-0.25

75 microsec.
-0.50. - .- . #

< b 0 50 100 150 200

8" time (microseconds)

Figure 8 - Simulated UT test, setup and measured return.

3.1.2 System Performance and Operability - Dynamic Range

The system's input/output dynamic range was experimentally obtained by
measuring the maximum signal that the system can inject and the minimum signal that
the system can read. Two transducers (both attached to 45 degree coupling wedges) were
placed adjacent to one another on a one-inch thick steel plate. With the receiver gain set
to the allowed minimum (0 dB) and the input level set to the allowed maximum (100%),
the signal transmitted from one transducer to the other was monitored. The receiver
position was slowly varied away from the source until the received signal obtained its
first maximum (i.e., the receiver fell on the first "hot spot"). This was assumed to be the
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maximum signal level that could be injected. The source was then removed from the
plate, the receiver gain maximized (70 dB), and one hundred averages of the no source
signal assembled and averaged (to suppress uncorrelated sensor noise). This averaged
signal was assumed to represent the minimum measurable signal.

Figure 9 shows the results. Plotted are the power spectral densities of the
maximum and minimum signals. At 0.5MHz, where the source signal is concentrated, a
125dB difference can be seen. This difference represents the system's input/output
dynamic range.

System Dynamic Range
60

40 125 dB

20 max bistatic signal

§-20

-40

-60 min no source bistatic signal

-80

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 9 - Results for system dynamic range.

3.1.3 System Performance and Operability - Measurement Repeatability

In order to attribute differences in measured signals to physical effects,
measurement repeatability was quantified. These tests were performed on vertically
oriented plates to incorporate the problems associated with fixing the transducers in this
orientation. The tests involved measuring the transmitted signal from one transducer to
another for several different relative separation distances. Transmitted signals were
recorded over a three-day period on 3 plates, for a total ensemble of nine measured
signals at each separation distance. Of those nine signals, the ratios of the maximum to
minimum received signal levels are plotted in Figure 10 for 5 different source/receiver
separation distances. The plot shows a maximum variability of 2dB, thus allowing
measured differences greater than 2dB to be attributable to effects outside of pure chance.
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Figure 10 - Maximum variation in transmitted signal levels for various source-
receiver separation distances.

3.2 Source and Waveguide Characterizations

In order to accurately image the location and shape of a degradation, the distortion
caused by waveguide propagation of unfocused incident waves must be considered. For
these purposes, numerical modeling will serve as an invaluable tool. However, the
assumptions that must be made by those models will be critical. Therefore, as a basis for
refining the numerical modeling assumptions, the waveguide effects on signal
propagation were addressed in a series of tests.

Using one transducer as a source and a second as a roving receiver (with both
transducers fixed to a 450 coupling wedge), a bistatic array was simulated. By doing so,
the incident wave interactions with the plate's edges could effectively be monitored as it
propagated down the plate. Fig II illustrates the experimental setup.

Source Receiving
Transducer Transducer

38.0

Figure 11 - Test setup for monitoring forward travelling waves in a free plate.

Figure 12 shows a plot of the measured signal for the forward propagating wave.
The bottom axis represents time and the left-hand axis represents receiver distance from
the source. Image brightness is proportional to the envelope of the received signal level.
Note that the received signal takes longer to reach positions that are located further from
the source.
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Figure 12 - Combined envelopes of received signals at several locations relative to a
fixed source (forward travelling waves).

Several features of this plot can be brought to point:
* "Hot spots", seen as bright features, correspond to structural wave interactions

with the measured surface. These features appear with regular spatial periodicity
corresponding to the skip length of a 45-degree incident signal.

* The magnitudes of the hot spots diminish as the receiver is moved further fromthe source. The rate at which they diminish was verified to fit cylindrical
spreading predictions, implying that the edge reflections are "specular", like apool ball bouncing of the edge of a pool table. Moreover, because there is nostrong evidence of scattering to non-specular waves due to surface interactions, itcan be concluded that the measurement noise floor due to surface imperfections
will be low.

* A straight line can be fitted through the centers of the slashes, the slope of whichcorresponds to the global speed at which the energy travels down the plate. Thisglobal velocity is given by:

Vglob.n Vg,,
0 , CoS(6i.Cidf,)

This expression provides a convenient verification of the injected incident angle.

3.2.1 Assessment of Signal Loss Components - Degradation Shape

Figure 13 shows a schematic sketch of the test setup used to study the returnedsignal levels from degradations of various shapes. As noted previously, these
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Figure 13 - Test setup for degradation shape study.

degradations are actually straight slots cut across the plates' 8 inch width. All of the
degradations in this test were 4mm (0.158in) deep and 1Omm (0.394in) in width.
Monostatic returns were measured at several source locations relative to the slots' leading
edges. Figure 14 shows a sample return signal. The reflected signal "level" is defined as
the maximum value in the signal packet that is assumed, by simple time gating
procedures, to have emanated from the slot.
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Figure 14 - Sample reflected return from rectangular slot (used to define "signal
level")

Figure 15 shows the differences in reflected signal at several source locations
relative to the slot. For the 450wedge, the returns from the rectangular slot are, averaged
over source location, around 1 dB higher than those from the rounded slot and 4dB higher
than those from the "v" shaped slot (see Figure 1 5a). For the 700 wedge, the differences
are 5 and 9dB and are shown in Figure 15b.

These results include the effects of geometric spreading, which are greater for the
700 wedge than for the 450 wedge because the path to and from the slot is longer for the
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Figure 15 - Results from degradation shape study.

deeper angle. Additionally, the waveguide tends to compound the complexity of the
reflected signal, because the incident field actually approaches the slot from a wide array
of angles, and all reflected waves with any propagation component back in the direction
of the source is measured as a reflected signal. A more thorough analysis of the measured
differences would incorporate advanced acoustic scattering theories that are beyond the
scope of this study.

Figure 16a shows examples the time windowed returns reflected from the three
different slots. A comparison of these returns reveals that the arrival times of the
reflected signals are very nearly equal. Figure 16b shows the ratio of spectral magnitudes
for the rounded to the rectangular slot returns. It is in the frequency domain that the
majority of scatterer characterization schemes will be implemented. Such
characterization would require significant differences in the returns from different shape
degradations. Although no attempt is being made here to perform frequency domain
analysis, it appears as though there are significant differences not only in the level of the
reflected signal, but also in the frequency character of the reflected signals.
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Figure 16 - Differences in reflected signal character for different degradation
shapes. 16a shows windowed selections of the return signals reflected from the three
different slots. 16b shows the ratio of spectral levels for the windowed return from

the rectangular slot to the rounded slot.
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Degradation depth was studied using the same methodology used to study
degradation shape. Fig. 17 shows a sketch of the slots that were used in this test. All
slots were rectangular in shape and Omm in width. The slot depths were 4, 8 and 12mm.
Reflected signal levels were determined in the same manner used in the shape study.

,-d.

slot I slot 2 slot 3
(4mm) (8mmn) (12nun)

Figure 17 - Test setup for degradation depth study.

Figure 1 8a shows the differences in reflected signal at several source locations
relative to the slot for both a 450 and 70° wedge pair. For the 450 set, the returns from the
4mm deep slot are, averaged over source location, around 3dB lower than those from the
8mm deep slot and about 6dB lower than those from the 12mm deep slot. This trend is as
expected as deeper slots project a greater area of acoustic impedance.

Figure 1 8b shows the reflected signal levels from the three different slots using a
700 wedge set. The resultant trend for this case is not as expected. For some source -
receiver separation distances the reflected returns from the shallowest slot are actually
greater than those from the deepest slot. The trend was qualitatively observed over a
broad range of separation distances, eliminating skipping effects as a possible
explanation. The explanation for these unexpected results may, again, only be realized
after incorporating advanced scattering theories.
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Figure 18 - Results from degradation depth study.
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3.2.2 - Assessment of Signal Loss Components - Concrete Effects

The final bank of tests involved measuring the effects that concrete has on waves
travelling in an embedded plate. Figure 19 shows a photograph of a wooden test base
that was built to allow the midsection of three plates to be embedded in a concrete bath.
The signal transmitted from one end of the plate to the other was measured before and
after filling the molds with concrete. To determine the effect that bond quality has on
induced losses, one of the plates was wrapped with a single layer of 4mil plastic sheet.
The other two plates were tested under identical untreated conditions in order to quantify,
albeit sparsely, the concrete effect's repeatability. These plates are referred to either as
"coated", i.e., wrapped with a plastic sheet, or untreated, i.e., no plastic sheet.

W IW

Figure 19 - Test base for concrete effects test.

Figure 20 shows a simplified schematic of the test setup for a single plate. The
source transducer location was varied from 2.5 inches to 4.5 inches in 0.5-inch steps in
order to

38.0

Figure 20 - Test setup for concrete effects test. All units are in inches.

sufficiently sample one half of a skip length for the 70 degree wedge. The wave
propagated through the embedding region was monitored by a fixed position receiving
transducer. The received signal level is, as before, defined as the maximum value in the
incident signal packet reached by the receiver.

Figure 21 a shows the signal level received for three free standing (i.e., no
embedding concrete) plates, for several source locations. As expected, there is only
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minimal variation from plate to plate and the plastic wrap has no noticeable effect. Also
note that the received levels are about IOOdB above the measurable floor, with all losses
being attributable to geometric spreading. Figure 21b shows the received levels after
embedding the midsections of the plates in concrete. The two uncoated plates display a
significant loss in signal level (30dB, or I.6dB per centimeter of two-way travel) while
the coated plate level remains relatively high, incurring virtually no losses. Note that the
results for the untreated plates are very similar, with the differences being attributable to a
combination of measurement variation and concrete bond variation. Upon removing the
plates from the test base, the concrete surrounding the wrapped plate adhered well enough
to support its own weight. Thus, it appears as though the micro-character of the concrete-
to-steel bond plays a critical role in determining the proportion of energy lost from waves
travelling in the steel.
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Figure 21 - Transmitted signal level for three plates (one coated, two uncoated) free-
standing (21a) and partially embedded in concrete (21b)

Figure 22 shows the results for the transmitted signal levels through the coated
plate partially embedded in wet and cured concrete. Note that the transmitted levels are
3-4dB lower for the wet concrete case.
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Figure 22 - Transmitted signal levels for the coated plate partially embedded in wet
and cured concrete.

Figure 23 shows the received signal levels using different wedges tested on a
single untreated plate after it was embedded in concrete. The 70-degree wedge shows
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transmitted signal levels that are roughly 4-5 dB higher than those received using the 45-
degree wedge. Assuming that both wedges couple equally well to the test structure, this
result is to be expected because the incident wave injected by the 70-degree wedge
experiences fewer interactions with the concrete-steel interface due to the longer skip
distances.
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Figure 23 - Transmitted signal levels for embedded plate using different wedge
angles.
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3.4 Practical Detection Issues - Masking Signals

The objectives of these experiments were to determine the system loss
components in order to provide a total loss estimate and verify that the total loss does not
exceed the systern's dynamic range. However, these procedures do not address the
problem of competing signals. To gain a feel for the measurement floor that is dictated
by the presence of competing signals, the signals reflected from a rectangular slot (4mm
deep) located five inches below the air-concrete interface were measured (see Figure 24).
The results were compared to those obtained with no concrete present. This test

represents a scenario that one might encounter in the field and thus is an important gauge
for the technique's feasibility.
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Figure 24 - Test setup for simulated field scenario.

Figure 25 shows the return from the slot after concrete has been poured. The
signal level in the reflected signal "packet" is down about 20dB (linear factor of 1 0)
relative to the reflected return from the slot without concrete present. The return from the
slot is still evident, but the competing return signals (occurring between 50 and 130
microseconds) that would normally be considered secondary, are now only 6-10OdB down
(linear factor of about 2-3) from the peak in the reflected packet emanating from the slot.
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Figure 25F- Reflected signal from an embedded rectangular slot.

It is interesting to note that the reflected signal builds somewhat sharply at around
60 microseconds. This time delay corresponds very nearly to the time it would
theoretically take a compressional wave propagating directly down the plate's axis to and
from the slot's leading edge. Thus, it appears as though an incident side lobe has coupled
to a compressional wave in the steel. Therefore, these signals could be considered a
localizing aid as opposed to competitors. Consequently, no quantitative conclusions can
be drawn from this experiment concerning the relative levels of competing signals. The
important point is that if a competing signal can be identified, then it can in all likelihood
be removed from the return signal during post-processing. Implementing advanced signal
processing algorithms to exploit and/or discriminate phenomena of this type is an
important recommendation for future work.
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4.0 Conclusions

Corrosive thinning and pitting of the pressure vessel walls in embedded regions of
steel nuclear containment units currently cannot be detected without employing
expensive, dangerous and potentially inconclusive concrete chipping methods. It has
been proposed that high frequency acoustic imaging may serve as an alternate solution to
detecting these degradations.

A numerical study has already been carried out to address preliminary feasibility
issues. As a basis for improving these numerical models, and also to continue the study
in a more practical setting, a series of controlled laboratory experiments were executed.
The experiments were designed to assess the performance of a commercially available
fully integrated angle beam inspection system, and to further investigate the underlying
physics that govern the use of angle beam inspections. To pursue these goals, an angle
beam inspection system was obtained from Matec Instruments, Inc.

The experimental results are as follows:

* The measurement system displayed an input/output dynamic range of 125dB.
Therefore, in the absence of competing signals, 105dB of losses can be incurred
while still maintaining a 20dB signal-to-noise ratio. The system tested is of
moderate quality, and the dynamic range could in theory be increased by as much as
35dB by selecting a more powerful pulser and a higher precision acquisition board.
The system displayed measurement variations on the order of 1-2dB, which implies
that characterization of degradation dimensions will be subject to a 25% margin of
error and that measured differences greater than 2dB can be attributed to physical
effects. The source was verified to inject waves at refracted angles very near those
specified by the manufacturer.

* The mild steel plates that were used in the experiments propagated signals as if they
were effectively free of surface imperfections. Under similar conditions, the surface
generated noise floor and the false-positive alarms expected from surface flaws
should be minimal.

* The reflection coefficient from a 4mm deep, 10mm wide two-dimensional
degradation, measured using a 45-degree wedge, was shown to be about -24dB at 0.5
MHz. With the same wedge, rounded and "v" shaped degradations of similar depth
and width showed returns on average 1dB and 4dB, respectively, lower than those
returned from the 4mm deep rectangular degradation. For the same wedge, returns
from a 8mm deep rectangular degradation showed returns 3dB higher than those
from the 4mm deep degradation and a 12mm deep slot showed returns 6dB higher.
Using a 70-degree wedge, rounded and "v" shaped degradations of similar depth and
width showed returns on average 5dB and 9dB respectively, lower than those
returned from the rectangular degradation. The relation between reflected signal
level and degradation depth using the 70-degree wedge is unclear. These results
provide a preliminary basis for estimating reflected signal levels from a vast array of
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two-dimensional degradations.

* When plates are embedded in concrete, an additional l.6dB of signal loss is incurred
for each centimeter of two-way travel using 45-degree wedges, and 1.4dB using 70-
degree wedges. Plates that have a plastic wrap between themselves and the
embedding concrete show virtually no additional losses compared with free plate
signal losses. Therefore, in regions where corrosion is suspected, it is likely that the
concrete-to-steel bond is compromised, and the effect of the concrete may be
minimal. However, the presence of water in the concrete may significantly increase
the signal loss that is induced.

* The results from the signal loss components experiments can be combined to provide
a basis for estimating the total loss induced on an incident signal for many scenarios.
For example, a 4mm deep rounded degradation, located 30cm below the air/concrete
interface should display reflected signals 76-78dB down from the incident signals
measured at the drive point. This does not include geometric spreading, which will
add an additional 7dB of loss (based on 4dB of spreading loss at 16cm, as noted from
Figure 15a, which shows return levels of around -35dB for the rounded degradation
at a distance of 6.5 inches or 16cm, 25dB of which are due to the reflective character
of the degradation and based on a maximum of -6dB). In the absence of competing
signals, a degradation of this type should be detectable because roughly 40dB of
signal-to-noise ratio remains (based on the system's input/output dynamic range).

* Rectangular degradations 4mm in depth located 5 inches below the air/concrete
interface can be detected without addition signal post-processing. The competing
signal environment, which tends to mask returns from actual degradations, can be
accounted for using basic wave propagation analyses. Techniques to either utilize or
discriminate against these secondary mechanisms must be implemented for the
technique to demonstrate success in more challenging scenarios.

5.0 Recommendations

The results from this project can be used to determine, on a preliminary basis, the
feasibility of employing ultrasonic imaging in a vast array of degradation scenarios. It
appears as though moderately sized corrosive degradations (4mm and greater depth with
fairly abrupt edges) can be detected to distances of around 30cm below the air-concrete
interface. However, the study does not address several factors that could stand in the way
of eventually employing the technique.

Recommendations for future work fall into two main categories: continuation of
the feasibility study and the development of more sophisticated detection, localization
and degradation characterization solutions.

Additional feasibility issues include:
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* Three-dimensional effects, such as plate curvature, degradation curvature and the
mixing of return signals from several closely spaced degradations.

* Effects of structural discontinuities in the pressure vessel, such as periodically located
concrete anchors.

* Studying in significantly more detail the actual shapes that corrosion typically takes
on.

* Studying the bond quality between concrete and steel in areas of corrosion.

In order to develop more sophisticated imaging algorithms, the effective spatial
and temporal filters that an incident and reflected signal pass through must be well
known. Therefore, a thorough study of the acoustic properties of transducers and wedges
must be carried out. In addition, the ability to remove propagation path information from
the reflected signal must studied. This will be difficult in embedded scenarios without
knowing the concrete-steel bond quality, which was shown to play a major role in
determining total induced loss. Once both of those studies are successfully completed, it
will then be possible to carry out a study on implementing inverse scattering techniques
for the purpose of characterizing degradation dimensions.

Several procedural recommendations can be made based on the practical
knowledge gained in this study:

* The transducers used act as relatively narrowband mechanical filters (in relation to
conventional, highly damped transducers) and are tuned to 0.5 MHz nominally.
Frequency concentrated tone burst waveforms were used to minimize the energy lost
outside of the effective transducer filter and therefore to maximize the injected power.
In retrospect, the added problems of a relatively lightly damped piezo crystal (which
had a significant ringdown period) and a relatively long input signal (required for
frequency focusing) do not justify their selection over a highly damped crystal excited
with short pulses.

* It is imperative that gel couplant completely fills the space between the transducer-
wedge interface and the wedge-test structure interface. This becomes increasingly
difficult when wedges are coupled to vertical structures.
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ABSTRACT

The OECD Halden Reactor Project is an international network dedicated to enhanced safety and
reliability of nuclear power plants. The Project operates under the auspices of the OECD Nuclear Energy
Agency and aims at addressing and resolving issues relevant to safety as they emerge in the nuclear
community. This paper gives a concise presentation of the Project goals and of its technical
infrastructure. The paper contains also a brief overview of results from the ongoing programme and of
the main issues contemplated for the next three-year programme period (year 2000 - 2002).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Safe and reliable operation of nuclear power plants benefit from R&D advances and related technical
solutions. The OECD Halden Reactor Project is a leader in these advances with programmes devised to
provide answers in a direct and effective manner. The Project's strong international profile and solid
technical basis represent an asset for the nuclear community at a time in which maintaining centres of
expertise at accessible cost becomes increasingly important.

The Halden Project is a joint undertaking of national organisations in 20 countries sponsoring a jointly
financed programme under the auspices of the OECD - Nuclear Energy Agency. The programme is to
generate key information for safety and licensing assessments and aim at providing:

* Basic data on how the fuel performs in commercial reactors, both at normal operation and transient
conditions, with emphasis on extended fuel utilisation.

* Knowledge of plant materials behaviour under the combined deteriorating effects of water chemistry
and nuclear environment.

* Advances in computerised surveillance systems, human factors and man-machine interaction in
support of upgraded control rooms.
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Fig. 1. The Halden Project is an international network with 20 member
countries. The participants represent a complete cross section of the nuclear
community, including regulatory bodies, vendors. utilities and R&D centres.
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In addition to the joint programme work, a number of organisations in the participating countries execute
their own development work in collaboration with the Project. These bilateral arrangements constitute an
important complement to the joint programme and normally address issues of commercial interest to a
participant organisation or group of organisations.

The programme results are systematically reported in Halden Work Reports and in Enlarged meetings
organised by the Project. Participants' bilateral activities are also presented at these meetings. Special
workshops with participation of experts are frequently arranged for in-depth assessments of specific
issues, especially when new programme issues are to be established.

The joint programme is renewed every third year. The programme renewal involves extensive reviews
and discussions with Project participants on priorities, programme issues to be addressed and technical
means to achieve the programme objectives. The large circle of participants. with the consequent cost-
sharing among many parties, has enabled to utilise the overall infrastructure to the maximum possible
extent The Halden Project is committed to continue this endeavour by responding efficiently to technical
requirements emerging in the nuclear community, by maintaining its facilities in good order and by
continuing to adhere to a highly competitive cost structure. Norway, host country, has always been
strongly supportive of the Halden Project and is expected to do so in the future. The Norwegian
contribution covers 30% of the joint programme funding.

2. FUEL AND MATERIALS PROGRAMME

2.1 Key Facilities

The main tool for the fuel and material work is the Halden Boiling Water Reactor (HBWR), with its
range of experimental capabilities. The license for the reactor is to be renewed in 1999. and as on
previous occasions, the Norwegian Institute for Energy Technology, which operates the Haiden Project
facilities, has applied for a renewal for a period of ten years. The license application is based on an
extensive review of the Safety Report for the BBWR, particularly regarding the conditions of the vessel.
Data so far show that fluence-induced damage progresses at a low rate and that current criteria result in a
vessel projected lifetime well beyond year 2020.

Substantial development has taken place at Halden, aimed at providing a flexible facility where a variety
of experimental needs can be accommodated. When specific coolant conditions are required, such as for
cladding and structural materials studies, water loops are available. The loops can be operated in
different thermal-hydraulic and water chemistry conditions, covering a range of BWR and PWR
requirements.

The distinctive speciality of the HBWR fuel and material experiments resides in the ability to perform
high quality in-reactor measurements, which provide unique and well characterised data during
operation; that is, while mechanisms are acting. The Project experimental programmes are centred
around this capability and make use of it to the maximum possible extent

This capability has in recent years been extended such that commercial fuels can be efficiently tested at
Halden. Fuel rods extracted from commercial reactors can be segmented and re-fabricated into rodlets
suitable to further specialised testing at Halden. For this purpose the fuel segments are also retrofitted
with the instruments required for the tests.

Similarly, structural materials extracted from LWR cores can be machined, fatigue pre-cracked if
necessary and suitably instrumented for the Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking (IASCC).
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Fig. 2. Cross section of the Halden reactor cor& This core corfiguration refers to
February 1998, with totally 31 rest rigs and 68 driverfuel assembies. About half of
the test rigs are operated in LWR loops.

This technique is important in that it provide very representative materials already irradiated to doses
typical of "aged" plants.

The experimental work is supported by the hot cells for re-fabrication and post-irradiation examinations,
by workshops, electronics and chemistry laboratories and by a computerised Data Bank.

2.2 Ongoing Programme (Time Period 1997 - 1999)

The joint programme work in the fuel and material area focuses on the following main points:

Characterisation of UO2 fuel properties at high burn-up. typically up to 60 MWd/kg. The fuel thermal
conductivity degradation is assessed by means of direct on-line fuel temperature measurements. The
threshold for fission gas release and the fuel swelling are addressed in dedicated instrumented tests.
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These investigation make use of both test fuel and commercial fuel rods. Four test rigs are dedicated
to this objective.

* Extension of the fuel data base to include
gadolmia fuel and MOX fuel. Substantial
effort has been made to acquire repre-
sentative fuels and produce new test rigs,
especially for MOX characterisation. Both
test fuel and commercial fuel are used in
these tests. Two rigs are dedicated to
gadolinia fuel and three to MOX fuel ir-
radiations. The rods are instrumented. It
should also be noted that one test rig is
dedicated to the characterisation of com-
mercial VVER fueL

* Consequences of power and coolant trans-
ients to the fuel integrity. Power ramps (one
test rig, reloaded) and short term dryout
tests (one test rig, reloaded) have been car-
ried out on pre-irradiated commercial fuel.
The dryout tests have resulted in cladding
temperatures ranging from -500 to -10000C
for -30 to 50 seconds. These tests are now
completed. Preparation of a new test series
addressing LOCA transients and the mnecha-
nistic understanding of RIA transients are
underway.

* Consequence of increasing rod pressure at
high burn-up. This study involves two rigs,
one for cladding creep-out measurements in
stress reversal conditions, the other for
determining the pressure limit for cladding
lift-off onset. Re-fabrication, instrumented
commercial fuel rodlets are used for these
tests.

- Condenser Section

Outlet Thermocouples

Coolant Flow Channel

DOfferential Transformer
for CladcUng Elongation

Cladding Thermocouple

Neutron Detector (Co)

- Cladding Thermocouples
Cladding Thermocouple

- Neutron Detectors (Va)

- Inlet Thermocouples

- Inlet Water Tube.IHR,0

- Moderator (DMI

- In-core Cable
Connectors

I

Fig.3. TIst rig for deeining the consequence of short
term dryour Three pre-rradiaze4, commercialfed rod-
lets, after service in a BWR, were re-fabricared insru-
mented and loaded into this ng. Each subchanrel which
contained one fuel rod, could be individually operated
at reduced coolant flow conditions, producing dryout in
the upper portion of thefitel rod

* Corrosion of hydriding of modem cladding alloys at high bum-up. This test has started recently and
aims at comparing the corrosion behaviour of a variety of alloys up to 50 MWd/kg. Another test rig
has been used to determine mechanisms leading to secondary failures following (fuel and) cladding
IM oxidation and hydriding.

* Irradiation assisted crack growth (1ASCC) of as-fabricated sensitised and pre-irradiated stainless steel
materials in normal BWR water chemistry and in hydrogen water chemistry. The crack growth is
monitored on-line by means of in-reactor potential drop measurements. Pre-irradiated material is
retrieved from commercial reactors, and then machined and instrumented at Halden. Two test rigs
have been used in the ongoing programme period, a third rig is under preparation.
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• Initiation of IASCC in sensitised stainless steel,
aiming at determining the onset of IASCC as
function of stress and fast neutron fluence. One
rig is being used for this investigation.

• Effect of alloy composition and fast neutron
fluence on the susceptibility to IASCC. This test
is carried out in collaboration with the USNRCI-
ANL and involves one irradiation rig. The speci-
mens have been fabricated and are PIE-tested at
ANL

2.3 Boundary Conditions and Needs

In many countries utilities are faced with intense
competition due to deregulation and in order to
compete effectively, they are looking to improve
operational economics and flexibility. At the same
time, regulatory authorities have to verify that this is
done without detriments to reactor safety.

Licensees are implementing or considering extended
burn-up, longer fuel cycles, power upratings and
load follow as means to reduce operational and fuel
cycle costs. This exposes the fuel to increasing
challenges, which has prompted the vendors to
propose new fuel designs and new materials. There
is also a strong push to use mixed oxide fuels in
power reactors.
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Regulatory bodies are faced with the need for quali- -w _ i -ry -nofIft--ff.
fied models and codes for safety case assessments in
a variety of operational conditions, for many different types of fuel designs and at extended burn-up.
This necessitates new and improved data on fuel properties and fuel behaviour under various normal,
abnormal, and accident conditions.

At the same time, operational experience demonstrates that unforeseen anomalies can develop as
demands on performance become more stringent Localised corrosion and defected fuel degradation are
potential utility concerns. Control rod sticking and anomalous axial power offsets have recently posed
limitations on plant capacity factors and caused regulatory concern. Regulators will have to assess the
consequences of these anomalies and determine effective surveillance practices, whilst the industry has
to find valid technical remedies. Halden experiments can be of great value for addressing and resolving
these issues and those likely to emerge in the future.

As the age of power plants increases, safety authorities will need materials property data relevant to in-
reactor components at high irradiation doses, as they will form the basis for plant lifetime assessments.
Utilities are introducing operational changes that can enhance the reliability of plant structural
components - e.g., water chemistry modifications - and are adopting advanced materials where this can
be done. Pressure vessel annealing is a possible option for mitigating the effects of radiation embrittle-
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ment. Practical verifications and data will be needed to support lifetime predictions of existing and
replacement materials as well as to validate measures intended for lifetime extensions.

2.4 Aims of the Programme for the Time Period Between Year 2000 and 2002

The experiments contemplated here aims at determining potential burn-up limiting phenomena. More
emphasis will be placed on fuel swelling and pellet-cladding interaction. Tests will also address the gas
mobility in high burn-up fuel rods, since this is believed to impact the response to LOCA (as ballooning
is sustained by gas flow along the rod) and also to RIA. It is foreseen that cladding corrosion and
hydriding will be more extensively addressed, since the status of the cladding at normal conditions may
greatly affect the response in safety transients. The data will be used by Project participants as reference
for the fuel codes assessments.

The proposed programme for the time period between year 2000 and 2002 focuses on the following
main issues:

- Fuel high bum-up capabilities in normal operating conditions, aiming at providing fuel property data
needed for design and licensing in the bur-up range 50 to 80 MWd/kg. In selected tests the burn-up
wifll be pushed up to 100 MWd/lkg. Both test fuel and re-fabricated commercial fuels will be used in
the proposed investigations.

- Fuel high bun-up capabilities in safety transients, aiming at providing experimental complements to
investigations conducted elsewhere on loss of coolant and reactivity transients. The LOCA tests are
intended to address high burn-up, integral rod behaviour during transients and to complement separate
effects investigation conducted, for instance, at Argonne National laboratory. The RIA investigation
will instead focus on supporting the mechanistic understanding of the RIA transient, in particular the
role of fuel swelling and fission gas release. Further tests on short-term dryout and new tests on
power-coolant flow oscillations are also considered. The latter are intended to respond to regulatory
priorities on Anticipated Transients Without Scram, where needs have been set forth for verification
of the enthalpy criterion at high bum-up.

- Fuel performance anomalies, aiming at determinig the cause for fuel anomalies to occur during
service, as well as at identifying realistic design or operational remedies. These investigations are to
be conducted in synergy with bilateral activities. The items under discussion include

- Crud deposition as affected by water chemistry and heat rating.

- Axial offset anomalies caused by local boron accumulation on the surface of PWR fuel rods.

- Degradation of failed fuel resulting in large exposure of the fuel to the coolant and consequent
increase of radiation level in the coolant.

- Control rod stickng as result of axial growth of guide tubes during service.

It must again be clarified that the joint programme cannot address all these issues and that the Halden
Project work scope must be put in the context of what is being done in other programmes.

- Plant lifetime assessments, aiming at generating validated data on stress corrosion cracking of reactor
materials at representative stress conditions and radiationtwater chemistry environment. The work
initiated in previous programme periods on irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking will be
extended to include highly irradiated materials. The programme is intended to clarify the extent to
which remedies introduced to alleviate the stress corrosion of in-reactor components remain

* applicable to components which have been in service for a long time. One focus will be on
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representative BWR materials which have been retrieved from commercial reactors and on the use of
these materials for in-core measurements of crack growth rates at given stress intensities. A second
focus will be on stress corrosion studies under PWR conditions, as it is anticipated that cracking of in-
reactor materials in PWRs may also become an issue of concern.

The embrittlement of reactor pressure vessel materials due to neutron irradiation is an important issue
as nuclear plants age and is also addressed in the programme proposal. The Project intends to support
collaborative programmes with participants in this area as needs arises, notably by utilising the
Halden reactor as a course of neutrons under a wide variety of temperature and flux and fluence
conditions.

3. MAN-MACHINE INTERACTION PROGRAMME

3.1 Key Facilities

The Virtual Reality (VR) centre currently established at Halden is a complement to HAMMLAB,
providing the basis for new developments in control room design and engineering, particularly for control
room upgrades. Applications arc also envisaged in decommissioning, particularly in relation to design of
special decommissioning tools, operational procedures, and training with maintenance procedures.

Fig. S. Layout of a control room produced for a utility using the Haden Virtual
Realiy facilitr. Ths was part of the design for the modernisarion of the control
room in a nuclear power plant in Europe. The Halden VRffaciliry is presently
used mainly in conrol room engineering - in conjunction with the Halden
human factor expertise. Epected applications include computer-based training
and decommissioning.
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The simulator-based Halden Man-Machine Laboratory CA ILAB) is the main vehicle for the human-
machine systems research at the Project A programme for expanding and upgrading the HUAMLAB is
being undertaken to enable the facility to meet future requirements for human factors and control room
research. One goal is to establish a flexible infrastructure in terms of hardware and software tools,
including powerful, modem full-scope simulators for PWR, BWR and VVER systems. Thus, the
simulators will be able to reproduced relevant power plant systems during normal, disturbed, and
accident conditions. The built-in functionality of the HAMMLAB 2000 will facilitate the transfer of new
results to commercial power plants.

The activities in the HACMAB and in the VR centre rely on the availability of simulators and of
computerised operator support systems. Such tools should continuously be updated and utilised in control
room applications by Project participants.

3.2 Ongoing Programme (Time Period 1997 - 1999)

* A series of pilot studies have been performed to find a reliable and valid methodology to investigate
human error in a control room setting. These pilot studies investigated diagnostic strategies and styles
that had been observed in earlier single operator and team based studies.

* One of the issues addressed by the first main human error experiment is the question of detection and
recovery of erroneous actions in the situation where they actually take place. Since detection clearly is
a prerequisite for recovery, the experiment considered how well people are able to detect the
erroneous actions they make and how the level of detection depends on the circumstances or
conditions, such as interface, team, workload, etc. The other main purpose was to develop a method
for predicting performance failures, specifically the error modes that can be expected for a specific
task.

* Systematic experiments in HAMMLAB put special demands on operator performance measurements.
Performance scores have to be comparable across scenarios and sensitive to a wide range of operator
competence levels. The measure should be reliable and robust should account for team performance
as well as single operator performance, and be efficient in use. It is furthermore desirable that the
measure complies with established norms for human performance measurement regarding reliability,
validity, sensitivity, non-intrusiveness, etc. The Project has therefore developed a method based on the
prescription of optimal solutions to scenarios, based on discussion with process experts. For each
scenario, the expert solutions are represented hierarchically in a diagrammatic form. Operator
activities are classified and weighted according to their importance. During the experiment, the
process expert registers operator activities in real time, concurrent with operator performance. After
the study a performance index is calculated estimating the discrepancy between the expert analysis
and operator solutions to the scenarios. In 1997 the Project analysed data collected during earlier
alarm and hnrnan error experiments. The results show a good consistency among the activity types
defined by the system, and a moderate relationship with plant performance.

* A method for analysing plary performance measures has been developed and applied to data collected
from crews participating in experiments. The performance of the crew is compared to an optimal
control model developed for the scenario and afterwards a data analysis technique is applied. The
applicability of PPAS is promising, and it might be an important additional measure based on real
plant measures to evaluate the quality of the crew performance.

* Project staff has designed a so-called integrated large overview display with the idea to support rapid
assessment of the plant status and dynamics by a representation of the whole process. The display is
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Fig. 7. Experiments in HAMMLAB put special demands on operator performance measurements.
The Project has developed a method based on the prescription of optimal solutions to scenarios,
based on discussion with process experts. For each scenario, the expert solutions are represented
hierarchically in a diagrammatic form. Operator acuvities are classified and weighted according to
their importance. During the experimen4 the process expert registers operator activities in real
time, concurrent with operator performance. After the study, a performance index is calculated
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shared by the control room staff and is a strong support for co-ordination. The layout and content of
the display are context dependant to match the changing operators' needs and tasks. Centred around
mimic diagrams, it combines different graphical features to support an efficient control of the
complex process. Configurable elements and an original alarm presentation support clear and rapid
identification of disturbances.

* The surveillance and control task of any industrial plant is based on readings of a set of sensors. It is
essential that the output from these sensors are reliable since they provide the only objective
information about the state of the process. The signal validation task confirns whether sensors are
functioning properly. A method for transient and steady state on-line signal validation has been
developed at the Project using artificial neural nets and fuzzy logic pattern recognition. The method
has been successfully tested on simulated scenarios covering the whole range of PWR operational
conditions. Data was provided by EDF, France. The neuro-fuzzy model has been implemented in a
clientlserver software system under Windows NT. The system is called PEANO.

* Following the principles behind formal sofrtware development, the Halden Project has developed a
methodology based on algebraic specification and a proof tool, the HRP Prover. One of the virtues of
this methodology is that the same language, tool and proof techniques can be used both in
specification and design, even down to a "concrete" specification which can be automatically
translated into code. In the specification phase, the theorem prover is used to verify and validate the
specification, while in the design phase the same tool is used to verify the correctness of the design
steps.

* Testing a program means to execute it with selected test data to demonstrate that it performs its task
correctly. Ideally the test data should be selected so that all potentially residual faults should be
revealed. The Halden Project have performed several investigations of resting methodologies. An
ongoing activity at HRP on testing is an experimental evaluation of a method, the so-called PIE
(Propagation, Infection, Execution) method.

3.3 Future Work, Boundary Conditions and Needs

Maintenance and operating costs comprise a major portion of total cost and plant operators will be
searching for means to enhance the plant availability through efficient control and surveillance systems.
Currently, most plants operate with instrumentation and control systems for which industry support - and
sometimes spare parts - are lacking or diminishing. The modernisation of existing control rooms will be a
priority issue for the nuclear industry in the years to come. This will involve increased use of automation,
compact operator workstations, databases, integration methods and digital display systems. Such
programmes increase the need to develop guidelines and methods to facilitate the analogue-digital system
transition.

Regulatory authorities are faced with the challenge of advanced information technology both in the
control room and in the plant process and safety systems. The ability to analyse and anticipate the
consequences of changes in operational practice or in the human-machine balance will remain an
important focus of the human factors research. Compilation and analyses of international operational
experience performed elsewhere can be a very valuable basis for understanding why errors are made, and
for identifying both common elements and cultural and national differences. The need of proven methods
for deriving validated conclusions from operational experience and HAMMLAB work should also be
addressed. The experience from work with non-nuclear industries can be very beneficial for nuclear
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control room applications, considering that other industries are often more advanced in the use of specific
technologies.

3.4 Aims of the MM Programme for the Time Period Between Year 2000 and 2002

Advanced computer-based human system interface technologies are being introduced into existing
nuclear power plants to replace the existing interfaces. These developments can have significant
implications on plant safety in that they will affect the overall function of the personnel in the system: the
amount, type and presentation of information; the ways in which personnel interact with the system; and
the requirements imposed upon personnel to understand and supervise an increasingly complex system.

The programme for 2000 - 2002 is intended to address the above issues by means of extensive
experimental work in the human factors, control room design and computer-based support system areas.
The work will be based on experiments carried out in the upgraded Halden Man-Machine Laboratory
facility (HAM0LAB) which will become an even stronger nucleus of the research programme. the
proposal is to a great extent based upon input from the Project's participants and contains four main areas
of activity:

- Experimental Programme and Operation of HAMMLAB. The use of the laboratory will increase in
terms of type and size of experiments, extended operational regimes and more realistic work
settings. Installations of several advanced operator support systems on the new simulators are
proposed to demonstrate the benefits of such systems in an integrated control room environment. An
ambitious experimental programme is planned that will take extensive use for the HAMMLAB
facility. The programme will address a wide range of issues including control room layout,
interaction modes, information presentation and display design, levels of automation, human error
and collaborative work.

M- an-Machine Interaction work aimed to extend the knowledge about the characteristics of human
performance in process control environments and to demonstrate how this can be used in the
specification and design of solutions to specific problems. The proposed programme addresses
hybrid and advanced control rooms, contemporary and future man-machine interaction, interface
design, individual and collaborative work, human error, function allocation and automation, and
further method development

- Planr Performance Monitoring and Optimisation, exploring and demonstrating system solutions that
have potentials for improving plant performance and optimising. plant operation as well as
improving operational safety. The proposed activities comprise development of new and more
robust support systems. Also, it is proposed to investigate how new technology as e.g. Virtual
Reality can be used in operation and maintenance training.

- System Safety and Reliability, investigating the benefit of formal software development methods for
computer systems with high reliability requirements. The integration of computer systems in plants
makes it necessary to evaluate these in the total safety assessment context. It is proposed to study the
incorporation of different evaluation methods for safety assessment of progranmmable plant control
and supervision systems.
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ABSTRACT

The fuels testing programme conducted in the Halden reactor (HBWR) is aimed at providing data for a mechanistic
understanding of phenomena which may affect fuel performance and safety parameters. It is based on more than thirty
years of experience and the development of reliable in-core instrumentation, versatile irradiation rigs and loop systems
for the simulation of light water reactor conditions.

The fuels performance studies focus on implications of high bumup. The instrumentation typically allows to assess
thermal property changes as function of burnup, fission gas release as influenced by power level and operation mode,
fuel swelling, and pellet-clad interaction. Relevant burnup levels (> 50 MWd/kgU) are provided through long term
irradiation in the HBWR and through utilisation of re-instrumented fuel segments originating from commercial light
water reactors. While UO, fuels still represent the majority of the test materials, other variants such as mixed oxide
and Gd-bearing fuel receive increasing attention.

The thermal behaviour of urania fuel as function of burnup has been investigated with a number of experiments which
constitute a data base for the assessment of U0 2 conductivity degradation. The derived modification of U0 2 thermal
conductivity is suitable for the explanation of temperatures measured in re-instrumented BWR fuel segments which
have been further irradiated in the Halden reactor.

Various aspects of fission gas release are investigated with a number of experiments. The paper provides an example
of release behaviour during normal operation as function of burnup and grain size. Regulations usually require that rod
overpressure due to fission gas release does not lead to increased fuel temperatures due to clad lift-off and opening of
the fuel-clad gap. The Halden Project is therefore conducting experiments to assess the cladding creep behaviour at
different stress levels and to establish the overpressure below which the combination of fuel swelling and cladding
creep does not cause increasing fuel temperatures.

Pellet-clad mechanical interaction (PCMI) is manifested with clad elongation measurements, and data originating from
re-instrumented high burnup fuel are shown. The measurements provide information on the strain during a power
increase. the relaxation behaviour, and the extent of a possible ratcheting effect during consecutive start-ups.

Further investigations as indicated above are planned in the current and next programme period from 2000 to 2002. It
is foreseen to study the behaviour of mixed oxide fuel, Gd-bearing fuel and other variants developed in conjunction
with burnup extension programmes. To this end, fuel segments irradiated in light water reactors and having reached
high exposure have been procured. Some of them will undergo a burnup extension in the HBWR to reach bumups not
yet achieved in LWRs, while others will be re-instrumented and tested for a shorter duration only. Plans are also being
developed for testing high bumup fuel in power oscillation and LOCA conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Investigations of fuel performance in steady state and transient operation conditions have constituted a
major part of the experimental work carried out in the Heavy Boiling Water Reactor (HBWR) at Halden
since its start-up in 1959. The in-core studies were supported by the development and perfection of
instrumentation and experimental rig and loop systems where reactor fuels and materials can be tested under
PWR and BWR conditions111. Fundamental knowledge and contributions to the understanding of LWR fuel
behaviour in different situations could thus be provided in support of a safe and economic nuclear power
generation.

Fuels testing at the Halden Reactor Project has for a number of years focused on implications of extended
burnup operation schemes aimed at an improved fuel cycle economy. The experimental programmes are
therefore set up to identify long term property changes with an impact on performance and safety. While
PIE ascertains the state existing at the end of irradiation, in-core instrumentation provides a full description
of performance history, cross correlation between performance parameters, on-line monitoring of the status
of the test, and a direct comparison of different fuels and materials. Trends developing over several years,
slow changes occurring on a scale of days or weeks, and transients from seconds to some hours can be
monitored. The data generated in the fuels testing programmes originate from in-pile sensors which allow
to assess:

* fuel centre temperature and thus thermal property changes as function of burnup;

* fission gas release as function of power, operational mode and burnup;

* fuel swelling as affected by solid and gaseous fission products;

* pellet - cladding interaction manifested by axial and diametral deformations.

The irradiation of instrumented fuel rods is carried out in specialised rigs according to test objectives, e.g.
long term base irradiation, diameter measurements or ramps and overpower testing. In addition to fuel
instrumentation, some rods in experimental rigs have gas lines attached to their end plugs. This allows the
exchange of fuel rod fill gas during operation and makes it possible to determine gas transport properties as
well as the gap thermal resistance and its influence on fuel temperatures. It is also possible to analyse swept
out fission products for assessment of structural changes and fission gas release. This is an important
experimental technique for the high burnup programmes currently being executed and defined for the period
2000 - 2002.

The examples of experimental work and results selected for this paper relate to high burnup fuel
performance with respect to thermal behaviour, fission gas release, PCMI and cladding creep. They can be
used for fuel behaviour model development and verification as well as in safety analyses.
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2. SELECTED RESULTS FROM THE FUELS TESTING PROGRAMME

The examples discussed in the following sections represent only a fraction of the data base on fuel behaviour
from zero to >90 MWdtkg burnup. While urania still represents the dominant fuel type, variants such as
fuels with additives, Gd-baring fuel and mixed oxide fuel receive increasing attention. It is therefore the aim
to gradually build up a data base similar to the one existing for standard urania fuel.

2.1 Degradation of U0 2 thermal conductivity
and thermal behaviour of high burnup fuel

A good knowledge of the fuel temperature is fundamental for fuel behaviour modelling since most
properties and phenomena are temperature dependent. An accurate description of the temperature
distribution in a fuel rod is therefore required before other effects can be quantitatively defined.

For high burnup fuel, several effects with an influence on thermal performance have been identified and
made the subject of experimental work. One of the most important phenomena in this regard is the
degradation of U0 2 thermal conductivity. Others are the changes induced by the formation of a porous rim
and gap conductance as influenced by gap closure and fission gas release. These questions are addressed in
the Halden Project experimental programme in separate effects as well as integral behaviour studies
involving fuel with burnup from 50 to >90 MWd/kgUO2.

Conductivity degradation has been manifested both with simulated[21 and in-reactor burnupt 1 and is now
generally accepted as an important phenomenon to be considered in modelling of high burnup fuel
behaviour. The Halden Project's fuel testing programme contains a number of experiments where
temperature measurements allow the conductivity degradation to be inferred. The evaluation of temperature
changes with burnup has resulted in a modification of the MATPROt41 formulation for U02 conductivity:

A = 1 +0.0132 e00o 188 - T

0.1148 + 0.0035 * B + 2.475 * 10 * (1 - 0.00333 -B) - T

with temperature T in 0C, burnup B in MWd/kgfU0 2 and conductivity X in W/mK for fuel of 95% td.

The modified formula is derived from in-pile data and therefore, in addition to the influence of fission
products entrained in the fuel matrix, accounts for all other irradiation dependent effects which may have
an influence on conductivity, i.e. microcracking, Frenkel defects and the formation of small fission gas
bubbles.

Application to re-insnimmented commercialffuel with high burnup

Fuel retrieved from LWRs or other types of reactors can be fitted with instrumentation, e.g. fuel centreline
thermocouple, pressure'transducer and cladding elongation detector. The re-instrumentation technique is
well developed and has been applied to numerous fuel segments related to bilateral and HRP joint
programme fuels testing. Relevant data from typical fuels with high bumup can thus be obtained without
several years of waiting time normally required for burnup accumulation.

BWR fuel with a burnup of 59 MWdfkgUO2 has been re-instrumented and then irradiated in the Halden
reactor with the objective to study the thermal, fission gas release, and PCvI performance. PE of sibling
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fuel showed that a rim structure and a bonding layer had formed. The temperature data therefore reflect the
combined influences of high burnup effects mentioned above: conductivity degradation, the thermal
resistance of the porous rim with a maximum burnup of about 150 MWd/kgU, the gap between pellet and
cladding, and eventually also fission gas release. The start-up temperature data are shown in Fig. I together
with a code prediction assuming:

a) conductivity degradation according to the _

model given above,

b) periphery-peaked power and burnup distri- hi'
bution according to the TUBRNP '
model[51, x

c) porosity distribution with a maximum at e
the periphery and decreasing to densified 8 :
fabrication porosity for local burnup < 70
MWd/kgU (developed rim structure), _ _ ' _ _ o _ __ _

0 0 is 202

d) gap closure at the power achieved at the Unear heat rate (kW/m)

end of BWrR irradiation (12 MWm). Fig.) Temperatures measured in high burnuppfl and comparison with

With these assumptions, a very satisfactory code prediction using the modelfor conductivity degradation

agreement between measured and calculated fuel temperatures can be obtained, confirming the validity of
the conductivity degradation model for commercial fuel.

Fission gas release during steady state operation eventually led
to a 50% He / 50% FG mixture of gases in the fuel rod. However,

1200 Fission gas release this had little influence on gap conductance and fuel tempera-
during steady state

n sd tures as is evident from the data shown in Fig. 2. The up-ramp

1000 (before FGR) and the down-ramp (after FGR) are virtually iden-
tical and it can be concluded that the gap conductance of fuel

a_800 with high burnup is quite independent of the gas composition
due to the tightly closed gap at power. This observation is con-
firmed by several other HBWR experiments where the fill gas

X 600 can be exchanged in-pile through gas lines. An underestimation
X /of gap conductance at high burnup will lead to overprediction of
2 400/ fuel temperatures (stored energy) and fission gas release and

may thus severely impact safety assessments.

s 200
IL. 2.2 Fission gas release

0 I The release of fission gas from U0 2 fuel continues to be a

LHR, corr. (kW/m) subject of considerable interest. At high burnup, the release may
lead to rod overpressure and become a life-limiting factor. The

Fig. 2 Fuel temperature during a sequence of influence on fuel temperatures and stored energy via gap
power increase, steady power with fission gas conductance has direct consequences for the assessment of core

reliability and safety during normal operation and transients.
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Fission gas release fovm fuels with different grain size

In order to decrease fission gas release, fuels with large grains are being developed by vendors and tested
in the Halden reactor. Also the joint programme addresses the mitigating effect of grain size on fission gas
release with several experiments. For the one described below, fuel rods pre-irradiated in the HBWR were
re-instrumented with pressure transducers with the initial objective to investigate the influence of power
cycling operation on fission gas release. After establishing that power cycling did not cause enhanced
fission gas release at the associated burnup level (30 - 40 MWd/kgUO2 ), the irradiation continued normally
to a bumup > 80 MWd/kgUO2 .

The two rods DH and DK differ with respect to grain size (6 and 17 gm) and gap size (200 and 360 gm).
Calculating fission gas release from the change in rod pressure showed that the characteristics of release
were different in the two rods. Whereas the release from rod DH with the small gap and small grain fuel
increased rather gradually with time, that in rod DK showed a greater sensitivity to irradiation conditions.
In particular, it showed a rapid release of fission gas during the initial rise to power.

The in-pile data have been analysed using a simple .. s .

fission gas release model based on single gas atom 40lI 30-
diffusion with re-solution from grain boundaries. The __20__________l_________________

predictions were benchmarked against the Halden _____1111
empirical FGR threshold and compare very 40.

favourably with the data as can be seen from Figs. 3 E I C EsInuated FGR from pressure measurement_
3n .30 - Predinted FGR 6

The conclusion reached from this experiment and 2

code comparison is that the characteristics of the
fission gas release observed do reflect the differences
in rod design, namely, enhanced temperatures brought v, 10 20 30 40 0 60 70 80

about by the large as fabricated gap and large grain Rod Average Bum-up (MW*Ou2

size in rod DK compared with slightly lower Fig. 3 Predictedandmeasuredfissiongasrelease(rodDHt)

temperatures and smaller grain size in rod DH. Of the __
two parameters studied in this experiment, the largest ,4

effect on FOR was induced by the difference in fuel- 20- _ r ?
to-clad gap. 10.

The further irradiation is of interest in light of plans to 4 ° ° Estnated FOR sour pressure measuremnts

possibly achieve burnups of 100 MWd/kgU in PredvW FGR

conunercial power reactors for even better fuel E
utilisation and waste reduction. The experiment has 3 20SO

the potential to reach such a burnup level and to 1.
provide valuable lead data both from the in-core l

measurements and PIE. C 1o 20 3o 40 tO 60 7o 80 90

Rod Averae Bunup PAWd"gUO2)

Fig. 4 Predicted and measuredfission gas release (rod DK)
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2.3 Pellet - clad mechanical interaction

Standard fuel designs employ a gap between pellet and cladding of about 2% of the pellet diameter. The gap
closes gradually due to fuel swelling and cladding creep-down with the potential of increasing pellet-clad
mechanical interaction (PCMI) with increasing exposure. This may pose restrictions on reactor operation
with respect to rate and amount of power increases.

PCMI can be measured in-pile in two ways: with a diameter gauge moving along the length of a rod, and
with a cladding elongation detector. The latter can also be fitted to pre-irradiated segments from commercial
power reactor fuel rods. Cladding elongation data can be evaluated with respect to:

* onset of PCMI and amount of interaction;

* relaxation behaviour at constant power,

* permanent elongation due to overstraining (plastic flow), creep and growth;

* ratcheting interaction in conjunction with cyclic power changes.

The data of the following example are obtained from two 433 mm long re-instrumented PWR fuel rods with
a final bumup of 37.5 MWdfkg U02 (42.5 MWd/kgU)i6I. The rods, which differ with respect to fuel grain
size (rod 1: 8.5 gm, rod 2: 22 pIn), have also been used for fission gas release studies not reported here. Fig.
5 depicts the cladding elongation during periods of steady state operation (normalised to a constant power
of 35 kW/m) for the entire time of irradiation. Several of the effects mentioned above can be identified:

1-.I.,I..I..I..I..I..I..I....
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.7 Rod 2
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E6

.4 *Rodl1
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29.. . 31. 3 3 3 3 , 3 3.
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Burnup (MWd/kgUO 2)
Fig. 5 Cladding elongation at steady state power of 35 kW/mfor a PWRfuel rod with medium burnup
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Ratcheting: The elongation peaks (especially visible for burnups > 33.5 MWd/kg U02) are associated with
shut-down/start-up sequences. They indicate ratcheting, i.e. interaction onset during start-up occurs at
somewhat lower power than the release of interaction (loss of pellet-clad contact) during the preceding
power decrease. It appears that the small-grain fuel exhibits more ratcheting than the large-grain fuel.

Relaxation: The additional stress caused by racheting is relaxed by fuel creep within a few days. This is also
the case for the first start-up.

Permanent elongation: The general trend of the elongation vs. burnup data indicates irradiation induced
growth of the cladding. There are no obvious signs of plastic strain induced by the ratcheting elongation
peaks.

From the example above, it should be clear that cladding elongation data contain a wealth of information.
Gap closure, fuel-clad compliance and amount of PCMI are obvious subjects of analyses and data
interpretations. A number of other effects and properties have been evaluated over the years by means of
cladding elongation:

* thermal energy stored in a fuel rod;

* thermal conductivity of the zirconium oxide layer on the waterside surface of a fuel rod;

* swelling of high burnup fuel with bonding between fuel and cladding

* loss of contact between fuel and cladding due to rod overpressure and creep-out (noise analysis);

* relative difference of creep properties of U0 2 and MOX fuel.

Only few fuel modelling codes try to include pellet-clad interaction in a non-simplistic way, and the
difficulties of modelling axial PCMI are recognised. But even without detailed model interpretation,
cladding elongation data can and should be valued for providing insight into various aspects of fuel
behaviour.

2A Cladding creep reversal and rod overpressure

Fission gas release at high burnup may result in the rod pressure exceeding the coolant pressure. A creep-
out of the cladding may then open the fuel-cladding gap and lead to increasing fuel temperatures and further,
increased fission gas release. In order to assess the consequences to fuel integrity, the creep characteristics
of cladding material must be known.

Cladding creep data at high fluence in the presence of neutron flux were produced in the Halden reactor
under representative LWR conditions in a diameter measurement rig. A gas line connected to the cladding
tube enabled to change the rod inner pressure. In this way, several stress reversals were produced, and the
cladding creep was measured in-pile by a diameter gauge with a relative precision of ±2 jlm. Unlike PE
which only provides a single point, the results obtained show in a unique manner the development from
primary to secondary creep.

The reaction of pre-irradiated BWR cladding material (fluence 6x 102& n/cm2, E > I MeV) to stress reversals
is shown in Fig. 6. The rod diameter changed in a stepwise manner whenever the applied stress was
changed. Fig. 6 also shows that immediately following each stress change, although sometimes difficult to
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detect, primary creep occurred. These data have provided insight in the reaction of cladding material to
changing stress conditions and the relation of primary and secondary creep to stress change and stress
levelt61. They are used by Halden Project participants for modelling the creep-out behaviour at high burnup
as consequence of rod overpressure. A question posed before conducting the test was whether primary creep
would recur with every stress change. This was answered in a direct manner and the result has a bearing on
the modelling of cladding failure induced by power changes.
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Fig. 6 Creep response of cladding rube subjected to compressive and tensile stress.

The recurrence of primary creep can be noted

A complementary test, in which a pre-irradiated PWR rod equipped with a fuel centreline thermocouple is
subjected to rod overpressure, was executed with the aim to determine the pressure beyond which the fuel
temperature will increase due to clad creep-out. The fuel (burnup 55 MWd/kg) was re-instrumented with a
fuel thermocouple and a cladding elongation detector. The rod overpressure was controlled with a high
pressure gas supply system connected to the fuel rod with a gas line. This feature also allowed the exchange
of fill gas (He<oAr) during operation, hydraulic diameter measurements, and fission gas release analysis
by means of gamma spectroscopy. The latter was also used to assess the contribution of fissions from the
remaining U-235 and the Pu generated via conversion of U-238M1 . The best agreement between the release-
to-birth ratio of the Kr and Xe isotopes was obtained when the U/Pu composition as measured by PIE of
sibling fuel was assumed for the fission yield. Unique temperature data in response to different levels of rod
overpressure have been obtained, and it was found that overpressure >130 bar was required to produce
increasing fuel temperatures as a result of clad lift-off and gap opening.
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3. FUTURE ACTIVITIES RELATED TO FUEL PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATIONS

The demand for an economic and flexible, yet safe operation of nuclear power plants continues to pose
considerable challenges. The continuation of the Halden Reactor Project experimental programme in the
years 1999 - 2002 therfore focuses on the following issues related to fuel performance:

Fuel high burnup capabilities in normal operating conditions, aiming at providing fuel property data
needed for design and licensing in the bumup range 60 - 100 MWd/kg. Both test fuel and re-
fabricated commercial fuels will be used, including Gd bearing and MOX fuels.

* Fuel high burnup capabilities in safety transients, aiming at providing experimental complements to
investigations conducted elsewhere on loss of coolant and reactivity initiated transients. Tests on
short-term dryout and possibly on power-coolant flow oscillations are also considered.

As before, the test execution will rely on experience with instrumentation, re-fabrication of irradiated fuel
and cladding, experimental rigs providing suitable conditions, and the input from participants regarding
issues and phenomena to be addressed as well as test implementation and execution details.
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ABSRACT

The materials programme at Halden, in addition to cladding corrosion
studies, is aimed also at addressing the effects of operating conditions
and water chemistry variables on core materials behaviour, particularly
as related to reactor pressure vessel integrity and Irradiation Assisted
Stress Corrosion Cracking (IASCC). the materials degradation
phenomenon which affects the structural integrity of stainless steel and
nickel based components. The aim of the experimental work is to
improve the understanding of materials ageing processes, to demonstrate
the benefits of mitigation measures and to evaluate properties of
materials which been subjected to long in-reactor service. While a
number of the studies are performed in loops which simulate light water
reactor environments in terms of thermal-hydraulic, radiation and water
chemistry conditions, dry irradiation facilities are also utilised,
particularly in relation to studies aimed at determining the effects of
fluence on material integrity.

1. INTRODUCTION

The objectives of the activities in the materials programme are to improve the understanding of materials
ageing and degradation processes as well as to demonstrate methods designed to increase component
lifetime, all of which are of considerable importance as safety related issues. The focus is on in-reactor
experiments addressing core and vessel materials and, to this end, a range of different studies are being
conducted. Under the Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking (LASCC) test programme,
the IASCC susceptibility of stainless steels (and nickel base alloys), the effects of radiation and water
chemistry on IASCC, the quantification of crack growth rates as a function of stress intensity and the
benefits of mitigation measures such as HWC have been addressed. Under dry irradiation conditions, the
effects of fluence on the microstructual and mechanical properties of ferritic and austenitic reactor
internals materials are being studied.

Aspects of each of these areas of research are described in further detail in the sections which follow.
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2 IRRADIATION ASSISTED STRESS CORROSION CRACKING (IASCC) PROGRAMME

2.1 Crack Growth Studies

In the series of crack growth studies that have been performed at Halden to date, several objectives have
been addressed. The purpose of the early studies was to develop specimens and instrumentation methods
that could be employed in monitoring the cracking behaviour of core component materials during
exposure in representative LWR (typically BWR) environments. By utilising instrumented specimens, the
impact of, for example, changes in water chemistry and / or applied stress intensity levels may be
monitored on-line during the course of irradiation. as opposed to relying on post irradiation examination
to determine behaviour. .

1Q , _ _._

In the first investigations, the possibility
of using wedge-loaded Double
Cantilever Beam (DCB) specimens,
instrumented for crack propagation
monitoring with the DC potential drop
technique, as in-pile crack growth
sensors was successfully demonstrated
and the benefits of hydrogen water
chemistry (HWC) in controlling
cracking in both thermally and radiation
sensitised stainless steels were
confirmed. In a follow-on qualification
study, instrumented, actively loaded
DCB and miniaturised Compact Tension
(CT) specimens were developed for
crack growth versus stress intensity
experiments. The specimens were
equipped with pressurised bellows
which enabled on-line control and
variation of applied load. Typical
examples of the crack growth rates
recorded in the specimens as a function
varying bellows pressure (stress
intensity level) are presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. I Crack growth rates measured on CT
and DCB specimens as a function of stress
intensity introduced with pressurised
bellows.

Following successful qualification of the instrumentation and loading techniques required for the crack
growth studies. the second phase of the prograrnme has addressed the feasibility of incorporating small
sections of irradiated material into the crack growth region of the miniaturised CTs. The reconstitution
technique has opened up the possibility of studying the crack growth behaviour of materials retrieved
from irradiated structural components. Minimising the size of the test piece has advantages both in tems
of facilitating specimen preparation (reduced activity levels) and also in overcoming limitations related to
material availability (i.e. the amount of irradiated material required to produce the reconstituted CTs is
minimal compared to the quantities that would be required to produce full-size CTs (or DCBs)).

The main objectives of the phase two studies, which utilise bellows-loaded. instrumented CTs with
irradiated inserts. are to produce reliable crack growth rate data for irradiated core component materials.
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The first of these investigations, which doubled as both a crack growth study and a feasibility study aimed
at demonstrating the satisfactory performance of the reconstituted CTs, was completed in May 1998 after
two irradiation cycles (-200 full power days) in the Halden reactor.

The rig contained 4 specimens, each loaded with bellows and instrumented for crack growth monitoring
with the DC potential drop method. Irradiated material, in the form of a disc or a square (Fig. 2), was
electron beam (EB) welded into the crack growth region of each CT. Discs were prepared from a 304 SS
control blade handle (fluence 9 x 1021 n/cm2 ), a 347 SS tensile specimen (fluence 1.1 x 1021 n/cm2 ) and
from a solution annealed 304 SS DCB (fluence 0.82 x 1021 n/cm2) which had been used in one of the
earlier IASCC studies at Halden. An irradiated "square' was also prepared from the solution annealed
304 SS DCB.

a b

Pre-lmadtied timt

Fig.2 Miniaturised CTs with inserts of irradiated material with (a) disc and (b) square geometry
0too -

During irradiation, the specimens were
loaded to stress intensities ranging from
16 to 22 MPa4m and crack growth rates
were calculated for each of the CT
specimens during operation with NWC
(-400 ppb 02) and with HWC (-400
ppb H2). The cracking rates recorded for
each of the four specimens in NWC and
HWC are summarised in Fig. 3. The
ranking in crack growth rates appears
reasonable, with the highest fluence
material exhibiting the highest rate of
crack propagation. Subsequent testing,
also in alternating NWC and HWC
conditions, indicated similar trends in
behaviour although hydrogen additions
appeared more effective in suppressing
cracking in the lower dose than in the
high dose material, a result that is to be
studied further in new investigations.
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Fig. 3 Crack growth rates measured in irradiated CTs at
differenr stress intensities and in N'WC and HWC.
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The test rig for the second of the phase two crack growth studies, which will be loaded at the beginning of
1999, also contains 4 reconsituted CT specimens (Fig. 4), each equipped with bellows and instrumented
for crack growth monitoring with the DC potential drop method. Two of the test specimens are prepared
from 347 SS top guide material (fluence of -1.5 x 1023 n/cm2 ) from the Wurgassen nuclear power plant.
One of the specimens is prepared from the high (-9x I 0@' n/cm2) 304 SS control blade handle material and
the fourth specimen. with a fluence of 0.9 x 1021 n/cm2 is prepared from 31 6NG.

Outlet Umwonnukv

Displacemient gauge
If-Aied inset 304 SS IPhnr. -9snxl 1-wr- Bose rod

Irradiated insert_347_S
Fig. 4 Illustration of the reconstituted CT

Irraditd insert: 34? |.E arrangement in the new crack growth rate
_______1_5 a_ Istdy which commences in early 1999.

Lf-- -.9 X r_,._

The matrix outlined above will:
* provide additional crack growth rate data on the high fluence control blade handle material
* enable comparison of the cracking behaviour of different materials (316 NG vs 347 SS) with similar

fluence levels
* allow reproducibility in cracking behaviour to be determined by comparing the crack growth rates

exhibited in two specimens prepared from 347 SS.

As in the preceding study, stress intensity levels in the range 15-20 MPa'dm will be employed in the
investigation and crack growth rates in the specimens will be measured under both NWC and HWC
conditions.

Future Plans

The future experimental programme will continue to address the effects of typical BWR conditions on
cracking behaviour in reconstituted CTs, with the studies aimed specifically at generating crack growth
rate data over long time intervals, focusing, in particular, on materials with high fluence levels
(> 6 x 1023 n/cm 2). Future studies will also be aimed at determining if 1ASCC counterneasures, such as
the introduction of HWC in BWRs, still remain effective for high dose materials representative of those
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found in older plants. The benefits of noble metal or other coatings in enhancing the effects of hydrogen
additions are also to be addressed. Finally, an experimental series devoted to measuring crack growth
rates in core structural materials representative of those found in PWRs, where higher end-of-life fluences
are reached has been initiated.

2.2 Crack Initiation Studies

In a crack initiation study, the effects of
fluence and stress on the initiation of
cracks in pressurised tube specimens is
being evaluated. It is anticipated that
results from this investigation will
provide information on the boundary
conditions which' may result in the
initiation, as opposed to growth, of
cracks in structural component
materials. The specimen geometry
comprises tubes that are pressurised
with argon gas to stress levels ranging
from 0.8 to 2.75 times the yield stress of
the unirradiated material. Of the 36 tube
specimens in the test matrix, a total of
26 are prepared from sensitised 304 SS
and the remaining 10 are prepared from
cold worked 347 stainless steel and
solution annealed 304 and 316L. The
specimens are arranged in 6 strings,
each with 6 tubes. Three of the strings
are located in a fast neutron flux region
in the test facility and the remainder is
installed in a low flux position (Fig. 5).

Fig5 Arrangement of pressurised tube specimens in
crack initiatrion study

Tube ruptures are determined
on-line by means of string
elongation detectors and by
increased activity levels which
are measured in the coolant as a

isignal E result of the release of the tube
I filler gas (activated Ar-41) into

__ 2 the water. A typical example of
the signal changes occumring in

iooo the event of a tube rupture is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Fluences in

*8 20 i 24 excess of 1.6 x 102' nlcm2 have
been accumulated by the high
flux specimens and irradiation is

ure detected on-line being continued to higher dose
measureIems. levels.

Trme rous)

Fig. 6. Example of pressurised tube rupt
with string elongation and gamma activity
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Future Plans

In addition to the pressurised tube geometry for crack initiation studies, alternative crack initiation
specimens are being developed in collaboration with participants. The geometry, coupled with self-
contained loading units and in-situ failure detectors, would make the arrangement suitable for installation
also in commercial plants as a surveillance unit, since no pressure boundary penetrations are required.

3. DRY IRRADIATION PROGRAMMES

Together with the test programmes dedicated to studying the crack growth and crack initiation behaviour
of core component materials, a series of dry irradiation programmes are also conducted in the Halden
reactor. In this area, the test materials are represented by both core structural and reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) materials. The test specimens, which take the form of, for example, TEM foils, Charpy, Tensile
and I or CT specimens, are enclosed in capsules designed so as to meet specified temperature
requirements and suitable reactor positions as selected so as to achieve the desired thermal and fast
neutron flux conditions for the individual studies. Thermocouples inserted in the irradiation capsules may
be used to record specimen temperatures and flux wire monitors are used in determining thermal and fast
neutron fluence.

3.1 Irradiation of Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials

Neutron embrittlement effects on pressure vessel materials remain a safety issue which, traditionally is
assessed on the basis of testing Charpy-type specimens irradiated as part of surveillance programmes.
While limited material availability is being resolved through reconstitution techniques and miniaturisation
of test specimens, further experimental verification is required in order to establish correlations between
data from specimens with subsize and standard geometry. This is of importance in relation to the
establishment of fracture toughness data and in assessments of the effects of pressure vessel annealing
and subsequent re-embrittlement.

In a study which is scheduled to commence shortly, a number of standard Charpy V notch specimens,
prepared from a typical WWER-440 weld material, are to be irradiated in dry conditions in the Halden
reactor. The test, which is being conducted in co-operation with a participant, is aimed at complementing
an IAEA round robin exercise on pressure vessel ageing. After the first irradiation phase, a number of the
specimens are to be shipped to a specialised laboratory for mechanical testing, and the remainder will be
annealed and re-irradiated before finally being discharged. The main objectives of the programme will be
to study the effects of irradiation embrittlement, post irradiation annealing recovery and post-annealing
re-embrittlement on material toughness.

Future Plans

For future experimental work in this area, it is anticipated that co-operation in international programmes
in support of correlating data measured with Charpy specimens of varying size will continue. It is
envisaged that the Project may contribute by providing irradiation at representative temperature and flux
conditions in the Halden reactor, while collaborative arrangements for mechanical testing are established
with participating organisations.
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3.2 Irradiation of Model Austenitic Stainless Steels

In the case of dry irradiation of austenitic and Inconel structural materials, the objectives are to
systematically evaluate the effects of variants such as chemical composition, heat or mechanical treatment
on the irradiated material characteristics. The results from these studies, too, are of considerable
importance in gaining a better understanding of the key factors affecting degradation of reactor
components. In one such investigation, conducted in collaboration with Argonne National Laboratory and
sponsored by the USNRC, the objective is to study, in a systematic manner, the effect of fluence on the
microstructural and mechanical properties of austenitic stainless steels. In the investigation, a total of 96
Slow Strain Rate Tensile (SSRT) and 24 Compact Tension Fracture Toughness (CTFI) specimens,
prepared from 27 model austenitic stainless steels (22 Type 304, 3 Type 316 and 2 Type 348) are being
irradiated (under dry conditions) to three different fluence levels in the Halden reactor.

Discharged specimens are shipped to Argonne National Laboratory where post irradiation
characterisation is undertaken. To date, half of the specimens (with low (0.4 x 102' n/cm2) and medium
-1.0 x 1021 n/cm2) fluence accumulation) have been discharged. SSRT tests in high temperature BWR
water (with 8 ppm oxygen) have been performed on the low fluence specimens and the fracture surfaces
have been characterised by SEM (1,2). Testing of the medium fluence samples is in progress and the
remaining 48 SSRT and 12 ClTFT specimens are being irradiated to a higher fluence (2.5 x 1021 n/cm 2).
The final results, from all the tests, will be used to establish a database on susceptibility to IASCC, crack
growth rate and fracture toughness of the irradiated materials. The data will also be used in conjunction
with results of investigations on service-degraded LWR core internals in order to identify mechanisms of
IASCC and to establish a method for evaluating the long-term structural integrity of core internal
components.

Future Plans

A phase two dry irradiation programme is planned, aimed at further elucidation of the more recent
findings obtained through examination of core component materials retrieved from operating reactors.
The test materials to be studied in the second programme include alloy types 304, 304L, 316 and A690,
again in the form of SSRT and CTFT specimens. The main objectives of the phase two programme will
be to

* continue the process of identifying key impurities and fabrication factors influencing IASCC
* confinr the IASCC resistance of selected heats of material
* evaluate core-internal weld performance
* obtain a crack growth rate data base for austenitic steels and Alloy 690

Loading is scheduled for 1999 and the specimens will be irradiated under dry conditions to a fluence of
1.2 x 102' n/cm2.
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ABSTRACT

The OECD Halden Reactor Project is a joint undertaking of nuclear organisations in 20 countries
sponsoring a jointly financed research programme under the auspices of the OECD - Nuclear Energy
Agency. The organisations participating to the Project represents a complete cross-section of the nuclear
community, including regulatory bodies, vendors, utilities and R&D organisations. The programme is
renewed every third year. The three main research areas at the Halden Project are : Fuels, Materials and
Man-Machine Systems (MMS).

The research and development efforts in the MMS area were initiated on the basis of the experience
gained through the Halden reactor dynamics experiments and the use of in-core instrumentation. Initially,
efforts were spent on practical demonstrations of advanced concepts for closed loop control and core
power distributions. Plant load-follow control were later successfully demonstrated on the Halden
reactor. The Halden Project has since 1970, through international co-operation, successfully conducted
research and development in areas related to control room systems, technology development as well as
human factors. Since 1983 the work has utilised the experimental control room HAMMLAB linked to a
full scope PWR simulator. A process is soon completed to provide this facility with new full scope
simulators for BWR, PWR and VVER reactors, complemented with a Virtual Reality laboratory.

The programme has in later periods addressed the research needs of the nuclear industry in connection
with introduction of digital I & C systems in NPPs and it has provided information supporting design and
licensing of upgraded, computer-based control room systems, and demonstrated the benefits of such
systems through test and evaluation experiments in HAMMLAB and in pilot installations in NPPs.

This paper describes the facilities used for the MMS research at the Halden Project followed by an
overview of some recent achievements in the four main areas of research: human factors research,
experimental control rooms, plant surveillance and operations systems and enhancement and assessment
of system quality.
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FACILMES

HAMMLAB

The Halden Man-Machine Laboratory, HAMMLAB, was established in 1983 in order to serve as the
main environment for performing realistic experiments within the MMS research area. Since its
establishment, HAMMLAB has been the experimental focal point of the research within Human Factors,
as well as the main test bed for comrputerised operator support systems being developed both at the
Halden Project and at members organisations.

The NORS full-scope simulator has since the establishment of HAMMLAB been the laboratory's
simulator basis. NORS is based on the Loviisa nuclear power plant in Finland.

The facility has three major functions:

* process operation - in the control room - is where operators (test subjects) are monitoring and
controlling the NORS process in normal and disturbed plant conditions,

* experimentation - in the experimenters gallery - is where the experimenters set up, monitors and
control the experiments, and where a database is collected during experiments consisting of human
performance measurements as well data from the control room operation and the process itself,

* evaluation - in the experimenters gallery - where the experimenters analyse results from the
experiments by means of various techniques and statistical packages.

HAMMLAB has undergone major upgrades and improvements since 1983, the last major one being
performed in 1996 (1) with the introduction of a new unified human-machine interface and a new control
room set-up. The upgrades have partly been made to support the Halden Project's research programmes,
partly due to specific requirements set forth in bilateral funded experiments and studies.

HAMMLAB AS OF 1998

The studies being performed in HAMMLAB are of different size and complexity, ranging from large
scale human factors experiments to small scale studies and tests. Due to this, the requirements to the
laboratory vary a lot, and a flexible infrastructure is a necessity. The current control room is equipped
with two operator stations and one supervisor station, as indicated in Fig. 1. All stations are situated on
desks having wheels in order to ease shuffling around and varying the degree of compactness of the
control room. In this way it is rather easy to restructure the control room for one or more operators.
Another key issue is that all information is available on all screens, thus allowing for tests using single
operators and few screens, or full shift crew.

The latest device introduced in HAMMLAB is a large 'interactive overview display, see also Fig. 1. Such
devices are now being introduced in many control rooms for complex processes and it is a defined need
to investigate what the content should be on such overview displays and what makes it a common
reference point for the whole operating crew.

The carrying through of a large human factors experiment requires careful preparation prior to the actual
execution of the experiment, and a large period for data analysis after the experimental execution. The
data collection phase, i.e. the actual execution of the experiment, requires the availability of advanced
data recording equipment. Audio and video recorders, eye movement tracking devices, computerised data
logs of various kinds, are heavily used in addition to questionnaires and on-line expert commenting.
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HAMMLAB of today provides the experimenters with advanced data recording equipment and
everything is configured and operated from a specially designed experimenters' gallery. Fig. 2 shows a
picture of the experimenters' gallery where the human factors experts carefully follow what is going on
in the HAMMLAB control room.

Fit. 1 The 1998 HAMMLAB Control Room

rr- ......

Fig. 2 The Experimenter's Gallery of HAMMLAB
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HALDEN VIRTUAL REALITY CENTRE (HVRC)

Virtual Reality (VR) is an exciting new technology with many possible applications. VR has been
defined by (2) as "A computer system used to create an artificial world in which the user has the
impression of being in that world and with the ability to navigate through the world and manipulate
objects in the world". Users of VR today reside in simulation, telerobotics, medicine, architecture, and
entertainment and many other areas.

HVRC is a new complementary extension to HAMMLAB. The activities in the VR-centre are connected
to on-going research at the Halden Project, but mostly to development projects for the industry such as
nuclear, oil production, maritime, air-traffic control and process control. The VR-centre expands the
possibilities to develop and evaluate new systems and methods for HM1. VR is being used to guide
designers and inspectors in cost effective control centre design development and evaluation (Human
Factors V&V); and to develop computerised training tools for outage maintenance and operational tasks.

Virtual Mock-Up's: VR as an engineering tool when modemising control rooms

As to-days control rooms needs upgrading from technological reasons there is now an opportunity to
initiate the redesign by applying VR-technology. Our product is a "Virtual mock-up" where the end-users
(the operators), engineers and managers with assistance of human factors specialists - together can
formulate the optimal solution for their new control room. The possibility to actually "walk inside" the
planned control room - and consider, modify, try out, discuss, agree on the location of desks, keyboards,
CRTs and control boards with their instruments - from every angle and position before any design
decision has been made - is a tremendous advantage. The final output from this exercise is a set of CAD
drawings to the vendor actually building the control room.

The Halden Project is using this approach in several redesign projects for Swedish nuclear control rooms
(3).

;4t- d L
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Figure 3. VR used in control room design
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HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH

The work on humanfactors research aims at providing knowledge about the capabilities and limitations
of the human operator in a computerised control room environment. Understanding the impact of new
technology on the role and performance of operating personnel is crucial in decision making concerning
safety of nuclear power plants.

Experiments are carried out to assess operator performance in varying plant conditions and in presence of
various support systems. Important issues which are addressed include mechanisms affecting human
error and methods for its prediction; effects of alarm processing and presentation; effects of level of
automation on operator performance as well as studies of operator performance at night.

At the Halden Project this understanding is accomplished through a combination of activities addressing
operators cognition and information processing methods in various control room work situations,
function and task allocation methods and test and evaluation of advanced support systems. In addition to
providing knowledge about human performance, the program also gives results on the new methods and
measures for studying human performance.

The program is divided in three activities: i) operator cognition and information processing, ii) test and
evaluation and iii) methodological development

STUDIES OF OPERATOR COGNITION AND INFORMATION PROCESSING

Human Error

The aim of the activities on human error analysis project (HEAP) is to provide improved understanding
of how operators diagnose disturbances and to identify potential errors or inefficiencies which may occur
in the diagnostic process. The long term goals are to produce practical knowledge for system and man-
machine interface design and to achieve better modelling of cognitive errors for representation in
probabilistic safety analysis.

A series of pilot studies and one major experiment have been performed to find a reliable and valid
methodology to investigate human error in a control room setting. Practical insights from these studies
can be found in (4) and relates to i) diagnostic strategies and styles that have been observed in single
operator and team based studies; ii) the qualitative aspects of the key operators support systems, namely
MMI interface, alarms, training and procedures, that have affected the outcome of diagnosis; and iii) the
overall success rates of diagnosis and the error types that have been observed in the various studies.

Complexity Profiling

The human error project has for some time been investigating what makes certain fault scenarios difficult
for operators. One line of research has been to develop a questionnaire to measure diagnostic complexity.

Another line was a literature review and analyses of two questionnaire studies. The literature review was
chosen to find out the factors or components thought to contribute to difficulty in diagnosis and problem-
solving. Two experimental studies of complexity were carried out using two versions of a questionnaire
based on the review. The studies were simulator based, using scenarios designed to be challenging and
using PWR reactor staff.
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The main goal was to identify dimensions of complexity and to study the relation between complexity
and operator behaviour. The preliminary results indicate that further developments of the measures have
potential for enhancing the understanding of complexity and how it is related to operator performance.

Error Recovery

One of the issues addressed by the current set of experiments is the question of detection and recovery of
erroneous actions in the situation where they actually take place. Since detection clearly is a prerequisite
for recovery, the experiments will in the first instance consider how well people are able to detect the
erroneous actions they make and how the level of detection depends on the circumstances or conditions,
such as interface, team, workload, etc. This also suggests that a possible objective for the next
experiment is to study the conditions for recovery, as well as in more detail the specific circumstances
that can facilitate detection.

Error Mode Prediction (CREAM - Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method)

The main purpose of the first main HEAP experiment (autumn 1996) was to develop a method for
predicting performance failures, specifically the error modes that can be expected for a specific task.

CREAM (Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method) takes as input a detailed task description of a
set of scenarios for an experiment. This description is analysed to characterise the nature of the
individual task steps,-as well as the conditions under which they must be carried out. Each task step is
examined using a systematic classification scheme of possible error modes, and the likely error modes
are identified. This gives a qualitative prediction of the possibilities for erroneous actions in a given task.

The 1997 Experiment further refined this method of prediction, which is a variation of the basic method
of CREAM. OPAS (see below) was used as a main source for both the predictions of error modes and for
analyses of the observed errors during the experiment.

Human Centred Automation

Professor Sheridan has in (5) said: "It has become evident that humans, when put in the role of monitor,
supervisor and automation back-up in case of failure, may not perform. Humans become bored and un-
alert during the long period when- the automation does work. They may loose track of what the
automation is doing or what surrounding circumstances are. They may not understand what the
implications of what they may have asked the automation to do and even forget which mode they have set
the automation in. As the automation becomes more sophisticated the human's mental model may be
insufficiently accurate to make the necessary inferences or predictions, such that anticipating what to do
becomes difficult or impossible.

A typical solution is to say: allocate functions to the human the tasks best suited to the human, allocating
to the automation the tasks best suited to it. This is easy to say, but not so easy to do."

At the Project it is acknowledged that the role of the operating crew is either intentionally or
unintentionally created by the system design process. However, it is very little empirical data about the
effects of different trade-offs of function and task allocation on the performance of control room crews.
The Project are about to study the effect of different task allocation methods in particular with respect to
analysing and presenting plant automatics.

A pilot experiment for HCA has recently been carried out. The main purpose was to develop and test
specific performance indicators for studies of human-centred automation. Specific measures of
performance are supposed to reveal the quality of performance on particular variables under
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investigation. General performance measures are on the other hand valid under any operating situation.
and relevant in all studies.

The specific indicators developed within the HCA-project were measures of trust, control room
attribution, and self-knowledge. These measures are believed to be especially sensitive to experimental
manipulations of automation, and they will supplement existing general instruments for estimation of
situation awareness, workload, operator performance, and plant performance (see below).

TEST AND EVALUATION

The experimental evaluation of Computerised Operator Support Systems (COSSs) and MMIs developed
at the Project has been the basis for the human factors work at Halden. The setting for this
experimentation is HAMMLAB.

Over the years a well-established infra-structure and methodology for performing evaluation experiments
of new operator aids and man-machine interfaces has been developed. Both operators from the Halden
Reactor and operators from the Loviisa NPP in Finland take part as test subjects in these experiments. A
variety of data can be collected during the experimental sessions: video and audio recordings of the
activities in the control room, logs of all interactions between the operators and the simulator (displays
used, control actions performed, etc.) as well as logs of critical process parameters of relevance for
judging the performance of the operating crew during a particular transient. In addition, operator
interviews, questionnaires, debriefing sessions, verbal protocols, etc. are utilised to extract additional
information for the later analysis of the experiments.

The experiments performed are of different types. Some focus on providing direct design feedback to a
specific system, while other experiments aim at providing more general knowledge for use in defining
technical bases for system design and evaluation.

In addition to evaluating the final systems, there is also need for evaluations at different stages of system
development to provide early feedback on the quality of certain system features. The process is therefore
often iterative, running through a series of experiments on a particular system, each contributing to a
better design and an improved final system.

Over the years a number of COSSs have been evaluated in HAMMLAB, (6,7). Over the last few years,
work has focused on alarm systems, staffing level and night-shift work.

Alarm Systems

The need to improve alarm systems beyond the single set-point, single alarm approach has led to the
development of different kinds of new alarm systems for the nuclear industry. At the Project, both a
comnputerised alarm system toolbox - COAST (8), and a special application for HAMMLAB - CASH (9)
became operational during early 1996. In 1996 CASH was used as a vehicle to carry out studies of alarm
system concepts.

The purpose of the CASH evaluation program has been to test the impact of different types of alarm
display, and different levels of alarm reduction, on operator and plant performance. Results from the
study indicate that the operators preferred maximum alarm reduction and alarm displays, including tiles,
message lists and alarms integrated into process monitoring formats.

Objective effects on operator and plant performance were reflected in interactions between display type,
alarm reduction, and the availability of suppressed alarms. The main interpretations of these results are I)
the surface structure of alarm systems does not affect overall human and system performance, 2)
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operators in advanced control rooms use the alarm system for limited purposes, and 3) systematic
training and testing with alternative alarm systems in HAMMLAB, compensated the natural superiority
of alarm systems familiar to the operators.

Staffing Level

The "Study of Control Room Crew Staffing for. Advanced Passive Reactor Plants" was the largest test
and evaluation project carried out by the Project in the 1994-96 time frame. It was a bilateral project done
for USNRC (10).

Differences in the ways vendors expect the control room staff to interact with evolutionary or advanced
plants may require reconsideration of the minimum shift staffing requirements set in today's federal
regulations. This research project evaluated the impact of various level of staffing on team performance.
The purpose was to contribute to the understanding of potential safety issues and to provide data to
develop design review guidance.

The study was conducted both at the Loviisa NPP and at HAMMLAB. Loviisa served as the
conventional plant while HAMMLAB served as the advanced plant. Data were collected from eight
crews during a range of design basis scenarios, each crew serving in either a normal or minimum staffing
configuration.

Results show that crews in the conventional plant experience less workload than crews in the advanced
plant, and that minimum sized crew experience more workload than normal crews. The increased
workload did not exceed the threshold beyond which performance degradation occurred as situation
awareness, teamwork, and task performance demonstrated in the advanced plant were significantly better
or higher for these measures than in the conventional plant.

Night-shift Work

Human performance is known to be greatly affected by variation in work cycles. Studies of shift-work
have identified numerous incidents of peaks and troughs in human performance, in which human are at
their best and worst. However, little is known how variations and work-time influences operator
cognitive performance. Therefore studies of operator performance at night will be undertaken at the
Project. These studies focus on the types of operator information processing and cognitive activities
which are affected by the time of day. Experience gained from the experiments will constitute a basis for
possible optimisation of shift-work and for modification of the man-machine interface, procedures or
other relevant means.

Development of Technical Bases for Guideline Formulation

While guidelines for design and evaluation of control rooms using conventional man-machine interfaces
are in general available today, the basic knowledge required for design and evaluation of computer-based
control rooms needs to be further developed. Existing guidelines for computer-based systems mainly
address the questions of how to present information (symbols, colours, font size, etc.), while little
guidance is given on which information is important, and how process control should be executed in an
efficient manner. Thus, existing guidelines for evaluation of computer-driven human-machine interfaces
and digital based control rooms are incomplete. System and control room developers as well as
organisations evaluating and licensing human-machine interfaces are therefore in need for guidelines in
this field.
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A major objective of the human factors research at the Halden Project is to provide experimental data
which can contribute to formulation of guidelines for design and evaluation of computer-driven man-
machine interfaces. A considerable part of the experiments in HAMMLAB are thus focusing on generic
issues in connection with operator performance in an advanced control room environment. A key issue in
this work is to find a suitable format for describing the generic results such that they easily can be
applied by member organisations in formulation of their guidelines. Presently, the Project is preparing
"lessons learned" reports from the evaluation experiments performed at Halden where emphasis is placed
on making the information relevant for guideline formulation available in a structured and easily
accessible way.

METHODOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

Eye-movement Tracking Measurements

Eye movement tracking measurement techniques have demonstrated the possibility of better studying
operator cognitive activities and information processing. Studies in connection with the human error
project have proved the usefulness in clarifying degraded verbalisation during period of greatest interest
to researchers. A tool called EYECON has been developed by the Project to assist in analysing the
enormous amount of data collected from the ETM measurements. Continued research with this
technology is envisaged as part of the studies focusing on cognitive aspects of the operator.

Situation Awareness

The situation awareness measurement technique (11) is an objective measure for studying how specific
support systems assist the operator in maintaining an understanding of the status and behaviour of the
nuclear plant process, especially in those case where the aim is to enhance the operator's mental
representation and awareness of the process. This measure has been applied successfully in a number of
studies, for example in the above mentioned staffing level project. Continued research with this measure
will be used to determine whether individual crew members' situation awareness are differently
developed and maintained and how shared situation awareness develops and is communicated among
team members.

VISA - Visual Indication of Situation Awareness

Work with a new continuous measures of situation awareness has recently been a central activity. The
objective has been to identify advantages and disadvantages of a new measure compared to previous
measures that required interruptions during the run of a scenario. The new measure takes scores from
predefined areas of interest critical for solving the scenarios. The areas are scored from the eye-
movement video.

Additional work is required before the measures can be validated and this will continue during upcoming
HAMMLAB experiments.

Workload

There is a need to understand the effects of workload on operator performance. Studies of workload are
carried out by collecting data in the control room environment, specifically the program consider the
suitability of different metrics to measure subjective workload, effects of workload transition (under- and
overload) on operator performance, and the interaction with and mediation of other subjective measures
of operator performance (e.g. situation awareness, verbal protocols, time and accuracy analysis).
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Operator Performance Assessment System (OPAS)

Systematic experiments in HAMMLAB put special demands on operator performance measurement.
Performance scores have to be comparable across scenarios and sensitive to a wide range of operator
competence levels. The measure should be reliable and robust, should account for team performance as
well as single operator performance, and be efficient in use. It is furthermore desirable that the measure
complies with established norms for human performance measurement regarding reliability, validity,
sensitivity, non-intrusiveness, etc. The Project has therefore actively been developing an approach based
on the prescription of optimal solutions to scenarios, based on discussion with process experts.

For each scenario, the expert solutions are represented hierarchically in a diagrammatic form. Operator
activities are classified and weighted according to their importance. During the experiment, the process
expert registers operator activities in real time, concurrent with operator performance. After the study a
performance index is calculated estimating the discrepancy between the expert analysis and operator
solutions to the scenarios.

In 1997 the Project analysed OPAS data collected during the 1996 alarm experiment and the 1997
HEAP/HCA experiment. The results show a good consistency among the activity types defined by the
system, and a moderate relationship with plant performance. This relationship is strongly modified by
scenario effects, but it is not yet clear which aspects of the scenario influence the degree of association,
and the direction of the correlation between operator and plant performance. The OPAS measure has
good variability, and only a few ceiling effects in very simple scenarios with professional operators from
the Loviisa power plant have been observed. As yet no floor effects have been detected.

During 1997 an extended version of OPAS was tested for single operators. Besides objective features of
operator performance (e.g. operations and detection) this version also included cognitive aspects of
performance. Results so far indicate that cognitive components are highly correlated with behavioural
components of the system. It should be noted that an increased number of sub-activities in the system
may set the reliability and general quality of real time scoring at risk. Explicit scoring criteria for specific
cognitive processes were hard to develop. These results generalise to HBWR operators with limited
training in HAMMIAB, and should not impede similar studies with professional PWR operators.

Plant Performance Assessment System (PPAS)

A method for analysing plant performance measures has been developed and applied to data collected
from crews participating in experiments. The performance of the crew is compared to an optimal control
model developed for the scenario and afterwards a data analysis technique is applied. The applicability of
PPAS is promising, and it might be an important additional measure based on real plant measures to
evaluate the quality of the crew performance.

EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL ROOMS

The work on experimental control rooms investigates how modem technology can be taken into use to
improve plant safety and efficiency. Here, experimental, but still realistic control room prototypes are
built and evaluated providing useful results which can be used when upgrading existing control rooms.
An important part of the programme is directed at Information Presentation Methods where issues related
to navigation, process overview displays, and new forms for alarm displays are investigated.
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NAVIGATION

Use of computerised systems in the CR have resulted in increasingly complex and sophisticated
workstations. Typically in such environments the control system requires operators to work with
computerised systems for monitoring and control of the process.

This introduces the important requirement for operators to both orientate themselves within the
workspace and be able to move around in it in order to locate information. These aspects become crucial
where integration of information across different displays must take place. Whilst computerisation allows
presentation of greater amounts of information in more sophisticated ways than ever before, it has also
increased the potential to negatively affect operator performance. This is due to the introduction of
navigation problems to the system. As upgrading of traditional and hybrid control rooms occurs issues of
navigation and its impact on operator performance will be increasingly important.

Navigation itself is concerned with the determination of ones position in, and the movement through, a
space. This space can be a physical, a process space (mimics), or information space (network). In
computerised control rooms navigation in its simplest form is related to two crucial aspects of operator
performance.

* The first is maintaining or establishing awareness of the operator's position within the network of
computerised displays.

* Second is the ease and efficiency with which an operator is able to travel around within the network.

At the Project a program is under way including research issues such as:

* The perceptual and cognitive aspects underpinning operators' awareness of their orientation in, and
navigation through work spaces.

* Appropriate methods for representation of work space itself in order to better support operators
navigating through it.

* The development of metrics for the evaluation of navigation, both in restricted experimental settings
and more sophisticated simulator environments.

* Methods for evaluation and comparison of design alternatives.

* The development of guidelines on navigation for designers of HMI systems.

LARGE OVERVIEW DISPLAYS

One of the most discussed features for evolutionary and new control rooms are so-called large overview
displays, one of the first examples of such a design came from Combustion Engineering through their
IPSO (Integrated Process Status Overview) display. The idea is to integrate information which is
normally found distributed around in the conventional control room on one permanently displayed
picture where it is clearly visible to varying distances in the control room.

Project staff has designed a so-called integrated large overview display where the idea is to support rapid
assessment of the plant status and dynamics by a representation of the whole process. The displays is
shared by the control room staff and is a strong support for co-ordination. The layout and content of the
display are context dependant to match the changing operators' needs and tasks. Centred around mimic
diagrams, it combines different graphical features to support an efficient control of the complex process.
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Configurable elements and an original alarm presentation support clear and rapid identification of
disturbances.

ALARM DISPLAYS

CASH (Lomputerised Alarm System for HAMMLAB) is the newly implemented alarm system for
HAMMLAB. It includes several advanced alarm handling features, such as extensive alarm structuring
feasibility's and an efficient man-machine interface, aiming to reduce operator workload during plant
disturbances. CASH provides two levels of presentation. At the top level, alarms are presented on the
above mentioned plant-wide, high-level, system paced overview display. Here alarm information is
integrated with process information rather than in a self-standing independent display.

The second level provides alarm details in detailed, totally user-controlled displays, both integrated in the
NORS operating displays and in CASH selective displays. In the selective displays, which can be called
up upon request from the top-field, the operator is able to look at alarms suppressed from the overview
and he has access to a variety of alarm lists. By enabling a combination of the "radio-buttons" he can
build the alarm list he needs for the present situation. The I1/0 buttons located at the bottom of the screen,
enables the operator to access further information, such as trend diagrams.

PLANT SURVEILLANCE AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

The activities on plant surveillance and operations systems investigates the potentials for improved plant
operation through implementation of new methods and systems for plant surveillance. A common goal
for both the human factors work and the systems work at the Project is to develop and test reliable and
effective human-computer interfaces which can ensure. operator awareness of both emerging plant
situations and plant operating states. The work addresses questions related to operator tasks such as fault
detection, diagnosis, prognosis and procedure implementation. One emphasis is the development and
tests of actual surveillance systems, another is developing human-machine interface design proposals.

SIGNAL VALIDATION

The surveillance and control task of any industrial plant is based on readings of a set of sensors. It is
essential that the output from these sensors are reliable since they provide the only objective information
about the state of the process. The signal validation task confirms whether sensors are functioning
properly.

A method for transient and steady state on-line signal validation has been developed at the Project using
artificial neural nets and fuzzy logic pattern recognition. The method has been successfully tested on
simulated scenarios covering the whole range of PWR operational conditions. Data was provided by
EDF, France (12).

The neuro-fuzzy model has been implemented in a client/server software system under Windows NT.
The system is called PEANO.

COMPUTERISED PROCEDURES

Procedures are important tools both operation and maintenance of a power plants. A software system for
electronic handling of all types of procedures is under development at the Project. Mainstream
technologies are applied in the implementation.
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The procedure is represented using XML (a standard from the World Wide Web consortium). It gives
support for end-user configurable procedure models. The XML format is automatically converted to
HTML format. Using HTML format for procedure presentation enables use of standard web-server and
web-browser products for this purpose. Stylesheets are used for tuning the procedure presentation on a
per procedure model basis. Hyperlinks to other plant documents can easily be integrated.

The on-line application COPMA-lll is running under the web-browser and offers functions for: login
registration of end users, presenting a list of available procedures, retrieval and presentation of procedure
documents with table of contents overview and functions for navigation between execution units
(instructions) in the procedures.

Several users may log-in to different COPMA-I clients and co-operate in the execution of a multi-agent
procedure. A procedure may also include third party software components (e.g. ActiveX or Java applets).
Such componenets may for example provide a vendor specific interface to process equipment

ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT

The Project is carrying out a research programme on computerised accident management support (the
CAMS-project). The aim is to establish a prototype of a system which can provide support to the control
room operators and the staff in the Technical Support Centre during accident situations. The CAMS
prototype utilises available simulator codes and the capabilities of computer-based tools to assist in
identification of plant state, prediction of future development of the accident, and planning of accident
mitigation strategies.

The first CAMS prototype consisted of a data base and a knowledge base, a predictive simulator and a
man-machine interface system. The system was evaluated during a national emergency drill in Sweden in
May 1995 with positive results. Recently new methods and modules are added for signal validation, state
identification, tracking simulation, predictive simulation, risk monitoring and the man-machine interface.
This second prototype is still under development. The purpose is to demonstrate that the developed
functions can efficiently work together. The further plan is to test CAMS at a power plant or a national
crisis centre.

ENHANCEMENT AND SAFTEY ASSESSMENT OF SYSTEM QUAUTY

The programme on enhancement and assessment of system quality addresses the issues of how to develop
high quality software systems, with particular weight on methods which are relevant to safety. The work
includes development and investigation of methods and tools for analysing and assessing existing
software with respect to various quality aspects.

There are three complementary principles which should be followed to obtain dependable software. The
first principle in this respect is fault avoidance through good software engineering and quality assurance
throughout the complete life-cycle of the software. The second principle is fault detection and removal
through a thorough validation and verification activity. A third principle, which could also be considered
is fault tolerance, i.e. the system should be designed so that a single failure will not jeopardise safety.
HRP has made research activities on methods of relevance for all these principles, as formal software
development method, static analysis, testing, software diversity etc.
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FAULT AVOIDANCE

There are three complementary principles which should be followed to obtain dependable software. The
first principle, fault avoidance, can be obtained through good software engineering and quality assurance.
However, to obtain extra high integrity the use of Formal software development methods has been
advocated. These are methods which provide a mathematically based framework within which
specification, development and verification of software systems can be done in a systematic and precise
way. The use of formal specification and design makes it possible to discover many errors which might
otherwise very easily be overlooked.

Following the principles behind formal software development, the Halden Project has developed a
methodology based on algebraic specification and a proof tool, the HRP Prover (13). One of the virtues
of this methodology is that the same language, tool and proof techniques can be used both in
specification and design, even down to a "concrete" specification which can be automatically translated
into code. In the specification phase, the theorem prover is used to verify and validate the specification,
while in the design phase the same tool is used to verify the correctness of the design steps.

There is, at the market, a variety of commercial tools supporting formal development methods. An
ongoing activity at HRP is to investigate the applicability of such tools. Based on a comparative review
of a large number of systems four were selected for a closer evaluation. Of these, one system has been
selected for an experimental investigation, by application on a subsystem in the new experimental control
room (HAMMLAB 2000) which is being developed at HRP.

FAULT DETECTION

The methods for fault detection can be divided into two main categories: Static analysis and testing.
Static analysis is defined as the process of evaluating a computer program without executing it. The main
objective of the static analysis is to check that the final program conforms with the specification or
design documents, but it is also used to reveal defects in the program. These defects may be direct faults,
but they may also be violation of coding standards.

The Halden Project has in the SOSAT (SOftware Safety Tools) project, a joint project with TUV-Nord
and GRS/ISTec in Germany developed a set of tools which can assist in the safety analysis of computer
programs (14) It is based on a memory dump of the host computer, i.e. the computer where the analysed
program is implemented. One reason for basing the analysis on the machine code representation of the
program is to reveal potential faults introduced through the compiler and other programming aids. A
disassembler extracts the part of the memory content which constitutes the program(s) and translates it
into a processor independent language, which is the basis for the further analysis.

An ongoing activity at HRP on software analysis is, in co-operation with GRS/ISTec, to develop tools
which check high level language programs against a variety of coding standards and guidelines.

Testing a program means to execute it with selected test data to demonstrate that it performs its task
correctly. Ideally the test data should be selected so that all potentially residual faults should be revealed.
The Halden Project have performed several investigations of testing methodologies. An ongoing activity
at HRP on testing is an experimental evaluation of a method, the PIE (Propagation, Infection, Execution)
method suggested by Dr. Jeff Voas (15).
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FAULT TOLERANCE

The third principle, fault tolerance, can be obtained in different ways, e.g. through diversity and/or safety
checks. A project on diverse software (PODS) was performed as a joint project between the Safety and
Reliability Directorate (SRD), Central Electricity Research Laboratory (CERL), The Technical Research
Centre (VIT) of Finland and HRP (16). The main objective of the project was to provide a measure of
the relative merits of using diverse programs, as compared with any one of the programs replicated in all
channels, in a 2-out-of-3 majority voting protection system. To achieve the objective, an experiment was
mounted which simulated a normal software development process to produce three diverse programs to
the same requirement. The requirement was for a reactor over-power protection system. After careful
independent development and testing the three programs were tested back-to-back against each other to
locate residual faults. The three development teams were allowed to discuss problems with the
requirement specifiers, but not with each other. All phases of the project were carefully documented for
subsequent analysis.

FURTHER PLANS

THE HAMMLAB 2000 PROJECT

The Halden Project has experienced an increased demand for a facility able to support advanced human
factor's related experiments, both through members organisations in the joint research programmes, as
well as through requests for doing specific studies for certain organisations on a bilateral basis. The
Project therefore set forth to investigate whether today's HAMMLAB would be able to meet tomorrow's
needs for an experimental facility, and the HAMMLAB 2000 project was initiated. The HAMMLAB
2000 project has the goal of establishing a flexible infrastructure regarding the physical laboratories and
the hardware and software, as well as making sure tomorrow's HAMMLAB has a broad pool of
simulators. By the year 2000 four simulators will be available providing broader scope and details in the
simulation and access to a more operators to participate in experiments.

The NORS Simulator

The NORS simulator is a "westernised' VVER simulator of the Loviisa nuclear power plant in Finland.
NORS was manufactured in .1983, and has since then been the nucleus of HAMMLAB. Several
modifications and additions have taken place of the NORS simulator models, and NORS is now
considered to be a very good simulator for the purpose of being "the process" when performing
experimental studies. NORS will continue to play a role also in the coming years as part of the
HAvMLAB 2000 pool of simulators.

The CPO Fessenheim Simulator

The member organisations of the Halden project have clearly expressed the wish for a western type of
PWR simulator as part of the HAMMLAB 2000 pool of simulators. In co-operation with Thomson
Training & Simulation and Electricite de France a delivery of a full-scope simulator of the Fessenheim-l
plant in France took place in 1998. Fessenheim-l is a Westinghouse-like 900 MW 3-loop plant built by
Framatome.

The Forsmark-3 BWR Simulator

In order to prepare for maximum transferability of results from experimental studies, it has also been
decided to include a simulator of a BWR plant in HAMMLAB 2000. BWR utilities in Sweden and
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Finland have stated their interest in having a BWR simulator as part of HAMMLAB 2000, since they see
a clear benefit to be able to run specific studies in HAMMLAB to feed results into their large control
room modernisation programs.

It has been agreed between the Swedish and Finnish utilities and the Halden Project to make a BWR
simulator based upon the Forsmark 3 NPP, a 1160 MW BWR located north of Stockholm, Sweden. The
simulator is manufactured by VTT Energy in Finland in co-operation with the Halden Project, and is
scheduled for completion in the spring 1999.

The Oseberg Simulator

The Oseberg training simulator is a full-scope simulator of the Oseberg A oil production platform located
in the North Sea. It will be used as "the process" when performing human factors studies related to the
oil and gas industry. The Oseberg simulator has been ported to modern hardware and will be modified to
handle the recent and future developments in the North Sea, e.g. operation of satellite fields from a
centralised control room and remote control of production onshore.

SUMMARY

Backfitting of nuclear power plant control rooms is a continuing process, introducing computer-based
solutions for surveillance and control as well as for improving the human-computer interface. At the
same time designs for tomorrow's reactors are developed, characterised by fully digital instrumentation
and control systems, and advanced, computer-based control rooms. Research and development efforts are
needed to ensure that the new technology gives the expected improvements in operational safety and
efficiency.

The research programme at the Halden Project addresses the research needs of the nuclear industry in
connection with introduction of digital I&C systems in NPPs. The programme provides information
supporting design and licensing of upgraded, computer-based control room systems, and demonstrates
the benefits of such systems through experiments in its simulator-based experimental control room
facility at Halden.

At the Halden Project an internationally sponsored research programme is carried out which addresses
these research issues. The Halden Man-Machine Laboratory represents a unique test-bed for investigating
new, computer-based solutions for nuclear power plant control rooms. The research programnme draws
upon competence built up through more than 25 years work in the field of computer-based operator
support and digital control room solutions, and the close contact with licensing authorities, utilities and
reactor vendors in the 20 countries participating in the Halden Project ensures that the work is addressing
the real research needs of the nuclear industry.

With the initiation of the IAMMLAB 2000 project the goal is to broaden the scope and domain of the
human factors studies, by introducing two new nuclear process simulators and one petroleum simulator.
It will be possible to perform studies related to severe accidents due to the extended operational domain
of the new simulators.

HAMMLAB will be expanded with new laboratory areas making it possible to perform experiments in
parallel, without interfering each other. The laboratories will be flexible with regards to physical size, in
order to adapt to small and large studies. A software and hardware infrastructure will be developed,
allowing for integration of software systems developed at the Halden Project or in member organisations.
Such systems can then be tested in a realistic environment, prior to installation in real-life plants.
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Based on the above, the Halden Project is confident that the new HAMMLAB will be the global centre of
excellence for performing human-machine interaction studies for the management and control of
industrial processes, when it is taken into use in the year 2000.
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ABSTRACT

The ongoing Human Error Analysis Project (HEAP) was initiated within the Halden Reactor
Project in 1994. Its objectives are to develop a better understanding and explicit model of how
and why 'cognitive errors' occur, and to provide design guidance to avoid, or compensate for,
cognitive errors. During 1994-1996, results led to practical insights concerning diagnostic
strategies and styles, aspects of operator support systems affecting diagnosis, and success rates
for diagnosis and error types. From 1996 the project's scope was extended to consider error
prediction, error recovery, method development, and investigation of complexity.

HEAP has investigated human error within complex simulator-based experiments using the
Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method (CREAM), and preliminary results are
presented. Extensive method development has also been carried out, to allow the study of
operator cognitive activity within realistic situations. New measures for operator performance,
situational awareness, and plant performance, have been developed and are briefly described.
Understanding of what makes a control room situation difficult to handle is important when
studying operator performance, with respect to both prediction, and improvement of the human
performance. Therefore, HEAP has been investigating the complexity of the operator's work
situation. From these investigations a definition and measure of complexity are being developed.
A Complexity Profiling Questionnaire has been developed, based on factor analytic results from
operators' conception of complexity. Initial validity of a set of identified complexity factors has
been shown, by prediction of both crew and plant performance from ratings of the complexity of
scenarios.

Human Error Analysis Project (HEAP)

The OECD Halden Reactor Project has, since 1994, been engaged in a long term effort to study
human erroneous actions. The purposes of this study are: (I) to provide a better understanding
and explicit modelling of how and why erroneous actions occur (specifically when they involve
cognitive activities such as diagnosis), and (2) to provide improved design guidance for the
development of man-machine systems, that can avoid or compensate for erroneous actions.

Four initial pilot studies put the emphasis on methodological aspects, in particular the
development of methods to investigate cognitive aspects of behaviour using real operators in
difficult scenarios (Kaarstad et al., 1994 & 1995; Kirwan, 1994a).
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The objective of the first pilot study was to evaluate concurrent and interrupted verbal protocol
techniques, with regard to their applicability to identify operators' problem solving strategies,
diagnostic strategy types, and possible "cognitive inefficiencies" while locating a fault. The main
finding was that the two methods provided different types of information about problem solving
strategies and human erroneous actions. The methodological recommendation for the main
HEAP study was, therefore, to use a combination of the tvo methods.

The objective of the second pilot study was to test whether eye movement tracking analysis was
a feasible supplement to verbal protocols in studying operators' cognition during fault-finding.
The main finding was that the analysis of eye movements helped to make the interpretation of
verbal protocols more robust and gave a better insight into the operators' problem-solving
behaviour. Wearing the eye-tracking equipment had no apparent effect on the quality or quantity
of verbal protocols, or upon diagnostic performance.

The third pilot study investigated the effects of scenario complexity on operators' diagnostic
behaviour. Complexity was assumed to be a multidimensional concept that was varied by
manipulating the number of underlying faults in three different scenarios. The main finding was
that the number of underlying faults did not, by itself, prove to be a dominant complexity factor,
when the performance measures were the degree of operator success in diagnosing the faults, and
the use of different diagnostic strategies. This study also used operators from two different
operating environments but the results showed no systematic variation with respect to either
subject pool, or performance measures.

The fourth pilot study looked at the quality of information provided by different data sources.
The preceding studies had shown the need for multiple data sources, typically concurrent plus
interrupted verbal protocols and eye movement data. Since considerable resources are needed to
analyse a combination of different data sources, it is important to know in advance what the
relative contribution is from each source of data. The findings were that all three types of
protocols (concurrent, auto-confrontation, and expert) produced similar results for a set of pre-
defined target activities, although concurrent verbal protocols were the richest source of data.
Furthermore, it was found that concurrent verbal protocols can effectively be used for teams as
well as for single operators.

Performance Prediction In HEAP

The pilot experiments had demonstrated how diagnostic errors could be found from performance
records (Folles0 et al., 1996), but another essential issue is to be able to predict the likely error
modes. In order to achieve this an experiment was designed with the purpose of developing and
refining a method, or set of methods, for predicting performance failures, specifically the error
modes that can be expected for a specific task. The method should specifically enable the
analysts to:

identify the types of incorrect performance (error modes, cognitive failure modes) that
are possible for the given task or scenario;
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* qualitatively rank or rate the possibility of these possible error modes in order to identify
those that are the more likely to happen.

The basis for any kind of performance prediction must be a detailed description of the situation
where the performance takes place and a specification of the critical aspects of the performance.
Since the error modes are basically deviations from the expected performance, the starting point
for making a prediction of this type must refer to a description of the expected performance. This
can either be developed from scratch or make use of already existing descriptions from, e.g., a
task analysis, existing operating procedures, ideal paths or performance time-lines and event
trees such as those used in PSA/HRA.

In this case, the predictions were based on the task descriptions provided by the Operator
Performance Assessment System (OPAS), see below for description. For each scenario OPAS
provided a description of the operators' actions, using a simple hierarchy of main goals,
subgoals, and operator tasks, where the latter were classified as either detection or operation.

Performance Prediction Method (CREAM)

The basic steps of the prediction method used in the experiment are shown in Figure 1. The
method was derived from the basic method of CREAM (Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis
Method), cf Hollnagel, 1997.
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Figure 1: Basic steps of performance prediction.
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The actual experiment was carried out together with the NRC Alarm Project which aimed to
investigate the effect of various types of alarm display and alarm processing methods. The
experimental design is summarised in Table 1. The main independent variables in the alarm
experiment are three kinds of alarm display types and three alarm processing levels. However,
the experiment was carried out in only eight experimental conditions because of limited
experimental resources such as subject schedule, time requirement, and so on. The selected eight
experimental conditions are also shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental Conditions in the Alarm Experiment

ALARM PROCESSING LEVEL
No processing No nuisance alarms No redundant alarms

Display tyeNo availability Availability No availability Availability
Tile 1 7 -.- j
Mixed 2 3 4 5 6
Integrated .7 Ad : ;i.^ 21i s a X.

The HEAP experiment used the conditions where performance differences were thought most
likely, i.e., conditions 2 (no processing, mixed display) and 8 (nuisance alarms removed,
integrated display). In addition, condition 7 (nuisance alarms removed, tile display) was selected
as a base line condition for comparison purposes. This selection resulted in a total of 36 scenarios
to be analysed.

The experiment was conducted in the HAlden Man-Machine LABoratory (HAMMLAB) at the
Halden Reactor Project using a full-scope simulation of a PWR NPP. The subjects were 12
licensed commercial power plant operators (six crews of operators participated with two
operators per crew) from the Loviisa NPP in Finland.

The data includes a record of the alarms presented to the operator during the scenario, all the
operators' interactions with the simulator, and the manipulations performed by the experimental
leader. The variable log includes the process parameters known to change during the scenario.
Other data sources were eye movements and video recordings, together with soundtracks of the
operators' communications and those of an expert commentator. Furthermore, the OPAS
checklist was used to score whether the operators followed the predefined operating sequence.
After the experiment this checklist could be compared with the simulation log and video
recording to validate the scoring and calculate performance rating.

OPAS was used as a main source for both the predictions of error modes and for analyses of the
observed errors during the experiment. The predictions were analysed using the time windows,
the process expert rated OPAS formats, simulator data and expert commentators. Video and eye
movement data were used for clarifications when needed.
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Results

To evaluate the precision of the predictions, the scenarios were scored independently by two
analysts. The agreement was high, with a mean of about 72%, ranging from 53% to 88%
agreement. The quality of the interpretation can be determined by using a test of interscorer
reliability, such as Cohens Kappa (Breakwell et al., 1995). Cohens Kappa compares the nominal
scales from the scoring and takes into account the probability of the same scoring due to chance.
The value of Cohens Kappa was calculated to be 0.66 which is significant (p< .05).

All predictions were analysed and a match percentage for each scenario was calculated. The
match percentage ranged from 42% to 100%, with an mean of 67.8%. The histogram (Figure 2)
shows the hit percentage distribution of the different scenarios.
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Figure 2: Percentage match of scenario predictions.

A more detailed analysis showed that the overall match between predicted and observed
observation error modes was 100%, while there were no observed planning errors. Interpretation
errors had a 68% match and execution errors had a 56% match.

The predictions also included an evaluation of what the most likely error mode to happen would
be for each scenario. This was based on the scorers' judgements together with the
characterisation made by the common performance conditions of the scenario. The error mode
judged to be the most likely for each scenario, actually occurred in 72% of the cases.

Not all error modes were predicted. This is probably due to the fact that OPAS was made for a
different purpose and that the task analysis therefore served a different objective. If more work is
put into defining the operator tasks, a higher match between predicted and actual error modes is
expected. This will be investigated in the near future and reported during 1999.

Method development related to HEAP since 1996

The first three years of the HEAP project also revealed a need for better performance
measurement. Measures of human task performance are typically developed and applied in
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limited laboratory settings, where the participants carry out unrealistic and well-defined tasks.
The performance indicator is usually accepted by convention, and without discussion.
Unfortunately, a direct transfer of such methodologies to handling complex problem solving in
dynamic operating environments, which is the essence of the experimental activities in HEAP,
produces instruments that are inflexible and unable to meet the demands of validity, and
experimental control.

The work within HEAP has been based on experiments with a high degree of ecological validity.
Therefore, in order to maintain a realistic experimental situation a requirement for the methods
used has been that they must not disturb or influence operators problem solving. This
requirement has led to the development of a new set of measures capturing the different
categories of performance involved in simulator transients with a risk of human error. An
assumption has been that there is a causal relationship between plant behaviour, operator actions
causing the plant behaviour, and the operators cognitive processes causing the operator actions.

These three categories have been investigated using three different measures; plant performance,
operator performance, and the operators' cognitive processes. Plant performance puts focus on
the outcome of operator problem solving in the control. Operator performance refers to a direct
evaluation of the quality of operator activities. Cognitive processes relates to cognitive predictors
of system control, e.g., situation awareness. The relation between these categories and the
developed measures are shown in Figure 3.

Operatorsconiie Operat .o actionspedhrmancviou

Figure 3: Relationship between the measures developed at Halden and performance categones
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Plant performance

Plant performance measures representative of a crew's control of the plant, are especially useful
in assessing the global performance of the crew in the scenario. During the simulation of a
transient, such as a small loss of coolant in a pressurised water reactor (PWR), the minimum
level reached in the pressuriser is a measure of the effectiveness of the operator corrective
actions, independent of their specific strategy for tackling the problem. Such a measure,
depending on the objectives of the concept under test, might be more significant than a specific
action, e.g., pipe isolation, because it provides an integrated measure of the effectiveness of the
operator control of the plant.

Because process control measures are taken at the end of the sequence of general operator tasks,
i.e., state identification, action planning, and action implementation, they provide an integrated
assessment of the operators impact on the plant rather than focusing on any particular sub-task.
Additionally, these measures are meaningful because they can be directly related to the
production and safety goals of the plant.

The procedure for applying the plant performance measures involves the following. For each
critical process parameter in the scenario, the relative error between the crew's value and the
optimal value is calculated. The optimal value is identified from the same scenario run by an
expert. The relative error is the absolute difference between the crew's value for the process
parameter and the optimal value, divided by the optimal value. The score of the crew in the
scenario is the relative error of each parameter multiplied by the correspondent weight for that
parameter, and summed for all parameters in the set.

Using this approach, good results were found in an experimental evaluation study of alarm
systems, conducted in HAMMLAB. The results are reported in Moracho (1998).

Operator performance

The need for a special instrument handling operator performance resulted in the development of
OPAS, the Operator Performance Assessment System (Skraaning 1998). This system prescribes
optimal solutions to scenarios through discussion with process experts. For every scenario, expert
solutions are represented in diagrams in a hierarchically manner. During the actual experiment, a
process expert registers operator activities in real time, concurrent with operator performance.
Performance scores are then calculated, estimating the discrepancy between the expert analysis
and operator solutions to scenarios.

Using OPAS, performance is comparable across scenarios, the system can account for individual
solution paths in dynamic operating environments, and it can be applied to crews or single
operators without adjustment. Real-time registration of operator activities has been found to be
very effective, and the performance assessment can be accomplished using reasonable time and
resources. An empirical evaluation detailed in Skraaning 1998, indicated that OPAS complies
with most established standards for human performance measurement.
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Situation Awareness

Based on techniques from the aviation area, the Situation Awareness Control Room Inventory
was developed some years ago at Halden (Hogg et al. 1995). One drawback of this method
however is its lack of flexibility as questionnaire based data collection must be done at regular
intervals throughout the scenario. This process therefore interrupts the scenarios and may
interfere with some aspects of operator decision making, as well as being inflexible because the
time windows for applying SACRI must be decided before hand.

Preliminary testing of a continuous measure of situation awareness is reported by Dr0ivoldsmo
et al. 1998. The report presents a method for continuous measures of situation awareness, based
on analyses of the operator's eye movements. The objective is to identify, develop, and test the
new measure, and compare it to instruments that require interruptions of scenarios. Using
experimental data from the 1996 CASH/ NRC Alarm study and the 1997 Human Error Analysis
Project/ Human-Centred Automation study, the new measurement techniques have been tested
and evaluated on a preliminary basis. The results showed promising relationships between the
new continuous measure of situation awareness, and established instruments based upon scenario
interruptions.

Complexity research in HEAP

Understanding of what makes a control room situation difficult to handle, is important when
studying operator performance with respect to both prediction, and improvement of the human
performance. The fact that control room work is complex, especially for non-normal situations, is
emphasised by both practitioners and researchers. To address this area HEAP initiated work in
order to understand what makes scenarios complex and to identify those factors associated with
diagnostic challenges. Important questions are: What is the basic complexity factors of the work
situation, and how can those factors be measured? What complexity factors are related to what
types, and level, of human performance?

A basic distinction can be made between 'subjective' and 'inter-subjective' complexity. An
operator carrying out a scenario has a subjective experience of the task and the situation. The
operator's perception of the complexity can be labelled 'subjective complexity'. Alternatively the
operator's work situation for a scenario can be evaluated for complexity by persons with
substantial operational knowledge. This kind of rating is like asking 'how complex is this
scenario for a typical operator'. This evaluation can be labelled 'inter-subjective' complexity.
Determination of inter-subjective complexity for a work situation will typically involve
operational experts' evaluation. A measure or description of inter-subjective complexity is often
based on some kind of analysis of the situation, as opposed to subjective complexity that
involves dynamic experience.

Complexity is often seen as related to performance. The goal of this research is to discover
relations between complexity factors and human performance. A description and a measure of
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the complexity of the operator's work situation should relate to operator performance. This is the
case for both expert-rated, inter-subjective complexity and subjective complexity.

Figure 4 shows the work on complexity that was undertaken in 1995 and 1996. The results from
this work have been further analysed in 1997 and 1998.
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Figure 4. Work on Complexity at Halden Reactor Project

A literature review was carried out in 1995 for identification of complexity components. Based
on this review a questionnaire for rating of complexity was developed, tested in one experiment,
and further developed to a 39-item questionnaire (see Collier, 1998).- The 39 item questionnaire
was administrated to operators participating in an experiment in 1995 in HAMMLAB. For a
further description of the study see Hallbert, Sebok and Morriseau (1997). Twelve licensed
operators, from the Loviisa NPP in Finland, participated in the study. The 12 operators made up
four crew configurations with positions as shift supervisor, reactor operator, turbine operator and
balance of plant operator. All operators participated in five scenarios. After each scenario, each
operator completed the 39 item complexity questionnaire, giving 12 ratings for each of the 5
scenarios producing a total of 60 ratings.

A factor analysis of the operators' answers to the 39 questions identified 8 factors. The 8 factors
and their interpretation are given in Table 2 below.
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Table 2: The eight factors identified, with brief description

Factor Description

Root cause difficulties

Spread of information

Confusion

Breadth of information
gathering and co-ordination

Obviousness

Attentional demand

Severity

Temporal demand

Symptoms of the disturbance are masked for the operator.

Spread of information on the Human-Machine Interface.

Ambiguous or misleading information.

Attention to other persons work and information from different
systems.

No clear information pointing to the fault.

Information load, including information load from alarms.

Challenge the safety of the plant and require fast action.

Time pressure and many simultaneous tasks.

These factors can be seen as a description and definition of one aspect of the complexity of the
work situation in a NPP control room. The factors identified served as a basis for the
development of a Complexity Profiling Questionnaire, see Braarud, 1998 for a full description.

Complexity is often seen as inversely related to performance. An inverse relation between the
complexity measure and performance demonstrates validity of the complexity measure. In the
second experiment prediction of performance was studied. Figure 5 outlines the predictions
studied.

Before Scenarios After Scenarios

Figure 5. Prediction of performance from complexity ratings.
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In the second experiment both operational experts' and the operators' running the scenario rated
the complexity by use of the CPQ. Operational experts rated the scenarios before the experiment
was carried out, and the operators rated the scenario after they had finished the scenario. In this
experiment twelve professional operators made up six crews with one reactor operator and one
turbine operator in each crew. Sixteen scenarios, that represented both high and low complexity
situations, were run through by all six crews. For a complete description of the method in the
study see O'Hara et. al (1997).

The operational expert's rating of the eight CPQ dimensions was used to predict the crew's task
and plant performance. The same was the case for the operator's subjective complexity. The
measure for crew task performance was the Operator Performance Assessment System
(Skraaning, 1998), and the measure for crew plant performance was the Plant Performance
Assessment System (Moracho, 1998). The prediction was done by multiple regression where
performance was the dependent variable, and the ratings of the 8 complexity factors were the
independent variables, see Braarud, 1998. The results from the predictions were:

* Experts' ratings predict Crew Performance. (R' = .64, p < .001)

* Experts' ratings predict Plant Performance. (R = .69, p < .001)

* Operators' ratings do not predict Crew Performance. (R =.37, p = .09)

* Operators' ratings predict Plant Performance ( R = .62, p < .001)

The results from the multiple regressions above suggest that experts' rating of complexity, by use
of the complexity profiling questionnaire, predict both crew performance and plant performance
quite well. The results further suggest that operator's rating of complexity, by use of the same
questionnaire, predicts plant performance quite well. This finding gives some initial validation of
the complexity dimensions identified and the developed Complexity Profiling Questionnaire.

Crew performance was not predicted by the operators' ratings. Crew performance and plant
performance can be seen as different aspects of performance according to the crew's goals. The
plant performance measure is more directed towards optimal physical performance of the
components of the plant, while the measure of crew performance is directed more towards the
security of the plant as manifested in the control room crew's responsibilities.

Together these findings suggest a good potential for further and more detailed research on
complexity. Further research concerning the structure of complexity is needed, not least to give a
better foundation for the detailed study of which complexity shaping factors are related to what
kind of scenario characteristics, and to what Idnd of operator behaviour.

l R = multiple correlation
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Conclusion

Halden Reactor Project has, since 1994, studied operator performance via the Human Error
Analysis Project, the objectives being to develop a better understanding and explicit model of
how and why 'cognitive errors' occur, and to provide design guidance to avoid, or compensate
for, cognitive errors. Following the first three year period,1994-1996, the project's scope was
considerably extended to consider error prediction, error recovery, method development, and
investigation of complexity.

These difficult issues have been investigated within complex, simulator-based experiments using
a wide variety of methods. Work on error prediction has been carried out using the Cognitive
Reliability and Error Analysis Method (CREAM), and preliminary results are promising. The
difficulty of studying operator performance in realistic situations has also placed heavy
requirements for the development of new and better methods and measures. Therefore, extensive
method development has also been carried out within HEAP, to allow the study of operator
performance, situational awareness, and plant performance.

Important work in the area of complexity has also been carried out, and this is starting to provide
an understanding of those factors that make a control room situation difficult to handle, and is
especially important when studying operator performance with respect to both prediction, and
improvement of the human performance. The Complexity Profiling Questionnaire has been
developed, and the validity of the set of complexity factors has been shown by prediction of both
crew and plant performance from ratings of the complexity of scenarios.

During 1999, the end of the second three year period, HEAP will continue to address this broad
range of issues. It is planned not only to conduct firther experiments, but also to produce a
number of reports summarising the work done, and lessons learned to date. The opportunity to
further analyse existing data in order to both clarify issues, and explore new ones, will be taken.
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Abstract

On basis of several research activities at the OECD Halden Reactor
Project, this paper discusses some of the options available for combining
software quality assurance techniques. While the various options reflect a
wide variety of techniques, several classes of combinations involve the use
of formal methods. In particular, the combination of graphical and textual
notations represents a promising approach to making formal specifications
comprehensible to a wider group of users. The paper presents research re-
sults related to the combination of Petri nets and algebraic specifications,
as well as to the development of a graphical front-end to the editing of al-
gebraic specifications. The practicality of formal methods is further en-
hanced by a proper combination of formal methods with CASE-tools and
traditional development techniques. The paper presents results from a re-
search project concerned with using, and measuring the effect of, formal
methods in real-life software development. A third class of combinations
concerns the use of complementary formal verification techniques. A dis-
tinction is made between theorem proving and model-checking, both of
which represent well established approaches to the verification of software
specifications. On basis of the advantages and shortcomings of the respec-
tive techniques, consideration is given to the possibilities of a combined
approach. There are also several options available for the combination of
program testing techniques. While formal verification is concerned about
proving correctness of a specification, testing normally focuses on the
(possibly symbolic) execution of a specification or a program. The paper
discusses how testing can be made more focused if it is guided by the PIE-
technique, which is a dynamic failure-based technique for performing pro-
gram sensitivity and testability analysis. Finally, the paper demonstrates
how the integration of software process- and product quality relates to the
need to incorporate a variety of factors into quality assurance or assess-
ment. It is demonstrated how these factors, which represent disparate evi-
dences of software quality, can be combined in quality assessment by
means of so-called Bayesian networks.

I Introduction

The OECD Halden Reactor Project has for more than 20 years been working actively within the field of
software verification and validation. The importance of these activities relates to the high requirements put
on embedded software in computer based systems for the control and supervision of nuclear power plants.
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This is reflected in the Halden Project research programme, which emphasises methods for improving soft-
ware quality, and for assessing programmable systems with respect to quality attributes such as correctness,
safety, and maintainability.

In many application areas, the specification and analysis of a software system is accomplished using a wide
variety of notations and techniques. The lack of coherence between notations often represents a serious
problem in the verification and validation of the resulting system. This is a particular problem in the trans-
lation of a requirements specification, often written by a plant engineer or other type of process specialist,
into a design specification that constitutes the document which a computer specialist uses as a basis for the
development of a computer based system. Experience shows that many program defects are caused by er-
rors made in this phase of the development. This indicates that the effectiveness of software quality assur-
ance largely depends on the success of combining complementary notations and techniques. While this is a
frequent observation both in research and practise, there is still a lack of consensus on the usefulness of the
various combinations. In many instances, even the effectiveness of a single technique is difficult to measure.
The Halden Project addresses these problems by investigating how different notations and techniques can
be combined in order to improve the overall scope and effectiveness of software specification, verification,
and quality assurance.

The contents of this paper is based on work performed by several research scientists at the Halden Project.
Section 2 discusses the problem of facilitating the use of textual formal notations by the complementary use
of graphical techniques. The use of formal methods in combination with CASE tools and more traditional
techniques-is discussed in section 3, with particular emphasis on the possibilities of measuring the effect of
formal methods. Section 4 discusses theorem proving and model checking as two complementary approach-
es to formal verification. Program testing is covered by section 5, where emphasis is given to the combina-
tion of software sensitivity. analysis and reliability assessment. Finally, section 6 discusses the problem of
integrating software process- and product quality, and how it can be approached by the use of so-called
Bayesian networks.

2 Graphical and Textual Notations

A common opinion in industry is that both formal and conventional software specifications are ineffective
in reducing the amount of software errors because they are not comprehensible to the process engineers
responsible for the system requirements specification. Because of this communication problem, it is
claimed that no effective verification procedures can be established, and that misinterpretations of the sys-
tem requirements specification are not discovered. On the other hand, many formal methods do provide
good means for specification animation and validation with respect the users requirements. Animation
makes it possible to execute the specifications as early prototypes of the systems to be developed. Further-
more, animation enhances experimentation of the requirements, a property which may be useful in projects
where the requirements can not initially be stated in a complete and precise way. It is therefore not really
appropriate to discuss whether a formal specification can be easily understood, but rather whether it is
communicable.

The use of graphical techniques is a widely accepted approach to making specifications more comprehen-
sible. This is well known in areas like data modelling and specification of information systems. In some
very limited application areas, product specification profits from the use specialized diagrams and tables
that conform to standard notation in their respective areas. In the context of formal software specification,
an important consideration is how graphical descriptions and textual specifications can be combined in a
way that benefits the specification process. If the formality or generality of e.g. functional block diagrams
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could be improved by establishing a relationship to more general formal specification languages, this ap-
pears to be a bridgehead for formal methods technology transfer to industry.

In relation to the research activities at the OECD Halden Reactor Project, many member organisations have
expressed an interest in research focusing on the combination of graphical and textual notations in formal
software specification. This is in agreement with the guidance by the recommendations from the Halden
workshop meeting in 1994 on licensing issues of software in programmable units in nuclear power plants.
The workshop meeting considered as particularly important the development of graphically based interfaces
for software analysis and design activities, including interfaces to make the use of formal methods more user
friendly. On basis of these recommendations, the Halden Project initiated two different research activities.
The first of these activities has focused on the combination of graphical and textual notations in fonnal spec-
ification, while the second activity has focused on the development of a graphical front-end to the editing
of (textual) algebraic specifications. These two activities are described in the following. The use of graph-
ical specification languages has also been studied in the JNF-FS project, see section 3.

2.1 Petri Nets and Algebraic Specifications

The research activities on the combination of graphical and textual notations in formal specification was
initially carried out in a co-operative project between ENEA (Italy) and the OECD Halden Reactor Project.
The aim of this project was to contribute to a clarification of the relationship between graphical descriptions
and formal specifications, and to provide guidelines for how they can be combined in order to utilize the
strengths of each approach. One of the project assignments was to investigate how graphical descriptions
could be supported by the algebraic specification language and associated tool (the HRP Prover) developed
at the Halden Project. Since many graphical description languages can be translated to Petri nets, the focus
of the investigations has been put on the translation of these nets into algebraic specification. Petri nets rep-
resent in this context an intermediate language between graphical descriptions and algebraic specifications.
Furthermore, the importance of Petri nets in the nuclear sector is well documented through applications such
as fault diagnosis [22] and fault detection [34] [35] in nuclear reactors, fault tolerance in nuclear reactor pro-
tection systems [8], and modelling of work flow in nuclear waste management [29]. A characteristic of Petri
nets [33] [36] is that they are at the same time state and action oriented, in the sense that both the states and
the actions are explicitly described.

An important feature of the new HRP Prover [39] concerns two related classes of algebraic specifications
that capture the concept of state. The state-based specifications model the state explicitly, while the transi-
tion-based specifications model the state implicitly by constructing a traditional generator basis. It can be
demonstrated that specifications in each of these classes can be transformed into specifications in the other
class, while preserving the proven properties of the specifications. As a practical consequence, the specifier
can readily re-organize his specification so that it conforms to the most efficient or familiar approach, or to
what appears to provide the best starting point for designing and implementing the specified system. There
are good reasons for insisting on the need for both state-based and transition-based algebraic specifications.
Many of the differences between a state-based and a corresponding transition-based specification emerge
when extending, combining, transforming or refining specifications, or when using tool support. Some of
these activities may in practice demand one particular of the two specifications, and consequently a need to
transform specifications to suit these needs. The need to transform specifications arise in particular when
combining a state-based and a transition-based specifications. The style of the combined specification is de-
termined by the desired focus in each concrete case, but the combination will anyhow involve a transforma-
tion of one of the specifications.
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The concepts of state-based and transition-based specifications have been applied in the establishment of a
uniform approach to the translation of a wide variety of autonomous and non-autonomous Petri nets into
algebraic specification. The approach involves translating Petri nets optionally into state-based or transi-
tion-based algebraic specifications, and using automatic transformation between these two classes in order
to utilize their relative merits. The translation makes it possible to analyse the nets with techniques estab-
lished for algebraic specification, including the use of the HRP Prover, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Translating Petri nets into algebraic specifications.

Furthermore, the nets can be manipulated indirectly through transformation of the resulting specifications.
In this way, Petri nets and algebraic specifications can be integrated to form a common specification docu-
ment to be used as a basis for the software development. The approach has been generalised to many dif-
ferent kinds of Petri nets including
* Autonomous nets: Condition/Event systems, Place/Transition nets, Coloured Petri nets.
* Autonomous nets with increased descriptive power: Inhibitor arc Petri nets, Priority Petri nets.

* Non-autonomous nets: Synchronized Petri nets, Timed Petri nets (weak and strong time semantics),
Mixed synchronized and timed Petri nets, Interpreted Petri nets.

The choice of state-based or transition-based specification relates to pragmatic concerns about the relative
merits of the two classes of algebraic specifications, both in general and with respect to the translation and
extension of Petri nets. When it comes to non-autonomous nets, the introduction of synchronization favours
the state-based specification, since new external events can then be included successively by introducing
new functions. On the other hand, the introduction of timed places favours the transition-based specifica-
tion, since timing constraints can then be added or modified successively by introducing or modifying sep-
arately defined functions. Also the introduction of data processing favours the transition-based
specification, since data variables can then be added or modified by introducing or modifying separately
defined functions.

Some of the most important findings from the research activities on Petri nets and algebraic specifications
can be summarised as follows.
* The algebraic specification resulting from the translation can be used to prove general invariants by

means of induction on the transitions.
* The algebraic specification of a Petri net can be gradually extended to incorporate new functioning

rules.
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* The basic approach to the translation of Petri nets into algebraic specifications can be generalised to a
wide variety of Petri nets.

* Automatic transformation between state-based and transition-based specifications gives a flexible and
efficient approach to the combination of Petri nets and algebraic specifications.

The work on Petri nets and algebraic specification represents a promising approach to the integration of
specifications written in different languages. The approach appears to be applicable to a wide variety of
graphical and textual specification languages. Furthermore, the transformation between state-based and
transition-based specifications can be utilized in the combination of specifications written in different tex-
tual languages, such as Z notation [40] and Larch Shared Language 116]. On basis of these observations, it
is expected that the approach will prove useful in future work on combination of specification techniques.

2.2 A Graphical Front-End to Algebraic Specifications

The development of a graphical front-end to the editing of algebraic specifications has resulted in a proto-
type tool called GRAPHIC-AL. Through the use of graphical and hypertext based presentation techniques,
GRAPHIC-AL provides useful visualization in the process on building and organising algebraic specifica-
tions. The tool can be used as a stand-alone program or as an add-on to the HRP Prover. Concretely,
GRAPHIC-AL consists of two main parts:
* The Hypertext Editor: Facilitates navigation in a set of data type specifications; includes a syntax

checker.
* The Hierarchy and Version Control Unit: Shows the hierarchical dependencies between data type spec-

ifications and allows to work with different versions of a type specifications.

The main goal of the current version of GRAPHIC-AL is to demonstrate an approach to version control and
hypertext-based editing of algebraic specifications. In further work, the GRAPHIC-AL will be integrated
with a graphical user interface to the HRP Prover.

GRAPHIC-AL works with
* type specifications, i.e. specifications of single (parameterized) types; and
* specifications, consisting of a set of type specifications.

The Hypertext Editor includes several features for creating, opening, saving, checking, and navigating both
of these classes of specifications.

The user interface has been developed using Motif widgets (user-interface elements based on the X Win-
dows system), and thereby incorporates a conventional menu bar, scrolled windows, etc. In addition to the
menu bar and two editor windows, the user interface provides a hierarchy browser and an information field.
While the first editor window provides the means for editing a data type specification, the other editor win-
dow is mainly used for information on other data type specifications. The hierarchy browser shows the de-
pendency between all the loaded data type specifications. Finally, the information field gives feedback to
the user.

Development of GRAPHIC-AL were carried out by the use of Lex (lexical analysis), Yacc (parsing), and
Motif. By way of example, the hypertext widget extends the Motif text widget with right mouse button op-
erations dedicated for the control of GRAPHIC-AL. In general however, writing a new widget by extending
an existing one proved to be rather difficult and time consuming, and involved much C programming. As
an alternative, Visual Java Development Tools appear promising for the construction of user interfaces and
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their integration with the rest of the program.

As a general conclusion. the project GRAPHIC-AL provided a demonstration on how to improve the nav-
igation when editing algebraic specifications. In particular, a rather simple, but effective way was found to
present the hierarchical dependencies between data types.

3 Formal Methods and Traditional Software Development Techniques

Recently, the application of formal software development methods have been treated with increasing inter-
est within the nuclear society. The use of formal methods are frequently proposed as a means for developing
high-integrity software based systems. The high degree of completeness, dependability, and freedom from
defects required for these systems call for effective methods for achieving and demonstrating these quality
aspects. Much discussion and, to a certain degree, controversy arose from the verification and validation of
the computer-based Darlington shutdown system [10]. Nevertheless, there is today a growing consensus
within the nuclear society that more practice on the use of formal methods is needed in order to evaluate
their applicability [46]. Several independent studies suggest that there is a need for a systematic, rigorous
effort in establishing design requirements to minimize errors in the final product [4). Licensing authorities
in general have a particular interest in representative applications of existing formal methods to make deci-
sions on whether the use of formal methods should be required, which formal methods should be used, what
is the appropriate way to use them, and what to require to be formally verified. Much of this motivation
comes from the limited value of traditional methods. Following (261, "traditional software-development
techniques usually do not provide the levels of dependability demanded by safety-critical systems, and the
quality criteria are usually such that the amount of testing that is feasible cannot demonstrate that the desired
goals have been achieved". As a matter of fact, there are several important aspects which make the applica-
don of software in safety-critical applications fundamentally different from their application in other areas.
Safety-critical applications must work when needed, and it is not appropriate to wait for evaluation during
use to bring the reliability up to an acceptable level. The realization of the potential benefits of computer-
based control and safety systems for nuclear power plants therefore requires venring the reliability of these
systems. Traditionally this has been done by means of simulation of the hardware design and exhaustive
software testing. It appears however that the use of formal mathematics, in some form, is necessary in order
to achieve substantial improvements in the development of dependable software.

Formal methods are useful in demonstrating many principles related to the development of computer-based
systems, such as correct and traceable specifications, fault avoidance, structured software development
processes, and complete V&V. In general, the provision of a formal specification improves preciseness, be-
cause it disciplines the specifier to state explicitly the information necessary to determine what is intended
in a particular circumstance. But there are also a broad set of principles for which the use of formal methods
need to be combined with other means of demonstration. Examples of such principles are conformance to
well-defined standards, competent staff and team organisation, quality assurance, and attention to human
factors. The preferred use of formal methods usually also involves support tools, which need to be properly
validated for use in the given context. It is regrettable that very few research and development activities have
given serious attention to the formal development of these tools. An exception is the activity at the OECD
Halden Reactor Project on the formal development of a new version of the HRP Prover [39].

We have already seen how the use of formal methods can be facilitated by the use of graphical notations
and techniques. A related approach is to combine formal methods with more traditional software develop-
ment techniques. This is described in the following subsections, which describes a research activity on the
combination of formal methods and CASE tools. Particular emphasis is given to the possibilities of meas-
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uring the effect of formal methods in real-life software development.

3.1 Integration of CASE-tools for Formal Methods

The project INT-FS (Integration of formal specification in HAMMLAB 2000) was initiated in 1997 with
the aim to experiment with formal methods in the development of HAMMLAB 2000 (see [47] for an intro-
duction to the HAMMLAB 2000 project). Promising formal methods have been identified, and different
CASE-tools supporting these methods have been evaluated. It was decided to concentrate on graphical spec-
ification languages, like SDL (49], Statecharts [17], MSC (50], and UML [48], that have already proved
successful within many companies. In particular, experimental development work has focused on the use
of the SDT tool produced by the Swedish company Telelogic. The experience from the application of formal
methods and the SDT tool provides important insight into the relationship between semi-fornal description
techniques and more conventional formal methods. SDT offers a number of facilities, for instance:
* graphical editing of MSC, SDL and UML specifications;

* graphical animation of specifications;
* automatic validation based on exhaustive search;
* complete code-generation towards C.

A first experimental development based on SDT focused on the design of a communication manager for the
FAME (Functional Allocation Methods) project. The overall aim of this project has been to develop a
framework for analytical studies of important issues in the design of man-machine systems. One such issue
is the function allocation between the operator and the process control system. The FAME framework con-
sists of three main parts, an operator component, the communication manager (FCM), and an automation
component. FCM is coupled to a simulator of the physical process, and distributes data to the operator mod-
ule or to the automation module, and back to the process. Further activities in the INT-FS project have con-
centrated on making a formal specification of the integration platform in HAMMLAB 2000.

Another objective of INT-FS is to give recommendations on how to train personnel in the use of formal
methods. The system development within INT-FS is therefore carried out by engineers without former
background in formal methods. Because formal methods have a reputation of being hard to comprehend and
difficult to apply, system engineers generally tend to be reluctant to using them. The experiences from the
project indicate that formal methods of the kind considered are suited as communication media for the dif-
ferent parties involved in a system development. The chosen methods are all graphical, and the CASE-tool
SDT is directed towards graphical editing and animation. The developers found that graphical diagrams
were well-suited as a medium for discussions with the customers, and that it was easier to restart from a
graphical design specification than from conventional code after a longer break. It was also noted that errors
were easier to find with animation than with traditional debugging of C code.

3.2 Measuring the Effect of Formal Methods

One important objective of the INT-FS has been to measure the effect of formal methods (43]. For this pur-
pose a procedure for the collection of statistical data (error and work-hour reporting in all development
phases) was established. Collected data provides important input to evaluating how the use of formal meth-
ods influences on the amount of distribution of errors introduced or detected during the different phases of
a development.

Based on the experiences from the experimental development in the INT-FS, several problems were iden-
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tified in relation to metrics based on error reports. These problems relate both to the need for an appropriate
definition of an error, and to the notion of satisfaction:
* The definition of error must allow for the kind of trial/failure experiments that usually is considered a

necessary and desirable part of software development. Moreover, this definition should not depend
upon a software process that does not mirror how software is developed in practise.

* Any definition of error is highly dependent on some notion of satisfaction, i.e. what does it mean that a
specification or implementation satisfies some requirement imposed by a more abstract specification?
This notion of satisfaction must be sufficiently liberal to allow software to be developed in a natural
manner; it must be clearly defined, and it must be expressed in such a way that it can be understood and
used by the system engineers.

At present, the evidence on experimental work on the effects of formalization is very limited. Two notable
exceptions are [5] and [ 12]. In order to compare conventional and formal developments, care must be taken
to ensure that it really is the effects of formalization that is measured. and not the effects of something else.
By way of example, the FCM development involved a validation of the formal vs. the informal requirements
specification based on a specific review process involving all involved parties. The central question is: To
what degree should the activities in the formal development process be mirrored in the conventional one,
and vice versa? If the purpose is to measure the effect of formalization only, it appears that the experiments
should be organized in such a way that the formal and conventional development differ only with respect
to the formalization and the immediate effects of the formalization. This is in agreement with [301, which
states that process improvement initiatives should be evaluated by way of comparison between two situa-
tions where product and process variables are held constant except for the one whose effect is being
checked. Since this may be infeasible across development projects, [30] proposes that such comparisons in-
stead are done across subsystems of the same project.

The FCM development was based on the waterfall process, with the intention to complete each stage before
the next was initiated, since this was basically required by the definition of error. In the FCM development,
the requirements stage was completed before any of the other stages were started up. For practical reasons
however, the design and implementation stages overlapped in time. This does not necessarily mean that the
definition of error need to be modified. Rather, the problem appear to relate to the very strict implementation
of the waterfall process. The overlap of the development stages occurred because the development of clearly
separated sub-components progressed at different speeds. The experience with the FCM development will
however be used in the adaption of the error collection routines to an iterative, component based develop-
ment process in the tradition of [7] and [21 ].

Other important issues include the definition and selection of adequate metrics, and how to motivate the sys-
tem engineers to produce the required error reports, and use them in a consistent manner. A challenging task
is to set up experiments in such a way that interesting and scientifically valid conclusions can be drawn.
Further work of this research activity will therefore focus on improving the techniques and strategies for
this kind of experiments, with the aim of providing more significant experimental evidence with respect to
the effects of formalization.

4 Theorem Proving and Model-Checking

Formal verification uses mathematical or algorithmic methods to prove the correctness of software specifi-
cations with respect to more abstract specifications or desired properties of the software. Much of the mo-
tivation behind the use of these methods is their ability to uncover errors, misunderstandings, or unexpected
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properties which could easily escape other means of scrutiny. The objectives of the VV-FT project (Verifi-
cation and Validation using Formal Techniques) is to investigate verification techniques, available verifi-
cation tools and their applications, in order to propose a framework to support the development and
validation of distributed systems. The investigations have concentrated on theorem proving and model
checking, which are the two major approaches to formal verification.

Basic to the formal verification of software specifications is the viewpoint that they specify possible runs
of the software, where each run can be represented as an infinite sequence of states. Accordingly, a property
of the specification is understood as a set of runs. With this viewpoint, we can distinguish two classes of
properties:
* Safety properties express that undesired actions will not happen. A run satisfies a given safety property

if every initial (finite) sequence of the run can be extended to a run satisfying that property. As a special
case, an invariant property is a property that holds in every state of the execution.

* liveness properties express that desired actions will eventually take place. A given property is a live-
ness property if it is possible to extend every finite sequence to a run satisfying that property.

Techniques for proving safety properties are typically based on some form of generalized mathematical in-
duction.

Model-checking as a technique relies on building a finite model of a system and checking that a desired
property holds in that model (using some variant of reachability analysis). In contrast, theorem proving is
based on expressing both the system and its desired properties as formulas in some mathematical logic. The
logic is given by a formal system, which defines a set of axioms and a set of inference rules. Theorem prov-
ing is the process of finding a proof of a property from the axioms of the system. The suitability of each of
the two classes of techniques depends on the characteristics of the analysed system:
* Model-checking techniques are applicable to systems whose states have short and easily manipulated

descriptions. Typical systems in this category are those whose intricacy resides more in the control than
in data. These are systems whose role is more readily described by their possible interaction sequences
than by the transformations they apply to complex data.

* Theorem proving techniques are more general than model-checking, and can be used to verify many
types of systems including those whose role is described by the transformations they apply to complex
data.

Due to their respective advantages and disadvantages, a combination of the techniques may be needed for
large complex systems. By way of example, interactive theorem proving tools may help system developers
to verify decomposition and abstraction steps, while model-checking tools may be used to handle relatively
small and decidable subsystems.

In the VV-FT project, several tools within each of these classes were compared. The theorem proving tools
included in this study were the ACL2 system [25], the HOL system [15], the HRP Prover [39], the LP Prover
[16], and the PVS system [I I]. The model-checking tools where the CWB-NC system [9], the SMV system
(28], the SPIN system [18], and the UV system [24]. The evaluation criteria put special emphasis on the
applicability of the tools for the development of distributed software. As interactive theorem proving tools
were considered, the PVS system was considered to be better than the other systems for the specification of
distributed software systems. Due to its flexibility, the HOL system might be a better choice for proving
theorems. Another advantage with the latter tool is that it appears to be easier to extend with derived proof
rules. As model checking tools were considered, the SPIN system was considered to be better than the other
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tools for specification and verification of distributed systems.

The further activity in this project has been to investigate whether it is possible to apply this methodology
on the verification of operator procedures. In a preliminary study, SPIN was applied on a simple example
procedure. Based on this experience, a case study was initiated using this tool on a real procedure. The pur-
pose of this study was to find out how well SPIN handles relatively large procedures, and what kind of prop-
erties can be verified. The activities include modelling the procedure in Promela, which is the language of
SPIN, modelling the environment to which the procedure is supposed to be applied, and investigating the
types of errors that could possibly be detected by using SPIN. Based on related work at the OECD Halden
ReactorProject, further work will also look into the possibilities of combining this approach with qualitative
simulation [27]. The latter approach puts more emphasis on the modelling of the qualitative behaviour of
the underlying plant, and a combination therefore appears promising in view of the extended scope of ver-
ification.

The combination of model-checking and theorem proving is a relevant issue also in the research activities
on Petri nets and algebraic specifications (see section 2), where inductive theorem proving complements
traditional net analysis techniques. One of the main advantages of the induction approach is its generality
and the flexibility it allows for the formulation of invariants. This is first of all due to the fact that the in-
ductive approach easily applies to all specifications classified as state-based or transition-based algebraic
specifications [39].

5 Program Testing Techniques
Several demonstration principles for software based systems important to safety refer to the importance of
testing in relation to operational testability, the required system functions, etc. In general, to test a program
is to execute it with selected test data to demonstrate that it performs its task correctly. Testing is an essential
part in the assessment of a software product, and complementary to other V&V activities. Ideally the test
data should be selected so that all potentially residual faults are revealed. However, exhaustive testing is in
general not possible, so the optimal test strategy is the one which maximises the probability of revealing all
possible residual program faults. In some cases, testing may be facilitated by the use of equivalence parti-
tioning. This is a technique for determining which classes of input data receive equivalent treatment by a
system, a software module, or program. A result is the identification of a finite set of software functions and
of their associated input and output domains [13].

Effort-intensive testing activities can be viewed as a necessary complement to the more process-oriented
development procedures, since these procedures are regularly considered incapable of providing the neces-
sary confidence in the program. Testing has the advantage of giving reliability figures directly, and provide
flexibility in the choice of the number and distribution of test data. A basic problem related to testing is to
determine when to stop the testing. Several objective criteria have-been proposed, based on the test sets, the
number of bugs detected, the marginal detection rate, or the target reliability level (see [44]). Testing also
requires a method to decide whether the result of a computation is correct or not, i.e. an oracle. A frequent
problem with testing practise is a poor consideration of the quality of the process and techniques employed
during the software development. The intrinsic discrete nature of computer hardware and software also
makes testing difficult and sometimes unreliable, because the untested sequences of states do not necessar-
ily lie in the "neighbourhood" of tested sequences. If the system is non-deterministic, the system will not
even necessarily repeat its observed behaviour on a test case.
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5.1 Software Sensitivity Analysis and Reliability Assessment

The objective of the EISTRAM (Experimental Investigation of Software Testing and Reliability Analysis
Methods) project has been to investigate test based measures of software dependability [14]. One such
measure is the sensitivity of a program, i.e. the probability that a program fault will lead to a failure during
execution. In the EISTRAM project, the PIE technique [45] has been investigated as one method for sensi-
tivity analysis. It combines execution-, infection- and propagation analysis to provide an estimate on where
possible residual faults may hide. Combined with software reliability measures, such as time to failure, it
should be possible to increase the confidence in the fault freeness of the program in cases where no failures
have been revealed during testing. The technique has been applied on programs developed in other research
activities at the Halden Project, including the PRM program developed with the use of formal methods in
the EvalFM project [37], and a program that was developed in the Project on Diverse Software (PODS) [6].

The acronym PIE stands for Propagation, Infection and Execution, which during the analysis are performed
in reverse order, i.e. execution of a location, infection of the data state, and propagation of a fault to a dis-
cernible output. While the purpose of most mutation testing techniques is to prove the absence of certain
classes of faults, correctness is not an issue with the PIE technique. Instead the purpose is to identify loca-
tions in a program, where faults, if they exist, are more likely to remain undetected during testing. The lo-
cations of interest are primarily assignment statements, input/output statements, or the condition part of an
IF, CASE, UNTIL, or WHILE statement. The technique is closely related to three conditions that are both
necessary and sufficient to cause a software failure, and that must occur in the following sequence:
1. An input must cause the fault to be executed, i.e. the faulty location must be reached and executed.
2. Once the fault is executed, the succeeding data state must contain a data state error, i.e. the succeeding

data state must contain an incorrect variable/value pairing.
3. Once the data state error is created, it must propagate to an erroneous output state, i.e. the data state

error must cause an incorrect output from the program.

For each investigated location, the PIE analysis will produce one set of probability estimates for each of
these conditions. The PIE technique then uses the minimum estimates from each set to estimate the sensi-
tivity for each location. This is an estimate of the probability that a fault will cause a failure at a particular
location under a specified input distribution:
* If high sensitivity is observed, there will be a high probability that faults, if they exist, will be revealed

during testing.
* If low sensitivity is observed, it is likely that faults will remain undetected during random testing, and

the location will be a candidate for further investigation.

Through a limited literature survey, a fault analysis of previous projects, and accumulated experience during
the experiments, the EISTRAM project classified the mutants into 23 main operators. Specific interest was
given to mutants and mutant operators that caused the zero infection estimates. As a part of the EISTRAM
project, programs were developed to automatically generate most of the mutants based on these operators.
The list of simulated faults were narrowed in order to reduce the time required for performing the testing,
and because it was considered desirable to only simulate those faults that are likely to be made by a pro-
grammer. For this purpose, ten fault criteria were defined.

The test case based on the PRM program consisted of 122 locations from the subroutine part of a Pascal
program for performing a power range monitoring of a nuclear reactor. In the analysis of the program, the
PIE technique was applied to the 122 locations by initially testing with a normal input distribution. It was
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observed that 66 locations had zero sensitivity estimates. 55 of these had a zero infection estimate, where
849 out of 5801 tested mutants caused a zero infection estimate. By applying the fault criteria to the 849
mutants, it was observed that the number of locations with a zero infection estimate was reduced to 29, and
the number of mutants were reduced to 87. Only one location now had both a zero infection and zero prop-
agation estimate. The observations from the analysis of the PRM program were in agreement with the ob-
servations from smaller test cases. It was also observed from the list of locations with zero infection
estimates that only 7 of the 44 analysed subroutines had a large proportion of such locations. Four of these
subroutines were functions of type Boolean, and three were procedures that returned used-defined records,
of which several fields were of type Boolean.

By applying the PIE technique to the various test cases, it was observed that the number of locations which
are likely to hide a possible fault during random testing is very high. The number of locations was reduced
by using several input distributions to test the mutants. However, the number of locations were still high,
approximately half of the tested locations. The use of mutant selection criteria can reduce the number of
mutants that give zero infection estimates, and thereby the number of locations likely to hide faults. The
inherent danger is that the application of these criteria may result in the removal of mutants that represent
likely program faults. The high number of locations that would be likely to hide a fault during testing also
means that one has a large number of pinpointed locations which are candidates for other testing methods.
In this view one could conclude that using the PIE technique was not very efficient. On the other hand, the
large number of "insensitive" locations could be an indication of a fault tolerant program.

6 Software Process- and Product Quality

Generally speaking, there are two principal ways of ensuring software quality - one in terms of process, and
another in terms of product [381. In a process-oriented approach, quality is seen as an outcome of a good
software development process. In a product-oriented approach, quality is assessed or ensured by directly
evaluating a given piece of software. In both cases, the aim of the quality assurance activities is to ensure
that the software exhibits properties like correctness, reliability, safety, efficiency, and maintainability. If
we chose to use a process-oriented approach to ensure e.g. correctness, we are in reality making the assump-
tion that the quality of the process will at least help in ensuring this aspect of product quality. We may still
employ various testing strategies as part of the process, but these are then typically required in the process
in terms of testing plans, acceptance criteria, etc. Alternatively, we could use a product-oriented approach,
and focus more directly on analysing the software being developed. This could be done experimentally in
terms of program testing, or more analytically through formal verification.

Intuitively, it is easy to see that neither the process-oriented nor the product-oriented approach is fully sat-
isfactory. By way of illustration, the process-oriented approach may fail due to over-emphasis on tradition-
al quality assurance activities on the cost of adequate testing and verification. On the other hand, the
product-oriented approach may fail due to insufficient consideration of how the testing and verification can
be facilitated by controlling the software development process. These pitfalls immediately suggest that an
optimal approach requires a combination of the process-oriented and the product-oriented approach:
* The process aspect should be maintained by following a development process that can be planned,

tracked, and reviewed.
* The process aspect should be complemented by guidelines to "design for V&V", i.e. the development

process should promote the development of programs that are structured in a way that facilitates testing
and verification of the final products.

* The review/audit activities should cover the question of adequate V&V.
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Measuring Quality

In order to facilitate specification and measurement of software quality, several attempts have been made
to identify what characterizes a high quality software product. This is of vital importance both in a product-
oriented and in a process-oriented approach to software QA. While product-metrics tend to focus on single
modules or single quality characteristics, process-metrics usually concern the project itself or specific phas-
es in the development. Unfortunately, it does not seem likely that a standard set of metrics can be estab-
lished. Neither is there any general consensus about what are the best measurement practices. There are
however a few paradigms that appear to have great impact on the development of international standards
for software development. Leading paradigms are Goal Question Metrics (3], Quality Function Deployment
[2], and Software Quality Metrics [191.

Process-Oriented Quality Assurance

As was stated above, the process-oriented approach to software quality is based on viewing quality as an
outcome of a good development practise. Some of the leading process-oriented quality assurance frame-
works are Total Quality Management, the Capability Maturity Model [32], and Risk Management [7]. A
general weakness of process-oriented approaches to software quality is insufficient evidence on their actual
influence on product quality. By way of example, it remains to be demonstrated that companies with high
ratings with respect to CMM in fact produce software of higher quality. It appears that a strong focus on
conformance to a model or standard tends to underrate the importance of adequate V&V. This is also the
case with quality systems based on standards proposed for use in software quality assurance. The vast ma-
jority of these standards reflect the process-oriented approach to software quality assurance. Due to a strong
focus on certification, there is a clear tendency to put too much emphasis on ISO 9000 and 9000-3, while
ignoring other standards. According to [42], no empirical evidence, no theory, and no explicit model has
been given that justifies or explains the relation between the ISO 9000 family and the accomplishment of
improved software product quality. In fact, a large empirical survey among European software suppliers
shows that only very few managers are able to quantify the benefits of an ISO 9000 quality system, includ-
ing its impact on product quality [41].

Product-Oriented Quality Assurance

In the product-oriented approach to software quality, various quality aspects are assessed or ensured by di-
rectly evaluating given pieces of software. By way of example, software development frequently involves
exhaustive testing of specifications and code. It is possible to view these effort-intensive activities as a nec-
essary complement to the more process-oriented development procedures, since these are regularly consid-
ered incapable of providing the necessary confidence in the program. Testing has the advantage of giving
reliability figures directly, and provide flexibility in the choice of the number and distribution of test data.
A basic problem related to testing is to determine when to stop the testing. Testing also requires a method
to decide whether the result of a computation is correct or not, i.e. an oracle. In relation to process/product
quality, a frequent problem with testing practise is a poor consideration of the quality of the process and
techniques employed during the software development. Finally, the intrinsic discrete nature of computer
hardware and software makes testing difficult and sometimes unreliable, because the untested sequences of
states does not necessarily lie in the "neighbourhood" of tested sequences. If the system is non-determinis-
tic, the system will not even necessarily repeat its observed behaviour on a test case. Other product-oriented
quality assurance techniques include software reliability prediction, program verification, fault tolerance,
and diversity. All of these techniques have their strengths and weaknesses with respect to their effectiveness
in ensuring product quality. Nevertheless, their actual use typically fall short of capturing the impact of
process-oriented quality assurance techniques.
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6.1 Synthesized Quality Assessment

For a final acceptance of a safety-critical software-based system, a thorough safety assessment is necessary.
For each application in nuclear power, this is represented by a safety case that must be put forward for ap-
proval by the licensing authorities. The safety case aims at demonstrating that the requirements specification
is correct and complete, and in all aspects satisfied by the delivered system. But the safety case must also
cover other aspects related to the system, such as the development process and its conformance to relevant
standards, and required performance of the system throughout its operational life (I]. The basis of a safety
case consists of many different types of evidences, some of which are of a qualitative nature. Following
[13], the following three kinds of evidences need to be produced:
* Evidence related to the quality of the development process.
* Evidence related to the adequacy of the product.
* Evidence of the competence and the qualifications of the staff involved in all the phases of the system

life cycle.

Since not all aspects that influence the confidence one can have in a program are measurable (in statistical
terms), the safety assessment calls for some approach to combining evidences of a disparate nature. This is
especially the case with systems based on pre-existing software, including commercial, off-the-shelf soft-
ware (COTS). As is stated by [13], there are several issues involved with use and validation of pre-existing
software:
* The functional and non-functional behaviour is often not clearly defined and documented.
* The documentation and the data on operational experience are often not adequate enough to provide the

evidence which would be required to compensate for the lack of knowledge on the product and on its
development process.

* As a consequence of the two previous issues, acceptance criteria and procedures of investigation for
demonstrating fitness for purpose for a specific application may be difficult to put in place.

* The operational experience may not be in exact correspondence with that of the intended application.
Therefore, software paths of unknown quality may be invoked by the application.

Aspects like producer's pedigree, the software process being employed, etc., need to be considered, al-
though in a different way than evidences like code complexity, test results, etc. Many of these evidences
relate directly to process- or product-oriented quality practices and techniques. A systematic approach to
measuring and combining influences would therefore also represent an integration of process/product qual-
ity in safety assessment Furthermore, the same framework would provide useful guidance in the develop-
ment of the system. In particular, the use of sensitivity analysis could be used to find the relative importance
of the different types of information. If software product quality was to be considered in isolation, we would
need detailed information about the software. Since this is not always available, we may have to focus on
evidences giving some indication on these aspects. By way of example, conclusions on the level of code
complexity or well-structuredness of a program may to some extent be drawn from information on func-
tionality, modes of operation, etc. There is also a great potential benefit in utilizing knowledge about how
specific development processes and techniques will influence on such factors.

A qualitative type of reliability measure is expressed as a subjective judgement, as a "belief' in fault free-
ness. A methodology which has been proposed is to use Bayesian Belief Nets (BBNs) and engineering
judgement to combine evidences from different information sources for a qualitative assessment of this be-
lief. The objective of using BBNs in software safety assessment is to show the link between basic informna-
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tion and the confidence one can have in a system. One method for using BBNs in predicting software quality
is described in [31]. The BBN methodology is not only applicable in the final assessment of a product, but
can also be used to show the achievement of subgoals throughout the whole software life-cycle. The method
should therefore be applicable for different purposes, as e.g. to evaluate COTS systems, assess the develop-
ment process until a final assessment of the system, and even assess the operation and maintenance of the
system. A simple illustration of the methodology can be given in terms of Figure 2, where e.g. reliability
can be represented by a target node.

Relabiit

Figure 2. Illustration of the BBN methodology.

In an extended network; reliability would typically influence safety assessment, represented by yet another
target node. Examples of obsenrable nodes are complexity of code and testing, for which exact numbers
may be available. But there are also other factors influencing reliability, such as system quality which again
is influenced by development quality. One obvious example would be the use of formal methods. We may
have only limited information on these factors, and the nodes are therefore classified as intermediate nodes.
For the associated variables, we will then give a priori values represented by discrete numbers or distribu-
tions. Based on the assignments given to each node and edge in the network, we can use a computer program
to compute a -belief" value for each target node variable.

In spite of a large amount of published papers on BBNs and related graphical probability models, it is dif-
ficult to find evidences on the application of BBNs for real or realistic safety cases. In order to achieve ex-
perience on such use, the OECD Halden Reactor Project will in co-operation with member organisations
apply the proposed methodology on a real or realistic system. The project assignments selected to achieve
this objective first of all rest on the selection of a programmable protection system based on a configurable
software system. This protection system will be used as a test case in the project. Particular criteria on this
system will then be deduced from the plant wide safety criteria, followed by a collection of all available
information relevant for the evaluation of the software. By way of a Bayesian net, all information sources
will be connected to a target node directly relevant for approval of the system, where different methods will
be used to assign numbers to the nodes and edges of the net. Finally, a commercially available tool will be
used to make computations of the net. Particular emphasis will be given to sensitivity analysis with respect
to the assigned numbers, with the aim of finding the relative importance of the different types of informa-
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tion.

In order to make optimal use of evidences, these will often have to be detailed further. In this way, more
aspects can be made visible and thereby facilitate quantitative assessments. This can be illustrated by the
evidence represented by the use of formal methods. In order to assess the influence of such use on the quality
of the software product, several factors need to be considered, such as
* Which methods have been used?
* How have these methods been used?
* How well is the use of these methods documented in this particular project?

'Visibility is further improved by assessing the influence on quality in terms of the various quality charac-
teristics, such as those defined in ISO 9126 [20]. In this way, more detailed measures are identified in a sys-
tematic way, some of which may be appropriate for quantitative assessment. As a consequence, an evidence
that is given a subjective assessment in the overall, can possibly be detailed to a combination of subjective
and quantitative assessments, and thereby better utilize the available evidence. This demonstrates the need
for empirical results on the influence of formal methods on software product quality. It also indicates how
these results can be utilized by combining more detailed subjective measures and quantitative measures into
an overall assessment on the influence of the use of formal methods for each particular development project.

7 Conclusions
The effectiveness of software quality assurance largely depends on the success of combining complemen-
tary notations and techniques. While this is a frequent observation both in research and practise, there is still
a lack of consensus on the usefulness of the various combinations. In many instances, even the effectiveness
of a single technique is difficult to measure. The Halden Project addresses these problems by investigating
how different notations and techniques can be combined in order to improve the overall scope and effec-
tiveness of specification and verification. On basis of these activities, the present paper has discussed some
of the options available for combining software quality assurance techniques. While the various options re-
flect a wide variety of techniques, several classes of combinations involve the use of formal methods. In
particular, the combination of graphical and textual notations represents a promising approach to making
formal specifications comprehensible to a wider group of users.

The paper has presented research results related to the combination of Petri nets and algebraic specifica-
tions, as well as to the development of a graphical front-end to the editing of algebraic specifications. The
concepts of state-based and transition-based algebraic specifications have been applied in the establishment
of a uniform approach to the translation of a wide variety of autonomous and non-autonomous Petri nets
into algebraic specification. The approach involves translating Petri nets optionally into state-based or tran-
sition-based algebraic specifications, and using automatic transformation between these two classes in order
to utilize their relative merits. The translation makes it possible to analyse the nets with techniques estab-
lished for algebraic specification, including the use of the HRP Prover. Furthermore, the nets can be manip-
ulated indirectly through transformation of the resulting specifications. In this way, Petri nets and algebraic
specifications can be integrated to form a common specification document to be used as a basis for the soft-
ware development. The development of a graphical front-end to the editing of algebraic specifications has
resulted in a prototype tool called GRAPHIC-AL. Through the use of graphical and hypertext based pres-
entation techniques, GRAPHIC-AL provides useful visualization in the process on building and organising
algebraic specifications. The main goal of the current version of GRAPHIC-AL is to demonstrate an ap-
proach to version control and hypertext-based editing of algebraic specifications. In further work, the
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GRAPHIC-AL will be integrated with a graphical user interface to the HRP Prover.

The practicality of formal methods is further enhanced by a proper combination of formal methods with
CASE-tools and traditional development techniques. The paper has presented results from a research
project concerned with using, and measuring the effect of, formal methods in real-life software develop-
ment. The experiences from the INT-FS project indicate that formal methods of the kind considered are suit-
ed as communication media for the different parties involved in a system development. The chosen methods
are all graphical, and the CASE-tool SDT is directed towards graphical editing and animation. The devel-
opers found that graphical diagrams were well-suited as a medium for discussions with the customers, and
that it was easier to restart from a graphical design specification than from conventional code after a longer
break. It was also noted that errors were easier to find with animation than with traditional debugging of C
code. When it comes to measuring the effect of formal methods, the INT-FS project established a procedure
for the collection of statistical data (error and work-hour reporting in all development phases). Collected
data provides important input to evaluating how the use of formal methods influences on the amount of dis-
tribution of errors introduced or detected during the different phases of a development. Experiences from
the INT-FS project do however indicate a need for more sophisticated and reliable error counting techniques
that do not conflict with how software systems are developed in practise.

A third class of combinations concerns the use of complementary formal verification techniques. A distinc-
tion is made between theorem proving and model-checking, both of which represent well established ap-
proaches to the verification of software specifications. The suitability of each of the two classes of
techniques depends on the characteristics of the analysed system: Model-checking techniques are applicable
to systems whose states have short and easily manipulated descriptions. Typical systems in this category are
those whose intricacy resides more in the control than in data. These are systems whose role is more readily
described by their possible interaction sequences than by the transformations they apply to complex data.
Theorem proving techniques are more general than model-checking, and can be used to verify many types
of systems including those whose role is described by the transformations they apply to complex data. Due
to their respective advantages and disadvantages, a combination of the techniques may be needed for large
complex systems. By way of example, interactive theorem proving tools may help system developers to ver-
ify decomposition and abstraction steps, while model-checking tools may be used to handle relatively small
and decidable subsystems.

There are also several options available for the combination of program testing techniques. While formal
verification is concerned about proving correctness of a specification, testing normally focuses on the (pos-
sibly symbolic) execution of a specification or a program. The paper has discussed how testing can be made
more focused if it is guided by the PIE-technique, which is a dynamic failure-based technique for perform-
ing program sensitivity and testability analysis. The main observation from the experimental use of the PIE-
technique was that the number of locations which are likely to bide a possible fault during random testing
was very high, also after reducing the number of such locations by applying different mutant selection cri-
teria. The high number of locations also means that one has a large number of pinpointed locations which
are candidates for other testing methods or techniques. In this view one could conclude that the PIE-tech-
nique was not very efficient. On the other hand, the high number of insensitive locations could also be an
indication of fault tolerant programs.

Finally, the paper has discussed the problem of combining the process-oriented and product-oriented ap-
proach to software quality. Due to their inherent limitations, neither of the two classical approaches appears
to be fully satisfactory in ensuring adequate software quality. This is particularly the case for the develop-
ment and assessment of safety critical systems. By way of example, the process-oriented approach may fail
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due to over-emphasis on traditional quality assurance activities on the cost of adequate testing and verifica-
tion. On the other hand, the product-oriented approach may fail due to insufficient consideration of how the
testing and verification can be facilitated by controlling the software development process. It seems clear
that the quality of a software product should not be seen in isolation from the development process. This is
motivated both from the need to ensure an efficient process and from the underlying assumption that quality
of the development process has an impact on the product quality. The paper has demonstrated how the in-
tegration of software process- and product quality relates to the need to incorporate a variety of factors into
quality assurance or assessment. It is demonstrated how these factors, which represent disparate evidences
of software quality, can be combined in quality assessment by means of so-called Bayesian networks.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a user-centred approach to control room design for the nuclear industry. The
establishment of a "Control Room Philosophy" and the use of virtual reality (VR) technology in the
design process are key features of this approach. The control room philosophy identifies the functional
aspects of a control centre, defining principles and guidelines to be used throughout the design
process. It can be viewed as a functional requirements specification that is used to guide the design and
development of a control centre. VR technology is used to visualise a design based on a control room
philosophy. VR technology is not only used to visualise the design, enabling designers to interactively
modify it, but also to test and evaluate it against regulative standards for nuclear control rooms. A
design documentation system I(DDS) has been integrated with the VR tools to support the
documentation of the design process in a structured manner. The use of VR to visualise a control room
has enabled control room operators to actively participate in the design of new control rooms together
with human factors experts, and a VR of a design can replace a physical mock-up for design testing
and evaluation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is increasing recognition of the need to apply human factors principles to a design at as early a
stage in the design process as possible. Virtual Reality (VR) is an interactive medium that assists in
achieving this objective because it enables design engineers to examine evolving designs from the
viewpoint of the end-user, reducing the risk of costly design-induced operational problems while at the
same time improving the quality of the final design.

In the context of the approach described in this paper, VR is defined as an artificial world (the
evolving control room design) in which the user (the design engineer and others participating in the
design process) can navigate and interact with objects in the world in real-time. The virtual control
room is rendered using three-dimensional computer graphics.

A control room philosophy provides the foundation for developing a control centre concept based on
functional and operational requirements. It identifies the roles of operators in addition to the functional
requirements of the control centre, it's support facilities, and it's infrastructure. It can be viewed as a
functional requirements specification for guiding the design and development of a control centre. It is
important to note that it provides a total perspective of the operation of a control room, from human-
machine interface issues and operations to administrative work. the Halden Project has developed
control room philosophies for a number of different process units, including nuclear power plants and
interim storage facilities for spent nuclear fuel.

An important motivation for the development of a control room philosophy is the early involvement of
end-users in the design process. Since it is considered important that operational knowledge and
experience within an organisation is fully utilised, operations-oriented documents are collected, which
together with continuous dialogue with experts within operational and other departments, provide a
basis from which a complete concept is developed. This process of information collection and
refinement provides an opportunity for operational staff to provide feedback on ideas developed
during the design process. VR-based design tools have been developed at the Halden Project that
enable a three-dimensional model to be used to visualise and modify a design based on a control room
philosophy. Software tools have also been developed to support the design documentation process.

A VR model can be used throughout the lifecycle of a control room, thus its useful life is not limited to
the duration of the design process. After the initial conceptualisation and design stages of a project
have been completed, the VR model can be used to plan construction, operations and maintenance, to
define training sessions, as a basis for planning retrofits and, finally, to plan decommissioning. Thus
the initial investment in a VR model for supporting the creation of a design prototype provides value
later in the life of the control room.
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2. THE DESIGN PROCESS OF A NUCLEAR CONTROL ROOM

Figure 1 describes the design process. The planning and concept development phase comprises of the
conceptual design of the new control centre in terms of a philosophy. The design should be user
requirement driven, not technology driven, which requires that great effort be devoted to the analysis
phase. Continuous end-user participation and feedback is essential to foresee the end-users' design
requirements. Close co-operation between the vendor and the client's operational department is
therefore required throughout the design process. The design process is specified according to
established standards and guidelines, i.e. primarily ]EC 964, IEC 45A, NUREG-071 1, and EPRI NP-
3659.

Figure 1: Different phases of the design process.

The outcome from the analysis work provides a detailed basis for the preliminary design, which
consists of a human-machine interface (HMI) on workstations, a HMI on large screens, an alarm
system design, and a control room layout. Prototyping starts as soon as possible in the design process
and becomes a parallel activity; the first preliminary design specifications provide the basis for this
work. In the ensuing detailed design phase, prototyping becomes increasingly advanced and
development of a control room mock-up can eventually begin.
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3. THE CONTROL ROOM PHILOSOPHY

The novelty with this approach to developing a control room philosophy is the concept of a total
perspective for the entire control centre, in addition to the very early involvement of end users in the
development work. By total perspective it is meant that all aspects of a control centre's functions are
examined, including operational, administrative, and social aspects. The concept includes not only
issues on human-machine interfaces, I&C or operational topics, but also administrative work and the
infrastructure necessary to run a plant 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, including low power operation
during outages. It is therefore necessary to consider the entire activity that is expected to take place
within this environment. A brief summary of the content of a control room philosophy is provided in
the following sections.

3.1 Roles of the Operators

The nature of the operators' roles in the main control room (MCR) depends on several factors. Three
main role categories in the philosophy that can be listed for any of the operator positions in the MCR
are plant supervisor, plant operator and plant administrator.

The supervisory role can be separated into two main categories: 1) passive monitoring, where the crew
jointly supervise pre-defined plant parameters permanently presented as common information; and 2)
active monitoring where the crew jointly, or individually, search for information to identify the nature
of, and reasons for, an abnormal situation. The nature of this latter role is dependent upon the level of
sophistication of the alarm system and available operator support systems. A philosophy typically
promotes flexible alarm handling and presentation, where all detailed alarm information is available on
request.

The plant operator role is primarily dependent upon the degree of automation, which in this context
can be defined as the task distribution between the human operator and the control systems, with the
goal to maintain the plant in a condition required by safety and operational goals.

The plant administrator role is primarily dominated by plant maintenance administration, supervision
and record keeping; but also factors like logging and reporting, communication with other departments
that relate to the overall plant operation and maintenance, and operator training.

3.2 STAFFING SIZE AND RESPONSIBILITIES

One condition that is often emphasised during the development of a control room philosophy is that
the shift staffing must be maintained. A typical example of staffing size to be accommodated by the
MCR is between six and nine operators:

1) One shift supervisor, with the overall responsibility for all activities related to the MCR
functions.

2) Optionally, one assistant shift supervisor, who primarily provides support to the shift
supervisor.
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3) - One reactor operator, trained for the control of the reactor and associated circuitry, as well as
the balance of plant (BOP) side of the plant operation. The reactor operator can take over the
BOP side when necessary, which means that s/he has full competence for the entire plant.

4) One turbine operator, trained for the control of the BOP side and all associated process and
electrical circuits.

5-9) Station technicians, that work in the plant outside the MCR for most of the shift time. Their
main tasks are to monitor and inspect component functions, and to perform all local manual
operation on components. Workstations with process computer terminals are proposed in a new
MCR philosophy for the station technicians.

The staffing size determines the baseline requirements for the number of workplaces, size, and layout
of the MCR.

3.3 Control Centre Functions

This part of the control room philosophy identifies and describes the functional principles of the MCR.
The requirements from the process assigned to the MCR provide the basis for the control centre
functions necessary to operate the plant in all operating modes. On an overall level, these functions
can be described as either operational or administrative. The operational functions comprise:

1. safety - what concerns the plant, the personnel, and the public;

2. operation - including both monitoring and process control actions;

3. co-ordination of all operational staff.

Administrative functions are all functions that cannot be related to operational activities, but are
performed by the control centre staff. Roughly they can be divided into plant maintenance-related
work (e.g. during outages); reporting and data logging; staff training; communication with operational
department and other departments; and production, updating, and reviewing of administrative
documentation e.g. procedures, technical system descriptions etc.

3A A Functional Control Centre Layout

A functional control centre layout is developed from the top by defining the infrastructure and the
environment around the MCR. The most important support functions are: conference room, control
room office, work permit management office, entrance to the control room, and an emergency control
room (ECR) located at a physically different location than the MCR. The MCR also needs storage
facilities, a kitchen, and so forth, but these areas are not specifically addressed in this paper.

&4.1 Emergency Control Room (ECR)

The ECR is designed for use when the MCR is no longer accessible due to fire, sabotage,
contamination, etc. The ECR must therefore include all necessary I&C equipment to be able to shut
the plant down, firstly a hot shutdown and secondly a cold shutdown. The layout of the ECR should
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principally follow the MCR to simplify the transition of the plant operation when leaving the MCR
and using the ECR. This will minimise the operator efforts when the transition has to take place, which
can be a very stressful event. The ECR will never replace the MCR, but should be equipped to manage
certain functions in very specific situations. The ECR should include the same type of computerised
operator interface as the MCR for situations where the computer systems are still accessible, which
will support normal working procedures. In addition, the ECR should include an analogue stand-by
system completely outside the digitised system in case of a total computer system blackout.

34.2 Conference Room And Office Area

An important feature for administrative work is the close location of a conference room for daily
meetings where the operating crew participates. Typical examples are meetings between the shift
supervisor and the operational management, maintenance departments, etc. An office is usually also
required.

Both a conference room and an office could, for example, be located at the back of a MCR, with glass
walls between the rooms and the MCR to maintain a good overview of what is happening in the MCR.
The rooms should be equipped with computerised operator workstations on the process computer
systems, but with the restriction that no control action can be performed. A special entrance should
exist to the conference room so that no visitors disturb work in the MCR.

3.4.3 Work Permit Management Office

This area should be used for all planning and administration of work permits for maintenance work at
the plant. It should contain office space for 8-9 people (depending on the type of control room),
equipped with necessary equipment. This includes personal computers, operator workstations without
control access, in addition to all important technical documentation. Different reception desks can be
included, directed towards both the MCR as well as a radiation protection office, and restricted I non-
restricted areas for radiation. This is for verbal and written communication between this office and the
MCR / maintenance staff.

34A Entrance To MCR

There is a safety aspect related to the location of the MCR entrance. It should be possible to place the
entrance within the sight line from the MCR workstations to give the operators a good, immediate,
overview of who is entering the control centre area.

3.5 Workstations and their Ergonomic Layouts

The main equipment at the operator workstations typically includes process display monitors, a central
TV surveillance system, telecommunication devices, and a personal computer for administrative work.
The philosophy supports the idea of spreading process information to different receivers who have an
interest in the process state, e.g. the operational management, outage planning, technicians during local
operations or inspections, etc. This can be done by installing operator stations on a computer network
at different locations at the plant. Of course, no control actions be performed from these units.
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Each workstation in the MCR should, in addition to monitoring and control capabilities, have
sufficient space for administrative work (desk area), good communication opportunities within the
MCR as well as with staff outside it, and space for all necessary documentation. The workstation
should be ergonomically designed with, for example, the possibility to adjust the height and local
lighting.

Extra space is generally desirable in the MCR and at the workstations for staff that are undergoing on-
the-job-training in parallel. This is common for all units and for all job positions.

3.6 I&C Functions

These are examples of main parameters for an I&C functions' philosophy. To comply with the
situation when the crew works as one team, the philosophy states that common information important
to all crew members has to be visible from all locations within the MCR, and shall be provided on
centrally located large screens. The screens should present partly pre-defined information (e.g. plant
overviews, alarm information, etc.) and partly ad hoc information as selected from any of the
workstations. With this, the philosophy will provide flexibility concerning the large screens with both
a pre-defined overview permanently displayed as well as selectable displays dependent on the
situation. These can be presented simultaneously. Furthermore, since the shift team works either as a
team, a group within a team, or as an individual, the philosophy states that all available information
shall be accessible on all MCR workstations. Process control is possible from all operator
workstations. This provides individual workstations equipped for the supervisory function; the reactor
monitoring and control; and the balance of plant operations.

3.7 One Consistent Information Presentation System for all I&C and Support Systems

Information presentation should, in the best possible manner, support the operators in their primary
tasks and goals for a safe and economically sound operation of the plant. It is important to have a
flexible system where parts can be replaced without affecting the user interface. The user interface has
to be internally consistent and unified, independent of the kind of computer system that is used. New
operator support systems that will be implemented in the future should be able to be integrated with
the process computer system.

It is important that the computer system does not require the user to know how this system is
technically functioning to be efficiently used. This can be achieved by an efficient design of the user
interface. It is also important that the computer system does not have limitations in terms of what kind
of graphics etc. that can be displayed. Other e.g. some graphical forms of representations of the
process can be more efficient to use than present formats. Examples of principles from a philosophy
are: the display formats shall be designed in such a way that the need for information gathering from
several formats is minimised; display formats shall be logically presented to the operator; the user
shall himself / herself be able to control amount and complexity of the information presented.
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3.8 Human-Computer Interaction and Process Control Needs

All process control input in a modem computerised control room is through the computer, which in
-turn controls the actual component. One of the most important challenges is to develop a computer
interface to the process that requires a very low level of skills for interaction. The operators must feel
that they are interacting with the process not the computer.

This section of the control room philosophy defines the principles and the most important
corresponding guidelines for computer interaction and process control. It is structured in two parts: 1)
interaction between operators and the computer interface (i.e. display suite navigation), and 2) the
interaction between operators and the process (i.e. process monitoring and control).

3.9 Alarm System Requirements

Computerised alarm systems provide the capability to prioritise, suppress, and filter alarm signals to
suit the event. The number of alarms are in this way reduced by filtering consequence alarms that do
not provide any additional information to the situation but instead increase the operators workload and
disturb diagnosis of the situation by requiring the acknowledgement of these alarms. The alarm
philosophy identifies the methods that can be used to prioritise alarms to improve diagnosis, and to
find and act on the root cause of the event. Principles are defined to structure and integrate the alarms
in the process displays and the alarm displays on the terminals and the large screens. A special section
of an alarm philosophy deals with presentation and integration of high level alarms from separate
advanced alarm systems, such as alarms from an early fault detection system and diagnosis systems.

Examples of principles from an alarm philosophy are: The "black screen" approach shall be used,
where alarms are only presented to attract the operator's attention to indicate faults that require an
operator to intervene. Alarm presentation shall adhere to the principles for the information
presentation system. Alarms shall be structured in a causal tree format to identify the connections
between causal alarms and consequence alarms, etc.

4. VIRTTUAL PROTOTYPING OF A CONTROL ROOM PHILOSOPHY

The VR-based design tool developed at the Halden Project is a central component of this structured
approach to developing a control room design specification. The main motivations for the VR design
tool are the enabling of early participation of end-users and the removal of the need for a physical
mock-up. In particular, it enables the actual control room operators, who will eventually use the new
control room, to participate in the design process. It is believed that experienced operators, in
continuous dialogue with human factors engineers and system vendors, have the greatest potential to
develop an optimal control room design at a sufficient levels of detail.

Control room operators are pragmatic experts on what information should be available in a control
room and on work procedures in normal, disturbed and outage operations. However, because operators
are not trained design engineers with broad knowledge of alternative solutions, they benefit from
advice and guidance throughout the design process. Since operators are usually not experts at
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expressing design solutions using traditional computer-aided design (CAD) tools, the VR tool
described in this paper was developed. The VR tool enables operators to design new control rooms by
selecting objects from libraries and positioning them in a room. Objects such as furniture, safety
panels, computer monitors, and walls, can be moved, scaled and reshaped to visualise a design idea.
The operators do not model the actual objects themselves, but can request that a modelling expert add
new objects to the object library.

Figzure 2: The shift supervisor's view from his/her workplace

A significant part of the design process is a human factors test and evaluation process. This is an
iterative process from the conceptual design stage of the project to the system testing stage. Tools have
been developed at the Halden Project to assist in the verification and validation (V&V) of control
room designs, using a VR model to verify designs against design specifications. International
standards and guidelines for the nuclear industry are used as a basis for the V&V tests supported by
these tools. In the future, it is intended that the tools will be enhanced to support the validation of
functional requirements (using walkthroughs), operational procedures and training programs.

Typical V&V design tests include evaluating reach and posture, checking sight lines and examining
ergonomics. For example, figure 2 shows a shift supervisor's view from his/her workplace. This view
can be evaluated using the tests provided by the V&V tool. In this example, the reactor and turbine
operators' monitors obscure some instruments on the panels when the shift supervisor is in a sitting
position. The monitors cannot be lowered or angled further, according to human factors
recommendation. There are two available options. Either the shift supervisor's workspace can be raised
a step higher in the control room or a step can be placed under the panels. Figure 3a shows a
mannequin being used to evaluate the effect of adding a step to the panels. Figure 3b shows the
mannequin being used to evaluate the effect the step has on reach and posture.
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Figure 3a: Mannequin used to evaluate step in front of apanel

Figure 3b: Mannequin used to evaluate reach andposture

[Note that a major distinction exists between design process verification and validation (as described
above) and the final design implementation verification (factory and site acceptance tests, FAT/SAT].
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5. USING THE VR TOOLS -

In practice, a VR laboratory is established at the site where the control room operators are located. The
lab typically consists of a graphics workstation with appropriate software installed and a projection
system, to facilitate group discussion. 3D input devices and LCD shutter glasses for stereoscopic
viewing can also be used.

The members of the design team are trained to use the VR tools and the design documentation system
(DDS). The VR lab is used as a regular meeting place for all participants in the design process. The
design team follows the guidelines in a control room philosophy to develop a control room prototype
using a structured approach. A typical working day is a combination of design and documentation
sessions.

The initial starting point is a model of a room (walls, ceiling, and floor). The designers can then add
windows and doors and add or remove walls. The primary objects, such as safety panels, large screens
and workplaces can then be placed in the model. In the case of a retrofit, the initial model typically
depicts the layout of the existing control room, otherwise it shows an initial idea for a layout that the
team of designers agree upon as a starting point. At this stage the virtual control room provides a
context within which the designers can focus on specific areas of a control room philosophy,
continuously refining the initial model until a final design is reached.

The initial focus is typically on the layout of instruments, symbols, and mimic on instrumentation
panels, then the design of operator workplaces, the layout of the control room, and, finally, the layout
of the entire control room suite and facilities. The design of process displays can be done in parallel
with the other design activities.

Figure 4: An initial model of a control room with the main objects
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Figures 4 to 7 show some of the VR tools in use. Figure 4 shows a model of an existing building,
within which a number of objects have been positioned by the design team. The designers add new
objects to the model by picking objects from an object library and dragging them into position. Figures
5 and 8 show the object library in action.

Figure 5: Object library showing instruments and symbols for a safety panel

In addition to supporting the creation of furniture and other relatively large objects, the object library
is also used when designing the layout of analogue safety panels. The designer selects a panel, then
picks, from the library, instruments, lines, symbols, etc., which are automatically attached to the
surface of the panel. The designer can then drag these objects around the surface of the panel into
position. When a mosaic system is used, objects 'snap' into position. The objects themselves are
models of the components available from the selected vendor. Objects can be grouped together, and
entire groups of mosaic components can be copied or moved around the surface of a panel, or even be
copied to other panels. The designer has great flexibility to experiment with the positioning of
components in order to find an optimal layout. Text labels can be added to label objects and alarm tiles
as appropriate, and a standardised colour palette can be used to modify the colours of lines and
symbols. A final panel layout can be exported from the VR model in a CAD format to print technical
drawings of the panel designs. By connecting the virtual panels to a simulator, it is possible to evaluate
the behaviour of the panels. .
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Figure 6: Evaluation of an operator workplace

The object library contains a number of different designs of desks and chairs that can be used to design
work places. Additional furniture can be added to the object library as necessary. The designers can
interactively create new work places in the model and evaluate them. The VR tool enables the
designers to evaluate sight lines and measure distances to ensure that information on computer
monitors, large displays, and safety panels is readable and that visual communication between
operators is sufficient. Since the VR tool enables designers to position themselves anywhere within the
virtual control room, it is easy to check that furniture and people do not obstruct vital information.

Figure 7: Control room layout evaluation
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Figure 8: Object library with furniture and other equipment to be placed in the control room

Similarly the design of the supporting infrastructure is developed. Offices with access to the MCR are
positioned, windows added where appropriate, and facilities such as a conference room, rest area,
kitchen and visitors' gallery can be added, in accordance with the control room philosophy. For
example a control room philosophy might recommend that a conference room should have entrances to
the MCR and to a secure area outside the MCR, so that it is possible to enter the conference room
without passing through the MCR.

6. THE DESIGN DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM

As the design develops, it needs to be documented, and the documentation should include all tests and
evaluations. Some of the design documents form the basis of the design specifications for a vendor,
while other are used to demonstrate that a high quality approach to the design development has been
followed, with many iterative tests and evaluations (as required by licensing authorities). To assist the
designers/operators in this task, a computer-based Design Documentation System (DDS) has been
developed and integrated with the VR tool. Pages in the DDS are used to store descriptions of design
solutions, with the ability to immediately retrieve and view relevant VR models, providing an
advanced version control mechanism. In addition to support for version control, the DDS also
comprises of the V&V tool described briefly in section 4.

Design documentation is written as the design changes. Information in the DDS guides the designers to
document design arguments, references to standards and exceptions from philosophy guidelines or
standards for all objects in the control room. When the design is frozen, reports for different purposes
are generated by the DDS. These reports can serve as the actual design specification, including
pictures from the virtual control room that illustrate the design. All reports from the DDS can be
edited using a word-processor package. A particularly useful type of report that the DDS can produce
is a "design change status report", which is regularly printed to keep track of suggested changes to the
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developing design. Immediately before the design is frozen, this report serves as a check-list of design
ideas which may not have been sufficiently followed up by the designers.

An important feature of the DDS is that it supports the easy handling and browsing of documents.
Documents can be copied, moved, and deleted, and new documents can be created in a document
hierarchy with headings specified by the designer. The DDS supports a top-down approach to the
design documentation, so an overall design philosophy is documented at the highest level, followed by
guidelines that support the philosophy, followed by defined standards. The level below the system
specific standards is the actual design. Figure 9 shows an example of a DDS document structure.
During the design process, it is likely that compromises will have to be made due to existing
constructions and limitations, which force the designer to deviate from defined standards. These
exceptions are documented in the DDS together with other design arguments that originate from
operational experiences or good practice.

Key features of the DDS include:

I. Structured top-down approach to the design. All documents regarding design philosophy, concept,
and general guidelines and standards for each part of the design are available at a high level in the
DDS. Only deviations from these are documented lower down in the hierarchy, to avoid
unnecessary amounts of documentation and to be able to trace all deviations.

2. The design documentation, such as design arguments, standards, guidelines, and references, is
written into the DDS at the time when a design or redesign decision is being made. This approach
avoids time-consuming periods dedicated to design documentation, as documentation is created
online as each problemlissue is discussed and the design arguments are identified.

3. Design documentation can be written directly into the DDS using forms or can be imported from
Microsoft Word (or some other organisation-standard document format). Documents in the DDS
can be exported for reading or manipulating using other software packages.

4. All design documentation can be accessed and viewed over an Intranet (or the Internet, if required)
by anyone that has been supplied with a login-in account and password by the DDS administrator.
Thus, end-users of the design and other people that are interested or have input to the design
progress, have access to the design descriptions that are of interest to them and give feedback to
the design engineers.
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Figure 9: Example of top-down design documentation structure in DDS.

7. SUAMARY

The application of VR in combination with an advanced control room philosophy provides a complete
approach for the design of control rooms. The techniques and tools described in this paper have been
used in a number of projects in both the oil and nuclear industries. Design development time is
believed to be shortened and the design acceptance of operators appears to be high. Virtual control
rooms have been found to be good replacements for physical mock-ups. The VR tools described are
under continuous development, with new features being added to assist design teams.
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Abstract

The surveillance and control of any industrial plant is based on the readings of a set of
sensors. Their reliable functioning is essential since the output from the sensors provide
the only objective information about the state of the process. The signal validation task is
to confirm whether the sensors are functioning properly.

Real-time process signal validation is an application field where the use of fuzzy
logic and artificial neural networks can improve the diagnosis of faulty sensors or drift in
sensor readings in a robust and reliable way.

The present work describes the transient and steady state on-line validation method
of plant process signals using artificial neural nets (ANN) and fuzzy logic pattern
recognition.This method has been developed at the OECD Halden Reactor Project and
tested on simulated scenarios covering the whole range of PWR operational conditions
provided by Electricite' De France (EDF) and the Centre D'Etudes De Cadarache (CEA)
in France.

Events and faults in nuclear power plants can set off transients, which subsequently
can activate a large number of alarms presented in a rapid sequence to the operators. A
robust method to suppress less important alarms has been sought for a long time.
Starting from the work outlined above the Halden Project has developed a ANN based
system performing a fast classification of the occurring transient, then providing this
information as input to an alarm handling system which again applies this information to
perform event-driven alarm suppression. The paper reports on the first phase of this
project including a description of the method and the prototype system.

I Introduction

The operation of each industrial plant is based on the readings of a set of sensors. Their reliable
functioning is essential as the output of sensors provides the only objective information of the process.
The task of the signal validation is to confirm whether the sensors are functioning properly. Signal
validation must be enough robust to multiple sensor faults as well. This requirement is crucial especially
in case of an accident when the abnormal changes of the process together with possible severe damage of
the sensors can occur.

The present work describes the transient and steady state on-line validation method of the plant process
signals using artificial neural networks (ANN) and fuzzy logic pattern recognition. The use of ANNs for
signal validation has several advantages. The most important are - it is not necessary to define the
physical model of the monitored process and properly trained ANNs are less sensitive to the measurement
noise than the model-based techniques.
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This paper represents the continuation of the work at the OECD Halden Reactor Project'. The signal
validation model is based on the set of the ANNs, each driven by a pattern recognition algorithm. This
classifier based on the fuzzy and possibilistic clustering technique identifies the incoming signal pattern (a
snapshot of process signals) as a member of one particular cluster from a set of clusters. They are
recognized to cover the entire operating range represented by the possible combinations of steady state
and transient values. Each cluster is associated with one ANN previously trained only with data belonging
to this cluster. During the operation the classifier provides an automatic switching mechanism to allow the
best-tuned ANN to be used. The maximum membership grade of the sample in the particular cluster and
the maximum signal mismatch in the neural network module input into the Mamdani type fuzzy model to
estimate the reliability level of the validation. This model has been developed and tested on simulated
scenarios covering the whole range of PWR operational conditions2 provided by Electricite' de France
and the Centre D'Etudes De Cadarache. It does not require any special and additional type of
measurement or equipment (common e.g. in noise diagnostics) as it utilizes only the standard
measurements available in the plant.

YP

Figure 1 Neuro-Fuzzy model block diagram

2 Fuzzy classification

Let x =[XI,x:,...,xN]I a vector in ¶N representing an input dataset. The N components are
correlated process signals that constitute a snapshot of the monitored process at a given time. Given
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X = ) the N x P matrix of P patterns covering the 9RN operating region, the basic idea is

to split this region in Q fuzzy clusters and derive a mapping function which assign each pattern
xkIk = I... P to each cluster Ckjk = I.. .Q at some degree. This transformation is expressed by the
following equation:

XK'4'{Ulk,2U2k,*.*Uk} (1)

And
Uik e [O,1],i = 1.. .Q, k = 1...P (2)

Where ua is the membership grade of the pattern x in cluster Cj. In pattern recognition the Q clusters
are identified by prototype patterns, which in the case of spherical or ellipsoidal clusters are also called
centroids, so that the representation of a fuzzy classifier for a given X (N x P) matrix dataset with Q
clusters is completely defined by:

B =( A ..... , (3)

U = (. ,u ,.* ,UQ ) (4)

-~ ~ ~ C ]rc, . s1
Am XIC I'X2 I... XN (5)

17m =[Uml IUaw2l...IU.P] (6)

Where B is the NxQ matrix of the cluster prototypes and U is the QXP matrix of the
membership grades of X, also called thefizzy C-partition.

The fuzzy partition problem, as expressed in (3), (4), (5) and (6) can be solved with the minimization
of an objective function , which can be written as:

J(B,U,X) = I(UV ) A2(Yj Ai) (7)

Where m E[1,oo] is called the fuzzifier parameter and A is a function representing the distance
between two vectors. When m = 1 the classifier is crisp and when m >> 1 fuzziness is maximized. m = 2
is the recommended value, for most applications.

The choice of the A function depends by the expected shape of the clusters. If the Euclidean distance
is used, which is the right choice for spherical clusters, the resulting algorithm is the popular Fuzzy C-
means algorithm. In this application clusters with different shapes and sizes are expected, so that
Euclidean distances would not work well. To take care of the not uniform distribution of the patterns in
the dataset, the GK algorithm, from Gustafson and Keller3, has been used. Here the distance function is
expressed as:
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A.' = (detC)(xj -C) Cj)(x7 -I) (8)

Where C, is thefizzy-covariance matrix for cluster L defined as:

r ) (X AXj (9)

In fuzzy clustering U must satisfy the following three conditions:

Q
u, = Lk = 1. .. P (10)

i=1

Uk [0,I], i =.L .... Q, k= L .. P G 1)

O< Iuii < P ,i = 1...Q (12)
j-I

Condition (10) reflects the probabilistic requirement that the total probability for an input dataset
pattern to belong to any cluster is 1. In other words, patterns not reflecting any of the identified cluster
prototypes are classified and assigned to the relatively most probable cluster, only because of the implicit
certainty that all the patterns belong to the established partition. There can be uncertainty (or fuzziness)
on where the incoming pattern could be assigned, but no uncertainty on if it can be assigned somewhere.
When this methodology is applied to signal validation applications, a number of problems may arise:

- Lack of robustness against noisy data. There is no compensation for the noise in the calculation of
B and U.

- It is not able to say "I do not know", also when this would be the best answer. An incoming pattern
might be given a high grade of membership in a cluster, even if it is far away from all the centroids,
only because it is relatively closer to one specific cluster.

Relaxation of requirement (10) leads to a possibilistic approach, that results in a possible solution of
the two above mentioned limitations.

A possibilistic classifier initially learns a dataset Xof pattern samples ( in other words it calculates B
and U). During this process, the model increases its robustness to noisy data and many patterns in Xcould
be discarded as not representative of any developing cluster. When new patterns are examined, the
possibilistic model evaluates in which cluster or clusters the incoming pattern could be possibly assigned,
if any.
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Following Krishnapuram and Keller's work , minimization of the objective function (7), without the
constraint in (10), results in the following equations for U and B:

U = i (13)

Where m > 1 and

16i(uU)m. (14)

i-I

Where 71i is computed by:

1% = (detC )N (15)

The step-by-step procedure used to develop the fuzzy and possibilistic classifiers can be summarized as
follows:

- Given a set of samples X, compute an initial set of cluster centroids using the ISODATA algorithm, that
has been chosen because it automatically optimizes the number of required clusters.

- Initialize the elements of thr partition matrix U with crisp values (0 or 1), using ISODATA. Then run
the GK algorithm, which produces the fuzzy classifier.

- Use the updated matrix U and B, from the previous step, to start the iterative process as shown in eqs.
(13) and (14) to arrive to a possibilistic partition.

3 The artificial neural networks module

Sample data in dataset X are collected in Q training datasets, to be used for training Q supervised
neural networks. Each pattern in Xis assigned to one or more training set according to the fuzzy partition,
as long as its possibilistic index in U is above a threshold value h in one or more identified clusters, with
h = (0.5,1). The role of the threshold parameter h is twofold:

- sample patterns not adequately represented in any cluster are discarded, so that they have no influence
on the network weights calculation.

- sample patterns possibly represented in many clusters (responsible of the above mentioned boundary
problem) are used in the training set of many corresponding networks.
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The network architecture used in this work is a five layers (three hidden layers), feedforward structure
trained with the backpropagation algorithm. For better performance, a momentum term and an adjustable
learning coefficient have been used. The hidden layers use hyperbolic tangent transfer functions, while
the output layer is linear. This architecture has been proved' to be more robust to process noise and
sensor faults.

The input to the ANN's is not limited to the current pattern. To capture the process dynamics, a
number of past values of the time series are used, together with the current ones, so that the total number
of input nodes in each ANN is N xR, where N is the number of dignals and R the number of past values
used. In this work, samples at t-0, t-2, t-5, t-13, t-34 and t-89 have been used for each signal. This allows
to consider both short and long time constant effects in the process dynamics.

The three feedback loops in Fig. I are used during the recall (on-line validation).

The in-stepfeedback , in case of mismatch in one or more signals, re-evaluates the corrected pattern
to get better estimates in the not affected channels. This feedback is triggered only if the signal mismatch
is estimated to be above two standard deviations, to avoid instabilities.

The back-stepfeedback corrects mismatching signals for the future evaluations, when those values
will be used as past values, as mentioned before. This also triggered by the same threshold value.

Finally, the one-step-ahead feedback monitors the next coming pattern for possible large deviations.
Large deviations have a negative effect on the overall performance, because they lead to false
classifications with the results that not optimal ANN's are triggered for recall, only as a consequence of a
large deviation in one or more channels. Large deviations from the expected values are corrected before
the classification, resulting in a much more accurate and stable validation. In Fig. 1, a predictive ANN
calculates one-step-ahead expected values, but tests have shown that the current values (at time t) can be
used as a rough estimation of the values at time t+ 1.

The recall strategy does not make use of the above threshold parameter to trigger one or more of the
specialized networks. The algorithm used here, applicable only to signal validation processes, applies the
concept of presumption of no sensor fault, if possible. This concept is based upon the well-tested
hypothesis' that when a neural network confirms the sensor input (no fault condition) and the relative
cluster membership grade is high, the network output is reliable.

This leads to the following recall strategy:

- For each process sample: get the most representative cluster, which is the one with the highest
membership grade ul in U

- Recall the output using the neural network associated to this cluster

- Calculate the maximum absolute deviation, as follows:

errl = mrna -ojI x s(s, -o,)j =1,-.,N (16)

Where so and oj are the j-th network input and output values for a process pattern
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- If errI is very low, accept the result, otherwise recall the pattern using also the network with the second
highest grade of membership, u2

- Calculate the following weighted error:

errlxul+err2xu2
werr = (17)

uI+u2

Where err2 is the maximum error with the second network. Now if:

abs(werr) > abs(errl) (18)

Accept the output from the first network, otherwise calculate a weighted output from:

outl x ul + out2 x u2
wout = (19)

ul +u2

Where outd and out2 are the vector outputs from the two networks.

4 The reliability assessment module

In a previous work< we tried to solve the reliability problem connected to the use of neural networks,
using a Radial Basis Function network associated to a crisp pattern classifier. This work extends the idea,
exploiting the unique features of a possibilistic classifier.

The possibilistic cluster membership has an important role in the final decision whether the network
output can be considered reliable or not. A high membership grade in one or two clusters increases our
confidence that the data sample is contained in the training volume of one or two neural networks, so that
they will be able to recall the output with low estimation error. On the other side, a low membership value
in all the clusters is a clear warning that no network has been trained to recall such a pattern. Note that
using fuzzy clustering techniques, it would not be possible to have neither low values in all the clusters,
nor high values in more than one.

In this work, the reliability function is realized through a fuzzy model (fig. 2), where the input is the
maximum membership grade of the sample and the maximum signal mismatch in the neural network
module, while the output is the reliability membership grade in three fuzzy sets assessing at what extent
the reliability factor can be considered high medium or low. This fuzzy model applies Mamdani-type
implication rules, with the following fuzzy rules:

IF max-grade is low AND max-mismatch is not low
THEN rel-grade is low
IF max-grade is high
THEN rel-grade is high
IF max-grade is medium
AND max-mismatch is medium
THEN rel-grade is medium
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For each data sample presented to the system, the three fuzzy rules are fired at different degree,
resulting in three different membership values for rel-grade in the three fuzzy sets high; medium and low.
These values can give a clear idea about the accuracy of the network output.

mat. duster
membership

fuzy reliability
assessment

Figure 2. The reliability fuzzy model

5 Results of performance tests

Training and testing data from a French PWR simulator were used to perform the validation of 14
process signals (e.g. reactor power, coolant temperature, control rod position, boron concentration,
feedwater flow, steam flow etc.). The training data were from normal operation conditions, varying from
25% to over 100% of reactor power. To improve the behavior of ANNs during the recall phase, the
technique of the so called robust training was used by adding the noise of 2% and random faults of 20%
of the range for each input signal one at a time, while retaining the noise free values for the desired
output. During training, the generalization ability of ANNs was tested on the cross-validation data set -
10% of patterns put aside from the training set. Fuzzy classification resulted in 15 clusters and 15
corresponding ANNs.

The EDF/CEA tests contained five different cases of variable plant conditions and simulated one or
more sensor faults. The nature and location of these faults as prepared by CEA at Cadarache were not
known in advance, so that no model fitting to these blind test data was possible. Different kinds of
multiple faults were simulated - noise superposed on the signal, bias and drift in the signal, as can be seen
from Fig.3-5.

In the pictures the actual values of signals are the thin lines while the predicted values are thick solid
lines. The error bands in the mismatch plots are calculated by the model according to the expected error
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of prediction for each particular cluster, calculated in advance during the training. The error bands should
be interpreted as follows:

* first band (dashed): It is set at two standard deviations of the expected error. Exceeding this band is
considered as the first warning, especially if the situation persists.

* second band (solid) : It is set to four standard deviations. Exceeding this band is .considered a
definited alarm condition

During the normal operation scenarios, which the model was trained for, all faults were recognized
correctly, with the reliability level of high or medium. The alarm was triggered either instantly (bias,
noise) or after few samples (drifts) as soon as the mismatch between the signal and the estimated values
exceeded the second error band.

Test 3
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One of the EDF/CEA blind tests represented the small leakage in the pressurizer, which was the
scenario completely absent in the training dataset. The aim was to test the reliability assessment capability
of the model. As expected, the model was unable to recognize the faults in this test, but reliability level
was correctly set to low at the beginning of the unknown situation, which gave the warning to take the
model output with care or discard iL

Model was capable to recognize 5 multiple faulty signals simultaneously of all 14 ones. When 6
multiple faults were simulated the reliability level was set to low as indication of unreliable output.

Below in Table 1, the model accuracy is illustrated on few selected signals and second error band
values for the rated power:

.ani rated Error band
Reaetornower | no % 0lI24 %

Temr. control rods 232 steps 0.3 %
Coolant temperature 306 OC 0.1 C
Pressurizer ressure 155 bar 0.1 bar

Pressurizer level 64.4 % 0.3 %
Feedwater flow 2088 k /s5 ktIs

Stetm Venerator level 45 % 0.012 %
Steam Pressure 69 bar 0.12 bar

Table 1: Model accuracy at 100 % power ( 3 simultaneous faults)

6 PEANO as a data validation toolbox

The Neuro-Fuzzy model described in this paper has been implemented in software under Windows NT, in
a client/server architecture, as shown in Fig. 6. The system, called PEANO, has the following features:

* PEANO Server:

1. Full automated training capability. The algorithms described above can be executed and
monitored through a friendly user interface, see Fig. 8

2. Database management. All the training and monitor data can be saved and retrieved in a SQL
database, through an ODBC channel.

3. The server can be connected to the process using one of the following methods:

- TCPIIP

- Analog Boards

- RS-232C

- From file, for testing

4. Wavelet based denoising filter of training data
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* PEANO client:

1. Up to 20 clients can be connected to the same server, for process monitoring.

2. The monitor diplay shows instrument values, estimated values, mismatches and reliability
levels, both in numeric and trend format (see Fig. 7).

3. Real-time digital filtering, to avoid unnecessary alarms due to noise spikes.

4. Real-time accuracy bands calculation, to provide reliable mismatch warnings.

5. Noise level monitoring.

CONSOL

Figure 6 PEANO Client/Server architecture
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Figure 7 PEANO Monitor display

Figure 8 PEANO Training display
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7 The ALADDIN extension

ALADDIN is a prototype system that uses a combination of fuzzy clustering and artificial neural
networks (ANNs) to approach the problem of classifying events in dynamic processes. The main
motivation for the development of such a system derived from the need of finding new principled
methods to perform alarm structuring/suppression in a nuclear power plant (NPP) alarm system. One such
method consists in basing the alarm structuring/suppression on a fast recognition of the event generating
the alarms, so that a subset of alarms sufficient to efficiently handle the current fault can be selected for
the operator, minimizing the operator's workload in a potentially stressful situation. The scope of
application of a system like ALADDIN goes however beyond alarm handling, to include diagnostic tasks
in general. The possible application of the system to domains other than NPPs was also taken into special
consideration during the design phase.

In this paper we report on the first phase of the ALADDIN project which consisted mainly in a
comparative study of a series of ANN-based approaches to event classification, and on the proposal of a
first system prototype which is to undergo further tests and, eventually, be integrated in existing alarm,
diagnosis, and accident management systems such as CASH5 , IDS', and CAMS7.

7.1 Related Work

In recent years the range of experimental applications of ANNs to nuclear power plants (NPPs) has
been growing steadily and with encouraging results. In particular signal validation has beet at the center
of ongoing research here in Halden8". It is on this body of work and accumulated experience that the
ALADDIN project was based.

7.1.! NPP Transient Classification

Focusing more specifically on transient classification in NPPs, we note that among the first to
demonstrate the feasibility of using ANNs were Bartlett and Uhrig'l. That work was developed further
and enhanced introducing a modular ANN architecture". An important contribution was made by Bartal,
Lin, and Uhrig'2 , where they recognized the necessity for a classifier of being able to provide a "don't-
know" answer when presented with a transient of a kind not contained in its accumulated knowledge
base.

An alternative way of dealing with temporal data using an implicit time measure was proposed by
Jeong, Furuta, and Kondo'3. The same authors recently proposed' 4 the adaptive template matching
algorithm which allows to describe transients in a two-dimensional continuum of time and severity level.

Since the motivation behind ALADDIN derived from the problem of alarm structuringfsuppression
in an NPP alarm system, we need to mention here the work of Ohga et al. 5 which integrated a simple
ANN based event identification module into an alarm handling system.

In the following we will present a series of neural models for event classification in dynamic
processes, with a special emphasis on fast transients and on the ability to produce a "don't-know"
classification whenever presented with a previously unseen transient.
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7. Neural Models for Transient Classification in ALADDIN

7.2.1 Fuzy Clustering and RBF Neural Classifier

The first approach that was taken consists in a two step process involving a fuzzy and possibilistic
fuzzy clustering phase followed by a classification phase. The objective of the clustering is to transform
an event description so as to make the classification at the same time simpler and robust (both to noise
and to changing initial conditions).

In this context, fuzzy clustering is used to partition the N-dimensional space of the observed
variables into regions through which event trajectories pass. The idea is that a record of the regions
through which a new event passes could provide enough information to properly classify the event, and
still be robust to noise or changing initial conditions. A clustering algorithms derived from Fuzzy C-
Means"6 was used for this purpose.

One drawback of fuzzy clustering is that even to points which are relatively far from the cluster
centers (i.e. far from the regions 'populated' by the trajectories of the events under consideration) are
assigned membership values which have to add to 1. This implies that such a clustering will not be able to
produce a "don't know" answer in case it is presented with an input vector very different from those it has
been designed to recognize, and will assign a high membership to the cluster to which the vector is
closest. To overcome this problem a possibilistic '7 fuzzy clustering algorithm was developed. Simply
stated, possibilistic fuzzy clustering relaxes the constraint that the sum of the membership values be
always equal to one. The result is that the memberships of points falling in areas not 'covered' by the
clusters will all be zero. This property is particularly important if the clustering has to be used for the
classification of events of safety-critical systems like NPPs, for which the cost of a misclassification can
be very high.

The algorithm which generates the possibilistic fuzzy clustering tends to move the clusters towards
the most populated regions of the input space. Relatively to an event classifier (which generates a
classification from the memberships), if on one hand this property increases the confidence in the
classification (i.e. it reduces the chances of misclassifying an "unknown" event), on the other it can
deteriorate its accuracy (i.e. it increases the chances of misclassifying a "known" event). A combination
of a fuzzy and a possibilistic fuzzy clustering was therefore chosen, where a fuzzy clustering generates a
membership signature for the event classifier, while a possibilistic fuzzy clustering generates a
'confidence signature', i.e. an estimate of how 'common' each vector is for the set of 'known' events.

The actual event classifier is based on radial basis function (RBF) ANNs which, because of their use
of local receptive field neurons, are less prone to misclassify 'unknown' cases when compared with the
more common perceptron-based ANNs. One problem of both kinds of ANNs is that they are not able to
directly model time-dependent data, i.e. they can only map a static input vector to an output value. Our
problem is that we want to classify time-dependent fuzzy signatures. The solution adopted here is that of
sampling the input data by averaging the fuzzy memberships in three time windows and -using those
values as inputs to three independent RBF classifiers. Each RBF network will then have one input for
each cluster and one output for each event class. The RBFs are trained to recognise a prototypical event
for each event class. During operation, the classifications generated by the RBFs are weighted according
to a confidence value which corresponds to the maximum possibilistic membership in the respective time
windows, and combined to produce a final classification of the event.
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7.2.2 Fuzzy Clustering and Cascade-RBF Neural Classifier

In an effort to model more closely the time dependence of the transients we designed a new
architecture, still based on RBF ANNs and fuzzy clustering, but with the important difference that the
RBFs are not independent of each other but each one bases its classification on the fuzzy memberships in
its window (as before) and on the classification generated by the RBF connected to the previous time
window. The RBFs become cascade-connected so that the classification of a network gets directly
influenced by the classification given by the previous network, and indirectly influenced by all the
previous classifications.

The first RBF (i.e. the one connected to the first time window) will be the same as in the previous
model, thus having one input for each cluster and one output for each class. Each subsequent network will
have one input for each cluster plus one input for each, and one output for each class. As in the previous
model, each classification is weighted by the corresponding possibilistic value, while the combination of
the classifications is automatically achieved by the connection in cascade.

This architecture should be better able to 'follow' a transient in time as it traverse the fuzzy
membership landscape, and possibly eliminate ambiguities which the previous RBF model could not
solve.

7.2.3 SOMNeural Classifier

A different approach was devised which is based on the Self Organizing Map (SOM) ANNs's. The
network training iteratively adjusts the neurons weight vectors so as to generate a topographic map of the
input space in which similar input vectors activate nearby units. As in the case of the RBF networks, also
SOMs are not directly designed to model time-dependent data. Furthermore, SOMs are not classifiers per
se so that their output has to be interpreted in order to come to a classification.

The problem of classifying the transients' trajectories becomes here the problem of classifying a
sequence of activation patterns in the 2-dimensional map space. To solve this problem we designed a
system in which the activation sequences of prototypical transients are stored. During operation, all stored
activation sequences are dynamically compared with the activation sequence generated by the current
transient, while this evolves in time, to eventually form a classification

7.2.4 Elman Recurrent Neural Classifier

A substantially different approach was attempted which makes use of a special kind of recurrent
ANN: the Elman network'9. Recurrent ANNs are a class of ANNs which are able to deal with temporal
input signals thanks to an internal architecture which is recurrent, i.e. it makes use of feedback
connections among the neurons. This property allows us to feed directly the N-dimensional event
trajectories to the ANN and train it to produce in output the required classification.
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7.3 Comparative Results

For a comparative evaluation of these models a NP? simulator was used to generate data relative to a
small set of events. The simulated plant was the Forsmark 2 BWR, which is a 969-MWe ABB reactor in
Sweden, in it was simulated using the APROS simulation environment, developed by IVO and VTF,
Finland. The simulated events were: turbine trip with bypass valve operational (IIWBP), turbine trip
without bypass (TTWOBP), main steam isolation valve closure (MSIV), feedwater heating loss (FWH),
and feedwater controller failure (FWC). Process variables were sampled at 8Hz and the following five
were recorded: reactor water level (RWE), feedwater flow (FWF), steam flow (STF), core pressure (CP),
and power (P). All the events were simulated at 100%, 80%, 62%, and 49% power. Given only these
variables, it is clear that the transients relative to the TrWOBP and MSIV events will be the most similar.
In order to study the robustness to noise of the various models, a series of tests were performed by
generating noisy transients from the original obtained from the simulator by adding gaussian noise
ranging from 5% to 15%. In total 510 transients were in this way generated.

The first test was performed on the RBF model that was trained to recognise the events at 100%
power. The general performance was hampered by the anticipated ambiguity between the T1WOBP and
MSIV classes. The classification of the FWH and FWC events did not present any problem, while the
classification of the TIWBP events degraded gradually with initial conditions getting further and further
away from the prototype case. In this model, using also the events at 49% power as prototypes did not
improve the performance. The overlap between TIWOBP and MSIV increased and the classification of
the TTWBP test cases (i.e. the 80% and 62% cases) did not improve.

The cascade-RBF model general performance was quite similar to that of the simpler RBF model.
The more complex cascade-RBF architecturel was still unable to properly discriminate between the
TTWOBP and MSIV classes, however the classification was sharper, i.e. the separation among the classes
was more marked 2.

With the SOM model, the general performance was similar to the Cascade-RBF model. The SOM
architecture 3 was better at discriminating between the ambiguous ITWOBP and MSIV classes (at the
100% and 80% power levels), but was less good at generalizing from the prototypes. This led for example
to a gross misclassification of the T`WBP events at 62% and 49% power.

The Elman classifier4 was the only model which could satisfactorily discriminate between the
ambiguous TrWOBP and MSIV classes, and the classification was performed within the first 2.5
seconds, making it a good candidate for alarn filtering applications. The good results of the Elman model
are only partly due to the ease with which the Elman ANN is able to use for training several prototypes

In these tests it was based on 10 contiguous time windows and the respective 10 RBFs.

2 This comes naturally from the fact that whether in the RBF case two events had to match in only 3 windows (and independently of each order)
to receive a similar classification, in the cascade-RBF case two events have to match throughout the development of the transient. i.e. in all the 10
windows and in the correct order.

3 In this case a 6x8 matrix of neurons which was trained on the 100% power level cases.
4 I this case a network of eight recurrent neurons which was trained to classify directly the sequences of 5-dimensional vectors derived from the
first 20 samples of the simulated events at 100% and 49% plus about other 50 transients with added noise (from 3.5% to 10.5%).
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for each class5. The main advantage of this recurrent model still lies in its being designed to deal directly
with sequences of input vectors.

7.4 The Validation Module and the ALADDIN Prototype

A major problem with most classifiers based on generalization from examples is that their response
is not always predictable when they are presented with a previously unseen type of input. The occurrence
of an event not included in the design can lead to an incorrect classification:6 . To solve this problem we
therefore need a validation module able to confirm that the answer given by one classifier is a meaningful
one and not simply coincidental.

The solution proposed here makes again use of possibilistic fuzzy clustering. Here the clustering is
made in the space of the whole trajectories, not in the space of the single input vectors. If a trajectory is
composed of say m time steps, then the clustering will need to be performed in m*N dimensions. Given
such a clustering, a new transient will receive a high possibilistic value only in the case that it is close to
the ones used in the training phase7.

The tests performed showed results which make this approach a very good candidate for inclusion in
a dynamic event classification system, coupled with an accurate classifier such as the Elman model. This
is the configuration that we are currently proposing in the ALADDIN prototype, which is schematically
shown in Figure 9.

%pVcer

Tr.VBPnoise Mf

FWM

Figure 9: The architecture of the ALADDIN prototype.

5 This did not help in the RBF and cascade-RBF cases and was not possible in the SOM case.
6 This is true for all the ANNs described. even though at different degrees of seriousness.
7 One problem with this validation method is that the m*N clustering space has to be fixed in advance. i.e. all the events need to be synchronized
by a trigger signal In our test cases all the events generated a scram signal which was used as a trigger.
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In this architecture the decision on whether the classification output of the Elman network is
accepted, or an UNKNOWN classification is to be produced, depends on the possibilistic membership
value P produced by the validation module, and on whether the plant operating power is within the design
range of the classifier.
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Abstract

In May of 1998, a technical basis and implementation guidelines document
for A Technique for Human Event Analysis (ATHEANA) was issued as a
draft report for public comment (NUREG-1624 [Ref. 1]). In conjunction
with the release of draft NUREG- 1624, a peer review of the new human
reliability analysis (HRA) method, its documentation, and the results of an
initial test of the method was held over a two-day period in June 1998 in
Seattle, Washington. Four internationally known and respected experts in
HRA or probabilistic risk assessment were selected to serve as the peer
reviewers. In addition, approximately 20 other individuals with an interest
in HRA and ATHEANA also attended the peer and were invited to provide
comments. The peer review team was asked to comment on any aspect of
the method or the report in which improvements could be made and to
discuss its strengths and weaknesses. They were asked to focus on two
major aspects: 1) Are the basic premises of ATHEANA on solid ground
and is the conceptual basis adequate? 2) Is the ATHEANA
implementation process adequate given the description of the intended
users in the documentation? The four peer reviewers asked questions and
provided oral comments during the peer review meeting and provided
written comments approximately two weeks after the completion of the
meeting. This paper discusses their major comments.

Introduction

In May 1998, a technical basis and implementation guidelines document for A Technique for Human
Event Analysis (ATHEANA) was issued as a draft report for public comment (NUREG-1624 [Ref. 1]).
In conjunction with the release of draft NUREG-l 624, a peer review of the new human reliability
analysis (HRA) method, its documentation, and the results of an initial test of the method was held over a
two-day period in June 1998 in Seattle, Washington. Four internationally known and respected experts
in HRA served as the peer reviewers. A brief description of the reviewers and their credentials follows:

'This work was supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and was performed at Sandia
National Laboratories. Sandia is a multi-program laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin
Company, for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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Dr. Eric Hollnagel - An internationally recognized specialist in the fields of human reliability
analysis, cognitive ergonomics, cognitive systems engineering, and the design and evaluation of
man-machine systems. Dr. Hollnagel is the author of more than 230 publications, including six
books, articles from recognized journals, conference papers, and reports. In January 1998, he
published a book entitled Cognitive Reliability and ErrorAnalysis Method (CREAM), which is
itself a new HRA method. He is a member of the Swedish Reactor Safety Council and president of
the European Association of Cognitive Ergonomics. Since 1995 Dr. Holinagel has been principal
advisor at the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Halden Reactor
Project, and since 1997 adjunct professor of Human-Machine Interaction at Link6ping University,
Sweden. He has a Ph.D. in cognitive psychology from the University of Aarhus, Denmark.

Dr. Pietro Carlo Cacciabue - A sector head at the European Commission, Joint Research Centre,
Institute for Systems, Informatics, and Safety, in Ispra, Italy. He has published more than 100
papers in professional journals and conferences and is the editor of a number of conference
proceedings and books on safety assessment and human factors. Dr. Cacciabue serves as liaison
for and holds a number of positions in several international organizations, such as: the International
Association for Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Management (director since 1993), consultant
for the Direction Genirale Aviation Civile, France (since 1994), Institution of Nuclear Engineers,
UK, (member since 1984), European Safety Reliability and Data Assoc. (executive committee
member 1992-1995), and the European Association of Aviation Psychology (member from 1996 to
the present). He has a Ph.D. in nuclear engineering from Politecnico di Milano, Milan, Italy.

* Dr. Oliver Straeter - A researcher for Gesellschaft fur Anlagen und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) in
Germany in the Safety Analysis and Operational Experience Branch. He was a researcher at the
RWTH in Aachen and the Ruhruniversitit in Bochum and also worked at Siemens Nixdorf AG
compiler laboratory in Munich. Dr. Straeter has published several journal articles in the area of
human reliability, including a recent article in Reliability Engineering and System Safety (Vol 58,
1997), entitled "Human-Centered Modeling in Human Reliability Analysis: Some Trends Based on
Case Studies." Dr. Straeter holds a Ph.D. in human engineering psychology from Technical
University of Munich.

* Mr. Stuart R. Lewis - A consultant specializing in the application of reliability and quantitative risk
analysis methods. Mr. Lewis is the president of Safety and Reliability Optimization Services
(SAROS), Inc., Knoxville, TN, which he co-founded in 1984. Examples of current and past
relevant work include assisting nuclear licensees in updating and maintaining their probabilistic
safety assessments (PSAs) and updating the HRAs for the PSAs of several licensees. He has also
assisted the Oak Ridge National Laboratory by reviewing analyses performed under its Accident
Sequence Precursor Program, and is assisting Electricit4 de France in keeping abreast of technical
and regulatory developments concerning severe accidents. He performed the HRA portion of
several of the probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) performed by nuclear power plant licensees for
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Individual Plant Examination program. Mr. Lewis
holds both B.S. and M.S. degrees in nuclear engineering from Purdue University.

In addition, approximately 20 other individuals with an interest in HRA and ATHEANA also attended
the peer review meeting and were invited to provide comments. The peer review team was asked to
comment on any aspect of the method or the report in which improvements could be made and to discuss
its strengths and weaknesses. They were asked to focus on two major aspects:
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(1) The soundness of the philosophy underlying ATHEANA. Are the basic premises on solid ground
and is the conceptual basis adequate?

(2) Is the ATHEANA implementation process adequate, given the description of the intended users in
the documentation? Assuming the technical basis is adequate, is the guidance for conducting the
search and quantification processes and for integrating the results into the PRA adequate, for
example, clear, effective, usable?

The four peer reviewers asked questions and commented orally during the peer review meeting. They
also provided written comments approximately two weeks after the meeting. All of the reviewers
indicated that the ATHEANA method had made significant contributions to the field of PRAIRA, in
particular by addressing the most important open questions and issues in HRA, by attempting to develop
an integrated approach and by developing a framework capable of identifying types of unsafe actions that
generally have not been considered using existing methods. The reviewers had many (and sometimes
similar) concerns about specific aspects of the methodology and made many recommendations on ways
to improve and extend the method and to make its application more cost effective and useful to PRA in
general.

This paper discusses the major comments received from the peer review team and provides responses
(but not necessarily resolutions) to specific criticisms and suggestions for improvements. A list of the
general strengths and weaknesses of ATHEANA, as indicated by the reviewers, is provided first. Next,
specific comments bearing on major aspects of the method are presented and discussed . Finally,
general comments related to improving the efficiency and usefulness of ATHEANA are addressed.

General Strengths and Weaknesses of ATHIEANA

The reviewers' general opinion of ATHEANA is that the method represents a significant improvement in
HRA methodology; it is a useful and usable method; and it is a "good alternative to first-generation
HRA approaches." However, the method does not yet go far enough and therefore needs to be improved
and extended. Several of ATHEANA's strengths, as indicated by the four reviewers, are listed below.

I) "Until now, in my opinion, there is no other published approach that tries to solve the problem of
including EOC (errors of commission] in PSA in such an extensive way. Other methods address
only parts of this. Overall, the general approaches and concepts developed in the ATHEANA-
method are appropriate to deal with the problem of EOC. I think that the ATHEANA-method as
currently documented contains a lot of important aspects for understanding and integrating EOCs
into PRA. However, many aspects are only mentioned implicitly. An explicit and concise
elaboration is necessary to assure practicability..."

2) "The real value of ATHEANA seems to be as a systematic way of exploring how action failures
can occur. This is something that conventional HRA methods do not do well, if they do it at all,
since they tend to focus on producing numbers. Although this use of ATHEANA does not really
answer the need for an HRA approach, it might have a value in itself (as the comments from the
demonstration participants expressed) and it might conceivably be decoupled from the HRA side.
In that case a more streamlined method may be developed, that is less cumbersome to use. The
demonstration of ATHEANA very clearly showed how it can be used to develop detailed
qualitative insights into conditions that may cause problems, how it may generate a solid basis for
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redesign of working procedures, training, and interface, and how it may be used as a tool for
scenario generation. Each of these are significant achievements in their own right."

3) "The method described in ATHEANA is certainly well suited for overcoming the difficulties
encountered when applying more classical human reliability methods and focuses on the important
issues of context and cognition that need to be tackled. Many aspects of the methodology are
commendable and give great added value to the whole methodology. In particular, the following
features are important:

* the details in describing many processes and steps in the application of the methodology;

* the consideration for the crucial features that affect human cognition and behaviour in
managing modern plants, included in concepts like the error-forcing context; and

* the identification of the appropriate retrospective approach for the evaluation of the factors
influencing behaviour and basic data for prospectively analysing the likely outcome of
erroneous behaviour and probabilities."

4) "Properly applied, the methods that comprise ATHEANA should be able to yield significantly more
insight into the nature of human actions that can contribute to the occurrence of a core-damage
accident These methods clearly provide a framework for identifying some types of unsafe actions,
and especially errors of intention, that would generally not have been considered using current
methods. Moreover, they allow for a much more careful definition of the context and causes of these
unsafe actions.

Without broader application of the methods, however, it is impossible to draw conclusions regarding
the degree to which important actions that are not considered in present PRAs will be identified. It is
reasonable to expect that some of the most important potential unsafe actions would be the result of
subtle aspects relating to interactions among plant conditions or performance shaping factors that
would be very difficult to postulate, even with the proper team makeup and extensive time available
for the analysis.

What can be expected is that the methods will provide for the integration of understanding from the
diverse team members that will lead to these new insights. This should be a synergistic process,
allowing knowledge to be shared and captured in a way that enhances both the completeness and
realism of the PRA, and the quality of training and procedures. A significant advantage of the
method could be to provide a rationale for the characterization of the human failure events that often
eludes us in present PRAs. While present methods may arguably yield reasonable quantitative
results, they often fail to provide an understanding of the underlying causes of the human failures
that are analyzed. Absent that understanding, it is very difficult to identify measures that can be
taken to reduce the risk associated with unsafe actions. Consequently, it is often frustrating to
identify a human action as risk-significant, but not to be able to give very satisfactory answers as to
why, or what could be done to reduce that significance. With ATHEANA, on the other hand, the
analysis of an unsafe action is necessarily truncated if an error forcing context cannot be identified."
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The above statements clearly indicate that the ATHEANA method has made significant improvements in
HRA methodology and that the method, as documented, is a useful and usable too). Perhaps not
surprisingly, current members of the ATHEANA development team (the authors of this paper) agree
generally with the above statements. However, the reviewers were also very clear in indicating that, in
their opinion, there are several important general shortcomings of ATHEANA. These are listed below.

1) "There seems to be an inconsistency in the level of models being used, ranging from EOO-EOC
(errors of omission - errors of commission) over the information processing model to the notion of
slips and mistakes. It would be interesting to consider how the search process could be strengthened
while relaxing the dependence on the model(s)."

2) "There is no identifiable way of encompassing management and organization [M&O] factors or
responding to the challenges of the broader socio-technical or contextual way of thinking (which
also is seen by the conceptual problems in taking M&O factors into account in PSA)."

3) "Insufficient consistency in the terms and concepts used, and significant differences between what is
written in NUREG-1624 and what was said at the review."

4) "The ATHEANA method is very cumbersome and presumably very costly. The guidance is too
complex and depends too much on subject matter experts."

5) "The quantification method is weak, and the quantitative results (of the demonstration) are
unsubstantiated. The quantification is excessively dependent on expert judgement, hence possibly
has low reliability as a method."

6) "The qualitative results are good, but these might have been obtained in other ways, perhaps more
efficiently. It is also doubtful whether a utility will undertake a significant effort just to get the
qualitative results."

7) "The implementation of the basic approaches is sometimes not elaborated far enough from my
perspective. This makes the use of the method in the current status difficult and may cause high
variance between different users. I also observed that the document NUREG-1624 and the
presentations on the peer-review are sometimes not in accordance to each other. In order to have a
usable and profound method, the basics has to be refined and extended."

8) "Especially, I see the danger that the whole suggested procedure may fail if the role of the cognitive
model (i.e. to work out and structure EMs [error mechanisms]) is not elaborated further. The
cognitive model has a considerable effect on the consistency between EMs, the compatibility of
prospective and retrospective analysis, the link between EFC (error-forcing context], EM and UA
[unsafe actions] as well as the quantification procedure."

9) "The methodology clearly presents a dilemma. Its effectiveness results from forming a diverse,
experienced project team to perform a comprehensive, broad-ranging analysis. Few organizations,
however, appear to be in a position to undertake such an extensive analysis without clearly defined,
commensurate benefits. Thus, even if it is an excellent methodology from a technical standpoint, it
will not be very valuable if it will not be used."
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10) "The potential wide application and popularity of the method are, however, associated with the
easiness of application of the method and the completeness of the supporting information and data.
The first issue (easiness of application) is related to the clear differentiation between retrospective
and prospective analysis, which contains also the question of applicability of the cognitive model.
The method, as presented in the report, generates some confusion, especially for non-specialists in
human factors, even though one could argue that the ATHEANA team should contain such
expertise. The question of the availability and completeness of a reference database and clear tables
of parameters and variables sustaining the HRA approach has, in practice, already been almost
completely tackled and solved. What remains to be done is simply the clear definition of the
connections between such databases and parameters on the one hand and models, paradigms and
structure of ATHEANA on the other."

Although the above set of comments is not necessarily complete in regard to the limitations of
ATHEANA as indicated by the peer reviewers, it is thought that the selected set does represent the more
important general limitations identified by the reviewers. Some of the above criticisms are responded to
directly, but in other cases, some future decisions are required. The criticisms and responses are grouped
below according to major aspects of ATHEANA.

The ATIHEANA Framework and Underlying Models

Two important aspects of the ATHEANA methodology are (1) the multi-disciplinary HRA framework
(see Figure 2.1, NUREG-1624 [Ref 1]) that describes the interrelationships between human error
mechanisms, the plant conditions and performance-shaping factors (PSFs) that set them up, and the
consequences of the error mechanisms in terms of how the plant can be rendered less safe, that is, UAs
and (2) the human information processing or "cognitive" model (see Figure 4.1, NUREG-1624 [Ref. 1])
that is used to describe the human activities and mechanisms involved in responding to abnormal or
emergency conditions and thereby assist analysts in searching for potential unsafe human actions.
Several of the criticisms listed above (e.g., 1, 8 and 10) raise concerns about the descriptions and use of
the framework and the cognitive model in ATHEANA. Essentially all of the peer review team had
questions or concerns about these aspects of ATHEANA.

Regarding the multi-disciplinary HRA framework, several reviewers thought that the definitions and
distinctions between the components of the framework and their interrelationships with each other and
with the cognitive model were not sufficiently clarified. The reviewers considered this important
because they correctly assumed that understanding the framework (and to some extent its relationship
with the cognitive model) was important to understanding the ATHEANA methodological approach.
One concern was exactly what was meant by "error mechanisms," how they are used in ATHEANA, and
whether or not the terminology was appropriate, given the underlying assumptions of ATHEANA, for
example, people usually behave rationally and are led to UAs as a function of the circumstances.
Another concern was that the distinction between error mechanisms, PSFs and plant conditions was not
sharp enough .

Clearly, "crisper" definitions of these terms are needed in the ATHEANA documentation because they
are used to guide analysts in their search for UAs and the associated EFCs. One goal of using the
construct of error mechanisms is to convey to analysts that there are human information processing
activities that may be appropriate in some circumstances, but not in others. Examples of such activities
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are provided in the ATHEANA documentation and they are elaborated to some degree in the discussion
of the cognitive model (Section 4 of NUREG-1624). The main purpose of the discussion in Section 4 is
to encourage analysts to think about the potential for human error in a different manner than has been
done in other HRA methods and not necessarily to provide a complete and validated set of error
mechanisms. It is not obvious that further elaboration of possible error mechanisms will necessarily
facilitate the ATHEANA search process or the quantification process. Nevertheless, the clear use of the
construct of "error mechanisms" in the context of ATHEANA will be addressed. To the extent that
additional explanation and elaboration of potential error mechanisms will facilitate the search and
quantification processes, such work will be performed for later revisions.

Consideration will also be given to a couple of reviewers' suggestion that the term "error mechanism"
should be dropped because human information processing is probably not limited only by processing
"mechanisms," which implies structures, (e.g., processing is probably also limited by inappropriate
processing strategies) and because the behavior that leads to UAs is only an "error" in hindsight. As is
assumed by ATHEANA, the information processing performed may have been perfectly appropriate in
most situations and is inappropriate only because of special circumstances; it therefore is not an error in
the usual sense. Recommendations for a replacement term for the construct included "behavior
mechanisms" or simply "cognition."

As noted earlier herein, another concern expressed by the reviewers was with the distinction between
plant conditions, PSFs, and enror mechanisms. It was argued that it is not always easy to determine
whether a particular factor belonged in one category or another (e.g., whether procedures and
instrumentation problems should be categorized as plant conditions or PSFs) and that it was necessary for
ATHEANA to make the distinctions clear. One reviewer indicated that the PSFs should be standardized
and made complete. The current ATHEANA documentation has acknowledged that, in some cases, the
distinctions are not always perfectly clear, but the emphasis from the analysis point of view is to ensure
that the factors relevant to the EFCs are considered. Although it may be possible for the ATHEANA
team to develop a useful underlying model for grouping the relevant factors and this effort may be
attempted for revisions to the method, the main consideration in the application of ATHEANA is that as
many relevant factors as possible are considered in identifying the EFCs.

Other issues regarding the models used in ATHEANA concerned the use of the EOC-EOO distinction,
the slips versus mistakes categorization in the context of the other models used in ATHEANA (e.g., see
criticism 1), and the ability of the method to correctly consider crew-related factors when the cognitive
model generally applies to information processing by an individual. The latter concern suggests that it
might be useful to include a "crew interaction" model that could be integrated with the cognitive model.
The team will examine the feasibility and usefulness of such an endeavor.

Regarding the slips versus mistakes categorization, several reviewers argued that this categorization was
probably not necessary and at least one argued that it was inappropriate. The use of such terminology,
which does presume an underlying model not explicitly adopted by ATHEANA, will be addressed in
future revisions.

Finally, several reviewers also suggested that the framework and models used in ATHEANA be
compared to other more familiar models from existing methods in order to elucidate the differences
between ATHEANA and other HRA approaches. This would certainly be a useful addition to the
ATHEANA report in that it would assist analysts in realizing the advantages to conducting an
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ATHEANA HRA. Clearly, revision of the ATHEANA documentation should discuss the uses and
appropriate application of ATHEANA to various analysis tasks.

The ATHEANA Process

This section addresses a variety of important comments on aspects of the ATHEANA process.

Retrospective Analysis

The use of an ATHEANA-driven retrospective analysis of plant and other operational events was listed
as one of the strengths of the ATHEANA process (see strength 3). More than one of the reviewers
commented on the positive aspects of the use of retrospective analysis for assisting analysts in evaluating
their plant and supporting the proactive HRA. In fact, their main concern was that a formalized,
structured procedure, separate from the proactive search process detailed in ATHEANA, was not
provided in the existing documentation. They suggested that a separate write-up and flow diagram be
developed on how to perform retrospective analysis and on how it interfaces with the proactive analysis.
Reviewers concerned with the definitions and relationships/connections between the elements in the
framework and cognitive model also felt that clarification of these aspects would also greatly facilitate
the retrospective analysis (see criticism 8). They argued for "taxonomies for actions, errors, and PSF"
and clear rules for event decomposition in the retrospective analysis. In addition, they also suggested
providing improved guidance on how to use the HERA database (Ref. 2) and the retrospectively analyzed
events documented in Appendix B of NUREG-1624. [Note that HERA is a database being developed for
the USNRC that contains documentation of significant events from nuclear and other industries. The
events are represented from the ATHEANA perspective and in ATHEANA terminology.]

The ATHEANA team agrees that additional guidance on how to perform and use retrospective analysis
and the HERA database would be useful additions to the ATHEANA documentation. Analysts would be
able to learn more directly about the characteristics of ATHEANA and in addition to "self-training" on
the ATHEANA "philosophy," framework, and models, they would better understand events that have
occurred at their plant and how other events might occur in the future.

Prioritization Process

Several of the criticisms listed above (e.g., 4, 6, and 9) indicate that the demands of applying
ATHEANA may be cost and time-prohibitive for many nuclear power plants. One aspect of ATHEANA
that was developed in an attempt to allow users to focus their limited resources was a process for
prioritizing the more important accident scenarios. While the reviewers generally were supportive of the
prioritization process, several suggested that the process be further improved and proceduralized.
Specifically, they wanted a "greater consideration of the risk potential of possible human failure events
(HFEs)" and (on the basis of information provided at the peer review on the results of the trial
application of ATHEANA) an earlier identification and assessment of crew characteristics and other
M&O factors that might make certain types of scenarios more likely to contain risk significant UAs than
others.

Once again, the ATHEANA team agrees that improvements in the prioritization process, as suggested by
the reviewers, would be useful. A characterization of the way plant crews interact with one another and
approach accident scenarios would assist analysts in determining the types of scenarios likely to be
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problematic (see Appendix A, Section A.7, of NUREG-1624 for details). Explicit incorporation of other
M&O factors (which is considered a weakness of ATHEANA; see criticism 2) at the prioritization stage
may also be beneficial. It should be noted that there is nothing about ATHEANA that is inherently
incompatible with the consideration of M&O factors (contrary to criticism 2). The main problems
associated with accounting for M&O factors in ATHEANA are that there are no currently accepted
methods for modeling such factors, and the costs associated with the additional analysis may offset the
benefits.

In addition to these two items, there were several other comments related to the ATHEANA process that
the ATHEANA team, in principle, agree with. They include the following:

* Provide further guidance for the creative thinking/search process to lessen variability and
interpretation, including providing guidance on how to "manage" group discussions. Also
emphasize the need to document the process "as you go" and more closely link the documentation
tables with the relevant sections of the search process.

* Stress more strongly the importance of modeling the support systems, in addition to the main safety
systems, in searching for potential HFEs and UAs.

* Discuss to what extent dynamic reliability is or is not part of the process and why.

* Further stress where and how one treats organizational factors, team interactions, recovery, and
dependencies

One additional comment on the ATHEANA process warrants a response from the ATHEANA team. It
was suggested that there should be an explicit use of formal task analysis in conducting ATHEANA.
While it is true that some of the existing HRA methods recommend the use of formal task analysis in
order to understand the operators' tasks during accident scenarios, it is not clear that the additional costs
associated with formal task analysis would necessarily be useful in applying ATHEANA. In conducting
ATHEANA, the HRA team, using appropriate procedures, examines the crew's responsibilities during
various accident scenarios and, when possible, conducts simulator exercises. It may be beneficial,
however, to emphasize the step of carefully examining procedures relevant to particular accident
scenarios early in the process of identifying potential UAs and their EFCs. This step is certainly part of
task analysis and should assist analysts in identifying the more critical and likely UAs for further
analysis.

The ATHEANA Quantification Process

The reviewers raised several issues associated with quantification. These include the overall ATHEANA
approach of identifying and quantifying situations where the likelihood of failure is very high, the
methods used to quantify a UA in a particular EFC, and the effect of the various PSFs and plant
conditions on the likelihood of failure. Other comments pertained to the need to address recovery actions
and dependencies in the quantification process.

A basic premise driving the development of ATHEANA is that the HFEs that have heretofore been most
problematic for identifying and assessing their impact on plant risk are those in which a particular
context creates a very high likelihood of failure. This premise is in contrast to the premise implicit in
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most other HRA methods that there is a constant (and usually low) likelihood of human failure for any
given accident scenario. (It is true that some HRA methods have moved beyond this simple assumption,
but they have not been widely used and have rarely been applied in a systematic way.) Therefore, the
search process and the associated quantification process are principally aimed at identifying those
conditions in which the UA probability will be much higher than in other non-forcing conditions.
However, this fact does not imply that the application of ATHEANA would never identify situations in
which the probability of the UA, given the EFC, is significantly less than 1.0. In such situations in which
human error probabilities must be estimated, existing applicable HRA methods may be useful for
quantifying the error probability, given the defined EFC.

Several reviewers suggested that the methods for estimating the probability of the UA be revised or
broadened. We agree that alternative methods can be used. In the trial application, HEART (Ref. 3) was
used because it most directly used conditions similar to those identified as EFCs in the scenarios, bearing
in mind the data sources used in HEART and the level of description for the conditions under which the
data were gathered. It is important to ensure that the method and data used to quantify the likelihood of
an unsafe action in a particular EFC will be sensitive to those factors that create the forcing nature of the
EFC conditions. An alternative approach that was suggested is to use a subjective-assessment method
like SLIM-MAUD (Ref. 4). Such methods could be used in principle. However, the continuing difficulty
is one of selecting appropriate anchor points for the assumed probability distribution. This problem has
been raised previously in reviews of HRAs that have used methods like SLIM-MAUD in which the
analyst provides the range within which a point probability is interpolated.

One reviewer suggested the use of tables for specific PSFs and plant conditions that showed their
influence on the likelihood of unsafe actions. Such data could be derived from historical experience in
the events reported in the database. However, this approach is at odds with the ATHEANA method,
which considers the influence of PSFs and plant conditions to be an integral set of influences on
performance, and not separable and discrete influences such as those reported in THERP (Ref. 5). In
ATHEANA, the typical issue is "What combination of plant conditions and weaknesses in the displays,
procedures, etc., has to occur to mislead operators into believing that action 'x' needs to be taken?" The
key is that it is the combination, not each influence separately, that is important.

It is agreed that the analysis of recovery actions is problematic. In applying ATHEANA, the team has
considered recovery on a case-by-case basis, looking specifically at ways the scenario may develop,
where additional outside staff may become involved, and so on. The approach thus far has not been to
treat recovery actions as separate from the initial UAs. Similarly, the method does not include explicit
processes to model and quantify dependencies between actions. Clearly, future revisions and applications
of ATHEANA must better address the analysis of recovery actions and dependencies.

Improving the Efficiency, Usefulness, and Consistency of ATHEANA

Several of the comments from the reviewers (e.g., criticisms 4, 6, and 7) express concerns about the
resources required to apply ATHEANA and whether or not the obtained results will be important enough
and complete enough for users to justify the costs. A related concern is whether the method has been
specified in enough detail and "elaborated far enough" to allow consistency in the results obtained by
different analysts applying the method. Similar concerns regarding resource demands and completeness
were raised by the participants of the first demonstration of ATHEANA, which was held in 1997 at a
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pressurized water reactor nuclear power plant (see Appendix A, Section A.7, of NUREG-1624 for
details).

The ATHEANA team acknowledges that a broad and careful application of ATHEANA will require
significant resources. Although the search for important HFEs, UAs, and their EFCs will never be
trivial, it can be manageable. Thus, steps will be taken to improve its efficiency (some of which are
discussed below). Will the resources demanded by the method be worth it? ATHEANA will identify
demanding accident scenarios and potential UAs and EFCs that could lead to serious accidents. Whether
or not the method will identify numerous events that result in large increases in calculated plant risk
metrics remains to be seen. Moreover, given the inadequacies of the HRA methods that were used to
conduct the existing nuclear plant PRAs, it is impossible to know exactly what a realistic estimate of the
baseline HRA contribution should be. Therefore, it is difficult to predict what kinds of changes in risk
metrics to expect. In any case, the benefits of ATHEANA are much broader than those from performing
revised PRA calculations alone. The improvements in HRA modeling to better identify operator
vulnerabilities in accident scenarios and to better understand what are the contributors to operator
performance will certainly be of significant benefit in assessing and managing plant risk. Nevertheless, it
must be the case that the method can be applied without an excessive demand on licensee resources.

The peer reviewers and others identified several actions that will increase the effectiveness and
efficiency of ATHEANA. These actions include the following:

* developing a computer-based user support system to guide the process and the documentation of the
results,

* refining the prioritization process to facilitate identification of the types of scenarios and situations
most likely to create problems,

* developing better guidance on when and how to develop and use simulator exercises to learn as
much as possible about where and how unsafe actions can occur, and

* producing a "quick reference guide" that would allow analysts to bypass reliance on the NUREG
document once they have some experience with the method.

Another issue raised by the peer reviewers concerns consistency in the application of the process and the
potential for significant variability in results because of some of the "open-ended" aspects of
ATHEANA, (for example, the creative thinking and brainstorming aspects of the process for identifying
EFCs and the use of expert judgment in the quantification process). The ATHEANA team agrees that
additional guidance is needed to ensure consistency in the results obtained using the method.

Finally, it should noted that reviewers of the method suggested that the documentation provide estimates
of the costs and resources required to perform ATHEANA and that criteria should be provided for when
ATHEANA should be used. While the former suggestion may be difficult to implement until additional
tests of ATHEANA are completed, it is a reasonable suggestion. Providing a listing of criteria for when
use of ATHEANA is called for would seem to be straightforward and will be considered for the revision.

Other Useful Suggestions
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Several other comments received from the peer review team are worth noting because they are good
suggestions that would improve ATHEANA. They include the following:

ATHEANA should include an overview of PRA for participants without a background in PRA. Any
training programs developed for ATHEANA could also provide such an overview, and aspects of
PRA could bee treated in more detail as the analysis progressed.

* It was recommended that a single "running" example be used while discussing the implementation
process.

* It was recommended that additional examples for BWRs should be added. PWRs are
overemphasized.

Conclusion

Taken together, the comments from the peer review team indicate that the work performed in the
development of ATHEANA has resulted in significant contributions to the field of HRA and that
ATHEANA is a viable HRA method. However, the reviewers also indicated that there were important
clarifications and improvements that needed to be made to ATHEANA. Clearly, many of the
recommendations made by the reviewers would, if implemented, make ATHEANA a better, more
effective, easier to use, and more "encompassing" methodology. However, a number of factors must be
considered in determining which of the suggested changes are necessary, which would be useful but are
not critical, and which would be useful but are currently impossible. The development of an HRA
method such as ATHEANA is certainly limited by the state of current knowledge in a number of domains
such as cognitive psychology, crew dynamics, and management and organizational factors. In addition,
the unavailability of actual data from crew performance in nuclear power accidents or from other
domains that might be generalized to control room performance certainly limits the ability of any BRA
method to precisely predict performance. Other factors include the danger of over-complicating the
method in attempts to be more precise and complete. It seems to the ATHEANA team that the most
important goal is to provide a usable method that is as cost-effective as possible - one that will allow
analysts to identify, understand as much as possible, and quantify as accurately as possible, potential
unsafe human actions that could lead to serious accidents in nuclear power plants or other domains. The
explicit procedures, information, and guidance provided in ATHEANA certainly provides HRA analysts
with a new and explicit set of tools to achieve this goal. To the extent viable changes recommended by
the reviewers will further this goal, in particular by making the method more valid and easier to use,
attempts will be made to incorporate them into the ATHEANA methodology.
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Incorporating Aging Effects into Probabilistic
Risk Assessment
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Abstract

Traditional probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) of light water reactors (LWRs)
include active components but not passive systems, structures, and components
(SSCs) because the passive SSCs are much more reliable than the active ones. The
objective ofthe paper is to evaluate the feasibility of incorporating aging effects into
PRAs so that risk impact of aging can be estimated. We have evaluated this
feasibility by incorporating into PRA a flow-accelerated corrosion model, the KWU
model developed by Kastner and Riedle, which estimates wall thinning. For this
purpose, we have used the PRA model developed for the Surry Individual Plant
Examination. In addition, we have employed a load-capacity model based upon a
reliability physics model and simplifying assumptions for estimating failure caused
by flow-accelerated corrosion.

We have demonstrated that the results and insights gained from the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Nuclear Power Aging Research Program and other
NRC and industry programs related to materials degradation can be integrated into
the existing PRA models. However, our evaluation represents feasibility of such
integration and should not be construed to represent either relative or absolute
magnitude of risk posed by flow-accelerated corrosion in PWRs.
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1. Introduction

The high initial reliability of passive systems, structures, and components (SSCs) at operating light water
reactors (LWRs) is being reduced as the plants are getting older. Deleterious effects of aging mechanisms
have been manifested at older nuclear power plants. While not accounted for in the design of passive SSCs,
several aging mechanisms and affecting phenomena have caused SSC damage (Shah and MacDonald 1993).
This damage has raised questions aboutthe continued safety and viabilityofolder nuclearpowerplants. The
U.S.Nuclear RegulatoryCommission (NRC) sponsoredtheNuclearPlantAgingResearch (NPAR)program
during 1985-1994, which has gathered data and developed insights in aging of LWR SSCs (Vora 1994).
Several other NRC- and industry-sponsored projects have also generated both qualitative and quantitative
information related to material degradation in passive SSCs. This large collection of information, however,
has not been used to estimate the risk impact of aging of passive SSCs.

The work evaluates the feasibility of incorporating this large body of qualitative information into
probabilistic risk analysis so that the risk-impact of aging of passive SSCs can be assessed. Simpler
approaches, such as the linear failure rate model (Vesely, 1987), are not considered despite ease of their
application because they can not utilize the material degradation information collected by NPAR and,
therefore, resort to expert opinion for the estimation of their parameters. The incorporation of aging models
into PRA will allow assessing the effect of aging on core damage frequency. Such incorporation will also
provide stronger technical basis for making decisions related to plant operation and maintenance. For
example, the results may be used in risk-informed inspection to prioritize components and optimize
inspection activities. In addition, the risk-informed methods presented in the paper will allow better
utilization of resources geared toward plant operation.

The overall objective of the work discussed in this paper is to assess the feasibility of applying the
LANLIASCA method for incorporation of reliability-physics based models, expertjudgement, and the results
of the Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR) program into an integrated aging risk assessment. The
LANLIASCA method refers to the application of PR.A methods described in NUREG/CR-6157, Swrvey and
Evaluation of Aging Risk Assessment Methods and Applications (Sanzo et. al. 1994). The feasibility
assessment that is presented here was performed via a trial application of the NUREG/CR-6157
methodology. This applicationutilizes an existingnuclearpowerplantPRAforwhich a SAPHIREcomputer
model currently exists [Smith et al., 1998]. The main focus of the project is on pressurized water reactor
(PWR) components, but the application presented here can equally be applied to boiling water reactor
(BWR) components.

We first summarize the aging mechanisms acting on the major PWR components. We then briefly describe
the flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC) mechanism. Next we review the related field experience to identify
how FAC of carbon steel secondary piping may impact plant risk. We then present the approach developed
to incorporate the FAC model into PRA and apply it to four cases related to FAC-caused failures in PWR
secondary piping. We followthiswith thedemonstration ofthe approach by applying itto selected segments
of feedwater piping using the SAPHIRE software and the Surry Independent Plant Evaluation (IPE) model.
Finally we present conclusions.
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2. Aging Mechanisms in PWR Plants

The major PWR components, such as reactor pressure vessel, reactor coolant system piping, steam generator
tubes, feedwaterand main steam lines, aresubjectto several age-related degradation mechanisms. The main
degradation mechanisms may be divided into four categories: embrittlement, fatigue, stress corrosion
cracking, and corrosion. Embrittlement mechanism include radiation embrittlement of reactor pressure
vessels and thermal aging of cast stainless steel piping. Fatigue mechanisms include low- and high-cycle
thermal and mechanical fatigue of piping and other components. Stress corrosion cracking mechanisms
include intergranular and transgranular stress corrosion cracking of, for example, stainless steel components,
and primary water stress corrosion cracking of Alloy 600 components. Corrosion mechanisms include, for
example, general corrosion, FAC, and boric acid corrosion of carbon steel components. Embrittlement
mechanisms reduce material fracture toughness whereas other mechanisms reduce component strength.

Review of service experience reveals that the major components are experiencing aging-related degradation
of material properties or reduction in strength. In addition, several degradation mechanisms and loading
conditions were not anticipated in the original design but have caused failures in the field (Gosselin 1997,
Shah et al. 1998). An example of such failures include a rupture of feedwater piping caused by FAC. For
effective aging management, it is essential to evaluate the risk impact of the degradation mechanisms.
Physics-based models may be incorporated into the PRA for such evaluation. Toward that end, the main
degradation mechanisms are summarized below.

2.1 Radiation Embrittlement. The main component affected by radiation embrittlement is the reactor
pressure vessel, which is fabricated from low-alloy ferritic steels. The radiation-induced microstructural
changes cause an increase in the yield and ultimate tensile strengths, a decrease in the fracture toughness,
an increase in the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (below which the vessel will behave in brittle
manner), and a drop in the upper shelf energy (lower toughness at operating temperature). The increase in
the transition temperature of vessel materials depends on chemical composition (especially presence oftrace
elements, copper, nickel, and phosphorous), neutron fluence (E> I MeV), temperatures, and post-weld heat
treatment. Several computer codes have been developed for evaluation of structural integrity of reactor
pressure vessel. Only one of these codes, VISA-II Code (Vessel Integrity Analysis Code), is in public
domain. The VISA-Il Codeperforns both deterministic and probabilistic analysistodetermine reactorvessel
failure probability following through-wall cracks caused by PTS events (Simonen et al. 1986a, b).

2.2 Thermal Aging. Several components in the PWR reactor coolant system are made from duplex
austenitic-ferritic stainless steels, also called cast stainless steels: main coolant piping in several
Westinghouse-designedPWRs, fittings in largerdiameteraustenitic stainless steel pipingand reactorcoolant
pump and valve bodies in most PWRs. The ferrite present in the cast stainless steel improves its resistance
to sensitization, stress corrosion cracking, and intergranular corrosion. However, the presence of ferrite also
causes upward shift in ductile-to-brittle transition temperatures and reduction in fracture toughness after
long-term exposure at PWR operating temperatures. The extent of this degradation is higher with longer
exposure time, higher exposure temperature, and higher ferrite content. This degradation mechanism is
termed thermal aging. Piping made from wrought austenitic stainless steel (for example, Type 304 stainless
steel) is not susceptible to this mechanism because this material does not contain ferrite.

Chopra (1992a,b) has developed two different approaches to determine the extent of thermal aging of cast
stainless steel. These approaches quantify the extent of aging at the PWR operating temperatures [2880C
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(550'F)J by measuring the room-temperature Charpy impact energy after aging at temperatures in the range
of 300 to 4000C (570 to 750'F). Chopra(1992b) has also developed a procedure for estimating mechanical
properties, i.e., Charpy V-notch energy and elastic-plastic fracture toughness, oftherrnally aged cast stainless
steel piping components.

2.3 Low-Cycle Fatigue. Fatigue damage occurs only in regions thatdeform plastically underthe influence
of fluctuating loads. Thus, smooth specimens free of stress risersthat are subjecttoelastic stress fluctuations
do not experience fatigue damage. On the other hand, fatigue damage does occur under elastic stress
fluctuations if the component contains stress risers where the localized stresses and strains exceed the elastic
limit of the material. After a certain number of load fluctuations, the fatigue damage at the regions of stress
concentration causes initiation and subsequent propagation of fatigue cracks in the plastically deformed
region.

Thermal and mechanical stresses imposed during system transients, including heatup and cooldown, cause
low-cycle fatigue damage in the PWR vessel and piping components. The susceptible sites in the PWR
primary coolant systems are the nozzles, dissimilar metal welds, and elbows. There have been no reported
failures, not even discovered cracks, in existing PWR main coolant piping.

The ASME Code provides fatigue design curves that are entirely based on data obtained from in-air tests
mainly at room temperature. Fatigue tests on large-scale carbon steel vessel performed in air at room
temperature have shown that the cracks may initiate below the fatigue design curves, but that wall
penetration is not expected until the fatigue cycles exceed the ASME design curves by about a factor of 3
(Cooper 1992). However, recent results from fatigue tests show that the effects of high-temperature pure
water(simulatingaPPWR environment) on the fatigue strength (resistance to crack initiation) of carbon steels
are not fully accounted for in the ASME design curves (Terrell 1988).

2.4 Vibratory Fatigue. Vibratory fatigue failures of piping have occurred predominantly at the socket
welds commonly used for joining small diameter piping (< 50 mm) and at the fillet-welded attachments.
In several instances, these failures have resulted in complete ruptures of piping. There are two approaches
for high-cycle vibrational fatigue analysis of socket-welded small-diameter piping connections and fillet
welded attachments: (1) ASME Section III fatigue design, which is an analysis-based approach, and (2)
American Association of State Highway Transportation Officers fatigue design, which is an empirical
approach.

2.5 Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking: Primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) has
caused cracking, and in some cases, leakage from steam generator tubes and tube plugs, pressurizer
instrument penetrations and heater sleeves, control rod drive mechanism nozzles, and reactor coolant piping
penetrations. PWSCC is an intergranular cracking mechanism requiring at least the following three
conditions to be present simultaneously: (1) high applied or residual tensile stress or both, (2) susceptible
tubing microstructure (few intergranular carbides), and (3) high temperature. The PWSCC damage rate
increases as a function of stress to an exponent, typically equal to 4. The PWSCC resistance of Alloy 600
is highest when the grain boundaries are covered with continuous or semicontinuous carbides. PWSCC is
a thermally activated process and, therefore, its initiation and growth are very sensitive to temperature. These
relationships are used in predicting the PWSCC initiation time in Alloy 600 components.
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2.6 flow-Accelerated Corrosion. FAC affects carbon steel piping, thermal sleeves, J-tubes, and feedrings
carrying single phase, subcooled feedwater and steamlines carrying wet steam. FAC causes wall thinning
and may lead to catastrophic failure of the affected components. Such failures have been reported in the
field. This mechanism is further discussed in Section 3 and the available models are identified there.

2.7 Selection of a Degradation Mechanism for Incorporation into PRA. The degradation mechanisms
may be divided in two groups based on the resulting failure modes: (1) those that may cause rupture, and
(2) those that may cause cracking. Radiation embrittlement, thermal aging of cast stainless steel
components, PWSCC and IGSCC of steam generator tubes, vibratory fatigue of small-diameter piping, and
FAC may cause rupture, as mentioned earlier, whereas low-cycle fatigue, high-cycle thermal fatigue, and
stress corrosion cracking of components other than steam generator tubes may cause cracking. The
mechanisms that have potential to cause rupture are likely to have significantly more risk impact. Therefore,
we have decided to incorporate a model for one of the degradation mechanism that may cause rupture.

We selected to incorporate FAC mechanism into PRA because, in some instances, it has caused rupture of
feedwater or main steam line. In addition, depending on the affected piping, its risk impact can be
significant. We did not select radiation embrittlement of reactor pressure vessels or stress corrosion cracking
mechanisms acting on steam generatortubes because other USNRC projects have evaluated or are evaluating
their risk-impact. We did not evaluated vibratory fatigue because the associated failures are caused by
premature aging resulting from design and fabrication deficiencies.

3. Flow-Accelerated Corrosion

A brief description of FAC is as follows. A thin layer of porous iron oxide [mostly magnetite (Fe3O4)] forms
on the inside surface of carbon steel feedwater piping exposed to deoxygenated water in the temperature
range of about 95 to 260'C (200 to 500'F). Generally, this layer protects the underlying piping from the
corrosive environment and limits further corrosion. However, the magnetite layer may be dissolved at the
oxide-water interface and be replaced by new iron oxide formed at the metal-oxide interface, resulting in
material removal and thinning of the piping. This process is called single-phase FAC. A similar corrosion
process causes wall thinning of carbon steel piping exposed to wet steam; this process is called two-phase
FAC.

The FAC phenomena follows a simple two-step process illustrated in Figure 1 (Remy and Bouchacourt
1992). The first step consists of production of soluble ferrous ions and their accumulation at the oxide-water
interface and the second step consists of mass transfer ofthese ions into the bulk coolant. In the second step,
the flowing water removes the soluble ferrous ions by a convective mass transfer mechanism, which is a
diffusion gradient driven process. Generally, the concentration of ferrous ions in the bulk water is very low
compared to their concentration at the oxide-water interface. Therefore, the ferrous ions present at the oxide-
water interface can diffuse very rapidly into the solution.
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Figure 1. The flow-accelerated corrosion model (Remy and Bouchacourt 1992).

3.1 Single-Phase Flow-Accelerated Corrosion. Single-phase FAC test results have identified several
factors that affect the corrosion rate: (a) hydrodynamic variables - fluid velocity, piping configuration
(geometry of the flow path), and roughness of the pipe inside surface; (b) metallurgical variables - chemical
composition including weight percentage of chromium, molybdenum and copper in the steel; and (c)
environmental variables - temperature and water chemistry including dissolved oxygen, ferrous ion
concentration, pH, and amines used for pH control.

The hydrodynamic variables affect the rate of mass transfer of the iron ions and other corrosion products to
the bulk coolant and thus affect the FAC rate. Fluid velocity affects the mass transfer. At a relatively low
fluid velocity, the corrosion rate is controlled by the rate of mass transfer, whereas at higher velocity (still
lower than the critical velocity above which metal removal by mechanical process takes place), the mass
transfer rate is higher and the corrosion rate is controlled by the chemical reactions at the oxide-coolant and
metal-oxide interfaces. FAC is less frequently observed in straight lengths of pipe free from hydrodynamic
disturbances unless the bulk fluid velocity is high. Laboratory studies of the effect of bulk flow velocities,
which varied from 2 to 1I m/s, on the corrosion of carbon steel in 150'C (300'F) circulating water show
that the corrosion rate increases with an increase in the flow rate and, for a given flow rate, the corrosion rate
is about constant.' The variable piping configuration takes into account the hydrodynamic disturbances
(elbows, tees, reducers, valves, flow control orifices, etc.) that produce high local fluid velocities and result
in a further increase in mass transfer. Experiments have shown that local-flow velocities in elbows can be
two to three times bulk-flow velocities (Bosnak 1987, USNRC 1987a).

X Feedwater flow in a typical four-loop, 1 100-MWe unit is about 6.8 x o06 kg/h (15 x 106 lb/h), which
corresponds to about 4 m/s bulk flow velocity.
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Chemical composition of carbon steel consisting of trace amounts of chromium, molybdenum, and copper
provides resistance to FAC. The corrosion rate is most sensitive to the weight percent (wt%) of the
chromium in steel. The corrosion rate is insignificant for Chromium content greater than 0.1 wt0/o.

Two main environmental variables that affect FAC rate are coolant temperature and water chemistry. The
coolant temperature influences both the ferrous ion production and the mass transfer of these ions into the
bulk water (Remy and Bouchacourt 1992). As the temperature increases, the ferrous ion concentration at
the oxide-water interface decreases almost linearly. On the other hand, as the temperature increases, the
ferrous ion diffusivity into the coolant increases, resulting in a mass transfer coefficient that increases about
linearly. The resulting corrosion rate variation with temperature is a bell-shaped curve. For the typical
conditions in the PWR feedwater piping, the maximum corrosion rate occurs at about 1500 C (3000F)
(Chexal and Horowitz 1995). The water chemistry includes dissolved oxygen, ferrous ion concentration,
metallic impurities, and cold pH level. The FAC rate varies inversely with the level of dissolved oxygen in
the fluid. As the level of oxygen increases above a threshold value, a less porous oxide layer of hematite,
instead of magnetite, is formed. Because the solubility of hematite in the feedwater is several orders of
magnitude lower than that of magnetite, the FAC rate decreases significantly. Laboratory test results show
that the threshold value for dissolved oxygen is less than 15 ppb (Remy and Bouchacourt 1992).

Ferrous ion concentration and metallic impurities in the water affects the FAC rate. The increase in the
ferrous ion concentration in the bulk fluid reduces the mass transfer of ferrous ions from the oxide-coolant
interface to the bulk coolant. An increased ion concentration can reduce or suppress FAC when the process
is controlled by mass transfer. FAC rates vary by an order of magnitude over the cold pHrange of 8.5 to
9.5, which is typical for PWR feedwater systems (Shack and Jonas 1988).

3.2 Two-Phase Flow-Accelerated Corrosion. Examination of worn extraction piping has identified two
distinct mechanisms causing damage in the system carrying two-phase coolant: oxide dissolution and
droplet-impact wear (Bosnak 1987, Keck and Griffith 1987). The oxide dissolution mechanism is similar
to single-phase FAC mechanism discussed with one exception. Two-phase FAC has been observed in piping
carrying wet steam. Its occurrence has not been observed in piping carrying dry steam (100% quality).
Moisture in the wet steam is essential to dissolve the oxide film. Field data indicate that the greatest
degradation is seen in the piping containing steam with the highest moisture content, such as the turbine
crossover piping and the exhaust and extraction piping connected to the high-pressure turbines.

The droplet-impact wear mechanism, as its name implies, cause damage by mechanical action. The impact
of liquid droplets, entrained in steam, on carbon-steel oxide films can produce a matrix of cracks and
subsequent fatigue failure of the films, and expose the underlying metal surfaces to the corrosive action of
the coolant. (Keck and Griffith 1987).

3.3 Computer Models. EPRI has developed the computer code CHECWORKS (Chexal-Horwitz
Engineering-Corrosion Workstation) for managing FAC of nuclear power plant piping. This program has
capabilities for estimating parameters (such as local water chemistry and flow rate) that affect corrosion
rates, and for predicting relative corrosion rates to facilitate selection of inspection locations. The computer
code is based on laboratory data from France, England, and Germany, and on U.S. plant data. The code has
been validated using other U.S. plant data. The main sources of uncertainties are associated with the original
thickness and thickness profile of the piping components, trace amounts of alloy content in the piping
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material, actual number of hours of operation, plant chemistry history, and geometric discontinuities on the
inside surface of the piping.

All PWR and BWR plants in the U.S. use the CHECWORKS code (or its predecessor code CHECMATE)
for estimating the FAC rates (Chexal and Horowitz 1995). This code is also used by many fossil plants, by
the U.S. Navy, and by several overseas utilities. The code has been used for identifying the sites most
susceptible to FAC, prioritizing the locations for inspection, estimating remaining service life for susceptible
components, and evaluating the effectiveness of different water chemistries and other mitigative actions.

Siemens/KWU in Germany has long been active in researching wall thinning rate estimation caused byFAC.
The empirical Kastner model was developed in the early 1980s for the calculation of material losses due to
FAC in single- and two-phase flow (Kastner and Riedle 1986). This model is hereafter referred to as the
KWU-KR model. The KWU-KR model is based on experiments carried out at Siemens/KWU and on plant
data from all the known single and two-phase locations (more than 6,000 data points overall), as well as on
theoretical considerations. After the Surry Unit 2 accident in 1986, the WATHEC program based on the
KWU-KR model was developed to perform weak-point analyses at power plants. In 1991, WATHEC was
interfaced with the DASY program which handles the recording, management, evaluation, and
documentation of the data obtained from non-destructive examinations. These two software packages were
continuously improved in cooperation with European utilities to calibrate the predicted wall thinning rates
for further plant diagnosis with increased prediction accuracy (Chexal et al. 1996).

The FAC models discussed here are developed and validated to estimate the relative corrosion rate at
different locations in the piping and not to predict pipe rupture, which is needed for assessing safety impact.
Simplified assumptions have been made to estimate the capacity of degraded piping. These assumptions are
discussed in Section 5.

We have elected to base our calculations on the KWU-KR model because it is well documented in the
published literature. Similar documentation for the CHECWORKS model is not available because of its
proprietary nature. A third model, part of the BRT-Cicero code, is based on the test data taken at the Cicero
test loop and was developed by the Electriciti de France. But the documentation of this model is also not
available because of its proprietary nature.

3.4 The KWU-KR Model. This model calculates the corrosion rate as a function of Keller's geometry
factor, flow velocity, fluid temperature, material chemical composition, fluid chemistry (pH at 25°C and
dissolved oxygen), exposure time, and, in the case of two-phase flow, steam quality. With this model, the
pipe thickness can be calculated as a function oftime. The wall corrosion, Wc(t), is the thickness ofthe pipe
corroded away and is calculated by

WCa = -4wt (1)
PIa

where
Ot= FAC rate (pg/cM2 hr),
t = exposure time (hr),
Pt= the density of steel (pzg/cm 3).
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Kastner and Riedle's work (1987) is the basis for estimating the FAC rate, A+ft. Once the FAC rate is
estimated, the wall thickness as a function of time can be calculated. This wall thickness is be found by

WpapcQ, ) = Wjorglnu -( W uatae (2)

where
Wp(t) = pipe wall thickness at time t (cm),
Wcisw= original, nominal pipe wall thickness (cm),
Wc~dw.t) = thickness of pipe corroded away at time t (cm).

The corrosion rate, N4R, is calculated via the following steps.

1. Using the KWU-KR model, the pH, oxygen content, liquid velocity, geometrical factor, total content
of chromium and molybdenum in steel, and operating temperature are known. We can calculate
FAC rate as the following equations [Kastner, 1986]:

A4* = 6.35 kc(B-eN w[1 - 0.175 (pH - 7)2] 1.8-eoIIs3 + A )If(t) (3)

with
B = -10.5rh - (9375xl0-4 T2) 2+ (0.79 T) - 132.5
N = -0.0875 h - (1.275 x IO-' T2)+(1.078 x 102 T) - 2.15 (for 0% s h s 0.5%)
N = (-1.29 x 10'4 T 2 +0.109 T- 22.07) 0.154e7I 2 b (for0.5% < h:5 5%)

where
1&N = calculated specific rate of material loss (gg/cm2 h),
kc = geometrical factor,
w = flow velocity (mIs),
pH = pH value,
g = oxygen content (pg/kg),
h = content of chromium and molybdenum in steel (total %),
T = temperature (0K).
At) = a time correction factor

Note that the time correction factorf(t), of the FAC rate equation is a function of exposure time in
the KWU-KRmodel [Kastner and Riedle, 1986]. Exploringthe behaviorofthis factor, itcan be shown that
the factor f(t) has a value of 1 in small operating periods and tends to the value of 0.79 for an operating
period of 9.6 x 10' hrs (around 11 years). For longer periods (t 2 9.6 x 104 hrs), f(t) equals 0.79. The time
correction factor is given by

f(t)=C1 +C2 t+C 3t+C 4 t3 (4)
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where
t 5 the exposure time (hr),
C, = 9.999934 x 10-',
C, = -3.356901 x 10-7,

C3  = -5.624812 x 10-",
C 4  = 3.849972 x 10-1.

The geometry factor, k,, is given by one of the following values:[Kastner, 1986]

0.04 for "straight tube" 0.08 for "leaky joints" "labyrinths"
0.15 for "behind junctions" 0.16 for "behind tube inlet (sharp edge)"
0.23 for "elbow R/D-2.5" 0.30 for 'elbow R/D=1.5"
0.30 for "in and over blades" 0.52 for "elbow RiD=.5"
0.60 for "in branches #2" 0.75 for "in branches #1"
1.0 for "on tubes" "on blade" or "on plate"

This FAC model was developed in 1980s and, therefore, the further understanding developed since then is
not incorporated in the model. The following assumptions are employed in the model. Comments based on
the current understanding of the FAC phenomena are also presented, if appropriate, along with each
assumption.

1. The model has no restriction on the flow velocity up to the critical velocity which metal removal
takes place by mechanical processes.

2. The FAC rates are insignificant at water temperature greater than 240'C, and the resulting material
losses can be ignored. This assumption is consistent with our current understanding.

3. The lower and upper limits for the cold pH are 7.0 and 9.39, respectively. Note that the typical
limits forPWRare 8.5 and 9.5. The model assumesthatthecorrosion rate is very small (lpg/cm9/h)
and constant if the pH is greater than 9.39. But the test results show that at higher pH values, the
corrosion rate increases with increasing pH value.

4. The oxygen concentration is less than 30 ppb. For higher concentration, the rate is constant and very
small. The test results and plant data show that the rate is very small for the oxygen concentration
greater than 15 ppb.

5. The chromium and molybdenum content is less than 0.5 wt%. No material loss takes place if the
content is higher. This is conservative because the field data show that there is no material loss if
the content is greater than 0.1 wt0/o.

6. The model is valid only for operating periods longer than 200 h. Very high losses can occur in the
start-up phase.

7. The two-phase FAC model uses the mean velocity in the water film on the inside surface of the
piping instead of the velocity of a two-phase fluid.
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4. How Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Can Impact Risk

FAC has caused rupture of carbon steel secondary piping at several PWRs. The most notable rupture of feed
water piping occurred at Surry, Unit 2, on December 9, 1986. Another noteworthy event associated with
single-phase FAC is the rupture of a drain pump discharge piping (350-mm diameter) at Trojan on March
9, 1985. A pressure transient caused the ultimate rupture of feedwater piping already significantly degraded
by FAC at both plants. In neither case were there a leak or any other warning signs indicating incipient
failures.

Two examples of events associated with two-phase FAC include ruptures ofthe fourth stage steam extraction
piping, one at Millstone Unit 2 in October, 1986, and another one at Fort Calhoun on April 21, 1997.
Single-phase FAC has also caused significant wall thinning in auxiliary feedwater piping at Catawba Unit
2, which has preheat steam generators. Ten Westinghouse-designed PWRs with Models D4, D5, and E of
preheat steam generators are susceptible to such wall thinning (USNRC 1992a). The pipe rupture is a risk-
significant event because it may cause reactor trip. In addition, some ofthe rupture events, such as a break
of a small steam line, may represent a dominating overcooling event that may contribute to pressurized
thermal shock (PTS) risk to reactor pressure vessel (Selby et al. 1985). The PTS risk associated with steam
line break is, however, small; therefore, the PTS risk associated with FAC-induced steam line rupture will
be quite small.

All the FAC-related field experience in PWR plants is associated with piping outside the containment. But
single-phase FAC has also caused significant wall thinning of ceratin carbon steel piping located inside the
containment at one BWR (USNRC 1992b). Since this piping constitutes a primary pressure boundary, the
event has raised a concern that the rupture caused by FAC may lead to a loss-of-coolant accident. In general
though, FAC may have following four types of risk impacts:

1. May increase the frequency of transients.

2. May increase the unavailability of safety system.

3. May contribute to LOCA in certain BWR plants.

4. May increase the frequencies of certain overcooling events responsible for generating pressurized
thermal shock.

5. Incorporation of Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Model into PRA

To determine the risk impact of pipe rupture caused by FAC, we need to determine the probability of rupture
at different locations in susceptible piping. The probability of rupture can be determined using the load-
capacity formulation for the FAC mechanism. The loads acting on the piping may be represented by the
steady state andtransientpressures, and the pressure capacity of piping takes into accountpipe wall thinning
caused by FAC. We first describe general load-capacity formulation and then present details for developing
probability density functions for load and capacity.
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5.1 General Load-Capacity Formulation. Let the pressure capacity be C (in our case, the system
maximum allowable pressure is a function of time due to the thickness of the pipe that has been corroded
away). Let the stress or load be L (i.e., the static load from the system operation pressure at full power or
steady state operation and the dynamic load during a pressure transient). The probability of failure of the
piping can be computed from

P1(t) = P[C(t) < L(t)] = I - fF,(x. t)f(.(x, t) dx
0 (5)

=f(ff& f:fc(x, t) dfr
0 X

where
PfAt) = pipe failure probability,
C(t) = pipe pressure capacity (ksi),
L(t) = pipe pressure load (ksi),
FL(x, t) = the load cumulative distribution function,
fc(x, t) = the capacity probability density function (I/ksi),
fL(y, t) = the load probability density function (l/ksi),
t = operational time (hr),
x, y = capacity and load pressures, respectively (ksi).

Equation 5 is based on the simple observation that failure occurs when the load exceeds the capacity. The
capacity probability density function, fc(x, t) can be determined from the remaining pipe wall thickness,

p,(t), as defined in Equ. (2). The KWU-KR model for the corroded wall thickness, Wc,,k,,,d(t), has
already been defined in Equ. (I). The pipe pressure capacity evaluation would then incorporate the thinning
wall (which is a function of time) to determine the expected pressure capacity. To perform this evaluation,
we made the assumption that the wall thinning is uniform around the circumference. Then, the failure
pressure as a function of time can be calculated from the following equation given by Wesley et al. (1990).

PSf = W ' Wp(t) (6)
[r cWcuicieweca(](1 + 0.25 ef)

where
psf(t) = failure pressure (ksi),
of. = failure stress (ksi),
Wpp.(t) = pipe wall thickness at time t (cm),
r = initial inside radius (cm)
WC,,,,,(t) = thickness of pipe corroded away at time t (cm) [Equ. (1)]
ef = median hoop strain at failure (failure strain).

The above equation defines the failure pressure for a straight pipe in terms of hoop stress and includes some
provision for the biaxial stress-state in pipe wall and strain concentration effects. Failure stress and hoop
strain at failure are determined from 51-mm (2-in.) uniaxial tensile test specimens. Both the failure stress
and strain should be treated as random quantities because of variability in the stress-strain relationship,
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uncertainty related to biaxial stress condition, necking, and effective gage length. Mean values for failure
stress, a.A and failure strain, ep for SA 516 grade 70 carbon steel are shown below in Table I (Wesley et al.
1990). Although the above equation is for a straight pipe, we have assumed that it is applicable to pipe
fittings such as elbows.

1. Typical failure stress and strain (hoop strain) values for SA 516 grade 70 carbon steel.

Temperature (*F) Failure stress (of), ksi Hoop strain (ey), %

77 75.6 6.2

400 78.3 3.7

600 76.5 5.8

800 63.9 7.9

The load distribution, fQy, t), represents the actual and anticipated pressures for a particular section of
piping. Normally, the majority of this distribution will be at the nominal system operational pressure. For
example, ifnominal system pressure operation is approximately 900 psig and is experienced 95% ofthe time
during operation, the load distribution would have 95% of the distribution centered on or around 900 psig.
Transient pressures that cause system pressure to exceed nominal pressures would need to be incorporate
into the load distribution. But, transient pressures are represented by an aleatory type of model.
Incorporating these pressures would entail determining the anticipated pressures and likelihood of
experiencing such a pressure as a function of time.

Once both the load and capacity distributions are known, we can estimate the piping failure probability. To
perform this estimation, the density functions for the distributions could be utilized to obtain an analytic
expression for the pipe reliability as a function of time. This approach was used for the results in this paper.
An alternative approach is to utilize a Monte Carlo simulation routine to determine the fraction of time that
the load pressure is larger than the capacity pressure. This fraction would then directly represents the failure
probability of the pipe due to FAC.

Looking at the "top-most" modeling level for the pipe segment, the load-capacity FAC model2 is comprised
oftwo parts. First, the deterministic aspect is included and is numerically determined by using the pipe wall
thickness [Wp(t)] calculation as described in Section 3. A second, and equally important part of the load-
capacity model, is an aleatory model representing the arrival of transient overpressure loadings (where
"overpressure" indicates a pressure transient above the nominal steady-state pressure). Beneath these top-
level models, we introduce applicable epistemic uncertainties (Apostolakis 1995). As illustrated in Figure
2, under the deterministic portion of the model are epistemic uncertainties of two types, model and
parametric. Specifically, these include the E factor (model); the fluid parameters, including the nominal,
steady-state pressure (parametric); and the piping parameters. Under the aleatory portion of the model are
epistemic uncertainties ofa single type, parametric. The parametric uncertainty in this case refers to the rate
of occurrences of transient pressures. These aspects of the load-capacity model are clearly delineated since
they will dictate how the model is solved as part of the PRA.

2 The "model of the world' in the terminology of Apostolakis (1995).
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Figure 2. Graphical illustration of the load-capacity FAC model
attributes and uncertainty types.

5.2 Detailed Determination of Capacity. The capacity probability density function, 4(x, t), can be
determined using Equ. (4), (1), and (2) along with the KWU-KR model for A4R. The uncertainties in the
quantities on the right-band side of Equ. (4) determine f,(x, t). Of these, the most important is the uncertainty
in the prediction of the KWU-KR model itself.

From the published literature [Kastner and Riedle, 1986], the relationship between the empirical model
predictions and the measured FAC rates in laboratory studies or in power plants can be determined. This
relationship is shown in Figure 3. From the data. it appears that the KWU-KR model has been developed to
over-predict the FAC rate. In other words, it is designed to err mostly on the conservative side and is typical
of models utilized for nuclear power plant safety where conservatism is de rigueur. But, this feature of the
model can be used to determine an "adjustment" factor that would express our uncertainty in the calculated
results. Within Figure 3, there are a total of 1,049 cases where the variability reflected on individual data points
is due to both parameter uncertainties and the uncertainty due to the model itself.
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Figure 3. Comparison of values calculated by empirical KWU-KR model
with measurements from laboratory experiments and power stations. [adapted
from Kastner and Riedle, 1986]

NOTE:

Region 1: I to 10 pg/cm2 h
Region III: 50 to 200 pg/cm 2h

Region II: 10 to 50 &g/cm2h
Region IV: 200 to 2,000 pg/cm2h
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To express our uncertainty in the KWU-KR model predictions, we employ the "adjustment-factor" approach
discussed by Siu and Apostolakis (1982) and Apostolakis (1995). This approach is as follows:

We take the available model, the so called deterministic reference model, and introduce a
multiplicative factor E to modify its results. Referring to Equ. (1), the FAC rate is expressed as

AOR KIK x E (7)

where
A14 the specific FAC rate to be used in Equ. (1) (gg/cm 2 h),
OK RKWU-K = the specific FAC rate as predicted by the KWU-KR model (the

deterministic reference model) (g/=cm 2 h),
E = the adjustment factor.

Thus, Equ. (I) becomes:

Wa= E (dRa P (8)

We note that Equ. (5) indicates that the actual specific FAC rate can be considered to be the product of its
deterministic reference model prediction and an adjustment factor E which accounts for the inadequacy of
the calculated value. The question is now what type of uncertain variable is E. To determine this, we look
at the evidence contained in Fig. 3.

If there were no model uncertainties in the KWU-KR model, the points in Fig. 3 would fall on the straight
line with a slope of one. This would indicate that the calculated (on the ordinate) and the actual (on the
abscissa) values of the specific FAC rate were the same. Clearly, this is not the case. There are a number
of measured values that correspond to a given calculated value. Presumably, the authors of the paper in
which this figure appeared originally made every effort to ensure that the parameter values in the
experiments and the power stations from which the measured values were taken were very close to the
parameter values that were input to the KWU-KR model to generate the calculated values. In other words,
the discrepancies should be primarily due to model uncertainty.

When we make predictions using the KWU-KR model, we do not know how inaccurate the model is with
respect to the actual circumstances that we are attempting to model, even though the parameter values (pH,
flow rate, etc.) that are input to the model are (almost) the same as those anticipated in the actual
circumstances. In other words, we do not know what the value of E (the ratio of the actual over the
calculated value of the specific FAC rate) is. We can say, then, that we have a population of circumstances
similar to Kaplan's (1983) population of plant-specific failure rates. This "circumstance variability" is
aleatory, i.e., the particular circumstances of interest to us will be one of the many circumstances shown in
Fig. 3 (always for the same parameter values). The relative frequency of the points with the same calculated
value of the specific FAC rate determines the likelihood that the factor E will have the corresponding value.
This variability will be there as long as we use the KWU-KR model (as described by Kastner and Riedle,
1986) to produce the calculated value and it is due to the approximations made to develop this model, i.e.,
it is an aleatory variability.
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The recognition that there is "circumstance variability" leads us naturally to the idea of a "two-stage"
Bayesian analysis, as Kaplan (1983) has recommended. Siu and Apostolakis (1985) have, in fact, proposed
an approach to estimate the distribution of E when evidence becomes available. The aleatory probability
distribution of the factor E is assumed to be lognormal with parameters p and a. The epistemic uncertainty
is, in this case, described by a probability density function over the parameter vector [p, a]. Each value of
this vector specifies one aleatory distribution for E. The average of these aleatory curves is used in the
second stage as the epistemic distribution of E for a specific set of circumstances.

In the present case, we note that Fig. 3 contains a fairly large number of points. Thus, the "two-stage"
calculations (and the attendant calculational complexity) are not really needed, since the average aleatory
distribution of E can be derived by simply using standard software packages to fit distributions to data. But,
we cannot do this for every possible value of the calculated FAC rate. Instead, we divide the range of the
calculated values of specific rates of metal loss in Fig. 3 into four regions (denoted Region I through Region
IV). Points above the calculated specific rates of metal loss of 2,000 jg/cm2h and points below the measured
rate of I pig/cm 2h are excluded from the calculations.

The lognormal distribution is found to fit the data in each region very well. The parameters A, a of the
distribution, as well as several characteristic values, are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Lognormal distributions for the E factor for the four regions of Fig. 3.
Region I Region II Region III Region IV

5"' percentile 0.20 0.05 0.09 0.009
50"' percentile 1.39 0.31 0.49 0.13
95"' percentile 9.47 2.06 2.66 1.99
Mean 1.43 0.61 0.83 0.51
Error Factor 6.83 6.62 5.46 14.99

A' 0.33 -1.17 -0.72 -2.03
a 1.17 1.15 1.04 1.65

As an example, suppose that we perform our calculations with the KWU-KR model and the result is 25
pg/cn2h. The actual value of the specific FAC rate will be [see eq. (5)]

ARR KWU-KR El, (9)

where'E l' is the factor corresponding to Region 11. The actual specific FAC rate will also be lognormally
distributed with parameters

=OR -1.1 6 9 + ln( R KWU.KR) = 2.050 (10)
and

a= 1.154 (11)
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Several characteristic values of the actual specific FAC rate are (,gIcm2h):

5"' percentile 4.1 5 oth percentile 7.8
95"' percentile 14.8 Mean 15.1

We observe that the evidence shown in Fig. 3 leads to the conclusion that, even though the calculated value
of the specific FAC rate is 25 pg/cm2h, the 95" percentile of the actual rate is only 14.8 pg/cm-2h. It is
evident from Fig. 3 that the KWU-KR model predictions are conservative.

5.3 Detailed Determination of the Load. As discussed in Section 4, the "load" in the load-capacity FAC
model represents the actual operating pressures that will be seen by the-pipe undergoing the FAC process.
In our nomenclature, the load distribution, fL(y, t), is given by two different types of pressures.

I. Nominal, steady-state pressures
2. Transient pressures

These two loads are treated separately and with different model types. The steady-state pressure is modeled
simply as a parameter with epistemic uncertainty. But, the treatment of the transients is more complicated
because their occurrence in time must be included in Equ. (3). This occurrence of transients is, of course,
an aleatory phenomenon that is modeled using the Poisson distribution. A series of calculations leads to the
following expression for the reliability of a component

R(tL) expf T tL -I j FL[C(to) g(t)]dt]) (12)
t L 0 j

We note that this is the aleatory model for the reliability, i.e., this is the model of the world for transients
(Apostolakis 1995). The predictive reliability will be the average overthe epistemic distribution ofthe initial
capacity, i.e.,

R(L) = fexpt - t L 1 -- fFL[CQO) g(t)] fc 0(x) dr (13)

where

fcO(x) = the probability density function of the initial capacity.

Note that the probability density function of the initial capacity is determined primarily by the epistemic
uncertainty in the factor E. Further, note that an alternative procedure to the calculation given by Equ. (12)
would be to simulate the occurrence of transients (and then calculate the FAC rate for that particular time
period). The treatment of the transient pressures is more difficult than the steady-state pressures since the
time to an transient overpressure is a random variable. But, either of the two methods will provide an
appropriate analysis method.

Finally, the probability of failure due to transients is the complement of Equ. (12). The results of this
calculation is shown in the next section.
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6. Case Study

For our case study, a piping segment was selected for analysis and incorporation into a full-scale PRA model.
The selected pipe segment in our analysis is the same as the particular segment that failed in December of
1986 (13.6 years after commercial operation) at Surry. The 1 8-inch suction line to the main feedwater pump
A of Unit 2 failed in a catastrophic manner. The condensate feedwater system flows from a 24-inch header
to two 18-inch suction lines, each of which supplies one of two feedwater pumps. In accordance with our
choicetoanalyzethe main feedwater(MFW)system, we specifically model the single pipe segment(FW-04)
failure due to FAC in Surry's MFW system because this event also caused two main feedwater pumps to lose
suction heads at the same time. Thus, we may assume that the event was a loss of the MFWs (corresponding
to the IE-T2 initiating event in the Surry-IPE) which caused a plant transient (Virginia, 1991).

The indirect impacts due to failure of the 'FW-04" pipe segment were also considered. For the Surry plant,
flooding in the turbine building (91% contribution to core damage frequency) was a significant plant
vulnerability. Flooding may occur as a result of failures in the circulating water and service water systems
in the turbine building. Both of these water systems are gravity fed from the intake canal (20 feet above the
Turbine Building basement floor) [Virginia, 1991]. The "FW-04" pipe segment is located in the basement
of the turbine building. After discussions with Surry PRA and piping personnel, it was determined that there
are no safety related equipment in the area. Hence the indirect effects do not contribute to our case study.

Once the FW-04 piping event was integrated into the Surry PRA model, the basic event was linked to the
FAC "compound" plug-in calculation. With the data forthe FAC parameters known, the failure probability
of FW-04 as a function of time can be calculated. Figure 4 illustrates the results of such a calculation. Note
that in addition to the total FW-04 failure probability, the constituents to the total probability are shown. As
previously discussed, these constituents come from two type of models, namely, from either the nominal
steady-state pressure or transient pressures.

The core damage probability due to FAC for 10 years shows a small increase for the loss of main feedwater
event tree sequences (i.e.,just the IE-T2 sequences). Thetotal increase forthese sequences overthe nominal
was found to be about 30%. However, the impact on the overall core damage frequency over the 10 year
period was found to be insignificant (< 1%). This result is not surprising since the risk increase ratio (or risk
achievement worth) importance measure for loss ofMFW at the Surry plant has a value of only 1.2. Looking
at the nominal loss of MFW sequences, we see that their contribution to the total core damage frequency is
less than 1%. Note though that the impact on the risk due to FAC for other plants or plant models has not
been evaluated and needs further investigation.

Our results can be used to check the validity of the linear failure rate model (Vesely, 1987). This model
asserts that the failure rate of a component is a linear function of time, i.e.,

X(t) = Ao + at (14)

The term "a t" accounts for (potential) aging effects.
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Figure 4. Probability of FW-04 pipe failure (due to FAC) as a function of time.

We can calculate the failure rate due to transients using the standard definition of failure rate, i.e.,

dR(Q)

_ dt (15)
R(t)

where R(t) is the reliability of Equ. (12), i.e., the probability of surviving the transients.

We note that this failure rate, Equ. (I5), must be calculated within the model of the world. In other words,
it must be calculated before the averaging process of Equ. (13) is performed (equivalently, the failure rate
can not be calculated directly from the curve corresponding to transients shown in Fig. 4). The average
failure rate can be found from the predictive calculation

)R f I (t)fc (x) dx (16)

0

Our results show that the assumption that the failure rate (due to transients) is linear with time is reasonable,
i.e., Equ. (15) leads to linear A(t). The (epistemic) average value of a (from the case study) is equal to about
3 x I 03 1/y. Consequently, the linear model would be a reasonable model to use in this case (assuming, of
course, that the value of a could be obtained by other means, e.g., by expert opinion elicitation).
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The model of the world for static pressures is deterministic, i.e., failure occurs when the capacity has
deteriorated below the static pressure. Consequently, a failure rate similar to Equ. (15) does not exist. We
note that it would be wrong to calculate a failure rate using the curve labeled "steady state" in Fig. 4,just as
it would be inappropriate to calculate the average failure rate for transients from the curve corresponding
to transients, as discussed above.

The conclusion is that, if one were to use the linear model of Equ. (15), assuming that a could be determined
by methods other than those of reliability physics, one would model the probability of failure due to
transients but would leave out the probability of failure due to static loads (because these are not aleatory
and the concept of a failure rate does not exist in this case).

7. Conclusions

The overall objective of this work was to assess thefeasibilit of applying the "LANL/ASCA" method for
incorporation of reliability-physics based models, expert judgement, and the results of the Nuclear Plant
Aging Research (NPAR) program into an integrated aging risk assessment. The "LANL/ASCA" method
refers to the application of PRA methods described in NUREG/CR-6 157, Survey and Evaluation of Aging
RiskAssessmentMethods andApplications (Sanzo et. al., 1994). We successfully applied an aging reliability-
physics model to the existing SAPHIRE Surry IPE risk model and subsequently determined aging-based risk
insights.

As part of the work, general methods were developed to facilitate the inclusion of aging mechanisms into
PRA models. The outcome of development included (1) a generic process to perform the aging-to-PRA
modeling, (2) a focused application of FAC failure modeling, and (3) incorporation of the FAC aging model
directly into a PRA. In summary, the general methods addressed the areas of:

* The technique of screening for risk-based determination of potential aging-affected components.
* The treatment of uncertainties (aleatory and epistemic).
* The integration of deterministic models into the PRA that represents applicable aging failure

mechanisms.
* The determination of component aging-caused failure probabilities via a "load-and-capacity"

analysis.

Again, since this is a feasibility study, it was not the objective of the project to address all aging mechanisms
nor to provide a complete picture into the magnitude ofthe risk or core damage frequency impacts resulting
from aging. The work did qualitatively discuss the spectrum of aging-related issues facing LWRs. Also, the
work did evaluate aging impacts on the core damage frequency. But to reiterate, these evaluations are of a
feasibility nature and should not be construed to represent the magnitude (both absolute and relative) of risk
posed by aging in LWRs.

An important aspect ofthe work was the determination and managementofkey parts ofthe aging mechanism
failure model. For the FAC failure model, a combination of deterministic and aleatory modeling was
required. The deterministic portion of the failure model was provided by using the KWU-KR FAC rate
model. The KWU-KR model was used to specify the piping capacity as a function of time. The loading on
the piping was provided by utilizing two models, one deterministic (for steady-state pressures) and the other
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aleatory (fortransient pressures). Epistemic uncertainties on the model parameters, as well as the KWU-KR
model itself, were treated and incorporated directly in the analysis. It is envisioned that, in general, other
aging-related reliability-physics models must be constructed in a similar fashion.

We demonstrated that a rigorous treatment of an important aging mechanism such as FAC need not rely on
sparse failure data in an attempt to quantify a statistical failure rate. Even though the main benefit of these
statistical rate models (e.g., the linear aging reliability model (Vesely, 1987]) is their simplicity and ease of
application, we pointed out that these models do not capture the total impact or behavior of complex aging
mechanisms such as FAC.

It was found that FAC in the main feedwater piping over 10 years had only a slight impact on the risk at
Surry. The reason for this result is that the contribution to the total plant core damage frequency from loss
of main feedwater in the Surry IPE is less than 1%. To reiterate, this feasibility study should not be
construed to represent the magnitude of risk posed by FAC in LWRs. While indirect effects were
considered, a rigorous treatment of their impact was not performed. Considering the lack of contribution
to total risk from FAC for the piping that was studied, the indirect effects may become more important.
Further, note that the risk metric used in this paper was core damage frequency. Other risk measures (large
early release frequency, off-site consequences) could be utilized. In addition, monetary arguments were
considered to be outside the scope of the feasibility assessment. The financial risk of events such as a FAC-
caused rupture of MFW piping may be important and could be quantified using the general methodology
described in this paper.

Serious consideration should be given to applying the techniques described in this report to non-aging issues.
For example, given the availability of a failure model for pump seals (potentially leading to a loss of coolant
scenario), the failure model could be incorporated directly into the PRA ratherthanjustimbeddingtheresults
of the model in a basic event in the PRA. A similar application could be for embedding an off-site power
recovery model directly into a PRA model.
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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) program was
initiated bythe Office of NuclearRegulatory Research (RES)to provide aprobabilisticmethod forreviewing
operational experience to determine and assess both known and previously unrecognized vulnerabilities that
could lead to core damage accidents. The ASP program is currently managed by the Office of Analysis and
Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD). Standardized Level I plant models developed using the SAPMRE
computer code' are used to assess the conditional core damage probability for operational events during full
power operation occurring in commercial nuclear power plants (NPPs). Because not all accident sequences
leading to core damage will result in the same radiological consequences, work was begun in 1995 to study
the feasibility of developing simplified Level 2/3 models using the SAPHIRE computer code to estimate the
radiological consequences associated with the radioactive release to the environment resulting from the Level
I core damage scenarios. Once developed, these simplified Level 2/3 models were linked to the Level I
models to provide risk perspectives for operational events. Ten Level 2/3 prototype models were completed
to represent the various pressurized water reactor (PWR) and boiling water reactor (BWR) nuclear steam
supply systems and containment types.

During the development of the simplified Level 2/3 models, several limitations were identified with the
prototype models. These limitations were primarily the result of the simplification process necessary to
develop these models. In addition, in 1997 the NRC began moving towards using large early release
frequency (LERF) as a surrogate for the early fatality quantitative health objectives [refer to Regulatory
Guide (RG) 1.1742 (draft issued as DG-1061)]. As defined in RG 1.174, LERF is "the frequency of those
accidents leading to significant, unmitigated releases from containment in a time frame prior to effective
evacuation ofthe close-in population such that there is a potential for early health effects." These accidents
include unscrubbed releases resulting from failure of containment isolation, containment bypass events, and
scenarios which result in containment failure at or shortly after reactor vessel breach. The focus of the Level
2/3 ASP project was then modified to address LERF and to correct the limitations identified with the
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simplified Level 2/3 models. The development of LERF models is also thought to be a more useful and
practical approach for use in event assessment and the AEOD ASP program.

In the spring of 1998, work was begun to develop detailed LERF models for the ten plant classes
established during the Level 2/3 model development work. The LERF models, as well as the previously
developed Level 2/3 prototype models, are based on the accident progression event trees (APETs) developed
during the NUREG-I 150 studies.3 Because these models will be "detailed" rather than "simplified", it is
envisioned that the initial ten plant models will be capable of being modified to represent any NPP within
each plant containment class given sufficient plant-specific data. Modification of the simplified Level 2/3
models to represent other NPPs could not be readily performed, which provided additional impetus to move
toward detailed LERF models.

DEVELOPMENT OF ASP LEVEL 2/3 PROTOTYPE MODELS

The ASP LERF model development builds on the work that had been performed during the development
of the ASP Level 2/3 prototype models. The ASP Level 2/3 work was initiated in 1995 with the objectives
of (1) demonstrating the process for development of simplified Level 2/3 models, (2) determining the
information required for the development of these simplified models, (3) developing the appropriate
interface between the ASP Level I and Level 2/3 models, and (4) integrating the Level 2/3 models into the
existing ASP software, SAPHIRE. The work resulted in the development of ten prototype, simplified
Level 2/3 models. TheNPPs modeled were determined by first sorting all commercial nuclear power plants
(NPPs) into groups based on the combination of different containment and nuclear steam supply system
designs. This categorization produced four boiling water reactor (BWR) groups and six pressurized water
reactor (PWR) groups. These ten prototype models were developed for both NPPs which had detailed
probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) performed during the NUREG-I 150 studies and NPPs that did not.
Therefore, the process necessary to develop simplified Level 2/3 models when a detailed PRA model was
not available was also investigated. The current NPP groups and the prototype NPP selected for each group
are listed in Table 1.

The development of the ASP simplified Level 2/3 prototype models required the binning of all ASP
Level I accident sequences leading to core damage into a plant damage state (PDS) based on the conditions
of the reactor coolant system (RCS) and the status of important accident mitigation systems at the time of
core damage. Since the end states of the existing ASP Level 1 models indicate only the core status (OK or
Core Damage) for the accident sequences, and do not include sufficient containment system information that
is crucial for the Level 2 analysis, it was necessary to develop bridge event trees (BETs) which model the
required containment systems. The BETs were then linked to those accident sequences leading to core
damage. The use of BETs allowed system dependencies between the various systems, such as electrical
power, to be accounted for in the fault trees that support the BET top events.

The ASP Level 2/3 modeling process follows the NUREG- 1150 Level 213 modeling process closely in
that detailed accident progression analyses were performed for each of the different PDSs. The results from
these detailed analyses were then "rolled-up" to quantify the nine to ten top events of the simplified Level
2 SAPHIRE model. Source terms were estimated for each Level 2 sequence and consequence calculations
were performed for either individual source terms or source term groups. These results were then
incorporated into a Level 3 SAPHIRE model. Risk results were produced by linking all the analyses.
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Table 1. Reactor Groups and Reference NPP for Each Reactor Group

Reactor Group Prototype NPP

Westinghouse PWRs with a large, dry containment Byron*

Combustion Engineering PWRs with PORVs and a large, dry containment Calvert Cliffs

Westinghouse PWRs with a subatmospheric containment Surry

Westinghouse PWRs with an ice condenser containment Sequoyah

Combustion Engineering PWRs without PORVs and with a large, dry Palo Verde
containment

Babcock & Wilcox PWRs with a large, dry containment Oconee

BWRs with a Mark I containment (BWR/4 with RCIC) Peach Bottom

BWRs with a Mark I containment (BWR/3 with isolation condenser) Dresden*

BWRs with a Mark II containment LaSalle

BWRs with a Mark III containment Grand Gulf

* For the ASP LERF model development, the Byron NPP replaces the Zion NPP as the prototype NPP
for the "Westinghouse PWR with a large, dry containment" reactor group and the Dresden NPP
replaces the Brunswick NPP as the "BWR with Mark I containment (reinforced concrete drywell and
reinforced concrete with stel liner wetwell)" reactor group.

Although the ASP simplified Level 2/3 prototype models accurately reproduced the detailed analyses,
several limitations with these models were identified when the reasonableness of extrapolating the prototype
model results to the remaining NPPs in the same reactor group was examined. Because the NPPs of each
reactor group differ greatly (physical attributes, equipment employed, and operational procedures), it is
unlikely that a Level 2/3 model for one NPP can be used as a surrogate for another or that its results could
be extrapolated to the entire reactor group. The generation of a new NPP model would necessitate going
back to the supporting detailed model to make the plant specific modifications, analyzing the detailed models
with the modifications, and then re-rolling up the supporting detailed model results to create the new
simplified model. In addition, each simplified model is created using a predefined set of PDSs. When new
PDSs are created as a result of changes to the Level I models, the detailed model must be modified and re-
analyzed to address these new PDSs. Also, because so many details are hidden in the rolling up process, it
was recommended that only the supporting detailed models be modified when performing system importance
studies.

In summary, an ASP simplified Level 2/3 prototype model is a simplified representation of an underlying
detailed model. The formats and application tools are not compatible, and so translation of the detailed to
the simplified model is required. If any significant model changes are necessary, they are implemented in
the detailed model whose results are then translated accordingly to the simplified model. This process
becomes problematic if many changes are warranted. Therefore, this prototype method contains limitations
that are potentially unmanageable if this process is to be extrapolated to other NPPs beyond the prototype
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models. In addition, the process required to modify and extrapolate these models would be very resource
intensive.

Coupled with the ASP simplified Level 2/3 prototype model limitations is a move by the NRC towards
increased risk-informed decisions through the use of a calculated large early release frequency (LERF).
Together, these two factors resulted in a refocus of this project to develop a methodology for quantifying the
LERF which also eliminates the identified ASP simplified Level 2/3 prototype model limitations.

ASP LERF MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The structure of the ASP LERF models differ from the ASP Level 2/3 prototype models in that the Level
2 accident progression is only developed as far as it takes to determine whether or not a large, early release
has occurred. Because it is necessary to develop accident progression sequences only as far as early
containment failure, it then became feasible to create models similar to the NUREG-I 150 APET models.
These models ask a series of questions which query the status of important accident mititgation systems and
determine the most likely outcomes of phenomenological events based on the RCS and containment
conditions of each accident progression sequence. The main advantages of developing these questions in
a SAPHIRE model (rather than analyzing a detailed model outside of SAPHIRE and rolling up the results
into a few key event tree top events as was done in the development of the simplified Level 2/3 models), is
that the impact of individual systems or phenomena on the overall LERF results can now be readily obtained.
Also, modifications in the ASP Level I models that may result in the production of new PDSs that were not
previously analyzed can be processed without modification to the LERF model. Most importantly, the
feasibility of developing the detailed LERF models was made possible by the modifications made to the
SAPHIRE computer code which significantly accelerated the processing time of large event trees and the
development of faster, more powerful personal computers since this program was initiated in 1995.

The assessment ofthe LERF is implemented in the ASP LERF models as the frequency of any sequence
in which core damage leads to vessel failure and the containment function is compromised. For the PWRs,
the containment function is considered compromised by containment bypass events such as failure to
isolate, steam generator tube rupture or interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), or
compromised by mechanical failure from phenomena such as over pressurization, impulse loading, missile
generation or direct core contact with the containment wall. For the BWRs the containment function is
considered compromised if the early releases are not scrubbed by the suppression pool and an event occurs
that breaches the primary containment boundary such as: venting, failure to isolate, interfacing systems
LOCA, or mechanical failure from phenomena such as over pressurization, impulse loading, missile
generation, or direct core contact with the containment wall.

The structure of the ASP LERF models closely mimics that of the APETs developed during the
NUREG-1 150 studies. Supporting detailed models were developed only as far as early containment failure
from the NUREG- 1150 APET models in order to assist in the development and verification process of the
ASP LERF models. The questions in the supporting detailed model are sequentially developed as SAPHIRE
top events in a series of event trees that are linked. These linked trees are referred to as subtrees. The ASP
LERF event trees contain between five and 15 subtrees, depending on-the size of the model. Each subtree
has between three to five top events so that each subtree can easily be maintained within SAPHIRE. The
complete APET models developed for the NUREG-I 150 studies vary in size from 71 questions (or top
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events) for the Surry model to 145 questions for the Peach Bottom model. Development of the supporting
detailed models and the LERF models would require modeling 43 and 109 of these questions, respectively.

In the ASP LERF models, when a branch of an accident progression question is encountered whose
result can be interpreted as being a contributor to LERF or no LERF (e.g., containment isolation failure and
no vessel breach, respectively), further development of that branch is terminated and its frequency binned
accordingly to its LERF or no LERF end state. Quantification ofthe branches that are not terminated occurs
through the assignment of split fractions by a series of IF-THEN-ELSE rules. These rules are written for
each event tree top event and are based on the logic contained in the NUREG-1 150 APETs.

The values used in the quantification of the event tree branches are obtained from three sources, all of
which are utilized in the NUREG-I 150 APET methodology. The first source is the split fractions applied
directly to the APET logic. In this case, the split fractions obtained from the APET logic are applied directly
to the ASP LERF model. The second source is a distribution that is randomly sampled. In this case, the
average ofthe randomly sampled distributions is calculated and used as the split fractions is the ASP LERF
models. The third source for the quantification of event tree branches are user functions that calculate split
fractions based on the input of numerous parameters. These input parameters may include containment
pressure at the time of vessel breach and the percentage of zirconium that is oxidized during core degradation
(which determines amount of hydrogen produced). In these cases, a matrix of possible input parameter
combinations are analyzed by the user functions (each combination referred to as a case) and the resulting
split fractions calculated for each case are incorporated into the ASP LERF model as basic events.

The size ofthe ASP LERF models are smaller than they would be if full Level 2 models were developed;
however, concern was expressed over the number of sequences that would be generated by these models and
the time that would be required to process them in SAPHIRE. This is especially true for the larger BWR and
ice condenser containment PWR models. To address these issues, a number of modeling simplifications
were employed to reduce the complexity of the models and therefore the number of sequences generated.
In addition, a number of code modifications have been proposed and implemented, greatly accelerating the
analysis time of SAPHIRE.

Development of ASP LERF models for NPPs that were not part of the NUREG-l 150 studies involves
(I) choosing a supporting detailed model that resembles the NPP of interest as closely as possible and (2)
making the appropriate plant-specific modifications to that model in order to accurately calculate the split
fractions that will be used to represent the NPP of interest. Any necessary plant-specific modifications are
then made to the equivalent ASP LERF model and the updated split fractions are then applied. Verification
of these models are then performed as outlined below.

VERIFICATION OF LERF MODELS

To date, four ofthe ten prototype ASP LERF models have been completed. These include two BWR and
two PWR models. These models have been verified to ensure that they accurately reproduce the supporting
detailed models from which they were developed and produce realistic results.

To ensure that the ASP models accurately reproduce the supporting detailed models, a comparison of
the calculated large early release frequencies ofthe two models was performed for each PDS. Overall, these
comparisons resulted in very good agreement. For the LaSalle model, most of the PDS LERF comparisons
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resulted in absolute percent differences no greater than 5.0% with absolute difference in the LERF values
of no more than 0.05. For the Surry model, the PDS LERF comparisons, the percent differences were
calculated to be no more than 0.05%. A sampling of these comparisons is presented for the ATWS PDSs
in Table 2. The larger

Table 2. Comparison of ASP LERF Model Results to Supporting Detailed Model Results

ASP LERF Model Supporting Detailed Percent Difference'
Model

LaSalle Conditional Large Early Release Probability2 Results for ATWS Plant Damage States

PDS-ATWS-l 9.578E-1 9.456E-1 +1.27

PDS-ATWS-2 9.484E-1 9.337E-1 +1.55

PDS-ATWS-3 9.484E-1 9.337E-1 +1.55

PDS-ATWS-4 9.33 IE-1 9.200E-1 +1.41

PDS-ATWS-5 9.578E-1 9.456E-1 +1.27

Surry Conditional Large Early Release Probability2 Results for ATWS Plant Damage States

PDS-ATWS-I 1.336E-2 1.336E-2 -0.037

PDS-ATWS-2 8.397E-3 8.397E-3 -0.002

PDS-ATWS-3 1.423E-2 1.423E-2 +0.021

PDS-ATWS-4 1.146E-2 1.146E-2 -0.009

PDS-ATWS-5 1.146E-2 1.146E-2 -0.009

1. Percent Difference - [(Supporting Model LER Prob. - ASP Model LER Prob. )/Supporting Model LER Prob. I X
100

2. Conditional LER probabilities are calculated by setting the individual initiating event PDS frequencies to 1.00.

percent differences of the LaSalle model can be attributed to the number and type of simplifications that were
made to this model in order to reduce its size for incorporation into SAPHIRE. In addition, the process that
is used to quantify some SAPHIRE model split fractions from sampled distributions does not necessarily
reproduce the realized split fractions in the supporting detailed model because ofthe unavoidable differences
in the sampling process.

An additional verification of the ASP LERF models was performed by comparing the calculated ASP
LERF results to equivalent results from a full scope PRA study. The results of the comparison of the Surry
ASP LERF models results to the Surry NUREG- 1150 study' are presented in Table 3. As shown in this table,
the magnitude of the calculated ASP core damage frequency (CDF) and total LERF results are below those
obtained from the NUREG- 1 150 study. The differences in the LERF results for the two models arises mainly
from the differences in CDF (a comparison of the conditional LERF probabilities given core damage
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indicates relatively good agreement between the ASP LERF model and theNUREG-1 150 study results). The
difference in CDF results are due to differences in initiating events modeled in the ASP Level 1, Rev. 2 QA
(quality assured) models versus the NUREG- 1150 study. Only those initiating events which have the highest
frequency are currently being modeled in the ASP Level 1, Rev. 2 QA models; whereas, more initiating
events were modeled in the NUREG- 1 150 study. The initiating events modeled in the ASP Level 1 analysis
include loss-of-offsite power, steam generator tube rupture (SGTR), small break loss-off-coolant accidents,
and transients. Future work scope

Table 3. Comparison of Surry ASP LERF Model end state results to equivalent
Surry NUREG-1150 study results

Frequency (reactor-year') Conditional Probability *

Total Core Damage Frequency

ASP LERF Model 3.2E-5 N/A

NUREG-I 150 Model 4.UE-5 N/A

LERF Resulting from Induced Steam Generator Tube Rupture Events

ASP LERF Model 2.9E-6 9.1E-2

NUREG-l 150 Model l.9E-6 8.3E-2

LERF Resulting from Bypass Events (no containment isolation, SGTR initiating events)

ASP LERF Model 1.2E-8 3.6E-4

NUREG-1 150 Model 6.4E-9 1.5E-4

LERF Resulting from Early Containment Failure Events (vessel breach, Alpha mode, rocket)

ASP LERF Model 2.9E-7 9.OE-3

NUREG-1 150 Model 2.7E-7 7.2E-3

Total LERF

ASP LERF Model 3.2E-6 L.OE-1

NUREG-l150Model 3.8E-6 13E-1

* Conditional probability calculated by dividing the LERF frequency by the total plant damage state (PDS) frequency
N/A - not applicable

ofthe ASP Level I models includes the development of additional initiating events (i.e. large break, medium
break, and interfacing system LOCAs) which will capture a greater percentage of the overall CDF and
subsequently capture a greater percentage of overall LERF for any given NPP.
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VERIFICATION OF ASP LERF METHODOLOGY

The definition of LERF used for the development of the ASP LERF models is consistent with the
definition stated in RG 1.174. However, RG 1.174 does not directly present an approach for determining
the LERF, but instead cites a simple screening approach for calculating the LERF as documented in
NUREG/CR-65955 . Additional supporting information for NUREG/CR-6595 and RG 1.174 is presented in
References 6 and 7. The ASP LERF methodology is in general agreement with the intent of the NUREG/CR-
6595 approach, however, there are a few exceptions in implementation. The most prominent difference is
that the ASP LERF models are much more detailed than the models described in NUREG/CR-6595. The
NUREG/CR-6595 models were designed to be simplified models with more general application. The
simplified general nature of a NUREG/CR-6595 model creates a problem when trying to investigate the
precursor event implications for a containment system. In other words, the simplifications that are adopted
in the NUREG/CR-6595 models do not accommodate the analysis of a precursor event. Thus, more detailed
LERF models were adopted for application in the ASP program.

In essence, the less complex NUREG/CR-6595 models are included in the LERF models, providing
consistency between the two methodologies. During the development of the ASP LERF models, a top event
was added that addresses the timing of the release and the relative potential for evacuation of the close-in
population (see Figure 1). This query is necessary to fulfill the latter part of the definition of LERF as given
in RG 1.174 - "the frequency of those accidents leading to significant, unmitigated releases from
containment in a time frame prior to effective evacuation of the close-in population such that there is a
potentialfor early health effects." (In the development of the ASP LERF models, early health effects are
interpreted as early fatalities since, according to RG 1. 1 74, " LERF is being used as a surrogate for the early
fatality QHO [quantitative health objective].") This feature was not included in the NUREG-1 150 APET
models because the issue was addressed in the source term and consequence analysis portions of the PRA.

To effectively quantify the "No Early Fatalities" top event shown in Figure 1, it is necessary to determine
a source term for each of these sequences and then calculate consequence results for each source term. The
consequence calculations would require site-specific knowledge ofthe circumstances under which a general
emergency would be declared, how soon after the accident evacuation would begin, evacuation speed, and
meteorological conditions. It was beyond the scope of this project to determine these factors. Therefore,
all LERF accident progression sequences are assumed to result in early fatalities. However, it is possible
with these models to make exceptions for those sequences whose duration from accident initiation to
radiological release is so long that it is unreasonable to assume that an effective evacuation of the close-in
population could not occur in a time frame that would prevent early fatalities. An example of such a
sequence would be a long-term station blackout scenario in which the duration between core damage and
vessel failure could be as long as sixteen hours. The "NO EARLY FATALITIES" top event has been
included in these models to allow quantification of these sequences at a later date when sufficient
information becomes available.
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Initiating Event EarlyFaiu e No Early Fatalities End State

I ECF NEF

No Early Fatalities
NOLERI:

Containment Failure

Early Fatalities
LERF

No Containment
Failure NOLERF

Figure 1: Example of implementation of "NO EARLY FATALITIES" top event in ASP LERF model
event trees

Because the ASP LERF methodology does not explicitly follow the LERF methodology of
NUREG/CR-6595, there is a legitimate concern that ASP LERF results may at times be overly conservative
(i.e., over predict the LERF). On the other hand, the models ofNUREGICR-6595 are intended to be simple
screening method and may at times produce more conservative results. This is important because RG 1.174
proposes an annual average LERF acceptance guideline of IE-5 per reactor year and for plant modifications
the change in LERF cannot exceed the acceptance guideline of I E-6 per reactor year. Overly conservative
results may result in an NPP exceeding these acceptance guidelines.

Reference 6 documents case studies in which the five containment type LERF models of NUREG/CR-
6595 were implemented for five U.S. nuclear plants (Surry, Sequoyah, Peach Bottom, Limerick and Grand
Gulf). Results of these case studies were compared with the IPE Level 2 results for these plants. In order
to compare the IPE Level 2 results to the LERF, three reporting methods were used: (1) frequency of early
containment failure or bypass; (2) frequency of a source term release fraction > 0.03 of I and Cs; and (3)
frequency of a source term release fraction > 0.1 of I and Cs. The results for the two PWR plants Surry and
Sequoyah indicate agreement between the LERF and IPE results, with the LERF estimates slightly higher
than the IPE results. The comparison for the Peach Bottom and Limerick BWR plants (Mark I and II
containments, respectively), show similar results to those for the PWR plants; however, for these two plants,
there is slightly less agreement between the LERF estimates and the I and Cs release fraction frequencies.
The Grand Gulf(Mark III BWR containment) case study indicates lower LERF estimates for two ofthe three
1PE methods of comparison. The low estimates of LERF for the Grand Gulf case study were mainly
attributed to the exclusion of such things as venting strategies that were included in the IPE but not in the
NUREG/CR-6595 LERF model.

Insights provided from the case studies in Reference 6 indicate that large early releases for the PWR
plants are dominated by bypass events, and the NUREG/CR-6595 models seem to be appropriate, if not
slightly conservative, for estimating LERF. An issue of concern discussed for the PWRs is associated with
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the determination of RCS depressurization, including the importance of human error analysis as well as
incorporating information from deterministic analyses and the possibility of induced failures. Insights are
also noted for the application of the NUREGICR-6595 BWR LERF models for a few important issues: the
LERF models applied somewhat high estimates (compared to the IPE) for the probability of Mark I liner
melt-through, venting strategies should be explicitly included in the LERF models, and although suppression
pool scrubbing is addressed in the LERF models, there is significant source term mitigation when releases
are scrubbed early even if they later bypass the pool. The case study issues discussed in Reference 6 that
span both PWR and BWR LERF methods include the determination of igniter availability when fault trees
are not includedandtheconcern thatalthough theNUREG/CR-6595 LERF methodology allows the potential
to evacuate for long-term sequences (such as loss of containment heat removal), the application of such an
assumption may have to be verified and may be non-conservative.

The concerns described in Reference 6 are addressed in the ASP LERF models. The PWR ASP LERF
models incorporate the possibility of operator error in the consideration of RCS depressurization;
additionally, the assessment of RCS depressurization incorporates information from deterministic analyses
including the potential for induced failures in the RCS pressure boundary that are not in the vessel. The
BWR ASP LERF models include venting strategies (both containment and MSIV), and the Mark I liner melt-
through probabilities from NUREG-1 150 are adopted (the inclusion of more recent information is being
considered). If the suppression pool is never bypassed through the events that accompany vessel failure,
LERF does not occur even if the containment fails (failure would have to be in the wetwell of a Mark I or
Mark II for this to happen). As noted in Reference 6, this approach can be overly conservative if earlier
releases are scrubbed and the pool is later bypassed; however, the method was intended to credit scrubbing
only if all the early releases are predicted to be scrubbed. Hydrogen ignition systems for ice condensers and
Mark Ills are included in the LERF models. The potential to evacuate for long term sequences is included
in the ASP LERF models, but the quantification of this capability is currently under development. Overall,
the ASP LERF models to contain sufficient detail to capture important phenomenological events that a
simplified model cannot incorporate.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objectives for the ASP LERF model development work is to build a Level 2 containment response
model that would capture all ofthe events necessary to define LERF as outlined in RG 1.174, can be directly
interfaced with the existing Level I models, is technically correct, can be readily modified to incorporate new
information or to represent another plant, and can be executed in SAPHIRE.

The ASP LERF models being developed will meet these objectives while providing the NRC with the
capability to independently assess the risk impact of plant-specific changes proposed by the utilities that
change the NPPs licensing basis. Together with the ASP Level I models, the ASP LERF models provide
the NRC with the capability of performing equipment and event assessments to determine their impact on
a plant's LERF for internal events during power operation. In addition, the ASP LERF models are capable
of being updated to reflect changes in information regarding the system operations and phenomenolgical
events, and ofbeing updated to assess the potential for early fatalities for each LERF sequence. As the ASP
Level I models evolve to include more analysis capabilities, the LERF models will also be refined to reflect
the appropriate level of detail needed to demonstrate the new capabilities.
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An approach was formulated for the development of detailed LERF models using the NUREG-1 150
APET models as a guide. The modifications to the SAPHIRE computer code have allowed the development
of these detailed models and the ability to analyze these models in a reasonable time. Ten reference LERF
plant models, including six PWR models and four BWR models, which cover a wide variety of
containment and nuclear steam supply systems designs, will be complete in 1999. These reference models
will be used as the starting point for developing the LERF models for the remaining NPPs.
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0 Dependent 0 Operator
toiLof-seirvimo

0 Realistic criteria SHALL le used
0 Realistic, applicable engineering analyses SHALL be used
0 Success criteria dependency SHALL be incorporated
0 Boundary SHALL include components needed for operation
0 Component MAY he excluded based on .....
0 Siginals needed and conditions necessary for actuation SHALL

be included
0 Isolation, trip or failure conditions SHALL he included
0 Motive and control power SHALL he included
0 Credit beyond design basis SITALL he supported by test or

engineering analysis
0 Relevant failure rnodes SHALL be reviewed for inclusion
0 Hardware, out-of-service, intra-system common-cause SHALL

be modeled

0 Consistent naning scheme SHALL be used
0 Fault trees, circular logic SHALL be brolen at first occurrene
0 Support states SHALL account for support system dependencie
0 Grouping SHALJ NOT when .....
0 Quantification SHALL consider numiber of demands expected

InteMrated Model
I Construltio: I
O Naming. 0 ModUlarizationl

\O Linking 0 Quantiication]



PRA MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
MW . .

*1 i

0 Changes affecting plant SHALL be reviewed
i PRA SHALL be updated to include effect of

change if:
1-- make decisions in the plant, or support

licensing application, or used for past
decisions; AND

2 -- decisions impacted by the change
0 Plant changes SHALL be reviewed every 2

years
0 Aggregate of changes SHALL be reviewed.....

.,

w

0 Change to the plant SHALL be reviewed
against requirements

0 For Systems Analysis, the following, at a
minimum SHALL he checked to determine
if the have been impacted by the changes,
and therefore, SHALL be updated: success
criteria, ...



PEER REVIEW REQUIREMENTS

(Qualao)ns
& ~%c~ntials

w
M

Ba~ PJA Rvie: **~* A ~;

0 Detailed'
~ . Limitead_)l

' Review SHALL he conducted 6y team
0 Team SHALL have collectively necessary expertise
0 Team SHALL he independent of PRA
0 Tennm leader SHALL he independent of organization
0 Team SHALL have formal PRA training
0 Team SHALL have 10 years of collective PRA cxpericnce
Q PRA experience SHALL include 2 different plaiLts
0 Team mueihber SHALL have 5 years in area of responsibilit
0 Team member SHALL have plant-specific hnowledge
0 Team leader SHALL have plant type knowledge and broad

PRA knowledge

0 Team SHALL review workplan
#D IExclusion of requirementa SHALL he justifiedJ
# Detailed review SHALL be performoed on each system node

if no workplan exists
# Detail review SHALL include exaanination against each

technical requirement
• Limited review SHALL be performed on each system aodel

riot selected for detail review
• Limited review SHALL include essential elements

involvimd....

0 'reami SHALL review Jianges made ini ase PRA to
determine requiremerits accurately implenmentec

(. Teani STTALL use same review requirement as stated for
Iase PRA review

Reviewv

Ia



DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

[WTork plan]o

( nfiormation

<:Sources:

As~mptong
andl

im~ta tonrh
I Rslsi

1 - - I

.i orkplan SHALL Lo documentedI o ' orkpla SHALL include how requirements nre isinpleguented
..i...............-- J

i Plant.ipecific antd geeric information sources SHALL Le
., documented

0 Sources SHALL include, at a minitiuni, .....
0.a Calculations (plant-specific and generic) SIIALL Le

documented

0 Assumptions and limitations SHALT. Le documented
0 Assumptions and limitations SMALL include those decisions and

judgments made in the course ofthe analysis
0 Tuslification SHALL be included

OProducts and outcomes SHALL le documented
0 For Systems Analysis, at a minimnusm, these SHALL siachdi....

w

w

CPRAI
upda es

--3
0 Documentation SHALL deomronstratc plant changes were

reviewed against PRA
0 Changes requiring PRA update STIALT. le listed
0 Resultant update SHALL Le documented, and include, at a

I Itmn uin ..,

Review
and

.C6rtipcation

0 Names and reaume of team SHALU, lie docimented and include, at
a mninimum, employer, education, PRA training, ....

0 Review results of workplan SHALL. e documented, and include...
0 Resulti of detailed and lintited review SHALL he documensted, and

include, ....
_ . ,



APPLICATIONS

* Determine, on application basis, if the PRA, as
compared to the standard, is complete

* Determine, on application basis, if standard is
"complete"

* Resolution""
> Update PRA to the standard
o Expand Standard
c' Resolve by other means (e.g., expert panel)



APPLICATIONS -m Example Criteria

c> The applicant shall determine which elements of the plant, or
aspects of its operation are affected by the change.

a The applicant shall determine which PRA elements reflect these
plant elements that are affected.

e The applicant shall develop a relationship that characterizes how the
PRA elements are changed.

a' The applicant shall determine what are the PRA contributors to the
change in CDF/LERF.

O The applicant shall compare the treatment of those PRA
contributors with the standard and, either, modify the model to meet
the standard, OR, provide arguments why not meeting the standard
is OK.
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NRC SUPPORT FOR THE KALININ (WER)
PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT'

D. Bley
Buttonwood Consulting, Inc.

D.J. Diamond, T-L. Chu, A. Azarm, W.T. Pratt
Brookhaven National Laboratory

D. Johnson
PLG, Inc.

A. Szukiewicz, M. Drouin, A. El-Bassioni, T-M. Su
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Abstract

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the Federal
Nuclear and Radiation Safety Authority of the Russian Federation
have been working together since 1994 to carry out a
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) of a VVER-1000 in the
Russian Federation. This was a recognition by both parties that
this technology has had a profound effect on the discipline of
nuclear reactor safety in the West and that the technology should
be transferred to others so that it can be applied to Soviet-
designed plants. The NRC provided funds from the Agency for
International Development and technical support primarily through
Brookhaven National Laboratory and its subcontractors. The
latter support was carried out through workshops, by
documenting the methodology to be used in a set of guides, and
through periodic review of the technical activity. The result of
this effort to date includes a set of procedure guides, a draft final
report on the Level 1 PRA for internal events (excluding internal
fires and floods), and progress reports on the fire, flood, and
seismic analysis. It is our belief that the type of assistance
provided by the NRC has been instrumental in assuring a quality
product and transferring important technology for use by
regulators and operators of Soviet-designed reactors. After a
thorough review, the report will be finalized, lessons learned will
be applied in the regulatory and operational regimes in the
Russian Federation, and consideration will be given to supporting
a containment analysis in order to complete a simplified Level 2
PRA.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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Origin of the BETA Project

The Kalinin Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) project was designed to improve reactor
safety and regulation in the Russian Federation (R.F.), by enhancing the political and technical
position of the regulatory agency in Russia and by building a framework and language to
address reactor safety issues. The origins of the project lie in the Lisbon Conference on
Assistance to the Nuclear Safety Initiative, held in May 1992, where it was agreed that special
efforts should be undertaken to improve the safety of the nuclear power plants designed and
built by the former Soviet Union. In the following year, the Gore-Chernomyrdin Commission
(GCCQ was established to improve technical cooperation between the U.S. and the R.F. The
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) was to provide support to the GCC in nuclear
safety, including support to Gosatomnadzor (GAN), the Federal Nuclear and Radiation Safety
Authority of the Russian Federation. A November 1993 Memorandum of Meeting (MoM)
between NRC and GAN recorded agreement for NRC and GAN to work together, including
provision of support to the R.F. to perform a PRA on a VVER-1000 PWR. This was a
recognition by both NRC and GAN that this technology has had a profound effect on the
discipline of nuclear reactor safety in the West and that the technology should be transferred
to others so that it can be applied to Soviet-designed plants. Unit 1 at the Kalinin Nuclear
Power Station (KNPS) was chosen for the PRA, and the effort was carried out under the
auspices of GAN with the assistance of several other Russian organizations:

* GAN's Science and Engineering Centre for Nuclear and Radiation Safety (SEC-NRS) -
the regulatory agency's semi-independent support organization

* Experimental and Design Office "Gidropress" (EDOGP) - the VVER designer
* Nizhny Novgorod Project Institute "Atomenergoprojekt," (NIAEP) - the architect-

engineer
* Kalinin Nuclear Power Station (KNPS)
* Rosenergoatom Consortium - the "owner" of KNPS

The MoM addressed how to manage such a project given the many organizations in the R.F.
that would need to cooperate to ensure success. A phased approach was to be used with
completion of the work in each phase before initiation of the work in a subsequent phase. The
four phases of the PRA at Kalinin Nuclear Power Station (later known as the "BETA Project")
were to include:

* Phase I. Project Organization
* Phase II. Training, procedure guide development, and information gathering

Phase Ill. System modeling and accident frequency analysis (Level 1 PRA; internal
and external events)

* Phase IV. Containment performance and risk assessment (simplified Level 2 PRA)

Phase I Activities

During Phase I, a plan was developed for the PRA, including definitions of tasks, levels of
effort, schedules, and products. Two primary documents were developed in the U.S. with
these specifications:
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* General Plan for VVER-1 000 Probabilistic Risk Assessment
* Detailed Task Descriptions for the VVER-1000 PRA Project

The tasks planned for the PRA are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. PRA Task Ust

Task Task Title

IIL.A Plant Familiarization and Information Gathering

Ill.B Identification and Selection of Site Sources of Radioactive
Releases

III.C Determination and Selection of Plant Operating States

IIMD Definition of Core Damage States or Other Consequences

III.E Selection and Grouping of Initiating Events

III.F Functional Analysis and Systems Success Criteria

III.G Event Sequence Modeling

IIL.H System Modeling

111.1 Human Reliability Analysis

IIIJ Qualitative Dependence Analysis

_ll.K( Assessment of the Frequency of Initiating Events

IlI.L Assessment of Component Reliability

IHI.M Assessment of Common Cause Failure Probabilities

111.0 Initial Quantification of Accident Sequences

III.P Final Quantification of Accident Sequences

lll.R Interpretation of Results; Importance and Sensitivity Analysis

III.S Spatial Interactions

III.T Fire Analysis

IHI.U Flood Analysis

IHI.V Seismic Analysis

HIM W lnrlimntatign
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The plan for carrying out the PRA was discussed with the Russian team members at a meeting
held in May 1995, at GAN in Moscow and at KNPS. The plan was incorporated into formal
Implementing Agreements which delineated the responsibilities of NRC and each of the six
Russian organizations participating in the project, including funding, schedules, and
deliverables.

These first Agreements defined work to be accomplished during the first year of the BETA
Project, including Phase II and the initial work on Phase 111, the Level 1 PRA. Subsequent
meetings were held in Moscow in August 1996 and May 1997 to negotiate Addenda to the
Implementing Agreements for each coming year. The NRC would provide financial support for
the PRA with funds from the Agency for International Development and technical support
primarily through Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and its subcontractors.

Phase 11 and Early Phase Ill Work

Phase 11 was to provide training, to develop procedure guides for the PRA tasks, and to collect
information on the plant. The technical work of the project began with a series of workshops.
First was a VVER training program for American members of the BETA team. This was held
in the R.F. in December 1995. The PRA workshops for the Russian team members consisted
of one 8-week long workshop at BNL at the start of the project, followed by 1-week
workshops in Russia approximately every six weeks over a period of one and one-half years.
The first workshop took place after the initial plant familiarization and information gathering.
It consisted of scheduled seminars to provide training on specific technical issues
(e.g., development of event sequence diagrams, independent work by the Russian PRA team
with interaction with the U.S. experts as needed, and meetings with the U.S. experts to
review work in progress. The followup workshops were on technical subjects that enter into
the analysis at later times {e.g., human reliability analysis) and subjects that needed further
elucidation (e.g., common cause failure analysis).

The procedure guides complemented the workshops. The first draft of the guides used for the
Kalinin PRA were prepared in the U.S., reviewed by the R.F. team and translated into Russian.
A final version [1 1 is to be published to be of assistance to other PRA practitioners, especially
those with VVER plants. The procedure guides are limited to accidents involving the reactor
core and that occur while the plant is operating at full power. Internal initiating events,
including internal fires and floods, are considered as well as seismic events. Guidance is
provided for a Level 1, 2, and 3 PRA with the Level 3 PRA guidance limited to offsite
consequences.

It was assumed that the team carrying out the PRA would be familiar with the set of guides
developed by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) for carrying out a Level 1 PRA
for internal events [21. The IAEA document represented an internationally acceptable
approach. The new guides improve on the existing guides by: (1) taking into account recent
work in the field, (2) considering special problems that might be specifically present for the
VVER experience, and (3) improving upon the guidance already provided. The idea was not
to duplicate the existing guidance found in the IAEA document or the material in other guides
that have been produced by the NRC [3, 41. For subjects not well documented in the open
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literature (e.g., the approach taken for human reliability analysis), detailed guidance was given;
for tasks where a firn understanding was already well established and documentation freely
available (e.g., system modeling), minimal guidance and appropriate references were provided.

Phase 111, the carrying out of the Level 1 PRA, began with a two-month workshop held at BNL
February-April 1996. A series of seminars on specific PRA tasks were held during the visit to
BNL. During this intensive training, great strides in the analysis were accomplished.
Unfortunately, after the BETA team's return to Russia, progress continued at a slower pace
because the team is widely disbursed and involved in other work.

The product requirements for the Phase Ill PRA include:

e Databases: component failure rates for all VVER-1000 plants and a KNPS-specific
database

* IRRAS computer model representing the KNPS Level 1 PRA
* Documentation on the analysis and results
* RELAP5 model for KNPS Unit 1 with all important plant systems
* Level 1 PRA for the KNPS

A Technical Review Group (TRG) was set up with U.S. experts and Russian team members.
TRG sessions were held periodically in Moscow (usually in conjunction with training
workshops) to review Russian progress on the analysis. The reports of these meetings
provided guidance to the team for continuation of the work.

By fall 1997, all Level 1 internal event tasks (excluding fire and flood events) had been
completed except final quantification, uncertainty and sensitivity analysis, and final
documentation. A number of problems were identified, and an approach and budget for
completing the Level 1 PRA were agreed upon.

An additional task was added in 1997 to come up with an Applications Plan. This plan would
include a description of how the results/insights of the PRA will be implemented/disseminated
at KNPS and other VVER plants. It was to describe those areas where PRA information can
be used to improve the plant operations and safety, how this information will be used, and
how it will be communicated to other VVER-1000 plants.

Current Status of Phase Ill

The draft report of the internal events PRA (excluding fire and flood analysis) was submitted
in June 1998, and progress reports on the fire, flood, and seismic analysis were also submitted
during the year. Unfortunately, during 1998, funding problems precluded having U.S. experts
do a detailed review. A cursory review, however, of the internal events report has recently
been completed. That brief review has identified a number of potential problems remaining in
the PRA and its documentation and many questions that can only be answered by a detailed
review and by discussions with the BETA team.
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The most important issues that need to be resolved are whether sump plugging is as important
as suggested by the results and whether the analysis of scenarios that were thought to be
important in the past, but have now been downgraded, is valid. Of the many specific technical
questions that are important is the question of why the diesel generator failure rate is
unusually low. While it is possible to cite additional examples of items that are questionable
beyond those already identified, it may be unfair to do so as many of the questions may be
easily answered and determined not to be significant if discussed with the Russian team.

It is also important to note that the English is difficult to read in many places and much of the
text is abbreviated and insufficient to explain to a reviewer what was being done. Although
a different style of writing is not unexpected when dealing with a different culture, this is a
subject that the U.S. experts have repeatedly emphasized in many discussions with the
Russian BETA team.

Concluding Remarks

The efforts described in this paper have brought the completion of the PRA for internal events
within sight. It is expected that early in 1999 the review of existing documents will be
completed, and the final Level 1 PRA report will be made public. Ongoing work is being done
to add results for internal fires and floods and seismic events. It is our belief that the type of
assistance provided by the NRC has been instrumental in assuring a quality product and
transferring important technology for use by regulators and operators of Soviet-designed
reactors. In addition, it is gratifying to observe that the diverse team learned how to surmount
technical, political, and cultural barriers to effectively work together. Once Phase Ill is
completed, work is expected to continue in Phase IV, the containment performance
assessment needed for a Level 2 PRA.
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RISK COMPARISON OF PERFORMING SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
AT POWER VS. DURING SHUTDOWN

Arthur Buslik, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Pranab Samanta, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Bevan Staple, Sandia National Laboratories

Results of studies of a comparison of the risk impacts of performing
preventive maintenance during power operation and during periods of
shutdown are presented. Two plants were studied: the PWR Surry and
the BWR Grand Gulf. In the PWR, four different time windows of cold
shutdown, and power operation were considered. For the BWR, the cold
shutdown time windows occurring before refueling were considered, as
well as power operation and the refueling plant operational states. The
scope of the studies was limited to conventional internal events
(excluding fire and internal floods). For the PWR, risk impacts of
maintenance on the diesel generators, the auxiliary feedwater system, the
low pressure injection system, and the high pressure injection system
were included. For the BWR, the diesel generators, the service water
system, the high pressure core spray, and the reactor core isolation
cooling system were included; for the BWR case, results on taking two
components out for maintenance simultaneously are included.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a comparison of the risk of performing scheduled maintenance at power operation
and during various periods of shutdown. The motivation for the study comes from the fact that, for
reasons of cost, the nuclear industry is attempting to maximize the time at power and reduce the length of
refueling and maintenance outages, and consequently the nuclear industry is interested in increasing the
amount of scheduled preventive maintenance performed during power operation. It is therefore of
interest to determine the risk of performing preventive maintenance at power operation, and compare this
risk to that of performing the maintenance during various times during shutdown and refueling. Risk-
informed regulatory decision making requires this; work already performed shows that the risk during
some periods of shutdown is not negligible, and hence one cannot estimate the risk change from
performing maintenance at power operation instead of at shutdown by assuming that the risk from
performing maintenance during shutdown is negligible. Two plants are studied, the Surry pressurized
water reactor (PWR) and the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station (GGNS) boiling water reactor (BWR). The
work on the PWR was performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory, with Pranab Samanta as principal
investigator, and that on the BWR at Sandia National Laboratories, with Bevan Staple as principal
investigator. Full reports on the PWR and BWR studies will be reported in the form of NUREG/CR
reports (ref. I and ref. 2). Some generalizations to other plants are made, in the full studies, but will not
be discussed here. The scope of the studies is limited to conventional internal events (including loss of
offsite power, but excluding fires and internal floods).
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Some prior work (ref. 3 and ref. 4), which stopped at estimates of the effect on core damage frequency of
maintenance during shutdown had been performed, but carrying the calculations out to public risk
measures yields more insights as to the relative risk of performing maintenance in different plant
operating states (POSs). During shutdown the containment may be open, which affects the risk. At the
same time, the time since reactor trip is greater, so that the short-lived isotopes of iodine and tellurium
may have decayed appreciably, with a consequent lessening of the risk of early fatalities. The work built
on prior work on the risk during low power and shutdown for Surry and Grand Gulf (ref. 5 and ref. 6).

Two types of risk measures for scheduled maintenance can be defined. The first type consists of
conditional risk measures, and measures the increase in risk from taking a component, or a group of
components, out for maintenance given that the plant is in a particular plant operational state (POS). One
calculates the risk, given the component (or group of components) is out for maintenance and subtracts
the risk, given the component (or group of components) is not in maintenance, but given that one is in the
given POS. The second type of risk measure multiplies these risk measures by the duration of the
scheduled maintenance performed in a calendar year on the component, or group of components, and
gives the increase in the annual risk if the scheduled maintenance is done in that particular operating
state. This latter type of risk measure is the most relevant, for making risk-informed decisions concerning
which operational state scheduled maintenance should be performed in. Both types of risk measures
were calculated in the studies.

The methodology and results of the PWR study will be discussed first, and then the results of the BWR
study will be discussed.

2.0 RISK COMPARISON FOR A PWR

As noted above, the PWR considered was the Surry plant. Because it was already known that the risks
were very low during refueling, when the water level is high above the reactor flange, these risks were
not quantified here. Instead, the focus was on cold shutdown. The results here are affected by the fact
that, at Surry, the containment was assumed open during this period. Within the cold shutdown
operational state, the risk can vary with the time since shutdown, since the variation in decay heat affects
system success criteria and the time available for recovery, and since the short-lived radioisotopes decay
as the time from reactor trip increases. Four time windows were defined: window I extends from
shutdown to 75 hours from shutdown; window 2 extends from 75 hours to 240 hours; window 3 extends
from 240 hours to 32 days; and window 4 corresponds to times in excess of 32 days from shutdown.

In order to determine the risk impact of scheduled maintenance, a base case was defined in which all
maintenance events were set to FALSE; the core damage frequency and risk measures (conditional on
being in the given POS and given time window), together with their uncertainties, were then calculated.
To determine the risk impact of scheduled maintenance on one or a set of components, the maintenance
events corresponding to these components were set to TRUE, and the calculation repeated. The
difference between the means of the core damage frequencies gives the mean conditional increase in the
core damage frequency, from the component being out for maintenance in the given POS and time
window. Similarly, the mean conditional increases in the public health risk measures can be calculated.
However, except for the case of the diesel generators, the correlations between the uncertainty
distributions for the two cases (the base case and the case with the components in maintenance) was not
considered. Multiplying these mean conditional risk measures by the assumed time per year for
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maintenance in the given POS gives the increase in the calendar year risk measures. For more details
concerning the methodology used, see ref. 1; ref. 7 gives details on the cold shutdown model used. In
this paper, results will be given only for preventive maintenance on single components, not simultaneous
maintenance on two components. Some results on the simultaneous maintenance of two components is
given in ref. 1.

The base case results for the core damage frequency (CDF), total early fatalities, and total latent cancer
fatalities, are given in Table I below. These values are conditional on being in the given plant
operational state and time window; the units are per year. These base case results, as already noted, were
based on zero maintenance unavailability for all components; although one can use this base case to see
the risk impact of maintenance on a given component or set of components, the value of the core damage
frequency with average maintenance unavailabilities would be higher.

The core damage frequency (conditional on being in the given POS and time window) is greater in time
windows 2 and 3 than in time window I, primarily because the probability of containment sump plugging
was assumed to be greater in time windows 2 and 3. This is a consequence of the greater amount of
maintenance inside containment performed in these time windows; the material used could be swept to
the containment sump and plug it, when emergency cooling recirculation was required.

Table 1. Mean base case results for Surry

I |Cold Shutdown

_At Power Window I Window 2 Window 3 Window 4

CDF (1/yr) 4.3E-5 2.OE-5 4.4E-5 4.IE-5 1.2E-5l

Tot. Early 7.OE-7 U.3E-7 3.lE-8 9.9E-10 3.7E- I
Fatalities
(1/yr)
Tot. Cancer 1. IE-2 3.2E-2 3.8E-2 2.6E-2 8.5E-3
Fatalities
(1ly r) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The components, or component trains, for which results are presented in this paper are:

TD-AFW Turbine-driven pump in the Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW)
MD-AFW Motor-driven pump in the AFW
DGI Diesel Generator 1, dedicated to unit I
DG3 Diesel Generator 3, swing diesel, shared between both units
LPI-B Low pressure injection pump, train B
HPI-B High pressure injection pump, train B
CW-B Cooling water train B
SW-B Service water train B
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Table 2 gives the increase in the calendar year mean CDF from preventive maintenance (PM) of 7 days
per year, on each of the components listed, at power, and during the four time windows of cold shutdown.
Table 3 gives the increase in the calendar year total early fatalities from PM of 7 days per year, and
Table 4 gives the corresponding results for total latent cancer fatalities.

Table 2. Increase in the calendar year mean CDF from PM of 7 days/year, at Surry

Power Window 1 Window 2 Window 3 Window 4
Operation

DGI 6.3E-06 8.2E-07 5.7E-07 4.3E-07 3.8E-07

DG3 3.5E-06 4.1E-07 2.7E-07 2.OE-07 1.7E-07

TD-AFW 1.6E-06 -

LPI-B 3.8 E-07 1.8E-07 1.2E-07 1.2E-07 1.2E-07

SW-B 3.OE-07 4.2E-08 3.5E-08 1.9E-09 3.8E-09

MD-AFW 2.OE-07 2.1 E-08 4.8E-08 4.4E-08 1.2E-08

CW-B 1.4E-07 3.1 E-08 2.3E08 1.9E-09 3.8E-08

HPI-B 2.5E-08 2.3E-08 1.7E-08 1.OE-09 9.6E-10

Table 3 Increase in yearly total early fatalities from PM of 7 days/year, at Surry

Power Window 1 Window 2 Window 3 Window 4
Operation

DGI 2.5E-09 1.9E-09 1.2E-10 5.4E-12 2.2E-13

DG3 1.4E-09 9.2E-10 5.OE-11 2.5E-12 1.OE-13

TD-AFW 6.9E-1O -

LPI-B l.OE-09 8.6E- I1 2.3E-12 1.3E-13

SW-B 2.1E-10 2.3E-10 2.1E-1I 3.8E-14 e

MD-AFW e 5.8E-I I 2.9E-I 1 7.7E-13 e

CW-B 1.7E-10 1.5E-1O 1.5E-11 5.8E-14 e

HPI-B 3.8E-I1 1.2E-10 1.2E-1I 1.9E-J4 E

e: negligible contribution
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Table 4 Increase in yearly total latent cancer fatalities from PM of 7 days/year, at Surry

Power Window I Window 2 Window 3 Window 4
Operation

DGI 2.2E-04 6.7E-04 3.2E-04 I.9E-04 6.7E-05

DG3 1.2E-04 3.4E-04 .5E-04 9.4E-05 3.OE-05

TD-AFW 4.SE-O5 -

LPI-B 5.8E-06 1.7E-04 7.9E-05 SAE-05 2.2E-05

SW-B l.IE-04 3.8E-05 1.9E-05 1.9E-06 l.9E-07

MD-AFW 7.7E-06 3.8E-06 2.3E-05 1.7E-05 e

CW-B l.OE-04 2.88E-OS l.5E-05 l.9E-06 3.8E-07

HPI-B 2.7E-05 2.3E-05 1.2E-05 I.9E-06 e
e: negligible contribution

The Surry plant, as modeled in the study, consists of two units, each with a dedicated diesel, and a third
diesel shared between the two units. Maintenance on the Unit I dedicated diesel generator (DG I) has a
greater risk impact (on Unit I) than maintenance on the shared diesel generator (DG3). For DG 1, the
increase in the yearly core damage frequency is 6E-6 per year, for seven days per year of maintenance at
power, while in window 4 it is 4E-7 per year, more than an order of magnitude lower than at power. The
increase in expected yearly total latent fatalities from 7 days per year maintenance on DG I at power is
2.2E-4 per year, while during time window 4 the corresponding increase is 6.7E-5 per year. For DG3, the
risk impact of maintenance on Unit 1 is less, but one also has to consider the risk impact on Unit 2. Also,
since it is unlikely that both units will be shut down for maintenance or refueling at the same time, the
most likely risk reduction strategy would be to perform maintenance on DG3 when one unit is in time
window 4 of cold shutdown or in the refueling POS, and the other unit is at power. Maintenance on
diesel generators at power has a greater risk impact than maintenance on the other components studied.

The turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump (TD-AFW) is not used during shutdown; since seven days
of maintenance per year on the TD-AFW at power results in an increase in the yearly core damage
frequency of 1.6E-6 per year, and an increase in expected total latent cancer fatalities of 5E-5 per year, it
may be desirable to perform maintenance on the TD-AFW during cold shutdown.

For a low pressure injection pump train, the increase in the yearly core damage frequency from 7 days
per year of maintenance at power is 3.8E-7 per year, while the corresponding value for time window 4 of
cold shutdown is 1.2E-7 per year. The corresponding increase in total latent cancer fatalities is 5.8E-6 per
year for maintenance at power, and 2.2E-5 per year for maintenance in time window 4 of cold shutdown.
Because of the increased health effects from maintenance performed in cold shutdown on a low pressure
injection pump train, and because only a limited amount of maintenance can be performed while in the
refueling plant operational state, it would appear desirable to perform maintenance on the low pressure
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injection pump at power, especially since there is probably a cost saving in so doing.

For each of the time-windows of cold shutdown, the relative ranking of components that cause the largest
risk impacts are similar: diesel generator, low pressure injection train, service water pump train, motor-
driven auxiliary feedwater pump train, component cooling water pump train, and high pressure injection
pump train. Comparison of the impact across time-windows shows that early fatalities are reduced
significantly for time-windows 3 and 4, i.e., when the elapsed time from shutdown is longer, because of
the decay of short-lived isotopes. Reduction in latent cancer fatalities is less pronounced as the reduction
here depends primarily on the reduction in the core damage frequency.

3.0 RISK COMPARISON FOR A BWR

As already noted, the BWR considered was Grand Gulf. The study considered the following POSs: full-
power operation (POS 0), cold shutdown (POS 5), refueling with vessel water level at the steam lines
(POS 6), and refueling with the vessel flooded up to the upper containment pool and the refueling transfer
tube open (POS 7). For POS 5, only the time windows before the refueling POS were considered. The
components considered were the emergency diesel generators (EDGs), the standby service water (SSW)
system motor-driven pumps (MDPs), the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system turbine-driven
pump (TDP), and the high pressure core spray (HPCS) system MDP. Maintenance on single
components and selected pairs of components was considered.

3.1 Methodology

The conditional risk measures considered were:

(1) Increase in Conditional Core Damage Frequency, ICDP ICDFC 1-C0, where C, is the core damage
frequency, conditional on being in a given POS, and conditional on the component(s) being out for
maintenance; CO is the core damage frequency, conditional on being in the same POS, but with the
component(s) not being out for maintenance.

(2) Increase in Conditional Individual Early Fatality Risk (IEFR.), IEFR- IIEFR=E,-EO, where E, is the
IEFR conditional on the plant being in a given POS and conditional on the component(s) being out
for maintenance and E0 is the IEFR in the same POS but with the component(s) not being out for
maintenance. The individual early fatality risk is the probability, per unit time in the given POS, of
an individual within one mile of the plant's exclusion boundary dying within one year of an
accident, from early exposure to radionuclides released following an accident.

(3) Increase in Conditional Individual Latent Cancer Fatality Risk (IL CFR) ,LC . I1LCm=F1-F0, where
F. is the ILCFR conditional on the plant being in a given POS and conditional on the component(s)
being out for maintenance and F0 is the ILCFR in the same POS but with the component(s) not
being out for maintenance. The individual latent cancer fatality risk is the probability, per unit time
of operation in the POS, of dying from cancer for an individual within 10 miles of the plant due to
both early and chronic (i.e., more than 7 days after the accident) exposure to radionuclides released
following an accident.

(4) Increase in Conditional Population Dose Risk within 50 miles (PDR50), 'IIDR5SO* IPDR50= DI-Do where
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D, is the PDRSO conditional on the plant being in a given POS and conditional on the component(s)
being out for maintenance and Do is the PDR50 in the same POS but with the component(s) not
being out for maintenance. The population dose, expressed in effective dose equivalents for whole
body exposure, occurs due to both early and chronic exposure pathways to the population within 50
miles of the reactor, from the radionuclides released following an accident.

Risk measures representing the yearly increase in risk due to the performance of preventive maintenance
on a component or group of components were also calculated. These risk measures are the product of the
measures given above and the time spent per year in maintenance, while in a given POS. This group of
risk measures consists of:

(1) Yearly Core Damage Frequency Contribution, Itr The IycOF is the expected increase in the
calendar year CDF due to the performance of preventive maintenance on the component(s) (i.e.,
the product of the 'CDF and the maintenance duration per year, measured as the fraction of the year
spent performing preventive maintenance on the component(s)).

(2) Yearly Individual Early Fatality Risk Contribution, y1Fv.F The IyEm is the expected increase in the
yearly number of early fatalities due to the performance of preventive maintenance on the
component(s) (i.e., the product of the 'IEFR and the fraction of the year spent performing preventive
maintenance on the component).

(3) Yearly Individual Latent Cancer Fatality Risk Contribution, I.,, . The InLcm is the expected
increase in the yearly number of latent cancer fatalities per calendar year due to the performance of
preventive maintenance on the component(s) (i.e., the product of the IILcFR and the fraction of the
year spent performing preventive maintenance on the component).

(4) Yearly Population Dose Risk Contribution, 'Iyf)-R5 The lYPDpjO is the expected increase in the yearly
population dose within 50 miles due to the performance of preventive maintenance on the
component(s) (i.e., the product of the I.oDpjo and the fraction of the year spent performing
preventive maintenance on the component).

The concept of degree of belief, D, was also introduced as a means of supporting the decision on when to
perform maintenance when there are overlaps in the uncertainty distributions of the results across
different POSs. The degree of belief represents the percentage of the uncertainty observations (i.e.,
sample points) for which a risk measure is greater during a selected shutdown POS than at power. To
add qualitative worth to the degree of belief concept, ranges were established for the percentages and
expressed subjectively as follows:

D < 20% - very low degree of belief
20% < D <40% -low degree of belief
40% < D < 60% - neutral degree of belief
60% <D <80% - medium degree of belief
80% < D < 100% - high degree of belief

To illustrate the concept, consider the case where POS 0 and POS 5 have comparable ICDF mean values
but in only 15% of the sample points is the 1CDF greater during POS 5 than during POS 0. Even with
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comparable means, this very low degree of belief (i.e., 15%) that the lcp is higher during POS 5 than
during POS 0 provides additional impetus to perform preventive maintenance during POS 5 rather than
during POS 0. On the other hand a D of 55% would indicate a more neutral degree belief thus allowing
decision makers to choose either POS or perhaps base their selection on other factors such as economics.

Level 1, 2, and 3 PRA models were developed for GGNS to simulate accident conditions both at power
and at shutdown. The Level I models for POSs 0 and 5 are modifications of existing models for GGNS
generated in previous NRC-sponsored studies (ref. 6 for POS 5 and ref. 8 for POS 0). The Level I
models for refueling (POSs 6 and 7) were developed specifically for this study. The Level 2/3 models are
adaptations of existing models for power operation (ref. 9) modified to include features specific to low-
power and shutdown operations.

The Level I PRA models for each POS were integrated into a single global model with a common
database. The integration assured that the same sets of sample points were used in the uncertainty
analysis used in evaluating the CDF for each POS. A separate uncertainty analysis was performed on the
Level 2/3 models. Thus the Level 2/3 models for each POS were also integrated into a single global
model. This step was required to obtain the uncertainty distributions for the CDF and public risk
measures calculated for each POS. This method retains the correlations between the base case and the
case where components are out for maintenance, when the risk increases from maintenance are
calculated.

The Level I models for GGNS were linked to the Level 2/3 models through the use of plant damage
states (PDSs), using a computer program designed for the purpose. This linking allowed sensitivities in
the Level I models to be quickly observed in the Level 2/3 results.

The risk-based measures were evaluated for several components at GGNS using the linked/integrated
PRA models. The methodology was demonstrated for preventive maintenance activities on the
emergency diesel generators (ED~s), the standby service water (SSW) system motor-driven
pumps(MDPs), the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system turbine-driven pump (TDP), and the
high pressure core spray (HPCS) system MDP. Preventive maintenance on single components and
selected combinations of two components were performed. The results of these evaluations led to
insights about the risk-impact of performing preventive maintenance at power versus shutdown.

The final step in the methodology was to extend the insights from the GGNS evaluation to additional
boiling water reactors (BWRs). Since there are few published shutdown studies for BWRs, this
comparison was limited to the risk impact of preventive maintenance on single components during power
operations. These results will not be presented in this paper, see ref. 2.

3.2 Results

Baseline CDF and Public Risk Results

The PRA models for GGNS were evaluated to obtain baseline CDF and public risk values. As indicated
in Table 5, the mean baseline CDF, IEFR, ILCFR, and PDR50 during cold shutdown are of the same
order of magnitude as the corresponding values during full power operations. However, the values
during refueling are one to two orders of magnitude less than those during full power operations. These
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results can be attributed to the fact that during the early stages of cold shutdown the decay heat is still
significant compared to power and there are similarities in response to the dominant of accidents types
(e.g., loss of offsite power). However, during refueling the decay heat is significantly reduced compared
to full power operation so the time available to respond to certain core damage accidents is substantially
lengthened and the energy removal requirements are reduced. In addition, there is a large inventory of
water available in the upper containment pools for accident mitigation (during POS 7) and even though
the vessel head and the containment is open, the amounts of short-lived radionuclides contributing to
early fatality risk are much smaller than those during full power operation (i.e., the radionuclides have
decayed).

Table 5. Mean baseline risk measures at Grand Gulf.'

POS Mean CDF Mean IEFR Mean ILCFR Mean PDR50
(yr') (IEF/yr) (ILCF/yr) (Sv/yr)

0 9.8E-6 I .SE-10 2.8E-9 2.OE-2

5 1.4E-5 5.8E-10 6.OE-9 5.&E-2

6 6.7E-7 LIE-II 3.7E-10 3.4E-3

7 3.8E-7 8.9E-12 2.IE-10 2.0E-3

'Values are shown conditional on being in the given PODS (iLe, does not include fraction of year in the
POS).

Conditional Risk Increase From the Scheduling of Preventive Maintenance

As indicated in Table 6, the mean ICDF, IIFFR, ILCFR, and IPDR50 from performing preventive maintenance
activities on single components (the EDGs, the SSW MDPs, or the HPCS MDP) during cold shutdown
are of the same order of magnitude as the mean Ic)F, IIEFt, 1ILCFR, and IPDKSO from performing similar
activities during power operations. In addition, there are significant overlaps in the distributions of the
measures in both POSs. This is characterized by neutral to medium degrees of belief that observation of
either the ICDF. the IIEF& the IILaFR or the IPDmO will be higher during cold shutdown than during full power
operations. The motor driven pump B of the SSW system can be used to inject water into the vessel
through a crosstie to train B of the low pressure injection system; this accounts for some of the
asymmetry between the SSW pumps in the table.

The mean risk measures from performing preventive maintenance activities on the single components
during refueling are one to two orders of magnitude less than those from performing similar maintenance
activities during power operations. In addition, there is usually little or no overlap in the distributions of
the measures in both POSs and very low degrees of belief that any observation of either the 'CDF. the IWFm.
the ILcFR or the 'PDR50 will be higher during refueling than during power operations. The lower risk
impacts from performing preventive maintenance during refueling can be attributed to the following
factors: (1) the decay heat is significantly reduced compared to power operation so the time available for
response to certain core damage accidents is substantially lengthened and the energy removal
requirements are reduced during refueling, (2) there is a large inventory of water available in the upper
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containment pools for accident mitigation especially during POS 7, and (3) even though the vessel head is
removed and the containment is open, the amounts of short-lived radionuclides contributing to early
fatality risk are substantially smaller than those during power operation due to radionuclide decay.
Maintenance on diesel generators in POS 7 has zero impact because the amount of water above the
reactor core is so great that the time to boiloff in station blackout sequences exceeds the mission time of
24 hours used in the study.

The risk measures associated with performing multiple system intra-division maintenance activities (i.e.,
maintenance on multiple components within a single division while avoiding maintenance on redundant
divisions) are shown in Table 7. A comparison of the risk measures for the different POSs indicates the
same trend as identified for the single components. The risk measures for the multiple component
maintenance outages range from approximately a factor of two to ten times the values obtained from
performing the single component maintenance activities. The risk measures for the multiple component
maintenance outages also show levels of overlap in the risk distributions and degrees of belief similar to
those for the single component maintenance activities.

From these observations it can be concluded that considering uncertainties in the results, there appears to
be no significant risk advantage from performing preventive maintenance activities on the EDGs, the
SSW MDPs, or the HPCS MDP at GGNS (either singularly or in the combinations evaluated) during cold
shutdown instead of at power. Thus, the decision on whether to perform preventive maintenance on these
components during power operation or during cold shutdown should probably be based on other factors
such as economics. On the other hand, there does appear to be a significant risk advantage from
performing preventive maintenance activities on these components (both singularly or in the
combinations evaluated) during refueling versus during power operations. Thus, preventive maintenance
of long duration on these components could be scheduled for refueling while those of shorter duration
could be scheduled during power operation or cold shutdown.

Yeariv Risk Contributions From the Scheduling of Preventive Maintenance

The yearly risk contributions from performing preventive maintenance on selected single components at
GGNS are provided in Table 8. These values were calculated assuming that the preventive maintenance
outages would be of the same duration for each POS. Generally, the mean TYCDF, I'yEFR, IYILCFR. and IypDRM
from performing preventive maintenance activities on single components of the EDGs, the SSW MDPs,
the HPCS MDPs, or the RCIC TDP during power operations, cold shutdown, and refueling constitute less
than a 4% increase in the corresponding mean baseline risks (i.e., the mean CDF, IEFR, ILCFR, and
PDRS0 presented in Table 1) during these plant states.

The yearly risk contributions from performing preventive maintenance on selected combinations of
components at GGNS are provided in Table 9 for each POS. These values also were calculated assuming
that the preventive maintenance outages would be of the same duration for each POS. The results of
performing multiple system intra-division maintenance activities on the EDGs, the SSW MDPs, and the
HPCS MDPs are similar to the results for the single components. This fact can be attributed to two
factors. First, GGNS's maintenance practices avoids taking redundant divisions of equipment out for
maintenance and thus moderates the risk increases associated with preventive maintenance. Second,
many maintenance activities involve maintaining front-line systems and their respective support systems
during the same time period. The unavailability of the support systems makes the front-line systems
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unavailable.

The results in Tables 8 and 9 indicates that maintaining both front-line systems and support systems at the
same time does not always create significant increases in plant risks. For example, SSW MDP C
provides cooling to EDG 3, therefore, failure of SSW MDP C fails EDG 3. Thus, taking SSW MDP C
and EDG 3 out at the same time for preventive maintenance does not create significant increases in risks
above those created by taking only SSW MDP C out for maintenance. Note, however, that the yearly risk
contributions associated with preventive maintenance on both SSW MDP C and EDG 3 is less than the
values when only EDG 3 is taken out for maintenance. This occurs because the assumed downtime for
preventive maintenance for just EDG 3 is 1.2E-2 per year, while the assumed downtime associated with
performing preventive maintenance on both of the components at the same time is 1.7E-3, the minimum
of the downtimes of the two components. Different results would be obtained for different maintenance
down times.

From these observations it can be concluded that under the current preventive maintenance practices at
GGNS, single train and multiple intra-division preventive maintenance activities on the EDGs, the SSW
MDPs, the HPCS MDP, and the RCIC TDP during any POS do not induce significant risks above the
mean baseline risk. However, a significant increase in the downtime or the frequency of preventive
maintenance activities on the components beyond current practice could appreciably increase the plant's
mean baseline risks. Therefore, managing the scheduling, the duration, and the frequency of preventive
maintenance outages should be considered an integral part of the plant's maintenance plan.
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Table 6. Conditional risk increase from preventive maintenance on single components.2

Mean ICD (Yrr')

POS EDG I EDG 3 SSW MDP A SSW MDP B SSW MDP C HPCS MDP RCIC TDP

POS 0 2.8E-5 3.2E-5 2.5E-5 2.7E-5 2.8E-5 2.0E-6 I.IE-4

POS 5 1.8E-S (42) 2.1E-5 (42) 2.1E-5 (54) 2.OE-5 (39) 2.4E-5 (60) 2.0E-6 (33) 0

POS 6 1.6E-7 (0) 1.6E-7 (0) 0 3.8E-6 (22) 1.7E-7 (1) 1.5E-7 (8) 0

POS 7 0 0 0 2.0E-6 (15) 0 0 0

Mean lzm (IEF/yr)

POS 0 3.8E-10 4.5E-10 3.6E-10 3.9E-10 4.1E-10 1.7E- II 1.6E-9

POS 5 8.2E-10 (50) 9.6E-10 (52) 9.9E-10(57) 9.9E-10(52) 1.3E-9 (70) 1.9E-10 (83) 0.0

POS 6 9.6E-13 (1) 9.6E-13 (l) 0.0 7.9E-11 (19) 8.9E-14 (0) 7.1E-14 (2) 0.0

POS 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8E-11 (16) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Mean IILCO (ILCFlyr)

POS 0 7.4E-9 8.6E-9 6.5E-9 7.2E-9 7.4E-9 6.2E-10 3.0E-8

POS 5 9.OE-9 (57) 1.OE-8 (56) 1.0E-8 (67) 1.0E-8 (53) 1.2E-8 (71) 7.8E-10 (45) 0.0

POS 6 7.6E-11 (0) 7.6E-11 (0) 0.0 2.2E-9 (34) 6.4E-11 (30) 5.5E-11 (9) 0.0

POS 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.IE-9 (26) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Mean IDR5. (Svlyr)

POS 0 5.1E-2 6.0E-2 4.4E-2 5.0E-2 5.1E-2 4.3E-3 2.0E-1

POS 5 9.2E-2 (61) 9.4E-2 (62) 9.3E-2 (70) 9.2E-2 (56) 1.2E-1(78) 1.4E-2 (60) 0.0

POS 6 6.1 E-4 (0) 6.1 E-4 (0) 0.0 1.9E-2 (36) 3.3E-4 (1) 2.8E-4 (8) 0.0

POS 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.6E-3 (29) 0.0 0.0 0.0

' Values in the parentheses are percentages and represent the degree of belief that observations of that measure are higher during that POS
than during full power operation. Risk-impact values of 0.0 implies that the PRA model for that POS has no cut sets with maintenance on that
equipment.
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Table 7. Conditional risk increase from preventive maintenance on multiple components-'

Mean ICDF (yr')

POS EDG 3 and SSW MDP C EDG 2 and SSW MDP B EDG 3 and HPCS MDP

POS 0 7.2E-5 6.5E-5 6.4E-5

POS 5 4.2E-5 (49) 3.6E-5 (38) 2.1E-5 (39)

POS 6 2.9E-7 (1) 3.7E-6 (16) 2.7E-7 (0)

POS 7 0.0 2.OE-6 (9) 0.0

Mean 'tiR (IEF/ yr)

POS0 1.3E-9 1. I.E-9 l.IE-9

POS 5 2.1E-9 (64) 1.6E-9 (53) 1.IE-9 (63)

POS 6 1.4E-12 (1) 7.6E-11 (14) 1AE-12 (1)

POS 7 0.0 4.9E-11(10) 0.0

Mean 1uxm (ILCF fyr)

POS 0 2.0E-8 1.8E-8 1.6E-8

POS 5 2.0E-8 (66) 1.7E-8 (57) 9.9E-9 (58)

POS 6 1.2E-10 (1) 2.1E-9 (24) 1.lE-10 (1)

POS 7 0.0 1.1E-9,(16) 0.0

Mean jpDpR Sv /yr)

POS 0 1.5E-1 1.3E-1 1.2E-1

POS 5 I.9E-1 (73) 1.6E-1 (61) 9.9E-2 (60)

POS 6 8.0E4 (1) 1.9E-2 (25) 7.5E-4 (81)

POS7 0.0 I.OE-2 (19) 0.0

a Values in the parentheses are percentages and represent the degree of belief that observations of that measure are higher during that POS
than during full power operation. Risk-impact values of 0.0 implies that the PRA model for that POS has no cut sets with maintenance on
that equipment.
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Table 8. Yearly risk contribution from preventive maintenance on single components.

Mean IcDF (yr )

POS EDG I EDG 3 SSW MDP A SSW MDP B SSW MDP C HPCS MDP RCIC TDP

POS 0 3A4E-7 3.8E-7 4.3E-8 4.6E-8 4.8E-8 1 .2E-8 5.1E-7

POS 5 2.2E-7 2.5E-7 3.6E-8 3.4E-8 4.1E-8 1.2E-8 0.0

POS 6 1.9E-9 1.9E-9 0.0 6.SE-9 2.9E-10 9.2E-10 0.0

POS 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4E-9 0.0 0.0 0.0

Mean IyEFR (IEF/yr)

POS 0 4.6E-12 5.4E-12 6.1E-13 6.6E-13 7.0E-13 t.OE-13 7.4E-12

POS 5 9.8E-12 1.2E-1I 1.7E-12 1.7E-12 2.2E-12 1.2E-12 0.0

P0S6 1.2E-14 1.2E-14 0.0 1.3E-13 1.5E-16 4.3E.16 0.0

POS 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.SE-14 0.0 0.0 0.0

Mean VI LCMR (ILCF/yr)

POS 0 8.9E-1 I l.OE-10 L.IE-Il 1.2E-11 13E-1l 3.8E-12 1.4E-10

POS 5 1.IE-10 1.2E-10 1.7E-11 1.7E-11 2.OE-11 4.8E-12 0.0

POS 6 9.1E-13 9.1E-13 0.0 3.7E-12 1.1E-13 3.4E-13 0.0

POS 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 l.9E-12 0.0 0.0 0.0

Mean lymRs (Sv/yr)

POS 0 6.1 E-4 7.2E-4 7.5E-5 8.5E-5 8.7E-5 2.6E-5 9.2E-4

POS 5 I.IE-3 I.IE-3 1.6E-4 1.6E-4 2.0E4 8.5E-5 0.0

POS 6 7.3E-6 7.3E-6 0.0 3.2E-5 5.6E-7 1.7E-6 0.0

POS 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6E-5 0.0 0.0 0.0

' Yearly risk-impact measure are calculated based on preventive maintenance durations (measured in fractions of a year) of I.2E-2, 6.1 E-3.
4.6E-3. and 1.E-3 for the ED~s, HPCS MDP, RCIC TDP, and SSW MDPs, respectively. Risk-impact values of 0.0 implies that the PRA
model for that POS has no cut sets with maintenance on that equipment.
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Table 9. Yearly risk contribution from preventive maintenance on multiple components.'

Mean IYCDF (Yr')

POS EDG 3 and SSW MDP C EDG 2 and SSW MDP B EDG 3 and HPCS MDP

POS 0 1.2E-7 1.IE-7 3.9E-7

POS 5 7.1E-8 6.1E-8 1.3E-7

POS 6 4.9E-10 6.3E-9 1.7E-9

POS 7 0.0 3AE-9 0.0

Mean Iyg (IEF/yr)

POS 0 2.2E-12 I.9E-12 6.7E-12

POS 5 3.6E-12 2.7E-12 6.7E-12

POS 6 2.4E-1S 1.3E-13 8.5E-t5

POS 7 0.0 8.3E-14 0.0

Mean IyIBCF (ILCF Iyr)

POS 0 3.4E-11 3.1E-1I 9.8E-I I

POS 5 3 4)E-1 2.9E-11 6.OE-I I

POS 6 2.OE-13 3.6E-12 6.7E-13

POS 7 0.0 1.9E-12 0.0

Mean IYWDRNS (Sv lyr)

POS 0 2.6E-4 2.2E-4 7.3E-4

POS 5 3.2E-4 2.7E-4 6.OE-4

POS 6 IAE-6 3.2E-5 4.6E-6

POS 7 0.0 1.7E-5 0.0

' Yearly risk-impact measure for multiple component outages are calculated based on the component with the
shortest preventive maintenance unavailability since that would be the largest possible outage time for both
components. A value of 1.7E-3 was used for outage combinations involving EDG 3 and SSW MDP C and EDG
2 and SSW MDP B, and a value of 6.1 E-3 was used for the combination of EDG 3 and HPCS MDP out for
maintenance.
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